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Abstract
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th command work
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o slow, costly, and
ol efficiency is so
eting and the other
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y defines what is
ledge and power,

eaders have to be
 from research and
t. I have called this

ot ordinary mana-
 to define and con-

produces symbols.
otiation of both its
which must be vis-

 by experts in the
ional environment,
omy, a prerequisite
THIS THESIS PRESENTS an empirical ethnographic study th
ducted as fieldwork within army command organizations, lead
analysis of data. The title of the thesis captures the contents of bo
and research, both domains being affected by new technologies
drastic changes in the military institution. The overriding rese
why efforts to implement modern information technology are s
why the contribution from the output as regards higher contr
uncertain. Two cases will be described and analysed. One is a me
is the development of a computer artefact. Based on these two ca
gests that social value and not only rational control efficienc
applied, both in the development process and in practice. Know
expertise and authority, represented by experts and formal l
brought together if the work is to be efficient. Both knowledge
information technology will be rejected, if considered irrelevan
applying a rationality of practice.

From the case analysis it can be said that command work is n
gerial work. Rather, it is a kind of design work, dynamic and hard
trol. Command work is knowledge-intensive; it designs and 
Therefore it is very flexible and involves interpretation and neg
content and products. The most important symbol is the Army, 
ible and credible, built from real components.

Command work is pragmatic and opportunistic, conducted
modern military command structure who transform the operat
and control it through controlling actions. In that respect auton



to meet evolving events—frictions—and power become core issues, interchangea-
ble goals and means for flexible social control, in cybernetic terms variety. Key
concepts are social value, function and visibility. Actors must be visible in the com-
mand work, and make work visible. Consequently, when designing control tools,
such as information systems, the design challenge is to reconcile dynamic and
pragmatic demands for power, autonomy and control with demands for stability.
Such an organization becomes a viable system, one that can survive, because there
is no conflict between its mind and physical resources. In operational terms, this
means having freedom of action. The prerequisite to achieve this is one perspective

tch the needs grow-
 

on knowledge and information and that information systems ma
ing from within the work because work builds the organization.
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ribes, in a detailed
mand work, thus

ience of command

over and use previ-
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a new light. I have
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are abundant. New
ork a new entity,

ned. Life becomes

he most common 
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ystems Design), 
ons try to limit the 
k the world and dom-
THE THESIS IS A SUMMARY of two related issues. The first i
graduate studies within a new discipline, Information System
Actually I was in this process during a few years around 1980 b
ema Science. Now these disciplines have begun to converge. T
the research topic, command work as one kind of human activ
control. It is a component in the very long tradition of how to dev
matic techniques for social control where theory recurrently has
the practice. The thesis gives highlights from its history and desc
manner, some of the latest achievements within ISR and com
being another building block in what sometimes is called a sc
and control. 

During the study I have had the privilege to be able to reflect 
ous personal experiences from more than two decades’ work wi
tems (ISs)1 for military purposes, successively seeing much in 
studied the army where traditions together with old and new co
form a dynamically evolving patchwork where contradictions 
control technologies tend to make the organisation and the w
actions becoming less visible and simultaneously more intertwi

1. I have decided to use (with few exceptions) abbreviations for some of t
terms within the research domain, for example IS (Information System
Technology), ISR (Information Systems Research), ISD (Information S
aspiring for clarity, hoping this will not offend those who for good reas
general tendency to use ever more abbreviations, often as a way to mas
inate the discourse.



harder both for the practitioners who want to be in control, and for the researchers
studying them. 

The perspectives on information technology (IT) has shifted during these dec-
ades, from information as a quantifiable resource and design of ISs according to an
ideal objective rationality, to ISs as individuals’ tools, difficult to formalize. Com-
puters had been used earlier for various kinds of calculations, for example within
the air defence. Most early efforts aimed at administrative rationalization, making
managerial tasks and operations feasible and efficient. Interservice cooperation was
and still is limited: army, air force and navy each had their own command philoso-

uring the 1960s. At
loped at Stockholm
al., 1995). Early in
ilitary (Lundeberg,
 lives in the legacy
tegrated networks,
eginning of a new

olume but the com-
hing new heights. 
 scientific founda-
tempts is Orhaug’s
tes for a science of
rea for a science of
on theory, and the
ea. The aspiration
ce out of scientific
 framework which

at has already been
ractice after a few

command practices
 autonomy threat-
nization. If control
earch for self-help
ily reject also their
tendency to impro-
ntrol technologies
phies and technical solutions for their infrastructure.
A new joint command structure had begun to be developed d

that time the theoretical foundation for ISR in Sweden was deve
University, headed by professor Börje Langefors (Dahlbom et 
the 1970s his evolving theoretical foundation guided the m
1970; Folcker, 1974). The heritage from these enterprises still
systems which now, thirty years later are replaced by in
advanced workstations and mobile technologies. Now in the b
millennium the armed forces are just a fraction of their former v
plexity and the costs of its modern control mechanisms are reac

There are few conclusions about the suitable theoretical and
tion for its new command practices. One of the few Swedish at
(1995) analysis and discussion where he outlined the prerequisi
command: clarification of concepts, definition of the scientific a
command (and control) and its links to leadership and decisi
development of a proper vocabulary and language for the ar
behind his discussion was the establishment of a coherent scien
but piecemeal work in various subfields. I aspire to make ISR a
contributes to this tentative science of command, enriching wh
achieved within other disciplines, a reunion of IS theory and p
decades of practical engineering.

The mixture of perspectives and technologies within military 
generates contradictions. Occasionally practitioners feel their
ened, not only in the battlefield, but also within their own orga
technologies mean reduced autonomy, people pragmatically s
solutions and strategies to manage urgent control needs and eas
own control technologies. This dichotomy explains the strong 
vise, to rely upon interpersonal relations, to search for new co



and the readiness to abandon initiatives rather than fulfil them with support from a
consistent knowledge platform. Such elements have constituted the military prac-
tice since long. 

The thesis has five parts which together describe the whole ‘expedition’:
Part I, Mapping the Arena, consists of chapters 1, 2, and 3. Chapter 1 introduces

the work, provides an overview of the work and the results. Chapter 2 presents the
research domain, the military institution. I discuss the concepts of information,
information system and design in Chapter 3 and present a new conceptual frame-
work for these constructs.

mmarize previous
ptual and theoreti-
a long tradition of
common concepts
tes a bridge to the

ieldwork. 
eldwork and data.
he ethnography is

cases which were
d work and the use
elopment-in-work
 spreadsheet pro-

a centralized IS. In
ground to the cases
ases illuminate the
en technology and
eeting) and 10 (the

tative parts of the
s (Chapter 12). I

 work. I summarize
mmand work, and
gineering work.
In Part II, Checking the Equipment, chapters 4 and 5, I su
work, again checking its result and discuss especially the conce
cal meanings of command and control as components within 
social control, for example within accounting. An analysis of 
involved in control relates them to command practices and crea
application of IT and the practical part of the ethnography, the f

In Part III, Fieldwork, I describe methodological issues, fi
Chapter 6 is the method overview. The fieldwork during t
described mainly in Chapter 7. 

In Part IV, The Return..., I organize the result around two 
defined during the fieldwork. Both illustrate aspects of comman
of IT. They are an urgent meeting during an exercise, and the dev
of a control artefact, a computer application built with a PC
gram during a six-month period, as a self-help complement to 
order to provide a rich description, I present data about the back
and about the ongoing army change process in Chapter 8. The c
junctions when important command tasks are conducted, betwe
work, each from its position. I analyse them in Chapters 9 (the m
application).

Part V, Reflections, is the concluding analytical and argumen
study (Chapter 11), and IS design principles and suggestion
present a new perspective on command work as a kind of design
the analysis, the proposed new theoretical framework for co
present suggestions for both continued research and practical en
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PART  I
Mapping the Arena
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THE ARENA IS THE RESEARCH,  its direction and results, it
oretical path, and its textual record, the thesis. This first part des
and issues involved in the research, the military domain and the r
provides an overview of the thesis and briefly presents the contr
of the research domain and control-related issues within mili
prises another part of the background. Lastly, when studying m
necessary to outline some theoretical and methodological issue
Because this thesis is about information and information system
an overview of various conceptual perspectives and approaches 
tem design.

My argument, and a basic hypothesis, is this: with a releva
command work is, and if requirements upon technology come f
theoretically informed methods and techniques for the design an
technologies can be defined. Costly mistakes may then be r
capacities and number of control mechanisms can be balance
proper relation between ambitions and available resources, an
and traditions within command work. 
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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IN THIS CHAPTER  I briefly describe first the military as a
because from there the research rationales evolve, then research p
process, and contributions. Contextual conditions are importa
qualitative study, in this case conducted as an ethnography1. Fo
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1.  Ethnography - one of the types of qualitative studies according to the s
tive Inquiry and Research Design, Sage, Creswell, J. W. (1998). An eth
description and interpretation of a cultural group in the form of a holist
Other types are biography, phenomenology, grounded theory, and case 
of my work, for example, is an example of grounded theory. 



CHAPTER 1

1.1 Purpose and Content of the Study

1.1.1 PURPOSE

This thesis reports the results of a two-step qualitative Information Systems
Research (ISR) study, aimed at a theoretical understanding of pragmatic military
command activities. The primary purpose of the study is to provide input for con-
tinued development of command work together with design and use of modern con-
trol technologies, ISs and other computer artefacts. The term command work is the
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military analogy to what is called managerial work elsewhere 
and Arvidsson, eds., 1998). Within the dynamic military com
such technologies are vital both for dynamic control purposes i
the management of short-term and long-term organizational
change. Many efforts to modernize practice by applying infor
(IT) are discouragingly slow and expensive and their effects are
the radically changed political context, nationally and internatio
matic reorganization of the whole military organization. 

Uncertainties grow concerning the roles and missions for the
cient command work is, and how supporting ISs should be desig
is ambiguous). As in many domains, new operational requirem
demands for new knowledge, also concerning research metho
niques.There is a growing need for a deeper and theoretical und
practices for command and for the management of change.

1.1.2 RESEARCH APPROACH AND CONTENT

In order to achieve its purpose, the study has been conducted in
on the early experiences from the UN operations in Bosnia, the 
a grounded theory for military command (Persson, 1997). It has
phase that provides the main content of this thesis. This phase h
raphy informed by this grounded theory, that looks at the pract
mainly one Swedish army tactical (division) headquarters (HQ
Command Post Exercises (CPXs). This HQ was faced with the
control technologies within the framework of a new organizat
with this approach, I have conducted field studies of command w
lowed by an analysis of certain core aspects within them. This b
allows a description of practices, relating them to theory, and 
studies. The model in Figure 1.1 gives a view of the whole stud
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Command 
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Analysis IS Design
Its purpose has not been to evaluate and provide feedback to t
efforts to form a new practice. Rather it is to widen the insig
work. Ultimately, this research will expand both practitioners’ a
ers’ understanding, not forgetting representatives of IS developm
industries. 

Foster (1988) argued for research which generates close-up 
command more science than art. His main concern was the gulf 
practitioners and researchers, leading to the development of th
practice, theory that does not match practice. One of his claim
should not provide just answers, but instead extend the practit
judgement, integrating theory and practice, a “marriage of the q
qualitative” (p. 224).

The practical part of my research, this ethnography, has been 
analysis of historical antecedents to modern military command, 
organizing and control thinking. 

1.1.3 DESIGN OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Being both process and product, design is not a clear-cut issue a
at various components and attributes. As a verb ‘design’ means
conceive and plan out in mind, or to make a sketch. The noun ‘de
ful scheme or mental project, a preliminary sketch showing th
something later to be executed. Lastly, it is the creative art of exe
functional design (Merriam-Webster Online dictionary, http
What is left then is to find out what ISD is and out of what, wh

Figure 1.1: Overview of the study.
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because as Löwgren and Stolterman (1998) stated that IT is the “material without
properties”. Nevertheless, IT design knowledge concerns social change, “good
use”, it is empirical and normative (Magoulas and Pessi, 1998).

The focus of ISD has shifted during the computer era. Ehn (1988), for instance,
brought out the question whether it is art, science, or just marketing, a matter of
style. Löwgren and Stolterman (1998) outlined the history of IT-design, and
described how focus has shifted from systematic problemsolving, via efforts to
solve problems as iterations between solutions and insights in operational and work
problems, over to their own design thinking. To them, IT design is a process that

ver complex. They
is IS development,
-fields are Human-
sability considera-
 reconcile issues of
he design process. 
 and Pessi (1998),
e based design the-
 different. The pro-
serade System) and
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se are anticipated;
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ook keeping, to the
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leads to an IT-artefact which is a comparatively clear item, howe
treat the IT-design concept as a superimposed level, beneath it 
ISD, and software design. In their perspective, separate ISD sub
Computer Interaction (HCI), Man-Machine Interface (MMI), u
tions, and Participatory Design (PD), the latter being a means to
power and bringing sufficient knowledge about operations into t

Design as IS architecture, lastly, is the theme for Magoulas
who saw two perspectives. These perspectives are the enterpris
ory and the information based theory, partly overlapping, partly
longation of these schools is the VBS-strategy (VerksamhetsBa
the IRM-strategy (Information Resource Management).

The art (or science) of how to conduct work-oriented design
facts is a topic discussed and analysed at length by Ehn (1988). 
ating and supporting both communicative and instrumenta
artefacts can augment, replace or constrain individual or c
Thereby they affect the whole workplace; it is not only a matter
faces. What distinguishes computers from other artefacts is t
manipulate symbols. Ehn tried to unite the social and the instru
within ‘design’ it is necessary to include both the technical kn
instrumental control and the practical knowledge interest in in
munication which leads to a “doubleness” and that, discip
between established sciences must be transcended. To conclude

a concerned social and historical activity in which artefacts and their u
an activity and form of knowledge that is both planned and creative, a
the contradiction between tradition end transcendence.(p. 161)

I see a tradition within the IS domain from calculations and b
integration of larger but fewer artefacts, over to a concern for the
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For my research, Ehn’s concept ‘computer artefact’ is more open-ended than just
‘information system’. In the presentation I will use both, making further distinc-
tions when considered necessary. Let us conclude that “design” gets its meaning
depending on the perspective of “information system”. Conversely, if a certain
aspect of ‘design’ or ‘information system’ is chosen, some aspects will be treated
but others left out. 

Probably design meaning creative art and not based upon mathematics (Fergu-
son, 1992) is valid independently of perspective. Because of their ambiguity, the
related concepts of design and IS will be discussed later on (chapter three). In the

ere information is
e study. 

f

OMMAND WORK

e and a few tempo-
 navy nor air force
ons are operational
rmal organization

rations for instance
command. During
ong other manage-
have got and make
 event differs from
d scientific knowl-
s a growing part of

sically centralized,
g principle. Com-

 command. Within
 achieved with the

 mobile, protected
 aircraft, tents or
 reliable (and rela-
field. Mobile units
next two subsections, I present command work, which is wh
needed and the methodological and analytical framework for th

1.2 Object of the Study – Command Work in Brie

1.2.1 A GENERAL STRUCTURE AND MODEL FOR ORGANIZING C

Operationally, the Swedish Army consists of a professional cadr
rary units, engaged in basic or refresher training. Neither army,
has been permanently physically organized even if some formati
as training and stand-by units. The army exists merely as fo
charts, except during the rare occasions when exercises – or ope
in Bosnia – form the context for actual teams executing real 
training and exercises, being exceptions rather than the rule am
rial duties, people in their roles try to make sense of what they 
the best of the situations. Unfortunately each such occasion and
the previous one in some respect. Therefore conclusions and soli
edge are hard to reach. Participation in international operations i
its concerns and operations.

Now as in past centuries, staff form HQs where control is ba
(what is now named) bureaucracy being the dominant organizin
manding Officers (COs) are pivots in the hierarchical chain of
this framework, to be applied when suitable, decentralization is
help of complementary control mechanisms. 

Modern army tactical level command work is conducted in
“offices-in-the-woods” (on wheels, tracks, on board ships, in
indoors) designed to be self-supporting and to provide a stable,
tively comfortable) usually concealed environment in the battle
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are equipped and trained to be able to move frequently or wit
from one location to another in order to avoid the effects of hosti
and to keep up with mobile operations over large areas when ne

A tactical army HQ may be divided into one Forward Comma
a few other subunits, each having its own functional responsibili
ported by a similarly mobile infrastructure where functions suc
tection, internal logistics, and telecommunications are manag
where the main fieldwork was done consisted of about 150 staff,
and reserve officers, and conscripts of various classes. Its m
divided into subsections and groups that formed cross-function
tributed structure and work. The support organization was about
Figure 1.2 shows the deployment of a FCP where armoured ve
with a LAN, constitute the workspace. 

Command work is consciously designed, supported by secu
and robust IT. Network planning and operation, together with 
issues, affecting the conditions for the command work. The netw
bination of radio, telephone, and data communication. During
exercise, a simulated environment and a scenario constitute 
actions are illustrated by game control and special task units. Th
cise varies between a few days up to a few weeks. Figure 1.3 sh

Figure 1.2: Establishing a Forward Command Post, eq
armoured vehicles, May 1998.
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ated (see Rice and
 structures).

re than technology,
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order to create sta-

Radio/
cable link

Radio access 
point

Next move

Switching node

Access node

Radio 
connection

erating princi-
 subunits.
for this kind of mobile command network and how it is oper
Sammes, 1989, for a more detailed description of these kinds of

1.2.2 DEFINING COMMAND WORK 

To move from theoretical to factual control capacity requires mo
namely work. Lind (in Lind and Arvidsson, 1998) discussed th
cept inherent in managerial work or management, from which
term command work. The analogy is that Van Creveld (1985) 
management elsewhere, is better labelled command when stu
Thus, command work is characterized by or contains the follow

 • the interplay of both formal, informal and cultural condition
 • communicative activities, where situated and experience-b

important;
 • cannot be summarized in abstract and general principles;
 • it is normally conducted under severe time constraints and d
 • reactive mechanisms and reflective actions are more imp

decision analyses and strategic planning; and
 • it is about to focusing attention and reducing uncertainty in 

ble conditions for actions in war.

StaffStaff vehicle

Figure 1.3: The networked command structure and its op
ples, mobile, using outdoor or indoor positions for HQ
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Numerous attempts are made in order to reconcile the princip
peacetime administration and how work is conceived in the fiel
organized for war, in peacetime. Command work is institutio
ways in order to cope flexibly with difficult battle situations, fo
training. On the surface there are differences but deeper down s
management in general and command work methods and tec
uncertainty, the attempts to formalize work and use IT and th
favourable conditions for actions. At least in computer te
requirements have set the performance standards over decad
1997). Figure 1.4 shows a traditional Staff Briefing in a tent, a
presentation technology constituting the tools.

Control technologies are mainly developed and implemented
work of the (scientific) ideal rational bureaucratic peacetime ma
command work is conceived there in order to fit very different c
the search for and application of new technologies and me
develop leadership models that support organizational change an
as constituent parts of the command work. Such mechanisms ar
tions for the limitations of the ideal bureaucracy-model for soc
new components within it. 

Mintzberg (1983) expressed one of the issues for the study o
one that is hardly satisfactory:

Figure 1.4: Staff Briefing in a tent, up to 15 persons
housed, January 1998.
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…so much of what managers do remains beyond recorded knowledge that management
can hardly be called a profession…Their work is craft, they learn it by observation and
working with masters…(p. 43)

Just because little is recorded, the more there is to discover. My approach will
take this as a first priority because it is in command work that people and technol-
ogy are brought together, more or less successfully.

1.2.3 CONTROL THINKING, TOOLS AND PRACTICES

tic way rather than
echanistic way of

ry and became the
t theory (Morgan,
ild their command
ent rather than on

ge base pretheoret-
 command system,
 to achieve reliable
ritish military his-

n preparing for a
onditions without
st rely entirely on
997, p. 73)

 primary concerns
y commanders are
inant control para-
nates much of the
ation now comple-
cessing (Beniger,

of control thinking
ion, computers can
tion to be handled.
 systems (SOS) of
itaker and Kuper-
Military command has traditionally been conducted in a pragma
following a consistent theoretical foundation of its own. A m
organizing set the tone in Prussia during the eighteenth centu
ideal model, finally inspiring theorists of classical managemen
1986). Moreover, in the absence of war, armies have had to bu
practices on a theoretical conception of war and battle managem
first-hand experience. Salner (1989) called this kind of knowled
ical as compared to scientific. When designing and training the
major efforts are made to re-create the dynamics of war in order
control mechanisms. Murray (1997) recalled a statement by the B
torian Sir Michael Howard about this difficult work: 

Michael Howard has compared the military in peacetime to a surgeo
series of operations at an unknown time and place under unidentified c
the benefit of having previously worked on live patients. Rather he mu
what he has read and on incomplete and inaccurate models. (Murray, 1

Speed, precision, decisionmaking and capacity for prediction are
within command work. Because behaviours of or choices made b
usually presented as products of rational choice (within the dom
digm), to find still better decision support technologies domi
work on ISD. This approach means that by and large computeriz
ments bureaucratization as a technology for information pro
1986) and is often combined with it, building on the same kind 
and rationality where information is treated as resource. In addit
also be used for preprocessing; that is, rationalizing the informa
Currently, a central concern is to create an integrated system of
all components involved in the distributed command work (Wh
man, 1996). 
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Figure 1.5 is the interior of a traditional truck-mounted staff v
tuting the most common type of workspace.

Computerization usually presupposes formalization of work
according to my definition, resists thorough formalization bec
character. There is also some evidence that users often reject or 
isms (Shipman III and Marshall, 1999) during ISD, not only b
problems. Users hesitate to formalize because they fear a prema
especially in a collaborative setting.

One purpose for rationalization is to get overview, reducing
the real world and instead make a representation of the control o
in the same way as command work changes character over time
effects in the battle field are invisible, some of which possible to
considerable delays or by using sophisticated tools (Jenvald, 1
representation of work and battle dynamics is attractive but inc
not technically but hard to design and to realize in a relevant and
if it will help to handle uncertainty, perhaps the most problemat

In summary, those who are involved in command work and
positioned in and usually have to adapt to organizational princip
classical management theory and scientific management (Morg
they realize it or not. They try to pragmatically expand the limits
order to exceed previous best practices. They rely upon intern

Figure 1.5: Interior of staff vehicle, the traditional 
workspace, May 1998.
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and technologies, all designed to achieve effect in battle, but are seldom free to fol-
low spontaneous impulses. They are parts of an integrated command work system,
surrounded by high technology for communication and dependent on remote sens-
ing. This context — rules, resources, law and missions — has a decisive influence
on the work. 

The research community and the military must take this context into account if
new knowledge about command work, its prerequisites and how to design control
tools is to be acquired. The design and implementation of control technologies
must be combined with a clear idea of command work as a means to achieve social

ere should be a fit
evelopment. 
t which is relevant
lies a close but not
rther research.

 Thesis

MAND WORK

using on clarifying
gations concerning
ects, one analytical
 military organiza-

ve used in order to
f analysis (Strauss

elationship to their
itional matrix with
em are other levels
 while others are
 are related to time
sness. These levels
 action/interaction
6 shows simplified
 processes, where
ns. These interac-
control and what kinds of representations that are suitable. Th
between command work, its technologies and their design and d

The chosen approach, an ethnography, shall lead to an outpu
and applicable within ISD because it is based on theory and imp
a decontextualized reading of work. In addition, it shall guide fu

1.3 Methodical and Analytical Framework of the

1.3.1 METHODICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR COM

The choice to perform this ISR-study as qualitative research, foc
what constitutes military command work has lead to some obli
the perspective and the framework of the study. This has two asp
and one concerning the perspective on the empirical field, the
tion. 

First of all, the type of qualitative study, grounded theory, I ha
arrive to the later close-up study forms a transactional system o
and Corbin, 1990), which examines action and interaction in r
conditions and consequences. This system functions as a cond
the studied action/interaction in the middle. As layers around th
of conditions, some of which are close, directly influencing
remote, having indirect relations to the centre. Some of the layers
and history, others to various levels of organization and consciou
function as causes, contexts, or intervening conditions on the
core, and therefore have to be included in an analysis (Figure 1.
matrix). Interaction is carried out as in the form of interaction
social actions are performed, either strategic or as routine actio
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tions/actions constitute command work. The ethnography is a
analysis.

During an analysis, tracing what are called conditional path
operationalizes the matrix. This means finding and then expl
between action/interaction all the way to the outer shells, or, con
action arising from a certain external condition, aiming for the 
tional paths. Because command work is the product of severa
necessary to include them in the analysis

This kind of analysis is similar to what is done when using
analytic support (Kuutti, 1991; Engeström, 1999). An activity i
text for individual actions, and is an intermediary concept an
between complex organizations, and individuals’ social action
text. Activities consist of chains of actions which contain opera
routines (Kuutti, 1991). Activity Theory provides an elabor
structure for analysis of social action, its social, historical and 
text, its purpose and the outcome, and works explicitly w
(Engeström, 1987). Hence I have chosen to use this theory as
when structuring the closer analysis (chapters 9 – 10), without
qualitative-method approach.

Because of this approach, I will outline the framework for th
historic conditions for command work, and its organization
explains some of its peculiarities. Part of the context is the way
built, perceived and used, and how this affects its actions. Ther
view, some factors will be described as a way to work along the 
schema. 

Figure 1.6: Conditional Matrix, conditional paths betwe
transfer influences.
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The context for this kind of nation state military practice is the “Western way of
war”, where technology and discipline are primary concerns for infliction of dam-
age and for survival (Parker, 1995). Underpinning technology and discipline, said
Parker, is a continuity in military theory, ability to change (or conserve) practices
according to circumstances, and to raise funds for military build-up. Within this
context and its related socio-economic structure, bureaucracy as control technology
(even before it was theoretically analysed and defined) satisfied many needs, and
has been considered adequate up to the point of contact in battle and even longer. In
battle, other mechanisms intervene—leadership, training, team cohesion, and fear

bureaucracy. Infor-
tain predictability,
hnology caught up
mmunications, did
 it systematic com-

ther war is seen as
 is a social institu-
 viewed warfare as
the profane life of
 like marriage and

sed whether war is
volved from prim-
s various functions
 opposite: a way to
999b) was as prag-
inating ones, chan-
 history” (p. 32).
own form of war. 
n-state, the conse-
m them that inter-

trol aspects of the
ment of the nation
eventeenth century
and been accepted
for sanctions and for the enemy—still within the framework of 
mation and control technologies have been applied in order to ob
based upon reliable social control. Not until communication tec
with the requirements for rapid, flexible, and long-distance co
control in battle in its current meaning become possible and with
mand work.

1.3.2 THE MILITARY WITHIN SOCIETY

Various theories attempt to explain war, independently of whe
inevitable or not in society. There is general agreement that war
tion, which is where my research commences. McRandle (1994)
an institution, carefully marked by rituals and separated from 
everyday affairs. He concluded, “...warfare is a human institution
religion. Its central ritual is battle” (p. 47). Keeley (1996) discus
a basic condition in society or if it has become so when society e
itive to more complex modern states. He claimed that war serve
in society. A pragmatic position is that war is like trading but its
get what one wants when commerce is out of question. Peters (1
matic but stressed the role of belief systems, not necessarily dom
nelling and amplifying conflicts: ”the killing minority drives
Finally, Parker (1995) concluded that every culture develops its 

Because the modern military is an institution within the natio
quences from a control viewpoint need to be considered. It is fro
nal command work grows. A closer examination of the con
transitions of the military from a tribe of warriors into an instru
state requires emphasizing some traits in particular. From the s
and onward, bureaucratic state administrations have penetrated 
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by the military (Howard, 1976; Brown, 1995). Bureaucracy (involving advantages
and disadvantages) allowed control from the outside and from within. Altogether,
this transformation of the military in Europe, from aristocratic private business dur-
ing the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, to a modern nation state institution,
required a new kind of social stability with suitable control mechanisms. Suffice it
to say that the bureaucracy implies a close relationship between knowledge and
power. Zuboff (1988) recalls what Weber has said about this, that authority is the
legitimate exercise of imperative control, and that

 order that creates
t depend on either

te institution which
 train people to kill
999) expressed one
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...obedience to authority is achieved through a belief in a hierarchical
the mutuality of command and obedience. Legitimate authority need no
violence or reasoned argument to elicit the desired action (p. 221).

It is important to remember that the military is the nation-sta
has got a legal and strictly regulated right to use violence and to
other humans (defined as “enemies”) if necessary. Dandeker (1
view of the dominant military thinking:

For the military the core values of military culture are subordination
group and the idea of sacrifice: the individual must be willing to subor
self to the common good - the team and the common task. Furthermo
willingness to sacrifice one's life for the team in peace and war - with
force will risk defeat. Ideally, as a result of leadership and training, th
upheld voluntarily as a result of conscience. However if necessary,
required. This is what makes military discipline - an effective structur
the giving and receiving of orders - quite different from other organis
the demands it places upon personnel. (p. 85)

This description may give the illusion that harmony and order
relations between the military and society, and that internal cont
difficult but is largely unproblematic because of structure and d
clusion is incorrect. Instead, contradictions affect the practic
problems and pragmatic solutions to them within and outside the
itary practitioners work within the peacetime organization a
most of their career. Obliged to be competent, they are now fa
reform their practices and organizations, and design for flexibilit
spite of all efforts to forecast and plan, uncertainty dominates t
in peacetime and in war—missions, environment, resources, an
the organization—complicating both command work and resea
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1.3.3 AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR COMMAND WORK: BOUNDARY 
MANAGEMENT

In this ongoing work to develop the command practice, theories covering relevant
aspects of control are required in order to guide both research and organizational
change. Having said this, I will first outline a perspective on the military and its
command activities, relating it to cybernetics, systems and organization theory,
which promises to be consistent with what actually occurs and not add to the gap
between theory and practice (Foster, 1988). Later on, this framework defines how
ISs are designed, implemented and used in the control action/interaction cluster.

 survival and there-
hen is transformed
at the primary mis-
 conditions where
tion, and said:

on of internal and
se resolve internal

regulation, provid-
nce” (ibid., p. 11).
hich actors may be
ement (Figure 1.7)
rganization and its
rganization and its

r a small team, cer-
in command work,
even a hostile envi-

environment.

anization
According to systems theory, a system needs resources for its
fore must execute control over part of its environment which t
into resources (Schoderbek et al., 1990). Emery (1969) stated th
sion for management is to handle the organization’s boundary
different levels of exchange regulate the survival of the organiza

The boundaries … can be managed only by managing the co-variati
external processes. In so far as a manager has to co-ordinate or otherwi
variances then he is distracted from his task. (p. 9)

Emery stated that the basic regulation of open systems is self-
ing its members certain autonomy and “selective interdepende
These conditions underpin the necessary commitment, without w
less willing to respond to emergencies. This boundary manag
regulates the degree of integration and autonomy between an o
environment (Morgan, 1986). In the boundary zone between an o

environment, whether it concerns a large rational bureaucracy o
tain boundary phenomena appear. The same idea is applicable 
military management. The organization faces a dynamic, in war 

Figure 1.7: The organization, its boundary zone and the 
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ronment, which needs to be made controllable through social action. The military
in fact has a dynamic boundary zone all the time, not only in war, where contradic-
tions must be reconciled. There is a parallel to ISs development when social action
is transformed and (more or less) formalized into organized action. There is a
boundary zone separating and insulating the formally organized and the not yet
organized part of social action.

This perspective of an organization and its environment (Figure 1.7), and the
intersected boundary originates from cybernetics, illustrated by Beer in his Viable
System Model (VSM) (Beer, 1981). A Viable System consists of autonomous sub-
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units (subsystems) which become viable because they can ex
variety for handling evolving situations, having the capacity f
awareness, recursion and maintenance of identity (Skyttner, 1996
able to adapt, to respond to unexpected and previously unknown
1992). Its Requisite Variety is maintained through the Viable Sy
In the military environment, competitors (enemy) face the 
(forces) and add to its dynamics. In Bosnia, for instance, the t
selves in a war, without waging war, which meant hitherto un
from control of emotions when faced by atrocities or shot at to in
periods. The boundary conditions cannot be predefined or manag
rules and rigid programs along established channels for coopera
cation or according to the (military) Standard/Standing Operating

Espejo (1997) used this theory when closer analysing precon
Making the environment less uncertain and confusing with the 
is the first step towards augmented control. To manage the una
well is critical because it is impossible to know everything in 
distinguished between practical (few, related to practices) a
unrestricted) distinctions, the latter supporting the former. Th
tions define the detailed complexity in the operational domai
ones may be inventions with the help of language, increasi
(Espejo and Pheby, 1999). The two-way transformation process
when the environment is interpreted and defined (its complex
and then when the distinctions support organized actions wit
(detailed design). If the way the organization works does not a
tions, then operators experience problems initiating actions
express this is to say that an organization that does not admit ri
support innovation and expression of ideas, risk to be left with i
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6), aiming at the
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ntrol, a cybernetic
is not only the ina-
l. Command work
ories when analys-

ay 1998.
distinctions and variety is attenuated. Figure 1.8 shows a provis
area when the HQ main (rear) part was deployed in a large bar
staff tried to create satisfactory workspaces. 

Not only rational (in its quantitative, objective meaning) o
forces are at work. Socially constructed belief systems and norm
strong control, for instance that modern IT can provide Do
Awareness (DBA). Unfortunately systems theory and related the
nize the social character of what is “control”, which makes the r
interactions delimited to rational processes, possibly amplified
control technologies. Such efforts can be seen as attempts to ma
a sphere of ontological security (Giddens, 1991), a phenome
socialization process discussed by Berger and Luckman (196
establishment of an orderly sub-universe and a manageable real

1.3.4 CYBERNETICS AND THE VIABLE SYSTEM.

Beer (1981) stated that already the expectation of a loss of co
breakdown in the institution, counts as a crisis. Loss of control 
bility to impose decisions; the institution itself is out of contro
means crisis management and we need relevant models and the

Figure 1.8:  A provisory briefing area in a large barn, M
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ing and executing it. The Viable System Model (Figure 1.9) promises to be such a
framework, resting on cybernetics. A Viable System has five key sub-systems cor-
responding to different functions (ibid.; Espejo and Gill, 1998).

d by the organiza-

y sub-units;
ement instructions

he meta-level man-
ng systems and has

and its external en-
des the primary ac-
itions, technology
to it in the future. It
of the organization
of the organization;
n, values and pur-

st level, the condi-

ganization with the
 simulated environ-
ulties to really plan
r, the formal organ-

s, the Imple-
rollable entity.

External 

n
Control
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1. Implementation, producing the products or services implie
tion's identity (military actions, battle); 

2. Coordination of the operations (implementation) by primar
3. Control, where resources are negotiated, direct line manag

are issued and accountability reports flow upwards to keep t
agement in touch with events. This function contains reporti
its own monitoring channels; 

4. Intelligence is the two-way link between the Viable System 
vironment. Intelligence is fundamental to adaptivity. It provi
tivity with continuous feedback on environmental cond
changes and all external factors that are likely to be relevant 
plans the way ahead, and projects the identity and message 
into its environment. Intelligence needs an up to date model 

5. Policy, its main roles being clarity about the overall directio
pose of the organizational unit; and to design, at the highe
tions for organizational effectiveness.

In cybernetic terms, and when comparing a CPX and the or
VSM, the Intelligence subsystem (4) has little to do because the
ment cannot be provided with sufficient variety, meaning diffic
ahead and work farsightedly during limited exercises. Moreove

Figure 1.9: The Viable System Model with five subsystem
mentation transforming the external environment into a cont

environment

Internal 
environment

Implementation

Coordinatio
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ization does not correspond with the VSM components. A related complicating fac-
tor is that during an operation the division of responsibilities between the
subsystems 2-5 (Coordination, Control, Intelligence and Policy) is hard to strike.
The same people have shifting roles, or rather, find themselves rotating between
various positions. In the absence of input from Intelligence, the useful interaction
between Control and Intelligence is difficult to explore, and the boundary between
Coordination and Control easily becomes blurred. This means that too much might
become controlled in a very detailed manner when instead mutual adjustment
would solve several coordination needs and the autonomy among the type 1 subsys-

is of any research
 level, theories are

ganizational devel-
 the roles of a few
se mark the pivots
uted via command
 the military where
turn to these issues
e study is an appli-
ol (Beer, 1981).
necessary to inves-
 nation-state insti-
e organized will be
le, not possible to
fluences from the

ations, meant that
on a superimposed
 a collision course.
“ontological secu-
obably needed also
he practice of com-

hose not directly 
tems would be preserved. 

1.3.5 SUMMARIZING RESEARCH ISSUES AND FRAMEWORK

In order to think about and to enter into a meaningful analys
domain a researcher needs a high-level conception of it. On this
applied, to guide the research and help in understanding the or
opment and its attributes. I have presented a framework where
contextual and control-related factors are outlined, because the
for the study. Control is the central topic in this research, exec
work. The building blocks for this control study originate within
power, authority, and knowledge are intimately linked (I will re
in the next section, and in the method chapter). Theoretically, th
cation of cybernetics because cybernetics is the science of contr

In order to understand what happens in command work, it is 
tigate its context and its foundation. The military’s position as a
tution, and how its internal control and command mechanisms ar
given attention to, not just be taken-for-granted. It is, for examp
study the command work without a careful analysis of the in
bureaucracy. 

Zuboff (1988), discussing the conditions in modern organiz
individuals have to be their own authorities instead of relying 
authority system, and that knowledge and authority risk being on
When authority and power, or to use Giddens’ (1991) phrase 
rity”2, is threatened, redefinition of the system of authority is pr
in the military. Research has to follow when new conditions for t

2.  Giddens (1991): “a sense of continuity and order in events, including t
within the perceptual environment of the individual” (p. 243).
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mand work arise. Eventually, the application of organisation theory should be con-
sistent with IS theory, hopefully leading to practical solutions that have few built-in
contradictions; second, because of the immature theory and the largely pretheoret-
ical military practice, both researchers and military practitioners need more. The
VSM indicates one of the theoretical directions thereby.

An organization involves itself in successful boundary management in order to
remain a viable system, capable of handling the variety in the environment (Beer,
1981). I regard the command work, involving several coordinated activities, as this
boundary management, a two-way transformation process in the boundary zone.

municable, devel-
ith sufficient requi-
namic character of
 the organization. 
nd work and prac-
d via the economy.
hat is possible and

ey are going on. In
pete for influence

, operations in war
 evaluated by soci-
s that results from

ledge is welcomed,
d others’ efforts to

the human-science
ute certainty. The
tem, an interacting
tural bias. Human-
erience, what peo-
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The work defines the environment, makes it intelligible and com
ops control strategies and social action, and implements them w
site variety. This work must be continuously adapted to the dy
the environment, with considerations of the internal situation in

Training, the context of this study, is part of the total comma
tices. Several peacetime agendas coincide in training, directly an
The basic constraint is to train, demonstrate and to learn from w
manageable, as opposed to what is the desired realism.

1.4 Guidelines from Human and Social Sciences

1.4.1 TRUTH AND CERTAINTY

What is “true” about war is usually debatable already when th
the peacetime military it is common that conflicting camps com
about what is true in command work and in its control object
(Åselius, 1999). When many already feel themselves critically
ety, by media, or are under political pressure the risk is obviou
science are rejected. The opposite to rejection is that new know
because it empowers individuals who can direct their own an
redesign what has become obsolete.

Turning to the human sciences, Salner (1989) discussed 
researcher’s work and claimed that it cannot lead to absol
observer and the observed are both part of an interactional sys
unit. Any observation is coloured by social, historical, and cul
science research rests ultimately on the actualities of human exp
ple actually do is what counts, not descriptions of it:
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Since the human science researcher does not accept this correspondence theory of truth,
traditional textbook discussions of empirical validity are largely irrelevant and not clari-
fying the questions of validity in human science research. (p. 47)

Star (1992) argued that there is a failure for rationalism to account for or to pre-
scribe people's behaviour. In addition, both formally and empirically, knowledge is
indeterminable, not specifiable a priori because the meaning of knowledge is given
in its consequences in a “community of listeners.” If this is true, how can a descrip-
tion capture what is essential? Star continued: 

 aimed at a similar
al, rationalized, or

ingencies of prac-
ervation in the lab-
iscovery. (p. 399)

is kind of descrip-
solving, instead of
making. It follows
 data to interpreta-

IENCE 

listic cultural por-
erpretation of this
bers of the group
tional activities for
ult which this com-
 and articulate the
 chosen to do this
 of the actual work.
s and complemen-

ce can let us “see”
he “brute facts” of
rn in research. We
fore it is necessary
Much writing in the sociology of science since the late 1970s has been
deconstruction of scientific practice. Again, the target here is overly form
idealized reports of scientific problem solving, which delete the cont
tice...Yet these practices become abundantly clear with ethnographic obs
oratory, and these studies tend to debunk idealized notions of scientific d

By choosing the ethnographic perspective, I wish to avoid th
tions, and emphasize the contingencies of everyday problem 
staying at deceptive but obsolete charts of rationalized decision
that part of this perspective is to openly present the result, from
tion where some knowledge and meaning are claimed.

1.4.2 THE TASK OF THE QUALITATIVELY WORKING HUMAN SC

RESEARCHER

As a qualitatively working researcher, my task is to produce a ho
trait of the chosen social group: description, analysis, and int
group. Culture is inferred from words and actions of mem
(Creswell, 1998). The task includes to reformulating the opera
use within the ISR community, then to feed back some of the res
munity produces. The overriding concern is to describe, clarify
theoretical foundation for military command activities. I have
from an ethnographical standpoint so as to discover new aspects
Hypothetically, through this close-up view, re-conceptualization
tary insights can be gained. 

Salner (in Kvale, 1989) stated that what empirical social scien
is either the subjective experience of the single individual or t
externally observable events. To “make visible” is a key conce
are all prisoners in our concepts, which limit what we see. There
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to develop concepts that support sensibility towards the social world and provide
the ability to label it.

What is perceived as human reasonableness is coloured by the dominant cultural
form and by its language. Researchers have to realize that Western rationality is just
one particular cultural form of human reasonableness. The outcome of human rea-
soning therefore is not necessarily “truth”. Not only its outcomes but also its proce-
dures should be evaluated. Constraints that are the results of human social
dynamics distort human reasoning and produce results that are un-reasonable in the
way war is often (but not always) perceived. The outcome of reasoning reflects

on procedures and

ttractive to readers
phasizing of drama
gistics is that they

cs were not an aris-
o be led, exhorted,
9) recalled similar
ch detailed tedious
e into it is not very

ess of establishing
ular community to
ween methods and
f the researcher. To
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 affected the work.
y interest had pro-

nd routines.
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interpersonal (social) agreements to follow certain agreed-up
forms in making and communicating decisions (ibid.). 

A look at historical descriptions and how they are made to be a
illustrates these arguments. The reason behind the common em
and tactics in them instead of minute details in for instance lo
were written for the elite, said Luttwak (in Lynn, 1993). Logisti
tocratic concern except in their broadest sense. An army had t
commanded, but the supplies merely followed. Åselius (199
thinking in the Swedish army during the Cold War period. Mu
work today is related to systems development, and the will to div
widespread. Perhaps there are causes that unite these biases. 

What powers or interests are then present, affecting the proc
the functional relationship between the researcher and the partic
whom the research is addressed? The chain of connections bet
research purposes necessitates a critical perspective on the part o
be a conscious participant means to be conscious of the disco
community, as distinct from the one that the researcher is invo
research community. Concerning the role and task of the researc
I had on the work, I asked the Chief Logistician (ChLog, one o
ants) at the end of the longer final CPX whether my presence had
I was relieved when he said it had not, even if he admitted that m
moted some extra effort to produce documentation, templates a
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1.4.3 VALIDITY REQUIREMENTS

The last section showed that validity is generally problematic within social science.
Valid knowledge claims – both about command work and within it – are not given,
but come from the conflicts and differences between the research community and
the military, affecting how interpretations are communicated and negotiated among
the people who share decisions and actions:

This conclusion leads inevitably to increased emphasis in human science research on lin-
guistic communication and on interpersonal negotiation of conflicting interpretations.

nvestigate military
l construction of a
erefore negotiated

 a researcher nego-
 wider community
er’s interpretation

his work as a proc-
ity per se.
ontext for what is

s easy applying the
presentations: rep-
g unproblematic. I
ics of the context

 framework of the
onceptualized as a

ther social institu-
and thought.
ertain events have
On another level it
hen initiate action
e to prove what is
alidity difficulties.
n addition, Keegan
ories, hard to ana-
(Salner, 1989, p. 61)

I share some validity problems with other researchers who i
command practice. A researcher is involved in an ongoing socia
reality rather than defining Reality. What is seen as the truth is th
first between the researcher and the actors under study. Second,
tiates his or her claims to an understanding of these events with a
outside the research situation. This, together with the research
leads to a double (at least) hermeneutic problem. Salner labels t
ess of reaching defensible knowledge claims rather than of valid

Without realizing that interpretation — and the role of the c
understood from the interpretation — are the core concerns, it i
empiricist researcher’s way of regarding data and language as re
resentations carrying their meaning, interpretation then becomin
conclude that focused attention is necessary on the social dynam
in which the research is set.

Human science research thus becomes a product of the methodological
humanities rather than of the natural sciences, in that social reality is c
symbolic reality; social reality is socially constructed. (Salner, p. 62)

The researcher must also be aware of his position within ano
tion, social science, which is also part of the Western traditions 

On one level it may be less problematic to define that c
occurred and reach an interpretation that satisfies practitioners. 
can be very difficult to establish something’s meaning, and t
within practice, for instance ISD, and then virtually impossibl
best practice. There are a few contributing elements to these v
The access problem in war makes it difficult to produce data. I
(1976) demonstrated how history is often created as post-hoc st
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lyse. It remains to do peacetime research, and try to establish its validity and rele-
vance, so that results are applicable when preparing for missions in war. So far,
however, my choice first to work with other persons’ experiences from a war (Bos-
nia), without being able to participate in the operations myself, and to generate the-
ory, has led to a meaningful theory. A particular validity problem grows from the
ethnography and my own professional military position: can an officer avoid bias
and partiality? Is it possible not to “go native” because of the fieldwork? I see eth-
nography as a way to avoid critique: data, theory and results are presented openly.

As regards the second phase of the study, it is a common strategy for researchers
tions as substitutes
mulations, but also
al events have to be
the people in the

actice as possible.
t it is also possible
 total validity. As a
graphy) have pro-

ights in a complex
nologies for future

E, COLONIZATION 

ed the researcher’s
ual knowledge and
on-sense beliefs”,

both the researcher
frames of meaning.
to generate charac-
o the sociological
laimed findings of
se can confirm or –
se therefore is the
gical and empirical
 goes one step fur-
 explaining human
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and military practitioners alike to work extensively with simula
for reality, and to draw conclusions from them. Exercises are si
real and constitute almost full-scale events when many real soci
managed under very constrained conditions. Thus, to study 
present organization and their job was as close to real pr
Together, the two phases of research complement each other, bu
to compare them, thereby providing some indications about the
matter of fact the qualitative approach (grounded theory, ethno
duced advances beyond previous studies. It provided new ins
work, which is how to design command work and its control tech
requirements.

1.4.4 CORNERSTONES: MUTUAL KNOWLEDGE, COMMON SENS

OF MIND

Giddens (1979) discussed the role of sociology and articulat
task, especially concerning the need to distinguish between mut
common sense (“The object of sociology is to check up on comm
p. 249). The mutual knowledge is the available knowledge of 
and actors in the field, the medium of access in the mediation of 
The social scientist is dependent on mutual knowledge in order 
terizations. Mutual knowledge is, however, not corrigible t
observer while common sense “is corrigible in the light of c
social and natural science” (p. 252). This check on common sen
better – reveal something new about it. While common sen
”unbracketing of mutual knowledge”, the consideration of the lo
status of belief-claims involved in forms of life, the researcher
ther. Again, some risks are close to hand. Rationalization when
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action is one, forgetting that every rationalization is bounded, instead of investigat-
ing these bounds: “it is in exploring the nature and persistence of these bounds that
the tasks of social science are to be found.” (p. 250). In Giddens’ words: “The
progress of science punctures the delusions of customary habitual beliefs” (p. 248). 

Mignolo (1995) described convincingly such a process during the Renaissance
when America was colonized and “science” took over. When the Spanish concepts
and the encyclopedic way of organizing knowledge was imposed on the American
culture, this culture virtually disappeared because its organization of knowledge
was replaced by another paradigm. What was pretheoretical knowledge from the

organizing knowl-
ent, when the con-
etrate an empirical
ans of dominance.

arily, augments his
ertainly is a means
ence of researchers
s, further reducing
em.
ning modern soci-
scourse, give new
 discourse, adding
development starts
 systems develop-

is (process models
essary. Again, this
guage to define the
 kind of perception

nce from a domain
r granted, or may

n or are interpreted
pressions are shal-
nstance, command
ople wanted, but it
e knowledge, self-
end with an inade-
European perspective disappeared when the scientific way of 
edge was introduced. There are parallels with systems developm
cepts from one universe of discourse (systems engineering) pen
field (work), or when the social scientist’s terms are used as a me
In both cases the powerful newcomer, intentionally or involunt
power and autonomy, and reduces what was before. Language c
of domination and affects the agenda for the discourse. The pres
thus has two aspects, one of which is to contribute to the delusion
the power of practitioners, or to provide insight and empower th

Giddens (1991) added some related words of warning concer
ety. Technical specialists may appropriate terms from lay di
meanings to them, and these new meanings later return to lay
meanings and maybe confusing the discourse. Consider how IS 
with mutual knowledge (work as perceived by practitioners and
ers/experts), then continues with a common sense notion of th
and technical solutions) according to what kind of support is nec
common sense must be analysed critically because the use of lan
mutual knowledge is already pre-rationalized as regards to what
is presupposed of the work involved. 

A concrete example is that people who have no prior experie
such as the military may take the words of the practitioners fo
themselves carry terms with them, ignorant about how these fit i
by the military. Consequently, when these mutual knowledge ex
lowly transformed into common sense knowledge about, for i
work and practices, the outcome in the form of ISs is not what pe
is hard to question the result: Everything fits into common-sens
fulfilling prophecies. A sequence of good intentions thus might 
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quate result and a “foreign” technology. What happens in such a situation is close to
a modern process of colonization. 

The empirical domain (military practice) is still dominated by pretheoretical
knowledge. Glued onto this are common-sense interpretations of what it is all
about, as are the common-sense solutions to urgent problems according to another
(maybe articulated) theory (or ontology, epistemology). Practice then becomes col-
onized, and experiences a loss of autonomy and, consequently, of power. Zuboff
(1988) saw this development: after change come the interdependent transforma-
tions of knowledge, authority, and work techniques that indicate the necessary

ork and re-design-
eeded is a learning
 becomes a crucial
hing new.
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comprehension of the strategy for making descriptions of the w
ing it. When all actors involved are in a boundary zone, what is n
environment where new skills can develop. In this way, training
activity, not for repeating what is known, but for creating somet

1.5 Research Issues, Answers and Thesis Conten

1.5.1 RESEARCH ISSUES

The superimposed research issue is why attempts to implement
tary command work become so slow, costly and cumbersome pr
such uncertain prospects for the achievement of efficiency. My r
is that a close study of actual command work will lead to insight
native and complementary approaches for the design, developm
Bardram (1997; 1998) called this informed design, when the
design. Anderson (1994) went further and stated that not only t
tions and formalization, but also a kind of sensibility is necess
the boundaries of the design problems and approaches. 

Based on this I have formulated three questions:

1. How do people conduct command work when faced by a
ment, what kinds of social interaction occur with what resul

2. What technologies are used and with what result and effects
3. What theoretically informed ISD principles (methodology,

position within the command work) can be formulated, and
tion be outlined?
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1.5.2 ANSWERS

The thesis responds the research issues in the following ways:

1. The analytical content is a summary of a series of fieldwork periods conducted
according to the requirements of qualitative method, and is highly descriptive;

2. The description illustrates, with the help of two case situations and some addi-
tional data, how command work is conducted and the role technologies play. It
provides examples of actual development and implementation of IT as part of
the boundary management, and formulate conclusions as to how this should be

r systems develop-

ry for what “com-
ind of work as de-
o work elastically
ach solutions that
ality. Humans’ ex-
ng support mecha-
w their knowledge
d work. 
ork practices and

organization, tech-
, it recognizes the
r to achieve viabil-
ommand work in a
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odologically.

ition from a home
sed, and ISD prin-
 way to provide a

en rationalize what
ment process. The

10.
marizes the work.
ilitary institution.
done with reference to established theories and practices fo
ment; and

3. Suggestion for a new perspective on the organization, a theo
mand work” is and what humans actually do. I define this k
sign work, where choice between different rationalities, t
while applying various rationales, is required in order to re
meet requests for social usability rather than objective ration
pertise and work should be the starting point when designi
nisms. Information systems shall empower experts’ and allo
to be recognized, applied and thus contribute to the comman

This perspective puts humans into focus when designing w
tools, hopefully diminishing the latent gap between power in an 
nology, social organization and knowledge. Most importantly
need for balancing autonomy and control requirements in orde
ity. In addition, it acknowledges older practices and positions c
historic and social context. These results, in addition, bear evide
bility and values in this kind of research, thematically and meth

1.5.3 STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF THE THESIS

The presentation of the second phase is designed as an exped
base, and the return with a treasure, field data. The data are analy
ciples are outlined. In addition to the fact that this journey is a
structure to the presentation and a way to reconceptualize or ev
I had been involved in, it is close to the actual knowledge develop
content in each of the five parts are briefly outlined in Figure 1.

Part I, Mapping the Arena, Chapter 1, introduces and sum
Chapter 2 presents the contradictory research domain, the m
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Chapter 3 is a presentation and discussion of the concepts of i
design related to the military context and command work leadi
conceptualize an IS.

In Part II, Checking the Equipment, Chapters 4 and 5, I summa
and discuss especially the conceptual and theoretical meaning
control as components within a tradition of social control. The 
dating previous work and bridging to the ethnography. 

Part III, Fieldwork, starts with methodological issues (Chapte
fieldwork and data (Chapter 7). 

In Part IV, The Return..., I organize the result around two case
were defined during and shortly after the week-long last CPX. I
rich description, I present contextual data about the backgroun
about the ongoing army change process in Chapter 8. The cases 
tions when important command tasks are conducted, between 
and work, each from its position. Both illustrate aspects of com
use of IT. They are a meeting, and the development-in-work o
during a six-month period, as a self-help complement to a centra
ing was initiated in order to solve an emergent need for desig
restore the command organization. The artefact was an applica
commercial PC spreadsheet program. I analyse them in Chapte

The analysis illustrates important issues in command work:

 • the need to shorten the distances between data and knowled
organization between knowledge and authority to act, e

Figure 1.10: Work and Thesis Overview.
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knowledge and power;
 • the interplay between rationality, knowledge, technology and power in an

organization, and specifically how information and consequently information
system are defined;

 • the roles of bureaucracy as the common context for command work and ISD,
and also as a tool for social action;

 • the importance of visibility, both of humans and when designing control tech-
nologies, from meeting spaces to individual and cooperative artefacts;

 • how IS applications have to integrate social context and instrumental control

eality, from where

ies through design.
nt in the work;
omy) in the work.
nterests.
rgumentative parts
ns (Chapter 12). I
 work. I summarize
cal framework for
ering work within
 some reflections
 military, conduct-

s during the 1990s.
uccessive involve-
which was Bosnia.
ically driven, both
ange and IS devel-
 control technolo-
plementation was

ngineers, designed
tory development
requirements with the development of work;
 • choice of strategies and techniques for representation of r

knowledge grows; and
 • the need to integrate workspace, work and control technolog

What counts is not development for the work but developme
 • the importance of pragmatic social value (power and auton

Viability means effect, and is closely related to dominating i
Part V, Reflections, contains the higher order analytical and a

of the study (Chapter 11), and ISD principles and suggestio
present a new perspective on command work as a kind of design
the conclusions from the analysis, the proposed new theoreti
command work, for continued research and practical engine
Computer Science and ISR. Lastly, in Postscript, I formulate
about the whole work and some insights I have gained about the
ing research, and about modern control technology.

1.6 Overview of the Research Process

Seen from above, the study reflects the overriding change proces
Stepwise the Swedish defence and nation have had to accept s
ment in external military affairs on a new scale, the beginning of 
Some changes are politically driven while others are technolog
organizational adaptations, one after the other. The ongoing ch
opment process in the army include the implementation of new
gies where input from concurrent practice is introduced. The im
conducted as a joint effort between practitioners and system e
mainly according to well-established principles for participa
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(PD). Deep insights are needed about the command practices in order to inform the
process by theory because the confrontation between the products and the real
world is often a conflict zone between theory and practice. 

Figure 1.11 illustrates the whole research process, phase two being shadowed. 
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First I worked with experiences gained from Bosnia (Persso
gain insights into practices when new features and demands aro
ronment involved work over a long time period within a new c
conditions of war which then required interoperability and hand
ferences.

The UN Bosnia operation did not lend itself to direct partici
had to exploit the chances to build new knowledge from curren
and other practice, still trying to formulate theoretically informe
ciples. The research focus during the second phase of the work h
detailed modelling and efforts to implement a new command org
early 1990s. 

The whole study has been an iterative process of discov
together with data production. The fieldwork provided me a new
tative data consisting of documents, field notes, digital photos an
from exercises. The last CPX was a large and week-long exer
army, air force and marine (coastal artillery) command units we
data have then resulted in a description of what happens inside th
ization, and what kind of coordination efforts are executed an
boundary management. The applicability of the term constrain
confirmed and further developed during the second phase and w
mulation of theory together with refinement of research method

In retrospect, this process is the final part of a longer period d
actively been involved in successive attempts to shape the milita

1994

Exercises Des

1995 1996 1997 1998 199

Figure 1.11: Research process.

Bosnia
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ing to new demands. In some respects feedback has been provided, but on a limited
scale, partly as a direct answer to questions and partly in the form of memos and
reports, covering limited aspects of the events. 

1.7 Summary of Contributions

The research illuminates how people in command organizations with the help of,
and in some cases in spite of their own control technologies, struggled to manage
the boundary conditions of their organization, creating unity of effort by maintain-

mmand work, they
ion and its control
-location analysis
 self-help applica-

ated that a few fun-
 time as command

 the organization, it
chnologies. 

research questions,

ynamic command
n, and how contra-
plies that a knowl-
uired, not that in-

 advance;
command work as
nd using symbols,
 it is merely virtu-
gy, autonomy and
d. Different sets of
ms for integrating
lied. 
menon, consisting
 lifts design from

of work and corre-
ents (subsystems):
 that is formed by
ing variety and viability. In this struggle, which dominated the co
creatively used and adapted their own expertise, the organizat
technologies in unforeseen ways. The ongoing immediate on
when the social function of a meeting and the importance of the
tion for resource management and control were discovered, indic
damental factors influenced the command activities. At the same
work is explicitly about transformations, of the environment and
is also simultaneously transformed under influence of the new te

The contributions of the thesis, answers to the three concrete 
have five components and a sixth issue: 

1. Descriptions of how control technologies were used in d
work illustrated by the meeting and the computer applicatio
dictions were managed and reconciled. The description im
edge perspective on information as a social construct is req
formation (or knowledge) are resources possible to define in

2. Based on field data I provide an alternative perspective on 
design work. As such it is knowledge-intensive, producing a
one of which is the army, a viable organization. In peacetime
al but has real components. The relations between technolo
power with the development of control artefacts are analyse
rationality were used interchangeably, whereupon mechanis
them, within a rationality of practice, were invented and app

3. A new conception of “information system” as a social pheno
of functionally related but distributed subsystems. This view
the pure HCI-domain to a wider area, matching the nature 
sponds to the VSM. This conceptualization has four compon
an informating, a mediating, an informing and an abstract IS
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interpreted data.
4. A set of research issues within four related fields: knowledge representations,

knowledge communication and distribution, design work, and IS architecture.
The purpose is to better bring knowledge and power together both in the design
and in the work, achieving unity of effort, uniting mind and matter both opera-
tionalized as operations and logistics and in work in general, between social ac-
tion and computer artefacts.

5. Based on this I suggest a set of ISD principles. If command work is a kind of
design work, then support of design work is required rather than support of

e conglomerate of
 of it. Design arte-
n of open process-
ocial flexibility and

nalized representa-
igh computational

short path between
‘compare between’
ontrol artefacts for

rol and the relation
e way as people in
ilitate the descrip-

a domain trying to
lection and under-
f strategy, research
aims on its output,
n concepts, being
 is relevant knowl-
pportunities rather
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standardized office work. Design has to look at the whol
computer artefacts, not being detached from work but part
facts need to support communication between people, desig
es, and allow a maximum of autonomy in order to augment s
support coordination of resources for action.

Within ISD these principles mean that technologies for exter
tions of knowledge, events and actions in the world will admit h
efficiency (Larkin and Simon, 1987), meaning overview and a 
representation and control- relevant knowledge. The ability to 
(for example representation and reality), has guided design of c
thousands of years, and is still crucial. 
6. The sixth issue is related to researchers’ autonomy and cont

between research objects and agents. Researchers, in the sam
command work, must invent their proper concepts as to fac
tion and the generation of theory. 

For researchers it is a strategic choice either to work within 
improve its efficiency or to work in order first to promote ref
standing, and then how it can be modernized. Independently o
presupposes autonomy and power in order to make validity cl
forming a viable research process. Each domain needs its ow
related to actions in the world. Research cannot prescribe what
edge. Instead knowledge must be recognized and interpreted as o
than threats.
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Chapter 2
The Contradictory Research

Domain

 a large-scale con-
ieties. The instru-

itution named war
t for the dynamics
pter 1), contradic-
 researcher has to

icating issues, but
tigate some of the
ts, in order to map
 in research: those
dictions related to
and finally contra-
follow the qualita-
, keeping in mind
THE MILITARY INSTITUTION is an instrument of power and
trol mechanism, born out of contradictions in and between soc
ment was formed to be able to reconcile them in a social inst
when considered necessary, and carries contradictions. Excep
arising from the current changes and the validity problems (Cha
tions may complicate access, research and ISD in the military. A
be conscious of them. Security and safety are often compl
research obstacles may also arise from ignorance. I will inves
contradictions, represented in current political and social contex
conditions that intervene or coincide both in command work and
originating in the history of command practices, internal contra
belief systems, the thinking and design of control mechanisms, 
dictions present during the fieldwork. Through this approach I 
tive research tradition and work through the conditional matrix
the contextual conditions and how they influence actions. 
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2.1 Military Features and Contradictions, an Overview

2.1.1 KNOWLEDGE ABOUT AND WITHIN THE MILITARY

There may not be a simple, universal answer to the question of how unique the military is
and should be. But until sovereign states and war are eventually abolished, it seems pre-
mature to consider the problem of military distinctiveness anachronistic. (Boëne, in Cafo-
rio et al. , p. 349)

On the surface many kinds of identity marks and resources distinguish the military
 even saw the mili-
 motivates a closer

ve both danger and
 
g valid knowledge,
direct operations in
data are difficult to
ch complicate both
ses. Access obsta-

 distances to opera-
ich define who is a
 peacetime, access
ers. According to
iological research.
rder to gain access
he historical para-
 knowledge have a

supply.
gies, especially the
ntury-old concepts
 of what war was
t institutional iner-
ragmatism, not sci-
hat the attitude of
mbivalent. ‘Scien-
m during the nine-
overy of formulas
matic research and
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within society (see Chapter 1). Weber, recalled Caforio (1998),
tary as the mould for the modern industrial enterprise. This view
analysis also at what goes on inside the military, but wars invol
formal access problems, and peace-time conditions are not war.

What kind of research is then relevant, capable of producin
having a chance to proceed? Researchers cannot command and 
order to achieve advantageous conditions for research. Combat 
achieve and to make use of (Thomas, 1997; Keegan, 1976) whi
the modelling of future command structures and historical analy
cles appear not only because of real dangers, physical or timely
tions. Researchers may lack protection from rules and law wh
combatant (and has some formal protection), and who is not. In
is defined and regulated by various organizational gate-keep
Caforio (1998), there is even a military reluctance toward soc
Both in war and peace, researchers need not only be trusted in o
and sufficient autonomy, they have to conquer this resistance. T
dox is that research on the military and application of scientific
mixed record, but that the needs repeatedly have surpassed the 

Ellis’ (1976) description of the introduction of new technolo
machine-gun, and the shock when in World War I (WWI) the ce
of strategy and tactics and the “comfortable” understanding
proved to be inadequate, can be used as evidence for a dominan
tia. Now and then it is succeeded by furious competition when p
ence and theory, rules. Graham and Bidwell (1993) meant t
military and civilian students of warfare towards ‘science’ was a
tists’ had begun to be seen as possessors of a new kind of wisdo
teenth century. Thus there could be a science of war, the disc
which if followed would lead to success. Mechanisms for syste
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t exist up to WWI.
 authoritarian mili-
ed by the bureauc-
happened or could
o redefine military
ary practice (Men-
 thorough thinking
nologies could be
ng example (Ellis,
l for the contradic-

during the 1920s’
rowth of the “soci-
orld War (WWII),
rge-scale solutions
l., 1998). Systems
ive science (Gard-

ion implying rapid
evant management
ore heterogeneous
 new and old types
e efficient. If tech-
here is a growing
ities, instead chal-

, France.
study of applications of technology to military purposes did no
There was no ‘sociology of innovation’ in the conservative and
tary institutions; instead military pioneers could invent unhinder
racy or interference by superiors who did not understand what 
imagine its consequences. This war was succeeded by efforts t
art and the establishment of a scientific foundation for the milit
ning, 1997). The new kind of industrialized war required more
and inclusion of logistics in its modern meaning, before tech
operationalized. The social history of the machine-gun is a telli
1976). Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show WWI episodes in France, typica
tions between the new and old in war.

The Soviet military led the development of new theory 
“golden age of military thought” (Menning, 1997, p. 23). The g
ology for the military” followed the outbreak of the Second W
and had to be pragmatic as to support the war efforts, finding la
to vast managerial (and command) requirements (Caforio et a
theory, cybernetics (Kelly, 1994; Richardson, 1991), and cognit
ner, 1987) became the post-war responses from research.

Fifty years later, in the present era of advanced industrializat
social and technological change, there is still a search for rel
(command) principles within the military (and in industry). M
but perhaps not larger force structures than before—a mixture of
and new control mechanisms—require a new insight in order to b
nology promises solutions to some command requirements, t
insight that the operational demands, social conditions and real

Figure 2.1: Throwing a grenade, WWI, Champagne
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lenge, in a deeper sense, established knowledge, calling for cour
truths. 

We cherish the fiction that technology will be the answer to all of our 
enemies know that flesh and blood form the irresistible answer to 
(Peters, 1999b, p. 35)

Perhaps the most important feature in the military is the nu
tions, dialectic relationships, that affect both command work and
these contradictions originate in the gap between ideal solutions
If Peters’ words express one position, then Dandekers’ (19
another, realistic but also ideal view:

The military is unique in the nature and extent of the demands it place
nel. They are obliged to train to kill and to sacrifice self, to participate
munity where one works, lives and socialises with other service per
necessary, to respond to a 24-hour commitment with the risk of separat
short-notice. (p. 85)

I do not mean that the demands are fictitious, but as recent ev
constraints intervene in this vision and reduces its potential. For
military institution basically is national, international operatio
rule. Seemingly then, contradictions, the military’s special featu
itary practice and research from the lowest to the superior level

Because of these macro- and micro-level conditions, new re
are required. Unfortunately historical investigation cannot pen

Figure 2.2: France, WWI, coachman killed in a conv
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rvers with limited
ur within a system
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rder, to control an

uring the boundary
rely unique for the
well known within
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sms in order to get
this organizational
at it will fail.
ce complexity and

 – diversity contra-

 studying the 
as they are taking place. Events must be studied, either by obse
overview, sometimes from a distance, or as history but they occ
of contradictions and are impossible to study in isolation witho
roles and influences from these contradictions. This third photo
(Figure 2.3) shows a “social event”, its contradictions worth in
reach for the contemporary historian but if analysed revealing a
practice and thinking, and what constitutes an enemy.

2.1.2 WHY LOOK AT CONTRADICTIONS?

Strong emotions grow from social contradictions. Consequentl
nisms for social control are required first to control the military i
for its internal control. A variety of control mechanisms, fro
belief systems are consciously developed in order to check diso
enemy, providing sufficient variety to handle upcoming events d
management (Chapter 1). Most control mechanisms are not enti
military. They penetrate business and Western societies, being 
the research community. However, they are perhaps most thorou
the military. The more security and redundant control mechani
ontological security and reduce anxiety, the more complex is 
protective cocoon (Giddens, 1991), and the greater is the risk th

The military instinctively promotes uniformity in order to redu
achieve controllability, but conflicts often arise. The uniformity

Figure 2.3: German plane crashed at Verdun, spectators
plane and the photographer.
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dictions occur from the highest levels, from belief systems, ontology and theory,
via economy and funding, down to pragmatic actions in the work. A similar dichot-
omy is strong during efforts to develop and use modern IT. 

Certain IS development methods within the Scandinavian tradition, for instance
activity theory, even exploit contradictions. Use of Activity Theory and the profes-
sional work practice approach means to examine actual work practices and contra-
dictions respectively (Iivari and Lyytinen, 1998). Conflict management is a
necessary part of a PD process (Sjöberg, 1996).

One consequence of these contradictions is that research and its results can also
rt a position or for

aphic researcher, in
to understand what
loit them and ques-
e interpreted better
the next sections I
ommand work, and

IONS

 contradictions that
will trace their ori-
. First, there is the
ergence or conver-
atters for the mili-

 the definition and
ial position in soci-
m it. The civil-mil-
ry is executed, and

ralization which in
etween control and
f control: 

ea of the dialectic
s relational nature,
ve rarely received
ontrol literature…
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be drawn into and become part of them, whether used to suppo
being accused of being partial and not “scientific”. The ethnogr
order to find focal points for a closer study in the field and later 
goes on, needs to be aware of contradictions, perhaps even exp
tion what is accepted as a “natural” order. Thereby data can b
and made sense of when the cultural portrait is completed. In 
will present some contradictions, contributing to and affecting c
their research consequences.

2.1.3 COMPONENTS IN THE CURRENT SYSTEM OF CONTRADICT

This is first an overview of some components in the system of
influences the military institution. The subsequent discussion 
gins, and illustrate what influenced events during the fieldwork
relation between the military and the civilian society, where div
gence is what sets the stage (Caforio, 1998). Eventually, what m
tary is how to achieve desired autonomy, funding, means for
achievement of professional competence, and a recognized soc
ety. The outcome either is integration in society or separation fro
itary balance defines both how the external control of the milita
how its internal control mechanisms are designed. 

A common dichotomy is between centralization and decent
turn leads on to what is maybe the most generic contradiction, b
autonomy, present at any social situation, named the dialectic o

The dialectic of management control is thus derived from Giddens’ id
of control in social systems. It explores the complex issues of power, it
contradictions and conflict in organisational life, which it is argued, ha
sustained and systematic consideration in conventional management c
(Nandan, 1997, p. 6) 
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Command work thus is strongly related to issues of power, knowledge and val-
ues. The trade-off between high-level political contradictions between power and
knowledge both defines what professionalism is and affects research. In a modern
organization (Giddens, 1991), the traditional union between much formal power
and expertise is blurred. The related operational contradiction is between those who
have formal power and responsibility—are authorized to define knowledge within
the organization—and those who have not, but nevertheless are key persons for its
survival. Within ISD, emancipation is more than just a gender-related issue, having
more or less weight depending on the perspective on work and the design process.

l freedom and per-
 at emancipation,

oes unnoticed” (p.
nowledge interest.
sions should have
of command work
d. As regards gen-
ists and conscripts
er in the study even

 military quantity,
remost money, and

een commanding
nto the dichotomy
 engineering (sys-
y as within design
desirable and what
gisticians (rational
ly rational and sci-
an in any other sec-
ific, rational, and
into contradictions
s illustrated in the
 the next section.

its presence partic-
ged systems devel-
 same time as the
onal interest to be
Hirschheim (1989) defined it as removal of constraints to socia
sonal growth, Engeström (1999) described how research can aim
“bringing recognition and appreciation of work that usually g
63), and Ehn (1988) stated that emancipation is a fundamental k
I conclude that those who have to solve difficult military mis
decisive influence over their resources and equipment. Studies 
and ISD from an emancipatory perspective are definitely justifie
der-related emancipation I observed how the few women reserv
worked alongside men, but did not include the influence of gend
if this aspect is relevant too.

Contradictions are probably inevitable between the desired
capacity and functionality, and the resources to achieve them, fo
available man- and brainpower. The ever threatening gap betw
officers (tacticians), and logisticians (in staff), is translatable i
between art (few rules, ideas and innovation) and science with
tematic work, natural laws and mathematics), in the same wa
(Ferguson, 1992). This art-science dichotomy, between what is 
is possible, between tacticians (commanders and leaders) and lo
bureaucrat-experts) is old. Historically, logistics is where formal
entific methods have been applied most. There, perhaps, more th
tion of military control work, the tensions between scient
pretheoretical practices are likely to exist; possible to translate 
between knowledge (science) and power (art). Some of this wa
Bosnia study (Persson, 1997). I will discuss art versus science in

The technology-related change-stability contradiction made 
ularly felt during the fieldwork and what had preceded it. Prolon
opment over many years is a seemingly slow process, at the
technical components change shape often. There is an instituti
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able to create large and closely integrated command structures where stability facil-
itates reliable control and prediction. Especially as regards IT the efforts to keep up
with the increasing pace of change in the environment and the technical evolution,
while at the same time maintaining steady state operations become costly, require
competence, and cause troubles in projects (RRV, 1997). As it has been up to now,
the Swedish military has been largely dependent on industry and consultants for
any kind of ISD, which has complicated project management (ibid.). The eventual
implementation of new technology then leads both to operational control crises
(Beniger, 1986), and may overturn power relations (Winograd and Flores, 1993). 

lly slow progresses
ties in applying IT
 the contradictions
nd work appear. A
 and willingly pro-
ter may cause trou-
en promises ideal

rganizations can be
ns. Either they can
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When we look for a probable reason behind both the genera
of science (development of command theory) and the difficul
these general contradictions may not be primary causes. Instead
between the ideal descriptions and the real content of comma
hypothesis is that the military want to be perceived as rational,
duce tales of rationality, which are then taken-for-granted but la
ble and frustration. In addition, technology (engineers) oft
performance while reality causes real frictions.

Turning the attention to control thinking and mechanisms, o
designed according to one out of two competing control traditio
be like Giddens’ (1991) extremely well guarded protective co
internal administrative control is upheld by abstract systems, sop
ogy and expertise. Security is what counts. Alternatively they c
likewise relying on technology, but designed for rapid adaptati
mental demands. Richardson (1991) discussed the development
and mechanisms, and provided a theoretical and explanatory
model follows what he called the servomechanics thread with r
and formal modelling, and focus at the capacity of the internal c
latter is called the cybernetics thread where emphasis is on asp
communication theory, and a concern for randomly varying sys
of system behaviour are outside the system, and control is m
homeostasis and adaptability. 
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2.2 Military Knowledge and Thought Contradictions

2.2.1 THE ART OR SCIENCE DEBATE OVER WAR IN HISTORY

Belief systems and knowledge claims fuel most actions and conflicts. This art/sci-
ence-debate has been ongoing for a long time, and is complicated by the very “elas-
tic” use of these two concepts which reflects historical meanings and purposes.
What is labelled art is a matter of choices and conventions, whether the word is ver-
nacular or the result of serious efforts to systemize concepts. This discussion is

n is engineering or
g is based on math-
ral sciences) while
n involves intuitive
 conventions, style

ommand Concept
of war” within the
ar”, being “a more

ent of managerial
 In nineteenth cen-
ge to practical life,
ost difficult condi-
1993, p. 47), or a
 The third meaning
ing the early nine-
al control, leading

vel, in the military
in this debate also
 art or science, and

n technology (and
 an argument from
 

s, but to the prov-
y Art, to liken it to
ctivities. (p. 45)
ongoing, and is similar to the debate over design, whether desig
art (Ferguson, 1992). Ferguson’s distinction was that engineerin
ematics (and thus has more rigour, lending power from the natu
art is not. Independently of which to start with, portion of desig
choices and cannot be verbalized. It involves a sense of fitness,
or personal preference. 

In the early 1990s, the US Army had developed a Battle C
(TRADOC, February 1993) stating that command is the “art 
whole domain of command while control is the “science of w
empirical process” (pp. 2–3). This, in turn, reflects the developm
and theoretical thinking underpinning both strategy and tactics.
tury Prussia strategy was categorized as the transfer of knowled
an “art (emphasis added) of acting under the pressure of the m
tions” (by Field Marshal Helmuth von Moltke; Hughes, ed., 
“scholarly discipline” in contemporary German thinking (ibid.).
is the concept as part of the development of management dur
teenth century, relying heavily on means for objective and ration
to a “power-knowledge regime” on the highest management le
and in business (Hoskin et al. 1997). The position one takes 
defines what is good command theory and practice, whether it is
ultimately, what relevant research means. 

Friedman and Friedman (1996), themselves having focused o
excluded the social factors) in their book about future war, cited
Karl von Clausewitz that war had little to do with mathematics:

We say therefore War belongs not to the province of Arts and Science
ince of social life. …It would be better, instead of comparing it with an
business competition, which is also a conflict of human interests and a
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According to this view “war cannot be codified into a science or an art because it
is too lively, too filled with interests, too competitive to have the predictability sci-
ence insists upon” (ibid.). Sir Michael Howard (1983) who has written a “Past Mas-
ters” book about the still dominant military thinker stated that: 

All art, all thought (for as Clausewitz himself expressed it, all thought was art), was cre-
ative activity, not an imitative or derivative one. And the same applied with particular
force to the conduct of war. (p. 14) 

Evidently, according to earlier thinking, geniuses had the capacity and the right
he geniuses, of the
us” is not a neutral
ift of God), being a
d not only an aris-
). Here, again, we
d above rules, even
eal of “rationality”

ce that, in an age
ntific enquiry and
human judgement,
ncertain business.

d belief that war in
eration as to be vir-
ric around military

ble data that might
onal activity from
 (Howard, 1983, p.

 a coincidence that
equals his geniuses
88) who was harsh
s long as command
untry [the US]” (p.
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to transcend, to make new rules (“It was indeed the activity of t
masters of their craft, that made the rules.”, ibid., p. 30). “Geni
concept but a social construct and can be used consciously (a g
product of the Enlightenment. Genius is democratic: anyone an
tocrat can prove to be a genius (Friedman and Friedman, 1996
recognize the notion of autonomy, the need to be allowed to stan
an institutionalized capacity. Simultaneously, the scientific id
was sought after in military practice:

Throughout the eighteenth century there was a widespread impatien
when the universe was yielding more and more of its secrets to scie
when reason was replacing custom and superstition as the criterion of 
the conduct of war should not be such a clumsy, wasteful and u
(Howard, 1983, p. 12)

Howard continued by describing how there was a widesprea
the hands of experts could be carried on with such skill and mod
tually blood less, which is common today as well, after the rheto
operations in Kosovo (1999) and elsewhere: 

Military thinkers sought for rational principles based on hard, quantifia
reduce the conduct of war to a branch of the natural sciences, a rati
which the play of chance and uncertainty had been entirely eliminated.
13)

From other domains, similar questions evolve. It seems like
when Killion (1995) discussed the role of Clausewitz today he 
with today’s experts. The last voice to listen to here is Foster (19
in his critique of contemporary military practice and thinking: a
lacks theory, it is “destined to remain a lost art form in this co
225) and continued:
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Professionalism, after all, means not just wanting to do well but actually being able to do
well. For military professionals, who must shoulder the ultimate burden and bear the ulti-
mate sacrifice in defending the nation's interests, the imperative seems clear: to turn com-
mand from obscure art into accessible science. (ibid.)

2.2.2 WHAT KIND OF SCIENCE?

Command as a form of management underpinned by science has been an early
ideal, its authority and thus its social power consequently being enhanced also by
belief systems from science. There has, for example, been an ongoing struggle for
centuries to make command scientific and develop theory while creating a niche for

cussed the ambiva-
in the military, the
 basic. During the
 while other issues
). Except from the
ractice of military

an be added. Then,
 design IS, and to
eering or a “pure”

ice between which
iences? Miser and

sophical doctrine
ce and technology
t epistemology of

ntific knowledge is
tioner must be able
sult is to make the
ontradiction is that
cannot fit it neatly
hat the arts of pro-
nical rationality. 
nce. His argument

itly) and makes us
s and divine inspi-
rticipation and the
art (Gat, 1989; Howard, 1983). Graham and Bidwell (1993) dis
lent search for a science and a theory for command and war with
acknowledgement and application of rational techniques being
nineteenth century some science was easily accepted (formulas)
were harder to apply (philosophy of science, scientific method
old conflict between the science and the art perspective on the p
command, a later engineering perspective on command work c
if command is an art, to systemize knowledge development, to
train is different as compared to what is suitable from an engin
scientific perspective. Moreover, the latter then requires a cho
scientific position to work from, the natural or the social sc
Quade (1985) described this dilemma:

Technical Rationality is the heritage of Positivism, the powerful philo
that grew up in the nineteenth century as an account of the rise of scien
to the well-being of mankind. Technical Rationality is the Positivis
practice. (p. 287)

According to Miser and Quade, positivism presumes that scie
the only basis for problem solving, and that a professional practi
to map a problem he faces onto this kind of knowledge. The re
‘arts of practice’ appear as ‘puzzling anomalies’ (ibid.). The c
while admitting that practical knowledge exists, the positivist 
into positivist categories because it is not science. The effect is t
fessional craft, for instance systems analysis, do not fit into tech

Salner (1989) gave still other aspects of art as compared to scie
was that art, unlike science, “takes what is already known (tac
consciously or explicitly aware of it” (p. 57), is free from geniuse
ration. Further, the power of art, says Salner, relies on direct pa
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immediacy of experience. I conclude that “to command” in its meaning of a human
act presupposes direct participation and by its very nature is enacted in order to be
as powerful as possible. Command as art certainly relies upon and demonstrates
authority, power. To conclude, “art” certainly is supported by science, but connotes
a creative ability to apply existing knowledge and human resources in new ways
where rules and programs do not suffice.

From this dynamic discourse it is a small step to the choice between what kind of
science should have priority, the ideal from the natural sciences or from the social
sciences? The “sociology of the military” has been evolving since the beginning of
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WWII as a cross-disciplinary, pragmatic enterprise supporting t
force structures, but its slow progress is surprising, said Cafori
view was that this science has had to grapple with strong cultur
part of the military establishment. It develops just because “the r
to elude the hostility of the military brass and to conduct resea
destine fashion, or at least without the seal of official approval”
clear whether this resistance comes from supporters from the 
perspective. Probably, in areas such as research on human factor
Interaction (HMI) in complex weapon systems, or psychology
shared interest in the direction of research. Research has usua
pragmatically in these and similar areas according to the domin
als from the natural sciences, using quantitative methods. Howe
to ISs, less is clear about suitable research approaches. In order
itations of technical rationality, an epistemology of practice is 
Quade, 1985). Unfortunately, practice often has a weak voice w
establishment of norms and standards for scientific work. 

One conclusion, after this review of contradictions, and w
when it comes to the design of ISs, is that many difficulties grow
embedded Cartesian mind-body dualism and the limits of fo
1988, p. 6). This dualism not only concerns ISD methods (E
view on the whole organization and on humans, and a related 
help of rationality and formalization it is possible to achieve co
manders are important persons and are expected to be professio
first institutionalized in the chain of command and its ideal, ra
spective, and then it is reconciled by enabling mechanisms w
institutionalized: people are highly visible, are appointed leader
practice leadership. It is important to examine more closely s
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and how they are overcome as is done in modern sociology and management the-
ory, strongly related to ISD (Giddens, 1991; Deetz, 1998). 

2.2.3 THE CURRENT SEARCH FOR A SCIENCE OF COMMAND

We have seen some of the long evolution of what science is, and its outcome con-
cerning control thinking, knowledge, and practices. Foster’s (1988) late 1980s dis-
cussion is to a large extent still valid:

The current state of command and control theory is one characterised by an inchoate level
ral, largely under-
mand and control

in any other field,
l arena. This situa-
) is central in mili-
e, and that because
ce. 
 a “science of com-
, 1994). It is hardly
e question of what

 methods for Oper-

aterials and tools
 “vulgar-positivis-
ght for alike in all

ons can be drawn
ty is to invent con-
tional “command”
l” into a twin con-

me evident that the
 substitutes for the
trol” are treated as
e additional letter
at research on C2

 detached from the
of conceptual development, a diffuse focus, and a set of highly conjectu
developed hypotheses concerning seemingly random aspects of the com
process. (p. 213)

Foster claimed that there was a gap, perhaps wider than 
between theorists and practitioners in the command and contro
tion is surprising, when considering that command (and control
tary practice, that research has been ongoing for a very long tim
of its centrality, theory should be welcomed and underpin practi

It seems as if after two or more decades of efforts to establish
mand and control”, not much has been clarified (Levis and Levis
sufficient to be faithful to certain scientific dogmas when even th
is science is disputable. Miser and Quade (1985), who discussed
ational Research (OR) and systems analysis concluded that 

“science as craftsman’s work” means to do the most and best with the m
at one’s disposal. Just measurement at any cost means the adoption of a
tic view of science” while for a craftsman, “precision is not to be sou
discussion, any more than in all the products of the crafts” (p. 37). 

Thus, exact data might be irrelevant when some conclusi
already from very rough data. Part of the efforts to reach stabili
cepts that allow categorization and communication. The tradi
has, during the decades since WWII been combined with “contro
cept. Holley (1988) stated that “control” was added when it beca
individual commander had to exploit technical intermediaries as
eye and the voice. Usually the concepts of “Command” and “Con
an entity in the military, abbreviated “C2”, sometimes with som
signifying some command attribute. Van Trees (1989) meant th
was not yet over the academic threshold, and was conducted too
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real world, command theory being developed in a vacuum. The term C2 is much
weighted and defined, an indication of a common belief that absolute precision in
concepts promotes reliable control. Foster (1988) was precise and his critique of
the concepts is still valid:

Command and control, though, is a deceptively vague construct, the precise nature of
which eludes even so-called experts in the field. (p. 202)

I was encouraged at the end of the first part of my study to break up this combi-
nation and exploit the two concepts separately (See Chapter 5). Contradictions are
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also hidden in them, between the human who should be “in c
instrumental character of “control” (Pigeau and McCann, 19
merit clarification in order to also discover the actions behind t
essary within ISR and when conducting systems developme
rationality and how concepts are formed in practice should be
extent that the agendas and epistemologies driving both practic
be opened for inspection. Ethnographic methods promise to pro

2.3 Contradictions, Military Control Mechanism
Command Work

2.3.1 BEFORE BUREAUCRACY

From early on, both the military institution, forerunners suc
orders (Bartlett, 1993) and later within states, have been hiera
according to the criteria of a bureaucracy. Armstrong (1982
became called bureaucracy was not meant to be an instrument
effectiveness of the nation’s land forces but was designed arou
bureaucratic rationale of assuring tight control of public funds.
were invented as early as the early Middle Ages (Hoskin and Za
formalized procedures, creation of precise measurement of achi
sion of labour, and the use of writing and calculation in evolvin
tices (Pacioli, 1494). Successive formal rationalization has le
efficiency (Beniger, 1986), the achievable precision and reliab
even inspired what is “scientific” (Goody, 1996). 

To be more concrete about operationalized control mechan
ments of older artefacts used for control purposes (see Chapter
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enth or twelfth centuries the use of texts in society (business, administration) as a
means for formalizing social action contributed to make social organization both
replicable and controllable (Bartlett, 1993). Control began to be formalized in this
new era of textual order and layout (Hoskin et al., 1997). Later, during the sixteenth
century, printed texts, carrying greater visual clarity, began to influence the military
thinking and practice. Hoskin et al. who analysed the modern use of the concept
“strategy” in military and civilian management even claimed that

There is by 1600 an evolving Art of War, but ironically this is totally derived from apply-
 with the modern

anized in separate
entury in Bavaria,
 military logistics
 was institutional-
ntrol of supplies,

an bureaucracy of
scribed how every
ccompanying them

 give officers com-
as compared to the
application of this
g the seventeenth

ury, class-structure
ught and the gentry
ng factor. The first
 commanded regi-
 higher formations
ocial status, career,

litical control over
h also made it suit-
ate very old social
 and reconcile con-
ing a new power of writing. And even then, this cannot be confused
practice of strategy. (Appendix A)

The supply and the demand sides have traditionally been org
sections or units. As early as the beginning of seventeenth c
bureaucratic principles were successfully implemented within
(Croxton, 1999). With the birth of the nation states the dialectic
ized, for example in France. In order to establish reliable co
ammunition, financing, and orderly recruiting, a special civili
inspectors, the intendance, was established. Howard (1976) de
level detested them when they visited units every two months, a
in the field.

One important invention for the control of the military was to
missions from the crown and make them obedient state servants 
mainly self-appointed leaders from earlier periods. The first 
practice was in France during the fifteenth century, later durin
century the system was completed. Well into the nineteenth cent
was maintained in the British army where commissions were bo
controlled the recruitment of officers, wealth being a determini
commissioned officers in France were lieutenant-colonels who
ments in the field, and generals who were in command of the
(ibid.). A commission thus meant favours in return for loyalty: S
power and a certain autonomy, although constrained.

2.3.2 THE PRINCIPLES OF BUREAUCRACY

Bureaucracy was the state’s remedy for achieving effective po
the military (Howard, 1976; Brown, 1995). It had qualities whic
able within the military because it could advance and assimil
control practices which had over a long time proven their value,
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trol with a certain autonomy. Bureaucracy could make a stable career possible, it
could provide funds and salaries, and it transmitted the legal power through the
chain of command, all the way to the soldier, supporting discipline. Its influence
grew because of its capacity for mediated social control over long distances, time
periods and when many people were involved.

Within the command organization there is a prolongation of the political–institu-
tional contradiction, between the intraorganizational political power (represented
by commanding officers) and the evolving organizational power (represented by
staff). It is possible to translate into the dialectics between command and control
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reaucracy). Brown
 “automatons lack-
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(partly depending on the definition of the base concepts). In sho
given formal authority by the state (through the chain of comm
obey orders even if their unit is threatened by extinction (this ide
little consideration of emotions is inherent in the ideal type bu
(1995) meant that schematically Weber portrayed bureaucrats as
ing flesh and blood” (p. 2). Contributing to the strength of the
distribution of power and responsibilities onto individuals w
accountable.

In Figure 2.4, the rational ideal control (left flow) is complete
power, together with responsibility allocated in individual actor

perspective promotes measurable and instrumental control fe
easily disguises or overrides the social, less mechanical contex
however also members of their unit and are obliged to see to its w

related to,
depending on

evaluate

Presupposes
allocatesdefines

supports

leads to

Executes

enact

form

Effect

Control actions

Chain of Command

Reliable control

(A belief system
implying that...) System of formal and

legal authority

Responsibility

Authorized
individual actors

Pow
Accepted by 

Figure 2.4: Basic components and functions in the
rational military power and control bureaucracy
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life, what is defined as truth and knowledge is however often open for interpreta-
tion, sometimes defined by superior authorities, recalling “reason” or inventing
other rationales (politics), occasionally depending upon local conditions. 

In this study, some other aspects of the bureaucracy will be dealt with. What I
have described hitherto is its control efficiency. What must be realized is how it also
supports autonomy. Rules, for instance, once they are written can be turned the
other way and support abuse or circumvention of them. Accounting practices
(“cosmetic dressing of performance indicators”) provide pedagogical examples
(Nandan, 1997). The bureaucracy thus has a capacity to reconcile many contradic-

hieve more auton-
ded. Nandan used

ithin an organisa-
. 148).

 for action, there is
at “art” might be a
eans for transmit-

ARY CONTROL

oincided with and
venteenth century)
e raised efficiently.
sis of the strategies
anisms had to be
 enabling organiza-
 distribute formal
y make the whole
sms, is still a basic
al character of the
ddition, the whole

 sanctions. It rests

t war according to
oward, 1976). The
tions: it allows bypasses, it is possible to make a career and ac
omy, at the same time as justice and law are generally guar
Giddens’ (1991) words:

The more tightly-knit and inflexible the formal relations of authority w
tion, in fact, the more the possible openings for circumventing them. (p

Especially when science and rationality are used as arguments
consequently reason to take another look (for the same reason th
facade). Paradoxically enough, bureaucracy is also an efficient m
ting power from individuals upward in an organization. 

2.3.3 PRAGMATISM AND INSTITUTIONALIZATION WITHIN MILIT

Scientific progress and related social and technical inventions c
probably promoted the birth of the European nation states (se
where new urgent control requirements grew and funds could b
Then, in accordance with Beniger’s (1986) discussion and analy
and methods to handle new technology, new control mech
invented. The military institution is operationalized in a specific
tion. As a bureaucracy it contains certain mechanisms, which
power, and are simultaneously both flexible and adaptable. The
structure robust and hardy. Discipline, upheld by many mechani
control component, supported by the scientific and highly ration
whole enterprise (the “Western way of war”, Parker, 1995). In a
bureaucratic structure also includes a system for rewards and
upon an ethos (Averill, 1992).

The Prussian model for command made it possible to conduc
scientific principles, calculations and professional expertise (H
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lack of method demonstrated by Napoleon was succeeded by systematization (Van
Creveld, 1985). From the early twentieth century, when the German (Prussian)
General Staff had set the standards, the systematic use of written orders had suc-
ceeded earlier forms (see Swift, 1906; Corlett, 1925), which made it possible to
apply bureaucracy in most aspects of the command work. Because of its capacity to
promote systematic organization of knowledge, combined with mathematics and
geometry, bureaucracy provided military strategy and control with tools for a new
efficiency, supporting an institution where the value of drill and training was
already recognized. The technologies of the bureaucracy, IT, have been applied
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since then. Van Creveld (1989) stated that until about 1830, te
have to be coordinated, just men, but that since then technologic
to be combined into systems. This meant that during the rapid
ment during the rest of the nineteenth century, technologies th
ardization and communication had crucial roles for the coordin

However, bureaucracy, even if it has a strong appeal and co
sufficient within the military. Up to the end of the 1930s a stable
with little competition dominated, and the military were cons
new technologies. There was hardly any use for more efficient
than the traditional control techniques and procedures. Durin
when the requirements to respond rapidly grew and new techno
in competition between opponents, control crises occurred and
either new organization or products/technologies were needed (e
bomb, a man on the moon). Previous control (management) tec
ization were inefficient. Modern computer technology (original
brains, and often used as calculators) were implemented in the 

Still more pragmatic solutions, such as project management,
and possible. Engwall (1995) provided its rationales which can
development of command practices. Project management tech
roots can be traced to the fifteenth century (Hoskin and Zan
developed within the larger shell of management science, usin
sultants or reflecting practitioners formed the core of project m
the ideological basis of which was scientific management. The c
is as relevant today to investigate practice and then see how it
with dominant power structures.
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2.3.4 THE PRACTICES OF THE DIALECTIC OF CONTROL

Through the ages, contradictions have been handled pragmatically through a mix-
ture of more or less control (Persson, 1996). Most efforts are now institutionalized,
basically following the ideas of scientific management (Morgan, 1986). Strong tra-
ditional and institutionalized (if not always formalized) ingredients, are issues of
values, recruitment, mechanisms for socialization, the central role of formal lead-
ers, and the emphasis on leadership issues in command work. Together, such com-
ponents form a control culture in the military where the dialectic of control is often
illustrated (Section 2.1.3).
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ble of independent
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rench) were organ-
es made it difficult
many at that time).
ned officers (as in
Interestingly enough, from the early nineteenth century ther
growing need to maintain independence from superior comm
autonomy in the lower command levels (Samuels, 1995), but f
Van Creveld (1985) gave more details about the French Imperial
The Napoleonic armies were organized as a body of units capa
missions within the centrally planned operation, thus reducing th
control—which neither was technically possible. Dispersed mo
surprise, logistics, and flexible redirection of forces. The centra
command in the Napoleonic armies in combination with this org
ples meant that central command could initiate rapid action an
uncertainty. In addition, none of the marshals who commande
tions would defer to any of the others: the design of the comman
less of a problem.

The Prussian principle of directive command (Ger. auftragsta
command theory and doctrine where a subordinate commande
duties as long as his actions were within higher command’s in
1995). Graham and Bidwell (1993) used the term mission-dir
stated that it was the remedy to communication breakdowns and
term, they said, was more than a tactical formula: it was an idea c
art of command of modern armies. The idea is old, based on t
close grip by a commander in the field could not be extended b
vision, but the term now encourages initiative at every level of c

The nineteenth century German forces (as compared to the F
ized within a coalition where the presence of various nationaliti
to control the force as one homogenous force (there was no Ger
In the absence of the Crown which intervened and commissio
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France), subordinate commanders did not take orders from any other person
(Howard, 1976).

To conclude, it seems as if directive command as practised by Napoleon and in
the Prussian/German army for similar reasons became both virtue and theory.
Directives were used instead of strict orders because timely central control was
practically impossible in the absence of modern communication technology. More-
over, it was unsuitable for reasons of prestige and to avoid conflicts. Finally, a cer-
tain freedom also inspired and motivated subordinate commanders more than tight
detailed control. Commanders were free to exploit success as long as it fitted into
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the superior battle plan, especially when they were geographica
out of reach of other control systems. A modern example is wh
onis and Cruikshank, 1992) reported how during the Vietnam W
radio equipment during battle in order to avoid his superiors
Creveld (1985) also vividly described command ‘pathologie
instance micro management that promoted such actions.

The conclusion is that directive command or, as the concept is
sion tactics is institutionalized as a means to achieve autonom
social (and not only formal rational) origin. The principle of dire
been tested in war and found useful. Moreover, it has a double a
command gives a superior certain autonomy because details do 
with, and it gives a subordinate arguments when greater autono

Today, this is about to change. The opposite of directive co
control (Foster, 1988), the execution of detailed centralized a
control. Modern management (command) presuppose, and con
instruments can make a force a highly integrated unit where little
the unit is to function as intended. Efficient communication syst
tunities to rapidly transfer detailed information across large st
promote centralized and detailed control, given that the neces
coding, and formatting have been done. This capacity may cou
demands for autonomy, being both justified and unavoidable. Fu
programs may be controlled from long distances and hard to aff
fore we can foresee a greater tendency to oppose tight contro
numerous attempts to circumvent them.

Even today, and enhanced by the easy access to modern tec
voice communication, verbal and informal communication is fre
ated. Formalization takes time and means constraints (Shipma
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1999) and nuances easily are lost; in addition it may be necessary to be skilled in
computer use. 

To conclude, technology is a two-edged sword. It is necessary to maintain auton-
omy, power, and not get involved in a too rigid control system, being forced to use
resources to lessen its grip, and to be able to use text and calculation within the
whole span of practices these techniques allow. The same precision and speed that
is required in accounting, Air Traffic Control (ATC), in network planning, and pro-
gramming, admitted by technology, can easily be turned into tools for micro man-
agement. Possibly the most important need and prerequisite for control is
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Flores, 1992) and

ion (Weick, 1993).
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 between exercises
and work). Even-
technologies for communication, because if the communication
zation is interrupted, breakdowns may evolve (Winograd and 
may be hard to repair, even lead to dissolution of an organizat
Also, we have seen that technical and automatic communicatio
means guarantee that a receiver is actively interpreting them. 

Finally, most contradictions meet in command work, the ce
study. According to the introductory discussion, there are sev
that have to be resolved. Therefore it is necessary to go into som
contradictions. Through this, I will formulate ideas for the field
design directions.

2.4 Humans Versus Technology During the Chai

2.4.1 OBSTACLES AND UNITING EFFORTS

Exercises are typically relatively short (up to a week), and they s
tain times. During the chain of CPXs during winter and spring 19
stituted my field site, the elements of a new organization 
technologies were close to being overwhelming. The command
real. Most people had the positions they were supposed to fill
deployed in war, but it was temporary and not well-trained as a u
later exercises.

It was all a large test situation: new organization, methods, co
tems and ISs which had been implemented rapidly and late. Be
were real with many people involved, people had to use what th
their best. The needs to act decided what had to be done both
(systems development, part task training) and during them (comm
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tually the practitioners achieved much, demonstrating their capacity to reconcile
many contradictions.

The command organization where career officers, reservists and conscripts were
brought together worked hard in order to find out how to finally design its practices
in detail. Every effort was made to re-create the dynamics of war, and at the same
time preserve the full controllability of the organization. Some contradictions grew
from within the exercises (orderly peacetime events) and the scenarios (war). What
was often heard indicated a polarization between humans and technology, and that
it was necessary to maintain a human-centred perspective on the practice.
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The validation of control technologies (with additional peop
be done in a realistic setting, because only during full-scale cond
actually are working, certain effects show up. In early April 199
CPXs, there was an indication that a generator supporting part o
networks, light, communications) suddenly stopped because of
event caused a breakdown in a computer server with a database, 
complicated to restore. Work was interrupted. The fuel shortage
caused by larger than usual demand for electric power whe
worked in the organisation, much larger than during the previou
staff working. The supporting unit, being trained separately, ha
additional load on the generators, and refuelling routines had to

Similar surprises occurred within logistics and data mana
weeks exercise meant considerable demands. In addition, one 
duced a lot of bytes to save and store. There is thus a contradictio
of the HQ as a physical technically well-integrated organizatio
achieve it, and the HQ as consisting of well-trained and skille
which work day and night. 

In summary, contradictions appeared between wishful think
technical systems and their high control efficiency, and the lac
resources and competence to design, learn and then test new sol
of modern IT risks augmenting the contradictions of centraliza
tion. This risk depends partly on a belief in and appreciation o
capacity to instrumentally transmit information, partly becau
design or choice of approaches and methods when funding and
ized and experience from ISD is limited. Problems were expec
variety of new components, some being substitutes for tool
designed later on. Additional contradictions were the dichotom
control of projects and resources, and the local need to do the bes
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p (Figure 2.5), and
but instead part of

the constraints in a
lose monitoring is
fered many oppor-

REAT OR TREAT?

odern IT. Technol-
. If scientific man-
s as control tools,

, explanations vary.
more. Its introduc-
, a theory for feed-
utions to growing
n. Electronics pro-
 we experience the
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 argument used by

X (May 1998).
constraints. It became clear that humans need real food and slee
that data and information were not only technical abstractions 
the work. 

The accumulated dynamics (frictions) were probably close to 
real command situation. Because of its pragmatic character, c
desirable to really capture the control actions. The fieldwork of
tunities to study them closer. 

2.4.2 MODERN INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY, TH

Contradictions pile up when it comes to command work and m
ogy promises much but achieivements are far from self-evident
agement guided command efforts before, when it comes to IS
solutions are less straightforward. Depending on the perspective
Continuing with contradictions, I will explore cybernetics some 
tion led to a hope for realizing what had been hitherto impossible
back control and automation of complex processes, and sol
military control difficulties achieving high-speed and precisio
vided the means, eventually for the control of information. Now,
problems to control information and its technology, and to rem
loop. The contradictions are that this technology has a high us
very high exchange value, it is expensive, a central analytical

Figure 2.5: Staff members’ quarter at the end of the last CP
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Engeström (1987) who explicitly works with these kinds of contradictions in his
general model of human activity within Activity Theory. The unavoidable contra-
dictions then leads to a search for cheap solutions with the help of mass-produced
standard technology which fulfills the criteria for low costs but unfortunately
reduces the use value: fragile, complex, security problems, requires high compe-
tence, implicitly presupposing standard procedures. 

Holley (1988) pointed at the problems with designers’ solutions far from the bat-
tlefield, the dependence on abstractions, demands for additional training (users)
and requirement on surplus personnel for maintenance, and the way ISs trigger
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work and require reserve routines. Information management, f
ing, seemingly becomes more important than fighting the enemy
for programming errors is hard to resolve. Few know much ab
tice” in the dynamic military environment and scientific and w
for development of IS are rare. Disputes may occur when pow
alone is insufficient to reach solutions. These phenomena occurr
cises, causing much work and some frustration. One officer
fourth CPX, after a complicated discussion about the movement
in the hands of technology”.

IT ideally promises to allow rapid centralized control based 
tion awareness. This aspiration is based upon the vast capacity t
mit meaningful signals. If the insight is shallow about how hu
what knowledge is, more signals can be perceived as a very effi
ing knowledge to satisfy an urgent need but there is no such c
ized command structures perhaps discourage initiatives by loc
inferior insight in the big picture. Without basic mutual trust w
tion and freedom to act, both being social requirements, more co
likely to be counterproductive. Conversely, if there is suspicion t
(the “control” component, Holley, 1988), potential tools may re
humans are sacrificed, still believing in science and rationality.

2.5 Conclusions: Cultural Understanding and Re

2.5.1 THE ROLE OF THE MILITARY CULTURE

My theoretical support concerning culture comes from Carrithe
lysed why humans have culture (the title of his book) and state
capacity for complex social behaviour“ (p. 34), to “track a com
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action” (p. 177) and respond appropriately within it, is what distinguishes humans,
not culture. This is the central argument in his sociality theory, as compared with
culture theory. According to the sociality theory people create and use means that
we can describe as “cultural”, while culture theory means that people do things
because of their culture.

From the horizon of qualitative research culture is what the researcher attributes
to the group which is studied, inferred from what people say, do and use (Creswell,
1998), not neglecting what they say they do and use. Hofstede et al. (1990) used
another schema when discussing organizational culture which they saw as consist-

d heroes. Culture,
mand work, but its
etails, because the
 contradictions by
 the rich choice of

on of them. 
tions between the
 social reality) and
l instrumental pur-
er culture must be
c, then it loses the
unfamiliar with the
ficient training and
in describing and

ense methods that
. 38)

own culture is and
cial reality (in my
ce to the servome-
 likely that because
cetime event, “cul-
 in order to be use-
matic relations to
s are defined and
cially IT.
ing of values and practices, the latter visible symbols, rituals an
by carrying many traditions, can be an active component in com
exact role may be impossible to decide. Without going into d
meaning of the concept is not univocal, culture can reconcile
development of value systems, practices, rituals etc. Considering
contradictions, there is a need for culture a resource for resoluti

Carrither’s theory makes it necessary to make clear distinc
organization’s own definition of its culture (in order to handle its
how it is inferred by the researcher who does not have a socia
pose of his own (or another purpose). Hypothetically, the form
redefined, given new properties when appropriate. If it is stati
capacity to meaningfully support social behaviour. Researchers 
military may forget that military practitioners, because of insuf
ever new organizational solutions, may experience problems 
designing their practice, even if they use the concept “culture”: 

The topic of investigation for researchers would then be the common-s
people use in making sense of their social environments (May, 1997, p

One of these methods may be to create an idea of what their 
then carefully nurture it as a method to make sense of their so
study the army): supporting convergence or divergence, adheren
chanics thread or the cybernetics thread (Richardson, 1991). It is
of the mixed population in the studied HQ, and that all was a pea
ture” (not the researcher’s concept) had to be consciously created
ful. One issue, based on the heritage and the often proble
technology is what it means to be human, how human value
applied, and the relations between humans and technology, espe
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2.5.2 RESEARCH IN THE MILITARY

In the same way as ideas can initiate war, and the real consequences tend to be sur-
prises, ideas dominate in the military practice, and their implementation is seldom
confronted with real effects. Some of the roots of military thinking originate in the
peacetime identity of the military, where the transformation of war into something
that is manageable and trainable takes place. Other ideas, still influential, originate
in the theories developed by Clausewitz which have been reinterpreted and applied
flexibly: the importance of decisive battles, of moral forces, the role of frictions, the
need for independent action by local commanders, and the total war (Howard,

 seems first to have
cognized as a deci-
veld, 1989). These

ion and reliability,
ocial and situated
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to why design and
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996) provided one

 mid twentieth cen-
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1983). The dual use of technology as effectuator and controller
been unanticipated, which is explainable because it was not re
sive element, necessary to coordinate until after 1830 (Van Cre
ideas have had appeal.

Military command work, in order to achieve speed, precis
often sacrifices criteria for scientific evidence and validity. S
value are first priorities. When it comes to IT and culture with
likely that some technology is considered foreign and rejecte
unsatisfactory results, possibly attractive but theoretically and
integrated. In fieldwork it is therefore necessary to look for suc
technology supports either participant in their work and is appre
need to approach their objects from various perspectives (Pet
require freedom based upon trust. The power–knowledge relati
military and researchers is one research issue. Both research, d
development methods are likely to profit from work with tech
other contradictions, tracing causes behind events and relating p
Research should therefore be conducted close to the work activi
cover what culture to infer from behaviours, language and a
1998). In particular, research must approach the questions as 
development of the IS component (usually conducted in peaceti
and why the combined processes of change and the implementat
nologies (IT) within the military work practices are so difficult 

Researchers have to recognize the peacetime characteristics 
not only what war (probably) is like according to the military 
war, probably few disputes occur over engineering methods an
ence, and power is not questioned. Friedman and Friedman (1
view of how science and IT became accepted by the military in
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tury. The military wanted to use the insights of science to get things done, and actu-
ally did not wait for theory to be developed. The attractive scientists’ power came
from their ability to understand the workings of the physical world. Probably this
need within the military led to a cultural change in order to handle the otherwise
latent contradiction, a change which has to be ongoing when more competence is
considered necessary to incorporate. 

Salner (1989) even claimed that a human science researcher must have a thor-
ough understanding of the evolution and development of rational thought in West-
ern culture as well as an awareness of the criticisms that have been levelled against

kind of researcher
n this Western cul-
ntextual, historical

d knowledge orig-
 define knowledge
 and its underlying
 concepts as “gen-

rtainty, the social,
ary quests for sur-
 institution and its
also cope with the
gies. For instance,
ay mean new eth-

ts may allow auto-
ng unintentionally
litary organization
some issues have

pportunities), how
onciled within the

ions; 
fessional recogni-
;

that tradition. The implication of these arguments is that this 
must achieve an ability to see and understand his position withi
tural tradition and evolution. What is required is a thorough co
and cultural preunderstanding.

The relations within the military between rationality, power an
inate from a social order where certain persons are allowed to
even if it is highly pretheoretical. Consequently this social order
rationality are important to trace and define, and not only use
iuses” or “art” as given common sense-explanations. 

Research, even in peacetime, should originate from the unce
situated and the dynamic character of action, keeping the milit
vival, stability and control as cornerstones when interpreting the
control efforts. When positioned in the field, researchers must 
research-related problems emerging from new control technolo
the modern organization that relies upon new technologies also m
ical problems for the researcher. Technically these environmen
mated data production, without anyone noticing, and data bei
transmitted to unauthorized persons. Such methods in the mi
easily may violate security and safety issues. Recurrently 
appeared in the overview of the military domain: 

 • the ambiguity versus science and technology (threats and o
social and instrumental control aspects collide and can be rec
bureaucracy; 

 • the search for autonomy, rational and scientific control solut
 • the strategies to reproduce the traditional values and win pro

tion while using arguments from science and art respectively
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 • the clash, in war and command work, between ideas and reality (practice), a
consequence of a too theoretical view on practice or from a conscious separa-
tion of them, and for research:

 • to define a scientific foundation for command work which does not invite to
application of a rationality which becomes a prison, leading to a perspective on
humans as machines, when instead humans in extreme situations, hardly
rational, should be the starting point.

This overview and presentation of contradictions and research rationales has cov-
ly general, in some
s been to describe
 the conditions for
 may seem confus-
iented so as to find
h an approach will
le parallels; it does
g from the features
62

ered some of what promotes and inspires research, and is most
aspect it covers primarily Swedish conditions. Its purpose ha
some aspects of the military arena, leading to understanding of
command work, and as explanations to some of the events that
ing. Research should be designed for military conditions but or
research problems common with other dynamic domains. Suc
broaden the reference area for comparisons and clarify probab
not by itself augment the risk of missing the implication growin
specific for the military institution. 
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Chapter 3
Information, Design,

Work and Information Systems

l concepts of infor-
tral to this thesis.
ctive- and context-
eir ambiguity. The
d work is, its pur-
l use of computers
t informs, provide

s from previous IS
e directly related to
 The chapter com-
ussion also under-
tually leads to the
THIS CHAPTER  is an analysis and a presentation of the centra
mation, information systems, and systems design – issues cen
Because the meanings of these widely used concepts are perspe
dependent, it is necessary to analyse them and try to reduce th
analysis originates from a work orientation, from what comman
pose, conceptualization and the context, because it is the practica
in work that is central. It is the command work requirements tha
information for, design of support systems. I present highlight
design research and practices, mainly from approaches which ar
military practices or seem most relevant within the total study.
pletes the description of the research domain and issues. The disc
pins the view on my previous research (Chapters 4–5) and even
method considerations (Chapter 6).
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3.1 About Command Work, Information and Information 
Systems

3.1.1 THE ANALYTIC PATH

Hypothetically there should be a certain “fit” between command work and the
methods, tools and approaches for the design and development of ISs. The result of
this study should also be usable within continued ISD research and applicable in
design studies. In order to achieve this goal, it is necessary to scan the design field

he issues are: what
ether other studies
nally what require-
s idea. Through an

and ISD, what pre-
at command work

k, the ethnographic
(work), values are

informs the design.
and work from an

t and the field, and
nalysis is made of
rmulate some con-
 to design from an

 in this study.

Design 
framework

”Culture”
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and to establish the meaning of some concepts. Specifically, t
ISs and design are, what design for command work is about, wh
can guide the work, how the fieldwork should be directed, and fi
ments are on data suitable for design. Figure 3.1 illustrates thi

analysis of what research has revealed, theories for information 
vious research has produced as regards design for work and wh
implies, this chapter establishes the foundation for the field wor
basis. In the fieldwork, from what can be seen and recorded 
inferred and an idea of the culture is formulated, which in turn 

In order to answer these questions, this chapter analyses comm
ISD perspective, presents an overview of the (IS) design concep
relates it all to systems development. Initially a conceptual a
“information system”, recalling previous research. Finally, I fo
clusions concerning method and fieldwork. The contributions
ethnography will be dealt with in Chapter 6 (Method).

Figure 3.1: The relations between concepts and research

What can
 Ethnography
contribute with?

Design for 
Command 

What is design?

Work

What is 
IS design
about?

What does 

imply concerning ISD?
Command Work
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In this chapter, I recall some of the discourse within Information Systems and
major design areas such as Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), dis-
tributed decisionmaking (Sage, 1987), participatory design (PD) and work oriented
design (Ehn, 1988; Iivari and Lyytinen, 1998). I provide some examples of modern
workspace design and the use of new technologies (for instance Grinter, 1999; Stre-
itz et al., 1999). The sample of military command design thinking consists of pre-
vious studies from the US (Beaumont, 1994; Fischhoff and Johnson, 1990: Kahan
et al., 1989; Sorenson, 1989; Whitaker and Kuperman, 1996), from recent Swedish
military design thinking, and from ergonomics (Bernotat, 1991). Theoretically, I

formation systems
issen, 1985; Nur-
f Activity Theory

9; Bardram, 1998)
 mention some.

ISSUES

boundary manage-
tion, and the trans-
t the establishment
haracterized by or

ased knowledge is

ands;
ortant than formal

ttention and reduc-

several strategies,
996) distinguished
on, where explicit
als and principles
ntrol issues, while

 design, manipula-
present theories and ideas about design (Ferguson, 1992) and in
(Langefors, 1974 and 1993; Hirschheim (et al.) 1989, 1996; N
minen, 1988) together with design conclusions from the use o
(Kuutti, 1991; Bödker, 1991, Engeström, 1987, 1993 and 199
and ethnography (Bucciarelli, 1988; Anderson, 1994) — just to

3.1.2 COMMAND WORK AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS DESIGN 

In the first chapter I defined command work as occurring during 
ment, implying interpretation of the environment of an organiza
formation of ideas to control actions toward it. In short, it is abou
of organized action in the context of the environment and is c
containing:

 • interplay between formal, informal and cultural conditions;
 • communicative activities, where situated and experience b

important,
 • cannot be summarized in abstract and general principles;
 • is normally conducted under severe time constraints and dem
 • reactive mechanisms and reflective actions are more imp

decision analyses and strategic planning, and
 • is about to create stable conditions for actions by focusing a

ing uncertainty.
Development of IS can be conducted according to one or 

emphasizing a certain aspect of the system. Hirschheim et al. (1
between strategies for control, sense-making and argumentati
design criteria, instrumental variables, methods and tools, go
drive the design. “Systems engineering” is related to technical co
social control span communication engineering, organizational
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tive communication design and political organization design. The sense-making
orientation means a focus at the potential role of IS in interpretation and mutual
understanding. Lastly, the development strategies in the argumentative/discursive
orientation emphasize the IS for clarification and justification of claims, and the
provision of evidence and reason. Here we find the argumentation of whether an IS
shall be designed at all, and issues of rationality. 

When trying to infer what design of ISs for command work is about (without
having specified what strategy or perspective to apply on such systems), pragmatic
issues include:

 to demands;
t-hand;
h must be possible

e are no finite solu-
akes specifications

gree of formaliza-
e within temporary

(to acquire knowl-

 aspect arises from
orted Cooperative
eed to gain a firm
lished” (p. 1) when
hey specified four

petence;

ork description but
—generator opera-
s, gossip, humour,

rk becomes invisi-
 (affecting theories
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 • the mastering of unpredictability and suddenness as regards
 • ISs should be ready for use with very short delay, be ready-a
 • data (presumptive information) exist in many formats whic

to use in combination; 
 • technology and results must be possible to use anytime; ther

tions as to the answer to demands for information, which m
very hard to determine;

 • communication technology should admit any format and de
tion, not only standard formats, and it must be possible to us
organizations;

 • short “cognitive distance” between data and interpretation 
edge from data).

To this can be added security issues and economy. Another
one of the current research directions within Computer Supp
Work (CSCW). Nardi and Engeström (1999) pointed out the n
foundation of knowledge “about how work actually gets accomp
initiating new technologies and restructuring a workplace. T
kinds of “invisible work”, relevant within the whole work: 

1. work done in invisible places, behind-the-scenes work;
2. routine or manual work, requiring considerable skill and com
3. work done by invisible people such as domestics; and
4. informal work processes that are not part of anybody’s w

still crucial for the collective functioning of the workspace
tors, regular but open ended meetings, informal conversation
and storytelling.

Command work is probably invisible to a large extent. All wo
ble for researchers, too, who do not apply a research paradigm
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and concepts) and methods (for data production) that makes it visible. Then they
cannot describe it. Similarly, conventions about what “real work” is may lead to
negligence toward important but less glorious parts of it, as for instance when deci-
sion-making is lauded but all too often materializes only in rare formal situations,
and even then is very difficult to describe. 

The researcher who wants to observe and trace what work is has the same
requirement as those who try to control it, namely to find ways to informate
(Zuboff, 1988) the work processes and actions. This means to make them visible
through the creation of traces of them, and to relate visible and (previously) less

rk is to be easy to
ine for design and
talk about it in sys-
existing computer
 imagined depend

concepts. The con-
e 1940’s primarily
nformation as item
text, meaning any
se from then on it

me when this shift
sed for control of

hen transmitted to
ginators. Axelsson
owledge: informa-
 is possible. More-
g or management.
kind of representa-

to account the dif-
 Langefors (1993)
at the artefact that
 he perceived was
lling it, achieving
visible parts of it. To conclude, visibility is vital if the total wo
monitor and control. I accept Ehn’s (1988) words as a guidel
research: neither detached reflection over computer design or to 
tem terms is satisfactory. Both the options to see the roles of 
technology and what happens when future support systems are
upon the result of this visibilization of work and computer use.

3.1.3 INFORMATION AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

There are both theoretical and pragmatic meanings of these two 
cept of information was given the meaning of signals during th
by Claude Shannon (Roszak, 1986). Shannon took the concept (i
of knowledge, something told) and then applied it out of con
transmitted signal. Roszak strongly regretted this choice, becau
has been acceptable to call any signal “information”. At the ti
was done, there was a growing insight that signals could be u
action, given that they were carrying some meaning, and w
humans were interpreted according to the intentions of their ori
(1998) used a simple conception of information as related to kn
tion builds knowledge, provided that a meaningful interpretation
over an IS is a device for computerized information processin
Except when the information is concrete and externalized in a 
tion, and interpretation is necessary, it is an abstract entity.

Consequently, when discussing information, we have to take in
ferent and mostly abstract meanings of “information system”.
described how he began to use the term because he realized th
informs people could be called this; the system of information
(interpreted) data about an organization, important for contro
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organizational goals and must fulfil the criteria for a system if shall be meaningful.
He also said the whole organization could be seen as an IS. He supported his view-
point concerning the relation between data and information with his infological
equation: 

I= i (D,S,t) 

The equation (which is no algorithm, instead the representation of an idea) says
that i is the interpretation, t is time for interpretation, S is the preunderstanding (pre-
vious knowledge), D the data that are interpreted, and I finally is the information

out the presence of
efors was still more
m” is any system
rmation (including

ors, 1974, p. 938).
ngefors’ theory: A
 (with subsystems),
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. Axelsson (1998)
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ng, involving com-
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) saw the computer
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) used the concept
 artefact is what we
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(new knowledge). It follows that information cannot exist with
human beings, and it certainly involves more than signals. Lang
precise. The only reasonable definition of “information syste
(independently if computers are involved) used to “provide info
its processing) for whatever use can be made of it” (Langef
Bansler (1987) presented a similar view that builds upon La
computer system forms a system for automated data processing
in turn underpinning an information system that has a control pu
tem cannot exist independently of an object system, an organiza
partitioned in one part that can be formalized and another that c

Nurminen’s (1988) analysis of the sociotechnical perspective
similarities with Langefors’ view. An IS is a data system that i
by human beings, and humans are integrated parts of the system
also pointed out the IRM-perspective implies that “information
integrated database and local applications working from this d
perspective, on the other hand, builds upon the existence of loc
but cooperating information systems, machines that both store
mation, both being far from the more sublime and abstract resu
Axelsson presented a definition, here synthesized with some oth
is a socially embedded computer-based artefact, created for 
according to rules originating from this business. ISs are intend
preting actors in their work, the result of information processi
municative actions. It is part of the business, however technical

There are complementary views. Winograd and Flores (1993
as a structured dynamic communication medium that must be 
ways. Communication is not a technical process of transmitt
symbols but one of commitment and interpretation. Ehn (1988
computer artefact, an artefact that can manipulate symbols. The
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use it for, for communication or to use as an instrument, or to design other artefacts
from. The last source to be recalled here is what Zuboff (1988) formulated, related
to what both Ehn and Winograd/Flores said:

The data interface is a symbolic medium through which one produces effects and on the
basis of which one derives an interpretation of “what is happening”. These symbols are
abstractions; they are experiences as remote from the rich sensory reality to which people
are accustomed…In a symbolic medium, meaning is not a given value; rather, it must be
constructed (p. 76).

Lastly, a pragmatic military view. Rice and Sammes (1989) meant that the phys-
 that has some real
 ideas. What these
erate and interpret

 has happened now
r uncertainty in the
ation” which can

en it comes to con-
e use of computers
se of machines for
dividual’s require-
refore, has to span

tion-wide architec-
rategy perspectives
rmation-based the-
esses coordination
n that uses the sys-
ond builds upon a
ontrolled centrally,
modity.
ter of engineering
atural sciences), or
ical realization of a piece of information is a pattern of symbols
world meaning. These symbols represent real world objects or
symbols represent depends on the context dependent rules to gen
them. Basically, any meaning can be given to any symbol. What
is that more information has been seen as the remedy to conque
battlefield, and that IT can generate ever more “raw inform
unproblematically be made meaningful. 

3.2 What is Design About?

3.2.1 THEORIES ABOUT SYSTEMS DESIGN AND ENGINEERING

Any organized social action presupposes some formalization wh
trol, data and information being crucial components. ISD and th
imply a further formalization in order to admit automation and u
data processing. Because of the social aspects, not only the in
ments have to be treated, but also the organizations’. Design, the
issues about strategies and detailed solutions, from the organiza
ture to the MMI-aspects. Magoulas and Pessi (1998) analysed st
for architecture, the enterprise-based design theory and the info
ory perspectives, the VBS- and the IRM-strategies. The first str
between ISs that are administered by the part of the organizatio
tem, and can define this according to their own needs. The sec
perspective as information as a central resource that has to be c
can and has to be defined once for all, and then treated as a com

Development (and design) of any technology can be a mat
(based upon calculation and a scientific ideal mainly from the n
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an act of art (when mathematical calculation is not within reach). Both approaches
imply that large portions of open-ended questions have to be resolved in social
interaction, according to style, convention, intuition, a sense of fitness, personal
preferences, time and costs (Ferguson, 1992). Ferguson underlined the need for vis-
ualization and the importance of non-verbal thinking and expressions during
design. He stated that the modern engineering style that promotes only mathemati-
cally supported solutions is unsatisfactory because much about design is totally
intuitive. A sense of reasonableness can be reached by visual impressions. A ready
design both informs the learning designer and is an instruction to its implementers.

he planned system
val fortress). Proc-
ned, then carefully
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actions, either by
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Ferguson presented other insights. Design is about control. T
must be predictable and controllable (his example is the medie
ess: first define the boundaries of the system that is to be desig
determine the permissive inputs and outputs. Nothing may cr
unobserved or unaccounted for. No place for unpredictable 
machines or by people! Design then is about economy and elega
of a social process, including informal components. Engineering
contingent process and not a formal sequential process. It is su
complications and influences as the design develops. The preci
be deduced from its initial goal. 

Bucciarelli (1988) defined design as a social process where va
identifying three types of discourse in the design work: constra
deciding. The perception of design depends upon one’s interest
If a theory of design is sought after, the inherent ambiguity and
work is missed if the process is represented as engineering, a m
Bucciarelli stated that “technology, as engineering design, is a
161). In process words and data are plastic, perhaps gone when 
rupted. Formal productions in design, can never capture the soc
Produced documentation is not the design but data. Possibly th
become enhanced because they are printed words. Design object
physical and social constraints (including specifications, costs) 
ipants in a design team, and agreement about constraints is the fi
ess. The naming can reduce constraints, before decisions are fo

Concerning design of computer programs, Ferguson (1992
decisions may be turned over to programmers who are more like
ing scientists” than experienced designers, thus being capable
engineering. Predicting all the points of judgement and decisio
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of an extensive computer program is difficult if not impossible. Even tiny decisions
can be fatal for the success of the design.

Methods are means for control of the design/development process, must lead to a
product, and are often supported by design tools. Early choices in the design proc-
ess concern what method and process to apply. Either a specification is made first,
and then after approval the system is built, or an evolutionary process with incre-
mental steps of design–development–test is chosen. Design means to work on var-
ious layers at the same time, from considerations of the environment, over to the
work content and purpose, integrated work processes, individuals’ operations, then

apacities. The par-
ndent definition of
 Langefors (1993).
em being to define
e controlled by the
d to provide infor-
rs. The datalogical
e system ( Lange-
roblem is “usually
ers” (p. 938).
lected between the
t control of contin-
ndling of a sudden
ns. A comparison
ws the difference
 that the construc-

and lean, reducing
 of computer arte-

rds to variations in
ly be strengthened

 controlled design
ecades and several
rminen (1988) dis-
nd the Humanistic
(in computer artefacts) software functions and finally hardware c
tition between external and internal properties, and the indepe
them, first the external, and then the internal, was propagated by
He underlined the need for a structured method, the basic probl
data which allows references to its object system, which shall b
IS. The infological (and theoretical) problem is how to define an
mation (meaningful symbols and signals) which satisfies its use
and internal design problem is how to structure and to operate th
fors, 1974). When he wrote this, he stated that the infological p
totally neglected or taken very lightly by the data system design

When we look at work, there are close links that cannot be neg
external and the internal. Command work is not primarily abou
uous processes (even if there are some). Rather it is about the ha
outburst of action in order to maintain stable state operatio
between the design of bridges (Ferguson, 1992) and ISs sho
between design requirements. A good design of a bridge means
tion starts from the loads on the bridge and makes it strong 
unnecessary material. Once built, a bridge is not flexible. Design
facts for data processing in work must instead be elastic as rega
the workload, and allow even heavy loads, perhaps even easi
when an extra load arises. 

3.2.2 INFORMATION SYSTEMS DESIGN, AN OVERVIEW

Evolution of methods and methodologies for the predictive and
and development of computer-based ISs has been ongoing for d
perspectives have been explored and used (Nilsson, 1995). Nu
cussed three: the Systems-Theoretical, the Socio-Technical, a
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perspectives. The term “Systems Development” often means a structured engineer-
ing process (software and hardware) aimed at a highly integrated technical IS infra-
structure and automation of work processes. Sometimes development actually
means a far-driven change and re-engineering process where work becomes invisi-
ble and disappears into computer programs. In other cases the term means new
functions and business processes, or support for collaborative work. Löwgren and
Stolterman (1998), discussing design of IT artefacts, underlined some core issues:
mutual learning, practical understanding, support of the dialectics between tradi-
tion and novelties, and the use of artefacts. They argued that design is to creating

roduct, abstract or
formal work in the
ons meet. 
 basic design prin-
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nd Juustila (1995)
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velopment theory,
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conditions to change people’s freedom of action, leading to a p
concrete. It is important to include not only formal but also in
design process where political, ethical and aesthetic considerati

The superordinated message in Langefors’ theories and in the
ciples is that design is a rational, purpose- and meaningful proce
some sources reveals that more is involved. Organizational cul
are often conflicting factors. Ehn (1995), Holmström (1995) a
have discussed rationality and separated between different ration
social and subjective—that have to be handled and eventually 
cessful design process.

Hirschheim and Klein (1989) summarized classical de
describing four paradigms for IS development. They discussed,
balance humans and technology, to decide in matters of respon
ently and consciously work within a paradigm where contradi
aged to the benefit of the work and those who are active in it. Th
were functionalism concerned with rational choice, effective sy
and achievement of social order and status quo. Then there was 
paradigm where individual consciousness and subjectivity and
social actor were issues. Third, the radical structuralist paradigm
economic power relationships, and the transcendence of existin
izational arrangements; and the neohumanist paradigm whe
emancipation and barriers to it (power, ideology, social constrai

These perspectives lead to different types of ISs indepen
abstract or build upon computer artefacts. Different classes con
artefacts, from management information systems (MISs) over 
tems (GSSs) to individuals’ artefacts, decision support system
systems. Perhaps the most important criteria for efficient desig
between work as a purposeful activity and what informs or cont
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tems of information, usually implemented technically. The social purpose of the IS
(which defines it), is the primary concern. Context and contradictions play impor-
tant roles during the design process. This context involves time, space, resources,
and organization.

Hermann and Just (1995) studied expert systems (ES) and argued from a very
pragmatic position. According to them, an ES is an expert’s system for support. An
ES does not make the expert. What constitute an expert is a mixture of competence:
domain-specific, domain-extending (experts can build bridges between their own
and other disciplines), meta-competence (experts can judge and reflect on their

y to represent one-
ods, to gain confi-
al procedures for

ance in planning a
 a company. When
odes, each having
etween interaction
, work/system use

um, and modifica-
eneral role models
e great freedom to
g rules and regula-
eptions or exploit
specially with ES,
how experts’ work
 oriented at factual
text. 
echnical work set-
ed in multiple and
for users (workers)
mation. By adding
ation tools must be
researchers argued
ctive, meaning that
 in an organization.
s applied and why
ses. It is wrong, he
 perspective is that
competence), and social and communicative competence (abilit
self as an expert and to behave like an expert, to legitimate meth
dence, to work in teams). It follows that there are no finite form
these achievements. No matter how skilled experts are for inst
course of action, they must be recognized as experts in society or
turning to ISD, experts work and use of ESs occur in different m
to be recognized by designers. The authors wanted to separate b
modes and modes of use. Experts work is cyclic, non-plannable
modes are non-monotonic problem solving, exploration, medi
tion, require specific system's functions. These use modes are g
when designing up-coming technologies. Expert-users shall hav
design the dialogue and problem solving process, even violatin
tions because otherwise the organization cannot react to exc
opportunities. They need to interact with any computer system, e
on experts’ terms. Official regulations do not always determine 
is done. Lastly, Hermann and Just saw problems when design is
context of problem diagnosis but not at the actual social use con

Paepcke (1996) who studied the requirements of support in t
tings had a similar view. When information is likely to be us
unanticipated ways, developers need to give priority to support 
building their own organizations and new structures for the infor
to existing structures and flexibly making new versions, inform
designed as “enablers, not inhibitors, of change” (p. 87). These 
for what Nurminen (1988) called the use of a humanistic perspe
individuals are active and autonomous subjects, not components

Espejo (1997) provided another comment on the way ISD i
design fails because of mismatches between ISs and work proces
stated, that creating their ISs could create organisations. A better
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people’s communication build the organization. To handle complexity by respond-
ing effectively in the vital operational domain relies upon the capacity of these
communication structures’ to transform the external disturbances into meanings
that trigger more effective performance in the organization. These ideas summarize
what boundary management is about.

3.3 Design for the Military

ort systems is usu-
of the development
where bureaucracy

sen, 1980). Actu-
o down a few steps
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hich are available
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3.3.1 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT FOR RELIABLE CONTROL

The design, development and implementation of command supp
ally a very long process. Basically, the reliability and stability 
of the military originates in its status as nation-state institution, 
provides a variety of control mechanisms (Brown, 1995; Momm
ally, reliability is the purpose of the bureaucracy, but we will g
and look closer at the specific IS level, where other demands fo
The long duration of development means that technologies w
early may have been replaced several times on the market even
is ready, not to mention changes during the total life cycle. It is
plex melange of legacy systems and new technologies evolve. A
very complex procedure and is coordinated with the total trainin
military bureaucracy. That the organization is not operational e
fashion contributes to this situation. Few at a time use the tech
the technology, even if components are tested and known, is
intended to satisfy demanding specifications. In addition, eco
and external influences affect what is relevant at all, and add to 

Control of such processes becomes very difficult. It is necessa
situation, instead of choosing standard solutions for methods, s
ware. The aggregated uncertainty arises when projects become
about the design relevance have to be reduced. If this is done vi
the products, then these must have enough functionality to all
make users feel comfortable because trials are primary occasi
demonstrate professionalism. What is a successful test may be a 

The development of control technologies, the problems that
developers’ poor understanding of the contextual constraints tha
information systems were discussed by Graves and Nyce (1992
the concerns of speed, power, and precision, common for develo
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ordinated to user-centred concerns and suggested that (1) it is necessary to identify
the end-users, and (2) social scientists should assist domain experts and designers
during systems development. 

Such approaches make the traditional division of labour and responsibilities
between users and developers less adequate. Their discussion is also relevant
within military command studies and systems development. Because of the com-
plexity, few practitioners are experts and many are novices. The fact that real mili-
tary operations are rare makes both them and their substitutes (exercises) might be
difficult to access and analyse. Probably the main concern during development

olutions, and what
ovided that certain

here commanders
n of risks and haz-
isk that unrealistic
ontrol technology.

cratic ordering and
determine what is
went one step fur-
rements. People in
elopment commu-
an imagine, given

self-help programs
ms. Such self-help
ad to an emphasis
ered (“they gener-
 that arise at other
 bottom-up instead
true C2 system—a
lined systems engi-

gineering (HFE) in
me concrete guide-
ctice, because mil-
 points. Military
tion variation, lim-
ilitary deployment
should be focused on work which is independent of technical s
must be defined as to be easily executed in any technology, pr
minimum (technical) capacities are achieved. 

Beaumont (1994) perceived command as a blind struggle w
and staffs were engaged, without clear format and quantificatio
ards that vary widely from one situation to another. He saw a r
expectations, caused by rationalization, guided efforts to design c
Unfortunately the dominance of logic and categories in bureau
record keeping within research and work development, may 
retained and what is discarded during design. Sorenson (1989) 
ther and exemplified how development did not match the requi
the operational forces were frustrated by the inability of the dev
nity to field systems that even approach the capabilities they c
their involvement with personal computers. People developed 
that actually solved some of the immediate day-to-day proble
applications-systems tend to lack focus and duplicate efforts, le
on the details of a solution while broader issues were not consid
ally do not address, adequately, interface and integration issues
than local levels”, p.13). The implicit design approach becomes
of considering broader issues, the top-down interests, to make a 
system of systems (SOS). Sorenson strongly promoted a discip
neering approach for the design. 

Bernotat (1991) has studied ergonomics and human factors en
the design of Human Machine Systems (HMSs) and provided so
lines. He stated that special research is necessary for military pra
itary HMS differ from civilian ones on some important
organizations and systems are characterized by wide user popula
ited training time and thus uncertain performance level. The m
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conditions are special: any time, varying climate and weather
protective gear, vehicles etc. may intervene with design. Insigh
are limited, and careful experiments are not possible becaus
Lastly, use duration is frequently more than 20 years. A system (
other control systems related to vehicles, weapons, communic
years old (including 10 years of design). Much happens during
opportunities for late changes are rare. Figure 3.2 shows w
equipped with a variety of technologies, illustrating the success
IT-artefacts for communication.

According to Bernotat, research should aim at lower costs, av
itating training, and a gain in tactical advantages. More autom
strategy to lower costs and save manpower, instead leads to h
need for more and specialized personnel in the organization. B
environment is highly unpredictable, a reduced level of aut
mended: not what is technically possible but instead what is 
adaptation to individual operators via software. Finally Berno
effects if humans have less personal contact because motivat
mutual support may be negatively affected.

Figure 3.2: Staff vehicle where generations of tech
are used in combination.
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3.3.2 INFORMATION, COMMANDER CENTRED WORK AND COGNITIVE SCIENCE

Kahan et al.(1989) summarized several years of research in mainly cognitive sci-
ence, decision science, and information science, conducted by military and civilian
researchers. Their key topic was commanders’ information needs in the whole
command-and-control operating system where human systems integrate collective
intuition, training, and experience with data. The authors stated that only when
these internal systems (the human systems) are understood, “can we begin to spec-
ify a design for the external systems that exchange information between the com-
mand post and the external world” (Summary, v). The latter are the technology that

 they may  provide
hortcomings, were
umptions guiding

 finite, specifiable,
 task-analysis ori-
sights in the issue

were favoured and
seen as items exter-
r than were sought
ds can be ranked.

ri and abstractly.
 them: this image is
tion that may take
conveyed in meta-
 attractive to com-
ities. This image
rovide meaning to
terrain, map infor-
est “data” for rea-
 and assessments
 image as support,
 information needs

spected, the com-
design usually is concerned with.
The authors concluded that the reviewed studies, even though

some insights, showed serious conceptual and methodological s
seldom validated, and their reliability not investigated. Ass
diverse studies were that commanders’ information needs are
and applicable across all possible scenarios. However, neither a
ented approach nor a system design approach lead to decisive in
of information needs and satisfiers. In general, broad solutions 
situated demands neglected. Further, “information needs” were 
nal to the commanders, and had to be transported to them rathe
by them. Finally, there was an assumption that information nee
The authors concluded that these cannot be given priority a prio

The commander’s “dynamic image” was a central concept for
not a depiction but instead a mental model of the whole situa
many forms and differ substantially in detail. Images can be 
phors, verbally or in written form. Detailed data are usually less
manders than conclusions and aggregated values on capac
framework contains both battlefield history and futures that p
new input information. Important requirements were linked to 
mation, and capacities of subordinate units. Commanders’ requ
sons related to images and image sharing, seeking options
appropriate to their image rather than specific data. By using his
a commander understands what action has to be taken and what
to be shared among staff members. 

Since the image, which is a mental representation, cannot be directly in
mander must do what he can to communicate it. (p. 17) 
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It is therefore a central issue whether people understand and share the com-
mander’s image, which is decided primarily at personal meetings. There was how-
ever no consensus among the studies. Different commanders have different images
and differing needs, and these needs do not predict how good a certain commander
is. The ultimate link in the information processing chain is to translate an image
into action - by other persons than the commander himself. We recognize the idea
of boundary management, one of the transformations in this discussion. The inter-
activity of information exchange is stressed, acquired by asking, face-to-face con-
tact, and an unstructured continuous flow. Consequently, much communication
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logy did not allow
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goes on in order to achieve this. Communication can be verbal
means of some concrete pictorial or physical analogy.

In ISD, Kahan et al. stated that current (late 1980s’) techno
communication directly in images (neither depictions, nor physi
nology was not (or was expected to become) flexible like staff 
kinds of information or interaction is crucial. The authors gave t
mendations:

(1) Identify means for more direct image sharing. They exem
dynamic weather maps used on television. They also state that t
a pivot in the work where people often discuss and communicate
and developed as medium of communication; 

(2) Use short-term local storage and processing capacity, fu
tributed database from which search can be performed when re
a whole command organization. This database should allow for
retrieval and analysis.

(3) Establish an interactive end-user to end-user communic
This means for instance to better show the difference between ro
to minimize redundancy, and to admit direct access without med
tions centres. 

Later, this information-centred development has continued w
ence (Whitaker and Kuperman, 1996). When IT is seen as enab
control and for infliction of damage on an adversary, performa
function of capacities for communicating and processing info
drives progress for the development of optimum communicatio
processing on the part of warfighters. Such work is within the ca
engineering which is about the application of analytical and eng
to issues of human cognitive performance as a means to improve
features of practical tools and methods. Cognitive engineering a
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tion of relevant parts of the pure cognitive sciences to the design and construction
of ISs that engender effective interaction between the artefacts and the people they
support. In Whitaker’s and Kuperman’s report, knowledge (preunderstanding) has
become an issue for the engineering of meaning out of new data, something that
links data and decisive action. Actually, decision is the process through which
knowledge guides action. Unless this capacity is achieved, the visionary command
“System of systems” (SOS) cannot be realized. The “commander’s image” has
turned into a shared information pool, a Common Battlespace Picture (CBP). This
picture is achieved via the “Shared information space”, a medium that can be used

thers through joint
This space is a key
rmation across the

l actors can orient

ECHNOLOGY

re several opinions
ring from within a
 cognitive science
g methodology. I
t out some details.
expert knowledge,
ort systems (DSS),
namic and distrib-

belong to a distrib-
ited”, p. 921) as a
potheses was that
action and conse-
nization. Humans,
 to control actions

y, or explicability
pposite may well
n such that there is
dgments. (p. 922) 
dynamically to help people share their view of the world with o
manipulation of each person’s personal models of the situation. 
concept in the field of CSCW. To equalize access to critical info
widely-distributed set of SOS actors, sharing critical data, al
themselves and their actions to a common “picture”. 

3.3.3 DECISION SUPPORT THINKING AND DECISION SUPPORT T

Decisionmaking is a central activity in the military, and there a
about the best way to support it. Sage (1987) analysed IS enginee
decision-making paradigm (distributed decisionmaking) where
and systems theory support design and a suitable engineerin
assume his discussion represented state of the art and will poin
Keywords in his discussion were skill-based reasoning and 
knowledge representation and knowledge bases, decision supp
distributed ISs, problem-solving, and multi-agent real-time dy
uted decision-making. 

Sage realized that information and knowledge imperfections 
uted environment. He suggested redundancy (“if properly explo
remedy even if this also adds to the complexity. One of his hy
imperfection, in turn, will create a need for cooperative inter
quently the acquisition of means for communication in the orga
he said, apply a blend of knowledge perspectives in their efforts
in the social world while computer aids...

…in no way, guarantee an increase in either the effectiveness, efficienc
of the resulting problem-solving or decisionmaking task. Just the o
occur. The complexity of tasks may increase, due to technology infusio
a reduction in the quality of the resulting information processing and ju
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In spite of the mixed record of the blessings of decision support technology, Sage
remained true to his decision-making paradigm, and reflected upon the observation
of some researchers that during decision-making (by definition aimed at the choice
of a “best course of action”) actors sublimate decisions with problem solving. This
tendency was caused primarily by information imperfections, leading to lack of
understanding of a situation because of aggregated ambiguities. Moreover, humans
easily accept judgements based upon rules from simple mathematical logic. A
related conclusion was that there was no straightforward relation between more
information and better understanding. The opposite may be true as well. According

t more information.
tead they consider,
-solving situations.
ying of humans (as
flawed information
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to cybernetics (Beer, 1981), what counts is preserved variety, no
Moreover, in reality people seldom concentrate on one task; ins
unsystematically and in a parallel manner, a diversity of problem

The assumptions of behavioural decision theory and downpla
“intellectual cripples who are very prone to the use of seriously 
processing heuristics and the resulting cognitive bias”, Sage, 19
ity may be incorrect, stated Sage. In real settings (as compared t
iments) people continuously adapt to ongoing events. Group
lead to higher quality outcomes (as compared to the single com
by Kahan et al., 1989). What is required, however, is a commo
for the translation and expression of thoughts and ideas. In the
sion Support System (GDSS) shall assist thereby.

In distributed organizations there is always, especially in a 
risk that communication lines are broken, that channels are nar
troubled access conditions. Information is thus not availabl
Again, there is a gap between ideal theory and actual practice
becomes more bounded than expected. Decisionmaking, when 
tinues to be used, becomes less “ideal” but more of pragmati
During the 1990’s, naturalistic decision-making has become an
sion methods (Whitaker and Kuperman, 1996), however less r
quently giving little concrete guidance for those who follow the

Sage (1987) described more drawbacks in the real world com
premises behind the decision-making paradigm. What is “infor
evident but may be suspected of bias, because of conflicts and p
ouring what is defined as information. Information in addition is
gests rationality. It may be attractive to produce and demonstr
that much is requested but little is used. To be “informed” may 
the desire to gain power, and not at all the selfless, rational, of
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described in decision theory and engineering work. Temporary (sleep deprivation)
or systematic bias (political or power related phenomena) lead to reductions or sim-
plifications. Action may be necessary on any occasion because there is an unknown
final time to reach decision optimality, not a fixed one. Conclusion: ISD should
allow for a combination of various approaches to knowledge representation (for
novices, experts, and others) used in heterarchical and chaotic working procedures.
Fischhoff and Johnson (1990) were critical when they discussed decision-making
and support. Many efforts are aimed both at the creation of decision aids and the
avoidance of them. 

s more subtle evi-
sionmaking; these
 habit or tradition,
k that they can do
e decisions is the
ounded by uncer-
m solving, which

 upon persons who
rspective, and it is
is, stated Fischhoff
g the quality of the
certainty surround-
er a belief in deci-
hether it is at all

“problem solving”
Sage, 1987), while
into a futile search

 that “how the sys-
pectations of over-
ople need help” (p.
 a deep misunder-
belief in the possi-
her mechanical or
spond to situations

te operators in the
ple design philoso-
Equally clear (as the difficulties to proliferate decision aids) but perhap
dence is the variety of devices used by people to avoid analytic deci
include procrastation, endless pursuit of better information, reliance of
and even the deferral to aids when there is no particular reason to thin
better (Corbin, 1989). A common symptom of this reluctance to mak
attempt to convert decision making, which reduces to a gamble surr
tainty regarding what one will get and how one will like it, to proble
holds out the hope of finding the one right solution. (ibid., p. 26)

There are contradictions. Behavioural decision theory builds
already know what they want and how to get it, the economic pe
hard to get response to support ideas from them. Decision analys
and Johnson, has taken on a life of its own with caveats regardin
help that it is capable of providing and the degree of residual un
ing the most heavily aided decisions. In summary, there is eith
sion-making and tailored support technologies or confusion w
relevant to try to systemize what it is about. Some thought that 
was a suitable concept but was not willing to go further with it (
others claimed that it to be a way to evade from responsibilities 
for The Solution to a “problem” (Fischhoff and Johnson, 1990).

The design principle that Fischhoff and Johnson launched was
tem keeps people from doing their jobs provides more realistic ex
all system performance as well as focuses attention on where pe
49). According to them, design principles often tend to embody
standing of people in person-machine systems. This indicates a 
bility of engineering the human side as if it was just anot
electronics side, while part of the genius of people is to see and re
in unique and unpredictable ways. Sensitivity is to incorpora
design process. Detailed empirical work is needed, resisting sim
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phies: design for all occasions, to idealize human operators’ capacity, even to avoid
the human element. Unofficial intelligence (what people have learned and how to
respond to faults, i.e. problems that are not supposed to happen) is not recognized
within the design space, it may have to be hidden, unable to acquire resources. A
political question is that focus on detailed technical solutions may distract attention
from the broader question of how systems are created and conceptualized.

3.3.4 HIGHLIGHTS FROM CURRENT ARMY IS DESIGN IN SWEDEN

The Swedish army has been managing a large development project since 1994, the
Command System.
e. It was the first
and) control struc-
panied by similar
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o illustrate the cur-
ompare it with the
961.
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 and functions (for
erspective guiding
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 the Army Command 
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y specification army 

995)
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ATLE project, a Swedish abbreviation for the Army Tactical 
This process was planned to continue during almost a decad
wholly coordinated Army effort to achieve a consistent (comm
ture including a mobile communication system, and was accom
efforts in the navy and air force. Within this context a new integr
IS, was designed for the support of tactical command. In order t
rent thinking in this work, I will present a few highlights and c
other sources. I rely upon two specification documents from 19

The ambitious ATLE-IS specification and modelling work wa
eral part time subgroups, representing various command levels
example logistics, artillery, signal and communications). The p
this process is similar to Kahan’s et al. (1989) commander fo
worked architecture should allow fast and direct access to info
tion system” meant technical support systems, artefacts
infrastructure to collect, store, process and present information.
be technically integrated in order to achieve one common view
the battlefield. “Information” was described merely as items th
in the command system, stored and which could be retrieved a
matically. There has been a strong influence from the ideas und
cepts of a SOS and a CBP in Swedish thinking.

In principle, the central military authorities in the FM HIT2 (
kind of computer and software components that were to be use

1. Försvarsmakten/Högkvarteret (1996). Preliminär Systemmålsättning fö
nas Ledningssystem–Prel Symm ATLE [Preliminary Requirements for
and Control System]. 23 January, 09 611:71763; Försvarsmakten/Högk
sättning för Arméstridskrafternas Taktiska Ledningssystem [Preliminar
tactical command system]. 6 December, 09 833:73741.

2.  Handbook IT; Försvarsmaktens handbok för informationsteknologi (1
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 a certain technical
cially, technically,
to handle. Several
chnical and proce-
 common informa-
 the normal high
stem logistics.

isite to realize the
ablished and com-
uipment should be
 the HIT, systems
requirements from
 industry was seen
 prescribed a tight
are and a stepwise
ience. A common
object-orientation,
ar should be used

ure 3.3) were con-

y given oral orders
ally written, they

e fieldwork.
mendations were given about a standard technical platform with
capacity for components. Openness was a keyword—commer
towards users, and maintenance—few main types of systems 
requirements across the total organization promote the use of te
dural standards: training of personnel, security, use (re-use) of
tion and software, exchange of equipment must be simple,
personnel mobility and the need for rational maintenance and sy

This standard technical platform was an important prerequ
vision of one common command and control system. Well-est
mercial technology was a first-hand priority. The workspace eq
the PC.IT was treated as any other technology. According to
development must be controlled like any activity, guided by the 
work, and normally managed by the military. Cooperation with
as advantageous in order to exchange experience. The handbook
control of the successive introduction of new versions of softw
implementation of new systems in order to learn from exper
methodology for development was previsioned, including 
design of autonomous systems and PD. IS intended for use in w
already in peacetime.Therefore standard office IT products (Fig
sidered especially important in command-system functions

In command work written orders either summarize previousl
and directives or are first-versions. Operations orders are norm

Figure 3.3: Old staff vehicle with standard PCs during th
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control and coordinate action and regulate allocation of resou
sions, while the latter can be given orally, also via mediating 
‘order support‘ was considered necessary in the form of tem
known type missions (standardization), completed with over
illustrating battle plans and actions, ‘graphical orders’. Overlays
uted electronically via the communications systems. Such succe
orders were then supposed to lead to rapid execution of mission

Previously, the synchronization of the situation maps across a
been very difficult; there has been a strong concern as regards t
actuality of traditional situation maps with plastic overlays car
notations. Ordinary maps tend to become large (several m2) in
(1:50000 and 1:100000) which make digital maps, stored as te
presented in monitors, attractive in narrow workspaces. Digit
promised to be a means to achieve long desired capacities prima
mon situation picture, easy to distribute. Figure 3.4 shows typic
the narrow workspace does not allow full unfolding, in the wa
tainers or open areas do.

Integrated technical solutions and tools were required for the
of fire, manoeuvre, and communications, and the establishment 
opinion of own and enemy capacities, and positions across the c
tion, together with analysis of weather and terrain capability. 
was that all information should be managed and stored in digital
sufficient automatically updated and distributed relevant infor
occasion were some of the new computerized HQs hallmarks. T

Figure 3.4: Map-work in truck.
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prerequisite for this part of the vision was a common database (or replicated data-
bases) where all information was to be stored. We see an attempt to combine an
IRM and a VBS approach, while what Whitaker and Kuperman (1996) suggested
had fewer VBS traits. Within division and brigade HQs, autonomous subunits
should be able to command operations in different directions. 

In summary, new support tools were considered necessary for the collection and
processing of information, allowing graphical presentation of decision information
and facilitating overview, representation of own and enemy situation together on
map. Rapid distribution of information was central, sustaining and providing each

picture”, however,
 requirements for

 Unfortunately the
t in time and was

G

d situated require-
pport of something
eople as messages.

essages can (and
erbal communica-
 decision briefings
sions fit into a con-
roviding sufficient
der, including the
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boundary manage-
ntil the integrating

use of their unique
n organization and
ion. Humans need
etations and agree-
ion, and (3) to exe-
tation and personal
always threatening
command level with a picture of the situation. The meaning of “
varies between internal and externalized items, and the design
supporting computer artefacts consequently are hard to define.
first ambitious ATLE-effort could not deliver the desired outpu
interrupted, which later on enriched my fieldwork.

3.3.5 SUMMARIZING PREVIOUS DESIGN EFFORTS AND THINKIN

Kahan et al. (1989) stressed the need to respect individual an
ments that can neither be quantified, nor defined, aimed at the su
abstract (a mental image) that must be communicated between p
Because the image itself can not be seen, communication in m
must) take many forms. The span of modes and media covers v
tion, acting, text, imagery, models etc. Their study revealed that
occasionally were shows to demonstrate how commanders’ deci
text. In this way we can see a pattern of behaviours aimed at p
autonomy, augmenting (hopefully) the power of the comman
emphasis on information as the central asset in command. Kah
realized that the information exchange with the external world (
ment) was vital and that this exchange could not be organized u
hierarchical social system in the organization was understood.

To summarize Sage’s (1987) discussion, humans must, beca
capacities and because of the situational requirements in a give
its context, be allowed considerable resources for communicat
this (1) in order to actively search and reach acceptable interpr
ments about what is going on, (2) to conclude about common act
cute these actions. Complementary but simple forms for presen
face-to-face interaction are required in order not to add to the 
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confusion. While Sage acknowledged differences between people, this is not
Whitaker’s and Kuperman’s (1996) signum. The progress of cognitive engineering
and the strength in the rhetoric of new technologies (after the Gulf War) during the
decade between Sage’s paper and their report had made knowledge unproblematic
and permanented a belief in the capacity of the “system” to produce a common
view.  One capacity of the effective CBP was “mutual interpretability” (p. 49), to
make provision for individual actors' frames of reference (differing knowledge
schemes and terminology) with respect to the information delivered to them. Does
this mean an automatic adaptation to each and anyone, and the use of different
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media and formats? This idea of information and knowledg
actors behave and infer identically when studying the CBP.

While it is often assumed that knowledge, interpreted as what
poses a representation and presentation problem, the matter at 
time, because neither time nor other resources (communication l
able in a real world situation. Ideally, the mode and media for 
presentation) should reflect the kind of knowledge that is expres
it should be possible to use any available resource and admit su
or qualitative discrimination. Few excuses will satisfy co-actors
because of a lacking “decision” or “solution to a problem”. The
media, when only one kind is present, streamline “knowledge” 
independently of its character. If knowledge is accepted as a soci
becomes evident that any separation of it from its social conte
only in an instrumental form risks deleting something vital. On
the focus at presentation is that the need for visibility is deeply 
that IT often means only one way to do it. Beer (1981) meant th
as tools determine the nature of the problem-solving mechanis
operations, balance through self-regulation, homeostasis. Tech
ishes the problem and is part of the solution to the problem. Te
can therefore never be judged aside from the problem-solution 

Within the ATLE framework the aim was to create a sy
humans’ capacities, and the requirements under severe externa
load. The Swedish design approach also demonstrated the stron
ogy to convey meaning and knowledge, materialized as a co
electronically distributed. By using modules for the construction
and providing individuals with “walkstations”3 with all hardw
necessary information, people could move freely or gather in
needed. Finally, preparations for non-conventional reserve pro
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posed to be part of the new command thinking. Implicitly what is work, command
work or other kinds, was defined through the standard technological platform.
Because of the 1995 HIT handbook, local initiatives and new solutions to urgent
communication problems are (were) likely to be treated as satisfying the formal
design and development requirements. It was required to find out just what reserve
procedures could be prepared and trained in, and what resources could satisfy them.

3.3.6 DESIGN CONCLUSIONS FOR THE MILITARY

I conclude that the belief in automation that is strongly related to the use of com-
social system, the
nknown situations,
the actual require-
ommand work that
o some ideas con-

ress wishful think-
an aspects of tur-

s (see chapter 2),

 and not separated

rs in their work.
or decentralization
ative to the people
sunderstand them”
 and what industry
ent most tedious

increase flexibility
rigins of directive
nits, distinguished

on can be available

 documents were 
puter technology, must be considered in the context of the 
required ability to adapt and to control action in previously u
which characterize command work. Conventions might mask 
ments. Systems development practices might lead to models of c
mask its inherent changing character. Such uncertainties lead t
cerning support technologies:

 • theory must underpin design and development, not only exp
ing (rational, scientific decisions) but also the social and hum
bulent command work;

 • systems design should recognize and balance contradiction
not adding to them;

 • test and design of new technologies must be part of practice
from it; and

 • the work on final design can only be done by the practitione
The infological equation (Langefors, 1993) supports claims f

in order to “enable a design of data such that data can be inform
they are intended for, and isolated from those who could only mi
(p. 30). Langefors also saw a dichotomy between what is desired
wants to sell. Perhaps this is what makes systems developm
because vested power interests can evolve from each position. 

Langefors, promoting decentralized organizations in order to 
of actions, control and motivation (we can compare with the o
command), and improved information support within the local u
between information availability and information use. Informati

3.  This visionary concept was used, but at the time when the specification
written, the common technical platform was the PC.
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for all, but usable only for members of local bodies. In order to form one organiza-
tion, to coordinate and (to some extent) control the parts, translocal information is
produced. Translocal information is necessary in order to coordinate “global” com-
mand functions (commander’s intent and operations plan, communications, intelli-
gence, anti-aircraft) but much more is purely local, derived from the translocal and
as response to local (space, time) requirements.

In the military, because of the urgent need to create a functioning machine-like
organization, this portion easily becomes very large. We are faced by the threat of a
very large quantity of translocal information if the insistence on working with the
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CBP and the SOS concepts (Whitaker and Kuperman, 1996) 
very limited one. The latter is what is practically possible to ag
comprehensible for all, but one that has little local value for c
another way, the very large CBP may require considerable ef
time, strongly controlling people’s actions and thoughts, but red
ing to a diminished capacity to respond, capturing people’s att
being given and not open for investigation). Command work
much discussion about the common picture, much work to adm
attention to what really goes on. Intentionally or not, the efforts t
ization instead may lead to negligence towards local needs, an
into compensatory activities – self-help systems (Sorenson, 
enterprises, the military certainly may be more specialized an
not necessarily more clever than before. We can, in addition, see
perhaps amplified contradiction between efforts to create an eff
of one’s own, and to obtain advantages over the enemy’s (Whita
1996). The real battle then is an information war (IW) on sev
which is survival even without hostilities.

Turning to the design portion of the study and accepting the 
image”, some issues arise. Whatever is used, must be easy 
retrieve from a distance (or to communicate on demand), to upd
ferent needs. Moreover, a message must be easy to interpret but n
as an object carrying knowledge out of its social and (abstra
Instead of a set of fixed symbols, it should be possible to inven
them locally, supporting variety. People must then invent the r
and interpreting them, which is what much in command work
Sammes, 1989). It is debatable whether it is possible at all to 
that will carry and deliver the common image, but understand
gives this impression. The support technology should not on
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known, it should be a resource whenever the mental image must be revised. A com-
mander centred perspective is understandable, but it is not likely that staff officers
accept to just be confirmers of what a commander already has decided (Kahan et
al., 1989). They have to feel they can make a contribution.

3.4 Design for Work

3.4.1 DESIGN OF COMPUTER ARTEFACTS

computer artefacts
e tried to unite the
litate dialogue and
s as well. For Ehn,

se are anticipated;
nd that deals with

owledge interest in
tersubjective com-
f work which must
en established sci-
owledge the eman-
stone in command
artefacts:

ns do not work in
esigner's detached
y represent to the

r collective activi-
, is that computers

wledge about what
uters are new phe-
dvice is to “design
 resemblance with
the risk for break-
The art and science of how to conduct work-oriented design of 
is the topic at length discussed and analysed by Ehn (1988). H
social and the instrumental: to design artefacts in order to faci
intersubjective communication, and to support control of object
design is

a concerned social and historical activity in which artefacts and their u
an activity and form of knowledge that is both planned and creative, a
the contradiction between tradition end transcendence.(p. 161)

Ehn stated that it is necessary to include both the technical kn
instrumental control and the practical knowledge interest in in
munication. There is thus a ‘doubleness‘ involved in this kind o
be, states Ehn, and consequently disciplinary boundaries betwe
ences must be transcended. His third scientific interest is to ackn
cipatory interest, which I translate into autonomy as a corner
work. Ehn is quite harsh against traditional design of computer 

In a similar way it can be understood why traditional systems descriptio
communication with users... The descriptions may be useful for the d
reflection, but they are not mirror images of the user's situation. All the
users is breakdown of traditional understanding. (p. 79)

Artefacts can also augment, replace or constrain individual o
ties. What distinguishes computers from other artefacts, says Ehn
can manipulate symbols. The interface influences the users’ kno
can be done and how, it is both form and function. Because comp
nomena, there is little experience of their use in an activity. His a
computer artefacts metaphorically, as something new with family
something well known” (p. 165), because this would diminish 
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downs for the user. Ehn emphasized that computers can be understood only as prac-
tical artefacts. Detached reflection will not reveal their nature.

My point is that computer science and systems design has to a large degree been unsuc-
cessful in relating design knowledge as detached reflection to design knowledge as prac-
tical skill. The latter has been made invisible. (p. 41)

The main design effort should be aimed at creating signs that make sense in the
language-game of use. There is a danger: computers become the mould for the per-
ception of what work is, “work is cast into design artefacts”. Thus the instrumental

ation. 
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aspects of work easily dominate over intersubjective communic

3.4.2 ACTIVITY THEORY AND DESIGN OF INFORMATION SYSTE

Foreboding Activity Theory, Nissen (1985a) sketched on an in
information systems, stressing the need to study the context of a
activity, including history, and all kinds of stakeholders involve
use of symbols. He pointed at the need to bring design and use
two separate fields, the field of human activity and the one of au
dling, each one seen as unproblematic of its promoters, and ad
community if interpreters to Langefors’ basic theory. From the e
ity Theory has inspired researchers’ attempts to get support for 
explained how mastering of contextuality was the main problem
that the context of an IS, the work activities, had to be taken into
was not sufficient to design only the technical core. In addition, 
tion was that this context belonged to the realm of the social scie
fore it was (and is) not clear what is the nature of this context, an
it. For Kuutti, therefore, the use of Activity Theory was a nov
practical methodology for developing work activities. Kuutti sta
well-defined but secondary role and that work activities and wo
focus. 

Bödker (1991) reacted against rationalistic thinking, insuffici
basis for systems design, seeing the need for a “framework for
totality of human work and praxis, and the deliberate processes
a totality encompassing organizational development, design an
artefacts” (p. 551). At the same time as the main purpose of sys
try to predict the future use activity we will never be able to full
diction because the future will always shape itself differently
dicted. Bödker stated that it is necessary to widen the scope of
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include not only design of standard ISs, but the change of the total work when com-
puter technology is involved (work space, influence, praxis, etc.). Furthermore,
Bödker believed in a better design process but foresaw a conflict between advanced
standard products as ideals as compared to what she called “ordinary systems
design projects” (p. 554). This was also a conflict between the design activity and
the work activity. Design, said Bödker, is an on-going collective re-design and
learning process where artefact and organization are developed together, including
the design of operations, social and organizational features. Bödker suggested
bringing creation and use together, returning from the situation when design sepa-

ong designers and
nt new technology
esearch challenge,
pplications can be
ractice” (p. 560).

 the use practice in
eström (1993) rec-
that contradictions
rtaken of an activ-
ualize and analyse
ew solutions, and

 processes and the
ce (in his hospital

re “essential ingre-
liminated” (p. 91).
 where the neces-

em has remained
on Activity Theory
e work activities.
rates creation and use, making it a collective learning process am
users, designers acting as facilitators when trying to impleme
they initially bring to the design process. Bödker suggested a r
that research of the 1990s “should focus on how computer a
designed to mediate human work, starting out from the human p

Thereby it is necessary to include historical analyses of how
question has evolved, not only to start with a given situation. Eng
ommended that a collective activity system should be analysed, 
should be explored, and that a historical analysis should be unde
ity. Researchers should work close to the activity and help vis
what occurs, highlighting contradictions, while staff suggest n
then help model these. His methodology focuses on the work
combination of information processing and actual work practi
context: keeping the patient in the centre). 

To Engeström, contradictions that called for negotiations we
dients and energy sources, not mistakes or anomalies to be e
Engeström finally warned against too instrumental an approach
sary social-organizational re-mediation of an activity syst
untouched. Bardram (1998) used a structure (Figure 3.5) based 
when he discussed how to design for the dynamics of cooperativ
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Figure 3.5: The Dynamics of Cooperative Work (Bardram, 1998, p. 92).
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The collective activities in an activity system form a hierarch
three levels. The upward transformations are caused by refle
breakdowns occur and must be considered in cooperation, or ev
cooperative effort. A resolution may lead to a downward tran
times a thorough re-design of the organization and the work
before a new coordinated work situation is established. Bardram
is about support of work activities at all three levels, the 
between these levels, and integration of this support for dynam
porting work. For instance, when IT is developed and implem
dynamic iteration upwards and downwards evolves, rather tha
sequential process. Bardram, with his model, explained the imp
nication in work which, he stated, is why communication techno
mail and conference systems – are the most successful category
tions. Further, it is essential to support operational and commu
work, both doing and talking. I will describe Activity Theory c
before I apply it in the presentation and the analyses of the case

Recalling what Kahan et al. (1989) stated, the desired ima
end-user-to-end-user orientation may be achievable when an a
unit, where people can work close to each other and develop
knowledge. In other words, what Kahan et al. promoted was so
instrumental and the social context are not separated but kept to

3.4.3 CURRENT RESEARCH IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS DESIGN

DISTRIBUTED WORK SPACE 

Support of work in a distributed organization is high on the rese
and Lyytinen (1998) thoroughly described several Scandinavia
According to the professional work practice approach, the more
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the less application of ISD methods. It is important to first study and to analyse
actual work practices of professionals before attempting to improve them, and then
to look for realistic changes. They recognized the Activity Theory approach
because this approach relies upon explicit articulation of  the work activities.

Grinter (1999) had made a qualitative study on production of large and complex
telecommunications systems, where the design was done across organizational and
institutional boundaries, specifically the early design stages called “architecture”.
The role of architect has evolved from systems engineering because in large system
structures no-one cared about the total structure, and thus failure in many systems
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t the process. The
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wide organization,
ter pointed out the
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m to follow one’s
 considered it nec-
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entation packages
rd packages allow
 organization. Web
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neous groups have
ps must be imple-
prehensive discus-
s involves multiple
ilitating the use of
 how the needs for
 and its executives

 themselves can be
al ‘boundary occa-
was caused by this gap. What make Grinter’s argumentation int
cern and a growing interest for how design (“architecture work
practice. Grinter claimed that much research has focused on the 
tecture as a product or attribute, while less has been directed a
product of design is perhaps less interesting than how design wo
pleted, the content aspect. This includes coordination across 
negotiation and presentation of design (architecture) ideas. Grin
need for autonomy in design. When trying to reach a trade-off b
to suggested requirements’ solutions and the necessary freedo
own ideas, negotiations and coordination are necessary. Grinter
essary to turn attention to the design work and its support tool
and presentation (viewgraph) packages built on standard pres
which offer advantages: architects can themselves draw. Standa
sharing and customizing, and finally, they are portable across an
technology now offers new opportunities to search for informati
viously were faxed can now be put on servers. 

Because design is performed across boundaries, and heteroge
to be coordinated, boundary objects which link diverse grou
mented, being both plastic and robust (see Star, 1989, for a com
sion of this concept). Such objects evolve when a design proces
groups, serving as bridges between different teams and units, fac
the same materials and a common understanding. Again we see
sharing of “images” appear. Above all, design is a social process
must be good communicators and listeners. Even the architects
seen as boundary objects. Conversations and meetings are soci
sions’ when architects work for a shared understanding.
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3.4.4 WORK SPACE DESIGN, TEAM WORK AND ARTEFACTS

Virtual worlds may be designers’ dreams, but not the only means to create modern
workspaces with the help of advanced technology. Several studies have been con-
ducted on Air Traffic Control (ATC) as a domain where the demands for reliability
and security are high, work means teamwork. There is a dependency on technology
for communication and coordination, and the activities are ongoing. Hughes et al.
(1992) analysed and discussed the findings from an ethnography. There are similar-
ities between the work in the ATC suite and the command centre (FCP), in both a
mixture of diverse technologies for representation and communication, but the mil-
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itary army HQ (so far) has had a more dynamically shifting team
stability due to the short but intense exercises, not having to fin
operations extending over years. A 'protective cocoon' is built ar
troller, all resources being at hand so s/he can concentrate on th
ATC suite develop a working division of labour where they can a
onstrating the types of competence that Hermann and Just (1995
in a ‘free flowing gestalt contexture’ (p. 117). 

Lately, within CSCW and HCI-studies, the whole workspace
an interactive area to use for information management in the w
1999). Interaction is no longer restricted to individuals’ worksta
technologies make work possible practically anywhere (see Wan
it is possible to maintain links to the larger parent-organization 
puting’ (see for instance Billinghurst et al., 1997), and ‘Hybrid
ronments’ (Rekimoto and Saitoh, 1999). Such technologies
artefacts with the help of machine-readable codes (Nelson et 
tions for note-sharing (Davis et al., 1999), whiteboard techniq
1999) and PCs, allowing informal work practices and providing
work activities outside traditional offices.

By using technology and computer artefacts, and “augmentin
with tags that are recognizable by computers, physical and virtua
can be bridged (Want et al., 1999). Recognizing the need for int
physical interaction (favourable when people are tired), allowi
groups to interact in real-time, work with tangible interfaces see
ation (Brave et al., 1998). Such interfaces may make people w
about change and what happens in different and more distinct w
instance, electronic mail messages are announced by icons on a
ness of the social world easily gets reduced by mediating techn
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making the devices part of the physical and social world, also allowing context to
be taken into consideration.

In an ethnographic CSCW study of media for scheduling group coordination,
Whittaker and Schwartz (1999) have compared how electronic and “material” tools
are used in projects for management and coordination. They found that material
tools had certain advantages over electronic ones: some group processes could
thrive because the public tools encouraged greater responsibility, commitment and
even updating the tool, thereby stimulating more reflective planning. Because it
was public, it also encouraged interaction in front of it (for arranged and opportun-
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riefing areas. Elec-
ind of flexible lay-

ies in the fact that
 in work practice,

ds to combine the
ng some aspects of
gration with other
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nly a cognitive but
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ut was projected.
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t-term content, and
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 be saved, and that

of domains, rather
nts within continu-
 be worth a closer
 over the device. A
istic interactions; people want to be seen working), in a mann
occurs in visual command work in front of the large maps in b
tronic tools may impose artificial constraints and not admit the k
out that was appreciated in the planning process:

A key reason why many CSCW applications have been unsuccessful l
they impose additional work on individual users, or require changes
without those users accruing personal benefit. (p. 201)

The authors claimed that the optimal coordination tool nee
benefits of the electronic and the material media, the former bei
formalization together with distribution, interaction, and inte
information and data, the latter being its contextuality, social c
ence. As regards to choice of perspective on the work, it is not o
a motivational, hence a social one.

Whiteboards

An example of research aimed at support for long-term, informa
ual office setting is the study by Mynatt et al. (1999). They augm
whiteboard interface with computer technology for manipulati
virtual whiteboard-like and touch-sensitive surface where inp
Basically they saw four functions of whiteboard technology tod
thinking, space for ‘everyday content’, clustering such and shor
as a semi-personal device. The augmenting meant that the
expanded automatically, that contextual factors and history could
the design supported ongoing continuous work across a host 
than a series of meetings. However, if meetings are seen as eve
ous (command) work, then this kind of approach promises to
look. The research also aimed at keeping the worker in control
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similar approach is described by Streitz et al. (1999) who studied the use of inter-
active landscapes “for creativity and innovation”. In particular, the complex win-
dows handling in today’s ISs is the result of efforts to design for access to diverse
sources, but easily becomes a problem in itself. More flexibility and support wher-
ever people meet are their guides. They authors claimed that the whole environment
around us (the workers) becomes more of an interface to information which can
and should be presented in many forms.

Paper-based artefacts
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ATC-studies (for example Hughes et al., 1992) have focused at
control strips and analysed their use and functions within the AT
actually are where work takes place, they are public, seen acted o
visualize work processes. Relations between strips when positio
the radar displays convey meaning, upcoming workload, relatio
over time. The internal position of a strip affects the meaning of 
flight it represents (flight number, position, direction, altitude), 
for the operators means a chance to see at a glance the total situ
discuss possible design solutions to precision and reliability in
track and control system. There is a direct link between work on
happens in the RW: “ordering the strips is a means to creating o
18). I conclude that further design for work should start with s
strips, keeping the social and qualitative aspects of work in min

Related work is the development of tools for note-sharing w
et al., 1999): personal notes are loaded into a computer tool th
them together, as complements or for comparisons. Another kind
(Nelson et al., 1999) were printed index cards with a content th
fied by both humans and computers, and worth more attention.

Small notebooks are (probably) the most common individual
work (portable, pocket size, robust). Similar technologies, such 
mitted 3x5 index cards, have proven their value in command w
be carried, faxed, distributed, combining the social and the instr
an organizational communication system. Each card carries its
form of signatures. It is possible to see who has signed it. Pago
(1992) described how an efficient command practice was bui
during the Gulf War (Pagonis, the highest commanding officer
using green ink). Such primary objects may be suitable startin
technologies are considered. 
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The last design example to be recalled are the kanban cards (Schmidt and
Simone, 1996) which were used not in a collaborative situation but by individual
operators but within a work setting. In order to handle complex production coordi-
nation a Japanese cabinet industry developed a kanban (means card, visible record)
system. A set of cards acted as the carrier of information about the state of affairs as
well as transmitting production orders, instructions to initiate certain activities at
distinct stations within production. It was widely used in manufacturing to denote a
just-in-time production control system (source ref. 1982, Schonberger p. 219).
Kanban cards acted as a script rather than a map. To an operator, a new card meant
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 work practice, cal-
. Systems may be
reception of a new production order. There was no flexibility wi
they were distributed, but operators, cards being withheld, could 
figure the whole system. Loosely interdependent processes could
exchange of cards between processes. A specific card was attach
when a new batch of parts or sub-assemblies had been produced
batch “downstream” from the current work station to the next s
to be further processed. When the operator at the work statio
processed this batch of parts, the accompanying card was sent b
who produced these parts. Again we see that visibility and auton
tained by very basic techniques.

3.4.5 SPREADSHEETS AND CALCULATION SYSTEMS

Avdic’s (1999) study of spreadsheet-based ISs, named calcul
kalkylsystem), spreadsheets being both design- and use-tools, te
view. These programs allow direct development and manipulati
have domain and work knowledge but do not presuppose the use
language. The systems are developed by people in their work, a
ent development and use, and satisfaction of information need
necessarily involve calculations). Some contradictions are reco
of programs, for instance the bottleneck of knowledge transfer 
opers from users, and the need to standardize work. When turn
the work, they allow full readability all through the developmen
evident in this kind of systems design is that relevant ways of
environment and workspace (Zuboff, 1988) can be exploited, m
and augmenting the knowledge about what happens, and the con

Even if the originator of a system experiences a more rational
culation systems have drawbacks on the organizational level
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undocumented and their existence depends upon a few persons. They may lead to
less than optimal solutions (seen from a design specialists’ point of view), ending in
a “systems anarchy”. To conclude, while such systems are appreciated, they cer-
tainly do not erase all contradictions. New ones evolve. 

3.5 Another Perspective

3.5.1 ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE ON INFORMATION SYSTEMS

ilitary instantiated
 turn defines an IS.
tem” to consider if

s representing four

diating system, the
ion, an information
ght of when design
 produces services
, forming the inter-
 through work and
 be used as instru-
nology and people,
chnical infrastruc-

rategies are applied
ffects each compo-
unications, compe-
ses) can be needed
tration/dominance,
anagement), from

s interact.It follows

oduct of interpreta-
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When viewing control of human action and work (in the m
through command work), some characteristics are central and in
From my perspective, there are four aspects of “information sys
any “information” shall appear4. These aspects can be seen a
separate subsystems within the total IS in an organization.

There is the (social and technical) informating system, the me
(technical) informing system, and an abstract system of informat
system. I assume that the informing subsystem is usually thou
matters are discussed, constituting the interface, but the whole
within an organizational framework. Within this context humans
preting subsystem, produce information when interpreting data
interaction (the centre of the conditional matrix). All four can
ments during action, three of them being artefacts involving tech
the fourth highly abstract. These subsystems are realized in a te
ture (including software), whereby different architectures and st
(for instance the IRM or the VBS architectures). Architecture a
nent and the work. Different requirements for security, comm
tence and economy evolve from the choice. Repositories (databa
in any subsystem. Once accepted, and depending upon its pene
any strategy can support different kinds of work (boundary m
automated routines to situated command work. 

I illustrate this model in Figure 3.6 where the four subsystem
that the whole of it has to be controllable as an entity. 

4.   I rely mainly on Langefors’ (1993) definition of information as the pr
tion of data.
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tem measuring or
n meaning. Part of
ation of such data.
hnology easily can
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s visible (compare
ew way. They con-
ed in a new way. A
d perhaps abstract
ds (Zuboff, 1988). 
ilitates future stor-
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m. Another way to
(possibly governed
anner, for instance
al control require-

 

bsystems.

Informing

Aha!

You see...! subsystem
Informating 

Interpreting
subsystem

Information subsystem 
(abstract)
3.5.2  THE INFORMATING SYSTEM

The informating system is the technical or/and the social sys
recording events, representing them in data that can later be give
command work is about the definition, production and interpret
Another part is the control of these components. Information tec
be used to “informate”. Devices (that automate) also register dat
ities. They generate new streams of information (interpreted dat
mation (data) to the organization, making processes and event
the log file in an electronic document), sharable, knowable in a n
tribute to a new order of reflexivity. Then events can be controll
(production) process becomes visible only in a rationalized an
form, but the work itself usually becomes invisible in these recor

Events are thus transformed, coded into data in a form that fac
age, retrieval, sensemaking within at least a certain organizatio
group. These data are by definition designed to be able to infor
describe it is that the informating system intentionally produces 
by a program) data about events in the world in a systematic m
for control purposes. Data must therefore be relevant for the actu
ments and not randomly produced out of what is easy available.

Figure 3.6:  The four information-related and linked su

subsystem Mediating
subsystemMediating

subsystem
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3.5.3 THE MEDIATING SYSTEM

The mediating system transmits messages, containing what people want to inform
other people about, or links the subsystems. A variety of media can be used. The
modern command organization relies on several technologies, each complementing
or substituting for another. Behind it all is the purpose of the whole conglomerate,
whose attributes are reliability, security, and robustness. Who is to be informed and
what is to be controlled by whom? It is necessary to define where and what the
mediating system is between the informating and the informing subsystems.

Even if the ideal is to digitize all communication, and then to be able to index and
 media are used in
 and the informing

 via interpretation.
ommunication and
ufficient.

ans or automated
ated (designed) by
a that are meaning-
ir work or for other
tions, executed by

le of these systems,
interface. Part of it
ta that are or have

 (cf. the position of
 the total IS control
dow- or data-base
ted). Probably ISD
ays there, as com-

fine in advance but

ays presenting rep-
ad it means to be
eople in the social
e representation of
erlines the need to
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store it, reality in the military environment means that various
combination. The total capacity must admit what the informating
components require, and to admit information to be created
Modern war means the use of advanced weapons to destroy all c
any technical system. Hence, even the tiniest channel must be s

3.5.4 THE INFORMING SYSTEM

The informing system is either managed (controlled) by hum
according to certain rules and executed by programs formul
humans. This system intentionally manipulates and displays dat
ful or can be given meaning by people via interpretation, in the
social purposes. These operations are kept within discrete func
partial applications working with processes. It is the most visib
and consists of hardware and software components forming an 
is semantic, handles and is formed by symbols representing da
been manipulated (processed) according to rules and programs
Rice and Sammes, 1989). Another part is about the semantics of
system and the computer control subsystem (for example win
management, streamlining the way data from the field are presen
is usually most concerned with this subsystem because it is alw
pared to situated and social requirements which are hard to de
are at the centre of the work. 

To be informed is not a matter of passive monitoring of displ
resentations of the object system or reading printouts. Inste
actively involved in interaction with computer artefacts and p
environment, interpreting and communicating over for exampl
knowledge and of the world. With few exceptions, research und
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interpret, but technically much is about watching and looking. The informing sys-
tem must be easy readable which in turn makes environmental and cultural factors,
training, and conventions necessary to include in the physical and logical design.
To be informed includes the social interaction in the whole work group, where
power, knowledge and experience are (inevitably) unevenly distributed. In a mili-
tary team it is usually obvious who have power and experience because of uniforms
and signs showing training and professional identity. The signs and the team thus at
a glance demonstrate, afford where knowledge and power is, including the func-
tionality of the whole group (Anderson and Sharrock, 1993). According to

essing of informa-
 the-world-for-the-
njoined” (p. 149).

rd their functional-
dance of the social

imple things need
p. 9).

m legacy systems,
s for interpretation
 glance”. Artefacts
s, then to interpret
ation and function
n actor has a basic

o the design of dia-
 be handled in the

ad to the exclusion
pots. Therefore the
tation and source-

erpretation and its
his system consti-
bstract image of a
stract) information
ts (data) from the
affordance theory, “information pick-up is not the passive proc
tion given by the ambient array, but the active construction of
individual-in-a-particular-context….Knowledge and action is co
The intention when it comes to design is that artefacts must affo
ity, the more social they are the more important to include affor
functionality: 

Affordances provide strong clues to the operation of things…When s
pictures, labels, or instructions, the design has failed. (Norman, 1988, 

New artefacts should be designed as to include experiences fro
from their predecessors when it comes to function and use. Rule
and the supposed knowledge elicitation should be afforded “at a
must not confuse and require tedious work first to reveal the sign
them. Another way of expressing this capacity is that the organiz
of the whole work space shall be understandable, provided that a
cultural understanding. Another example is that when it comes t
logues with the computer system, certain basic functions should
same way throughout. A final reflection: affordance may also le
of alternative ways of seeing things, which might lead to blind s
informing system must also be transparent and allow re-interpre
critical reasoning.

3.5.5 THE ABSTRACT INFORMATION SYSTEM

The abstract information system is the outcome of human int
design may be done by each interpreter into a mental image. T
tutes the actual knowledge and preunderstanding, part of this a
situation. The “dynamic image” (Kahan et al., 1989) is an (ab
system according to this schema. Depending upon the produc
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informating subsystem, the attributes of the informing subsystem and the interpret-
ing humans’ capacity, the gap between the output from the informing subsystem
and “information” is wider or smaller, whether it makes sense or not. We can actu-
ally talk about an interpreting aspect or part of the total system. Interpretation is sit-
uated and dependent upon purpose, work, and context. Information is not a given
entity but instead divided into one semantic and one logic, or rather pragmatic
aspect: What does the semantic information mean—just now? What knowledge
evolves? This last system is what people try to communicate in their work, via other
informing systems and technologies. In order to be able to use it in work practice,

 this is done prob-
eds.

d developing com-
mic and other con-
ems are a certain
 data systems are

tion between these

nsist of, or in other
tion system is usu-
artefact (which can

aning and capacity,
s in or descriptions
ct then becomes an

ative symbols (rep-
information;
es a relevant infor-
tem really can sup-

s an important part
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this abstract system must be made visible, extermalized, but how
ably is a matter of local conditions, conventions, and situated ne

3.5.6 WORK, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

All four aspects (systems) must be dealt with when designing an
puter artefact, eventually balanced under the influence of econo
siderations. An elaborated conception is that computer syst
species of computer artefacts (hardware and software), while
organized structures of data, intentionally produced. The rela
aspects of an “information system” is that 

 • both an informating and an informing system build upon, co
ways involve computer artefacts, while the abstract informa
ally formed by or derived from the output from a computer 
have various shapes);

 • work “informs” a computer system (or artefact), gives it me
for instance to store data which are representations of event
of the world and to handle applications (software); the artefa
informating or an informing system;

 • an informing system informs work with the help of interpret
resenting knowledge, intentions) which are interpreted into 

 • work decides whether a computer system (artefact) becom
mating or informing system, and whether an informing sys
port or produce an (abstract) IS;

 • a total IS and its components are actively created by work, a
of it;
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 • work (possibly with the help of software, artefacts) makes the information
sharable and communicable via the mediating system, enhancing its visibility
and permanence, and

 • work changes an IS and can be directed to change an informating system and
an informing system, which is called design of such a system, involving archi-
tecture, followed by development/implementation.

All four aspects and subsystems are involved in control (command work).
Depending on the ISD, command work and the situation, there is a  mutual influ-
ence between people and artefacts: whether people are controlled by the informat-

es and through the
 The latter issue is
any technologies,
terests, sometimes

e old about how a
perspective on the
ples. Beer (1981)
lated viable system

 Theoretically, only
 variety to balance

st more information

 stated that there are
 semantic meaning:

ers are sensors and
nformation does not

 that subsystems are
d humans' working
ing system, they control other people via mediating technologi
informing system, or influence the way interpretation is done.
delicate because there is a considerable rhetoric power in m
sometimes in accordance with (some) humans’ intentions and in
countering them. 

3.6 Conclusions

3.6.1 THEORY AND DESIGN

The examples from previous research show that the insights ar
design theory should be defined and used. The suggested new 
total IS is possible to relate to established cybernetic princi
defined four cybernetic requirements of stability for a well-regu
which have implications for the design of the total IS:

1. The system is obedient to Ashby's Law of Requisite Variety.
variety absorbs variety. This means ability of generating requisite
that which is generated by a developing crisis, remembering that ju
does not imply variety. 

2. Information channels maintain variety entrusted to them. Beer
not only two but three notions of information: Except from bits and
also variety.

3. Transducers neither attenuate nor amplify variety. Transduc
links, bringing information across boundaries in the system. More i
mean richer variety.

4. The time cycle is synchronous for all subsystems. This means
equally dependant on the availability of technical infrastructure an
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rhythm and that these components have to be coordinated, synchronized according to
available communication channels. 

Another implication is that subsystems with very different action cycles are dif-
ficult to integrate into one organization (viable system) for crisis management. If on
one level of control very different subsystems meet, then coordinating between
them become complex. Continuous operations then add to the control difficulties
and variety risks being reduced by standards and rationalizing routines. This last
requirement concerns how far-driven automation and continuous processes are
integrated with human operators who have to be replaced now and then.

e following reflec-
 cannot be treated
diating subsystems
transmitting) more
nd respond to aug-
ng technologies or
riety or constitute
ress strips allowed
attenuate) the vari-

for the operator, the

ust be augmented
, across the bound-
 the control of this
 technology will be
bstacles to action,
eptive reduction of
ichardson, 1991),

ingly demonstrates
ted or operational-
 granted processes.
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d, built on practice
ependent issue is
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A comparison with these cybernetic requirements leads to th
tions on the proposed outline of a total IS. One subsystem
detached from the whole system. The informating and the me
(being transducers) shall repeat variety without just producing (
data (information). The generated variety must be preserved, a
mented variety in the real world (crisis). Filtering in mediati
administrative routines and techniques must not destroy va
mechanically operating filtering mechanisms. The flight prog
the operator to master the variety but did themselves not reduce (
ety in the air; instead they became one set of tools ready at hand 
whole team functioning as a ‘boundary management team’. 

When turning to the outward transformation process variety m
all the way from the Policy system level to the Implementation
ary zone. This must not turn to micro-management. As regards
total IS, if not adaptive to the external variety it is likely that the
perceived as intervening between actors and environment, or o
and rejected or circumvented. Caution is necessary against a dec
variety because of work along the servomechanics thread (R
when instead preserved variety is crucial. Military history will
command failures, how the need for autonomy has been neglec
ized, and that learning from mistakes or change are not taken for
Habits and culture are strong organizing elements.

3.6.2 PERSPECTIVE-DEPENDENT DESIGN ISSUES

The prevailing matter is how command work, and design work
what perspective and why, whether centrally defined and directe
and whether there are contradictions. Another perspective-d
whether “information” is viewed as a resource that can be defi
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represented according to standard rules, or whether it is an abstraction (image),
close to knowledge, defined by the situation. The first easily leads to a rational
engineering process based on mathematics, using stable processes and standard
procedures. If, on the other hand, it is abstract and follows another kind of rational-
ity (for example being “art”), then other aspects become important. 

If we mean the abstract IS, then little can be defined because from the logic of the
infological equation (Langefors), what is valid is a matter of personal preferences,
preunderstanding, and the situation. It becomes impossible to define any specific
information needs in advance. Then what becomes central in the information-as-

, to mediate, and to
ogy), confirming a
omposition of the
figure subsystems
 possible.
e parts that are not

 culture (what peo-
 Communication is
isfies the organiza-
t any stage of com-
rk practice. Thus,

f “ready” solutions
formating to inter-

n is a prerequisite
 design and use, in
sign back together.
ed, but not for the
ntrol technologies
 dialectics of “tra-
t, it is vital to sup-
, autonomy). They

gning their future”
t in mind, and also
design process and
m modelling tools,
 depending on the
systems. The final
resource view is to maximize the technical capacity to informate
inform (assumed to follow the “laws” of the common technol
central authority. The other perspective instead means (re-) c
whole according to the situated requirements, to be able to recon
until both desired and acceptable usability and interpretation are

Both the engineering and art interpretations of ‘design’ includ
possible to formalize. Given that there are data representing the
ple do, say, use, and values), fewer interpretations are possible.
what counts, not The technology; but any technology which sat
tion and its members. What is designed might have to be used a
pletion, also when used operationally and redesigned in the wo
design for interruption and immediate use instead of build-up o
are what count. It is necessary to include the whole chain from in
pretation in the process. 

The overview of design approaches indicates that participatio
for any achievement and for not splitting the responsibility for
accordance with Bödker’s (1991) proposal to bring use and de
The boundary between design and practice then becomes blurr
worse. It is justified to have a strong influence on the design of co
when the design can be a matter of extinction or survival. In the
dition and transcendence” (Ehn, 1988, p. 7), what design is abou
port people’s own interests (professionalism, power, competence
must be able “to express all their practical competence in desi
(ibid.). During design, the social context and history must be kep
the fact that actors in an organization remain visible in both the 
the product. There are several technologies that support ISD, fro
methods, to programming devices and graphical editors, applied
actual needs and to cover the whole span of perspectives and sub
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choice between different main architecture strategies (e.g. IRM, VBS or networked
structures) may be guided by several factors and lead to compromises where the
actual business processes better can influence what is done (Axelsson, 1998), or an
architectural IT-management where design and development are coordinated to a
harmonic whole (Magoulas and Pessi, 1998).

3.6.3 TECHNOLOGIES AND METHODS

In the military CP there is a struggle against fear, noise, and sleep deprivation in
order to avoid what Beer (1981) called a cybernetic breakdown. What matter is to

e whole workspace
ion the relevance of
mand work. In the
automation, some-
ble and achievable
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the social environ-
n the words of Fis-
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make work and actors visible (Nissen, 1985a), and to include th
in the design enterprise. Sage (1987) discussed but did not quest
an artificial order with little resemblance to the nature of com
same spirit it is common that design means a well-developed 
thing that Activity Theory rejects: what has to defined is a suita
“zone of proximal development” (Engeström, 1987; Kuutti, 199
by Hughes et al. (1992). Negligence towards the conditions in 
ment is likely to lead to a bad design of the computer artefacts, i
chhoff and Johnson (1990), if a manager’s philosophy is:

…oversimplified or overconfident, then the system will be too, despit
plexity. The goal of a task analysis then becomes to expose the precise 
vulnerability expresses itself. (p. 52)

In order to start somewhere, looking at informating and inf
seems worthwhile to study the army’s concept of “walkstations
recent technical solutions to integrated and ergonomic workp
components can hardly be studied in isolation without includin
sor technology (IR, radar, night vision and image technology)
might lead to the need to even redefine what a computer artefact 
menting technologies”, for instance building upon the 3x5 c
Cruikshank, 1992) where the social remains visible, means that
afforded by a technology. Another fruitful idea was the Swedis
the use of a graphical order. It is vital to shorten the path from m
resentation, to generate symbols and, conversely, to interpret 
make sense out of them with little effort. Research has identifi
that seem to promote interpretation and sense-making. Afforda
son and Sharrock, 1993) is one of them. 
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One of the suitable forms for representation might be the simple matrix or tem-
plate-spreadsheet that can be a complement to the traditional map that has a central
role during the communication of the image – information – knowledge. Kalkylsys-
tem (Avdic, 1999) may be a design framework and technology, given that their
drawbacks can be handled. Together, both affordance and simple interpretation can
be achieved, and Langefors’ (1993) IS principles are respected: local use, meaning
and value.

No representation is capable of carrying a univocal meaning, and then lead to the
desired effect, whether controlling action or knowledge. Much work may be

signs and symbols,
rmann’s and Just’s
lic, non-plannable
ving, exploration,
, in order to admit
oposed conceptual
required on location to reach agreements about the meaning of 
about the components of an IS, even if there is one at all. He
(1995) experts’ systems study showed how experts use ESs: cyc
work, system use modes are non-monotonic problem sol
medium, and modification, require specific system's functions
variety. These modes to some extent correspond with my pr
structure of a total IS.
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Checking the Equipment
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 and Corbin, 1990)
ary of  “Command
tary analysis illus-
hin the qualitative
ed work.
BEFORE GOING INTO DETAILS about the second phase of th
marize and present the research rationales and the contributions
of the study. They are the input supporting the ethnography a
analysis. I make a brief complementary analysis in order to va
the first theory, before it is used for guidance of the fieldwork. 

The presentation includes the background, the research prob
ess, from methodological aspects to the contributions. In short, t
contains the result of a qualitative analysis of command activitie
Grounded Theory. It aimed at theories for description and design
tices, and for the development of adequate command support t
son, 1997). This summary of previous work leads to an analy
aimed at a higher conceptual level of the core category (Strauss
and a separation of the hitherto common concept within the milit
and Control” (C2). Altogether this overview and the complemen
trate the kind of iteration that is part of the research work wit
method. The review consolidates the foundation for the continu
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Chapter 4
Research Rationales:

From Previous to Continued Work

and international
gly rapid technical
ld of study was the
e Swedish military
fter-mission semi-

(SWEDINT). The
since 1993 and the
buted (Andersson,
ons had to be com-
and work – activi-

ree new traits. The
 relevant for many
military command
omain from a new

 opportunistic con-
WHEN THIS RESEARCH BEGAN,  not only had coalitions 
operations begun to influence the military, but also the increasin
change within IT. Starting from the ISR framework, my first fie
UN operations in former Yugoslavia during 1993 and 1994. Th
captured experiences from the UN operations in several ways. A
nars were organized at the Swedish International Centre 
National Defence Research Institute (FOA) conducted a study 
Swedish War College (now National Defence College) contri
1994; Johansson, 1996). The previous focus at domestic operati
pleted by a wider perspective. My object of study was the comm
ties, procedures – within a military coalition. My study had th
first was the focus on coalitions, hitherto relatively frequent and
countries, but so far not in Sweden. The second was to study 
from an ISR perspective, which meant approaching the military d
direction. The third was to use a qualitative method, initially an
sequence of the first decisions but, once chosen, it was relevant.
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4.1 Introduction: the New Military Practice and Information 
Systems Research

Behind my research lie primarily three factors. Two of them have led to urgent
demands on the command work, control mechanisms and technologies, and
thereby to requests for new theory and knowledge. One is the changed European
political situation after 1990 which has led to a chain of domestic Swedish events,
among these efforts to adapt the armed forces and its command structure to a new
political situation, simultaneously modernizing the forces and their command

e practical conse-
ents for interoper-

ding civil-military

ards, technological
eme in the military
ommand structures
nical changes have
e need to find new
problems and mis-
t new and efficient
eap, adapted to the

words, they have to
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structure. Participation in coalition command structures is on
quence of this process. On the level of command work, requirem
ability and development of interorganizational ISs (inclu
relations) mean new requirements on ISD.

Second, in the aftermath of the Gulf War from 1990 and onw
change and its practical consequences have been a recurrent th
agenda, in turn causing social as well as technical changes. C
and technologies have become central issues. These socio-tech
been a concern within the armed forces for a long time, but th
ways has become evident and urgent, in order to avoid earlier 
takes and reach a new professionalism. Moreover, not only mus
control strategies and solutions be developed, they need to be ch
new political situation, and part of the training system. In other 
be well integrated components in the armed forces, providing a
dom of action for any future mission and context. One corne
organization is a theoretically and scientifically informed develo
mand practices, the command work, and the related implement
IT. 

Finally, these experiences and events during the last decade to
the general research situation and agenda (outlined in Chapter 
cally evaluated and completed. This new situation means a co
consequently has to be approached with the aim of finding a n
(Beniger, 1986). 

ISR is a young and immature domain that contributes to the 
knowledge level in the empirical domain. The debate within th
nity about the way to conduct ISR and implement change, bet
the hard sciences and engineering, of the social sciences and
method, and the possible contributions from ethnography, c
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about Business Process Re-engineering (BPR) has been ongoing (see Nissen,
1985b; Ehn, 1988; Nyce and Löwgren, 1995; and Nilsson, 1995). This situation
within research contributes to a confused conceptualization of practice and its rela-
tion to ISD. Together, these shortcomings indicate the need for alternative or new
research directions, and constitute the starting point for my research. Not only must
the social and situated character of the work be clarified, but also the intentions and
rationalities at hand, in order to properly interpret and conceptualize work. The
continued use of a qualitative approach, now from an ethnographic perspective,
will allow this kind of analysis. Then historical and other contextual conditions and

 be illuminated.

 

on of the UNPRO-
 in parts of former
om those parts of
of armed conflicts
d the threat of war

ia, FYROM, faced
 in early 1993, the
tion there did not

hin the UN forces,
s) and Private Vol-
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ixture of Swedish,
 turbulent environ-
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obal actors. These
mand function had
ue character of the
contradictions (Strauss and Corbin, 1990; Engeström, 1999) can

4.2 Research Initiation, Overall Design and Early
Contributions

4.2.1 INITIATING EVENTS AND INITIAL WORK

In February 1992 the UN Security Council confirmed the creati
FOR1 for the operations in Bosnia as a consequence of the war
Yugoslavia since 1991. In March 1992, it spread to Bosnia fr
Croatia that were previously controlled by the Serbs. A series 
then broke out in Bosnia during 1992 and 1993. War in Bosnia an
in what became the Former Yugoslavian Republic of Macedon
the forces. When the Swedish forces first arrived in Macedonia
build-up of the UN contingents was still in process. The situa
escalate into war. 

The situation in Bosnia required significant co-operation wit
and between them and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO
untary Organizations (PVOs), together with local and regional c
authorities from the different parties. The Nordic battalions (a m
Danish, Finnish and Norwegian subunits) all worked within this
ment. Each national contingent also had to handle contacts w
defence headquarters and with the media, from locals up to gl
contacts were sometimes very intense and direct. In all, the com
to operate in a highly dynamic environment because of the uniq
whole operation.

1. The United Nations Protection Force.
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My primary interest was to study the experiences of the first NORDBAT 2
(named BA 01 as the first battalion in Bosnia) because of the complex and dynamic
situation they had to deal with. I contacted the battalion before it was deployed in
September 1993, intending to make interviews shortly after their return to Sweden,
six months later. I investigated the possibility of visiting the units on location but
my application was rejected. In order to compensate for this restriction I did some
fieldwork in Vienna and in Macedonia in order to learn about international and coa-
lition operations. 

Initially my assumptions were (1) that communication systems and supporting
 of cultural differ-
cooperation among
ultural factors and
actorily. In my first
ces complicate the
vercome.

and cultural differ-
 simplified, far too
ight is of course a
errors by inexperi-
mmon. 
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risk of fatal break-
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ISs within a coalition had to be designed with the recognition
ences, and (2) that ISs and IT can facilitate communication and 
culturally different subgroups. Consequently I assumed that c
differences can be described and their influence analysed satisf
straightforward ISR approach, I assumed that cultural differen
common actions of the participants and could be analysed and o

Quite soon it became apparent that the concept of culture, 
ences, were complicated and that the initial approach was too
wide, and the domain too complex (Persson, 1995). This ins
known phenomenon. Silverman (1993) underlined the risk of 
enced researchers and confirms that meagre initial results are co

The revised and more modest research hypotheses became (1
contradictions appear frequently in coalitions and threaten com
(2) that an analysis of coalition command, especially the central
ments of communication and coordination, will lead to new insi
These insights, possibly in the form of research problems, can t
develop theories and tools for C2 as such, especially concerning

4.2.2 NEW ISSUES, COALITION COMMAND AND INTEROPERABI

My purpose was not to examine UN operations per se, but ins
national coalition context affected command work and what ki
which grew from it. Maxwell (1992) defined a coalition as a te
arrangement between states to defeat an adversary or to acco
agreed task. The problems which surface originate from the nee
demands for interoperability in order to contribute to the unity o

As the technical command infrastructure grows in complexit
(by an opponent) or accidentally accompanied by a constant 
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downs and inflicted damage (Holley, 1988). A coalition example from the Gulf War
(1991) is that in order to establish technical interoperability for a brigade from the
Middle East nations within the alliance, required work by 70 soldiers during 80
days and 27 tons of equipment (Scales, 1998). In this war, liaison officers were
other necessary means for cooperation. It is understandable that internationally too
the demands for interoperability is now strong (Rigby, 1995), possibly further stim-
ulated by this war. One of the foci for what is called the International Digitization
Strategy is multinational cooperative programs among most Western nations, the
belief being that digitization is the way to follow because it will:

 provide deciders,
ital decisions and
 each [one] allow-
 both planning and
attle information

efforts (p. 28).

ind of information
tructure, new kinds
emands, together

and organizational

 BRIEF

ilitary command,
ted and three con-

roblems? 
nd? General appli-

ypotheses or made
nd what the study
k for a wide spec-
enable the ‘Army of the 21st century’ to win the information war, and
shooters and supporters with the information each needs to make the v
win the overall campaign.... This information is tailored to the needs of
ing...a clear and accurate vision of the battle space necessary to support
execution. Digitization allows the warfighter to communicate vital b
instantly rather than through slow voice radio and even slower liaison 

Only the technical meaning of the word is insufficient; any k
processing and communication must be included. Such an infras
of operations and urgent communication and cooperation d
emphasize the need for theoretically informed control efforts 
engineering.

4.2.3 PREVIOUS RESEARCH PROBLEMS AND CONTRIBUTIONS IN

The research problem, to prescribe or suggest how to support m
especially in coalitions, consisted of four parts, one method-rela
tent-related:

1. What research methods and strategies are appropriate?
2. What characterizes “Command and Control” in coalitions? P
3. What theories are applicable for support of coalition comma

cability?
4. How should supporting ISs be designed and developed?

Derived from some ISR research directions, I formulated h
conclusions about the conditions or phenomena in coalitions a
should focus on. I expected the occurrence of and wanted to loo
trum of phenomena such as:
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 • the existence of ill-structured problems,
 • possible suspicion of IT,
 • efforts to establish reliable procedures; lack of reliability,
 • the importance of social relations and sensemaking (Weick, 1993; 1995),
 • the use of informal communication as a way to overcome the obstacles of pre-

defined procedures and means of communication,
 • systems development in situ or something similar, and
 • examples of de-conflicting and interpretation of control information.

The contributions of the first study (Persson, 1997) are answers to the research
proach (one of the

ary problems into
 pedagogical phase
command and con-
rocesses. An aspi-
fficiently practical
nt command meth-

ory;
 aimed at guidance

Basically, the vali-
 was to explore the

military concept of
es. I concluded that
cially applicable in
 discussed in some
y. In order to open
yses are presented.
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problems which also underlines the value of a qualitative ISR ap
research problems). The transformation of operational milit
researchable ISR problems is an important methodological and
that hardly was approached however. One conclusion was that 
trol (C2) consisted of goal-oriented but basically non-rational p
ration that still waits to be achieved is that the result should be su
to be considered relevant by the military who really needs efficie
ods and support systems. In summary, this qualitative study

1. demonstrated the application of grounded theory;
2. presented an evolving grounded theory for it: Constraint the
3. outlined some aspects of support of constraint management,

for IS design and development.

The first phase left out some issues that could not be clarified. 
dation of the grounded theory remained unsolved. Another need
conceptual relations within the combined and vague everyday 
“Command and Control” (C2), less suitable for research purpos
the outcome of the first phase, the grounded theory, may be espe
continued research in logistics. These matters are analysed and
length, because they have informed the second phase of this stud
the result for investigation, extracts from the data and some anal
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4.3 Overview of Research Method, Process and Data

4.3.1 METHOD CONSIDERATIONS

Madnick (1995) states that researchers’ need to understand the management prob-
lems and the available technology. My own military experience certainly was a
resource to rely upon but at the same time necessary to use with distinction in order
to avoid biases. After having considered Giddens’ discussion (1979) of the role of
researchers’ and operators’ mutual knowledge in order to understand and explain

he risk of being too

mbination of qual-
ches, case studies
rred to as the “hub
ethods to form an
 and the ISR com-

h research method
 (Keen, 1991) is a
ion. 
gmatic rather than
 low, the new con-
and was about. In
blem solving was
retical insight. The
enable a discovery
theory) rather than

-back process, an
other. Operational
erational problems
fore they can enter
might be sufficient
h the practitioners
. As it turned out,

 threshold to over-
ing to describe the
the latters’ common-sense knowledge and behaviour, I realized t
ready to accept this common sense. 

Within ISR various procedures and methods are suitable: a co
itative and quantitative methods, multi-methodological approa
and even systems development (Zigurs, 1993). The latter is refe
of information systems research” that “interacts with other m
integrated program” (ibid. p. 115). The two domains, the military
munity that becomes united through the research influence bot
decisions and process decisions. Each domain or “community”
framework that models the research problems and their descript

Because I perceived the practice of military command as pra
theory-based, and the theoretical consciousness generally being
ditions justified a closer study in order to discover what comm
particular, a better understanding of practical command pro
required as an entry point to a deeper analysis leading to a theo
choice of qualitative method, even if tentative, was assumed to 
of new aspects of command and the generation of hypotheses (
testing them (it).

The research strategy thus became a translation and feed
attempt to be true to a suitable method and take one step after an
problems must be iteratively tested against other cases. Once op
are defined, they have to be formulated as to be researchable, be
the ISR commity.When results are fed back, scientific solutions 
for subsequent research efforts but validated in a dialogue wit
before they enter into the field of command for implementation
the habitual concepts from practice remained a concern and a
come. In the absence of theory, few alternatives existed when try
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ction. The process

ISR is framed then
ences from the aca-
f the result. In sum-
e research domain

 the analysis of the

edish officers who
ulti-national staffs
 of Grounded The-

ic approach to ana-
ivities (Strauss and

e but with a strong
 are voices against
y says more about
nerate into a fairly
y aspirations were

ith iteration.

Look for:
Concepts
Causality
Theories

Operational ISR problems

Researchable problems
ISR solution

Operational
solution

Redefine
Communicate
Details

problem

Leads to
Apply at
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practice and work on a higher level of understanding and abstra
is illustrated in Figure 4.1,

The choice of perspective on the research domain and how 
affects the successive decisions about method and process. Influ
demic community guide the conceptualization and structuring o
mary, several steps in the research process receive input from th
and from the research community, from the data production to
data. 

4.3.2 GROUNDED THEORY

The interviews of and discussions in Sweden with individual Sw
worked within the Nordic battalions and as members of the m
were the main method of producing data. The research tradition
ory (Crabtree and Miller, 1992), means using a stepwise analyt
lyse data, to create theories and then to iterate between these act
Corbin, 1990). 

Grounded theory, according to Strauss and Corbin, is inductiv
iterative trait because of its successive validation in data. There
the use of grounded theory (Silverman, 1993): grounded theor
the generation of theories than testing them and may also “dege
empty building of categories” (ibid., p. 47). However, because m
modest, this would cause few troubles.

Figure 4.1: Transformation of problem and solutions w
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4.2.  The grounded
e (1) in other theo-
nd (3) in another

ualitative analysis
t it is done chiefly
 and usually have
 record of the con-
had remember that
nts before it, and I
 with other data. 
) was the basic the-
and) activities. The
 the first part of the
sis as a framework.
od was uncertain.

iteration during the
very, rather than a

Built uponGrounding 
through

application

Grounding 
through

observation

Internal
grounding

Theory grounding

has relation
to another

Grounded
Theory

Empirical
data

Theory

y. 
The principal ways of this “grounding” are shown in Figure 
theory itself is “anchored” in three directions. The directions ar
ries, (2) in the actual case through additional observations, a
empirical field.

Miles and Huberman (1994) underlined the content of the q
and said that a “chronic problem of qualitative research is tha
with words, not with numbers. Words are fatter than numbers
multiple meanings” (p. 56). Keeping this in mind, I had to keep a
text and surrounding events. Also, when analysing interviews I 
the words were created during the interview but described eve
had to try and  compare this with other accounts and if possible

The General Systems Theory (GST) (Schoderbek et al., 1990
oretical framework for the initial analysis of control (and comm
use of specific theories for IS design considerations was outside
study. To some extent I applied a methodology for change analy

Whether the study would be sufficient for testing the meth
Some assessment of its validity became possible because of the 
process. As it turned out, the research became a process of disco
process of validation.

Empirical field of 

application

Empirical
field of study

Figure 4.2: Anchoring of the grounded theor
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4.3.3 RESEARCH PROCESS – SCHEDULE AND DATA PRODUCTION 

Before the actual interviews about Bosnia, I made one-week visits to the interna-
tionally composed Initial Operations Planning Group (IOPG) in February 1994 in
Vienna (working under the European Security Conference), and in March the UN
forces (among them Nordbat 1) in the Former Yugoslavian Republic of Macedonia
(FYROM). The limited purpose was to make observations and interviews on loca-
tion and to acquire a feeling for what international operations might mean. The
experiences from these trips were valuable and provided several insights into the
coalition perspective and concerning military-political interaction. Conversations

le complementary

 in April and May
1993. Most BA 01
rocedure for some
r 1994-95). In the
 during the BA 01

nly focused on the
effort was made to

ns were formulated
and to capture situ-
hoice of interview-
ould:

here they had been

s nations and with

sitions, from Chief
gistics). A few had
ns who had served
er 1993 to Septem-
belong to the inter-
 approximately 1.5
rom 10 interviews,
ings and conversa-
orts, official docu-
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with two of the Swedish battalion commanders gave valuab
insights.

When the first Bosnia battalion (BA 01) returned to Sweden
1994, it was easy to re-vitalize the contacts from September 
interviews were made shortly after their return. I repeated this p
additional information later when BA 02 had returned (winte
meantime some complementary data production was performed
after-mission seminar at SWEDINT. The interviews were mai
common activities performed during military staff work. Little 
link this to ISR during the interviews, even if the basic questio
so as to cover communicative activities and information issues, 
ations or procedures that were conceived as problematic. The c
ees was made in accordance with the considerations that they sh

1. be of sufficiently high rank or have been in such positions w
involved in command on tactical–operational levels; and

2. have been in contact with cooperating partners from variou
NGOs and PVOs.

Those who were interviewed had served in common staff po
of Staff (COS) and below (Operations, Signal, Liaison and Lo
been commanding officers (battalion or a company). Three perso
in the Bosnia-Herzegovina Command (BHC) HQ from Septemb
ber 1994 when the BA 01 and BA 02 battalions were in Bosnia 
viewees. Most interviews were recorded on audio-tape lasting
hours. In all there is around 15 hours of recorded conversation f
all transcribed, plus notations and documents from other meet
tions. In addition to the interviews I also gained access to rep
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ments, regulations and military publications as well as memos and letters. Finally, I
produced notes from the BA 01 and BA 03 after-mission seminars.

The data have a considerable breadth concerning the positions that are described.
The interviewees generally describe more of their overall work rather than going
into detail in some special situations. However, it was possible to analyse some sit-
uation from more than one perspective because of the accounts of it provided by
more than one person, thereby gaining a deeper insight into the command practices.

hould be well doc-
 is highly iterative,
 and the rationales
ology outlined by
uring the stepwise

ining, comparing,

 put back together
een categories” (p.
a, and may be de-

 category, system-
nships, and filling

 (p. 116).
omena which can,

ctivities, informa-
ated problems.
4.4 Contributions of the First Research Phase

4.4.1 THE QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

A basic requirement on a qualitative analysis process is that it s
umented (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Because the whole work
I started out by trying to describe primarily what has been done
for my choices, pausing at some stages. I followed the method
Strauss and Corbin (1990). The steps in the coding procedure d
analysis, are:

1. Open coding, meaning “the process of breaking down, exam
and categorizing data” (p. 61);

2. Axial coding, meaning “a set of procedures whereby data are
in new ways after open coding, by making connections betw
96). A certain coding paradigm is used as a model or schem
signed according to the actual data and purpose of study; and

3. Selective coding, meaning “the process of selecting the core
atically relating it to other categories, validating those relatio
in categories that need further refinement and development”

The purpose of the stepwise analysis is to find categories/ phen
in the selective coding, be grouped around a core category. 

The phenomena I started with were, for instance, command a
tion processes and communicative actions, technologies and rel
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coding I created or
 categories. During
f them as subcate-

oding paradigm, a
 and the relations

alitative analysis is
oding is an integra-
 p. 117). The story
ral phenomenon of
re category (ibid.).
, said Strauss and
now subcategories

 several concepts,
re grouped into five
 related to the UN
attalion. Then there
he third group con-
roup unpredictable
cluding character,

nviction that causal
ionality may seem

Figure 4.3: The qualitative coding process with iterations.
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I illustrate the analytic steps in Figure 4.3.During the open 
used concepts according to the data, compared and established
the axial coding I used the first categories and re-defined some o
gories of a certain major category. This was achieved via a c
structure for support of the establishment of the causal links
between the open coding categories.

The difference between a plain description of a case and a qu
the structured re-coding during the axial coding. The selective c
tion of all categories on a higher and more abstract level (ibid.
line is a way to “conceptualize a descriptive story about the cent
the study” (ibid. p. 119), which when analysed becomes the co
(Everything can and must be arranged around this category
Corbin). The relations between all these (former) categories, 
and core category, express the grounded theory. 

4.4.2 OUTCOME OF THE ANALYSIS

The open coding resulted in 16 categories, each one derived from
either present in the data or derived from it. These categories we
subgroups in order to facilitate my understanding: first those
forces and the internal mostly structural conditions within the b
are four categories of communication and other C2 activities. T
tains cultural factors, emotions and relations, and the fourth g
factors, incidents, events and errors. Finally, the fifth is of a con
and contains constraints and constraint resolution. 

During the subsequent analysis, which was based upon the co
chains can be defined in these kinds of activities (even if rat
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blurred), I looked for issues such as relationships between problems, shifts between
media or modes during communication and use of mediating technologies. No
mathematical relations exist between events. Rather, a number of situations
together successively led to assumptions about causality and then allowed a struc-
turing effort. Table 4.1 contains the schema for the axial coding.

Table 4.1: The definitions of the axial coding paradigm terms.

onvoy (causal condi-
pond with fire such as
f possible to announce
ties involved (contex-
s close, unannounced,
 vehicles (event). Fur-
 factors). The ROE do
mmander because of

initiated with the help
 (more contextual fac-
t the UN force (possi-
 information and then
come may be that the
e hostile firing is not

ormed the founda-
re category) which
ere busy trying to

Terms Definitions
Causal conditions, Some are interpreted as problems, external or internal within the

report or a physical

eir intention, com-
ibly a problem.

menon, its dimen-
he actions taken to

vidual or collective

al or unintentional
An example of the axial coding is as follows: 
For unknown reasons artillery fire at a coalition unit which is escorting a c
tions), leads to the intention (desired result/goal) to make a protest or to res
Close Air Support (CAS) (communicative action) and  stop firing (result). I
it all to the world (another result) because the mass media influence the par
tual factor). The firing occurred during daytime with good visibility and wa
and sporadic during a period of half an hour in spite of the presence of UN
thermore, the convoy was carrying supplies to a refugee camp (contextual
not permit immediate response, nor is it possible to reach the superior co
unfavourable radio traffic conditions (contextual factors). The efforts are 
of the communications system, pre-specified report format and procedures
tors). However, a counterattack may later lead to retaliations and hit back a
ble causal conditions). Efforts are initiated first to verify and gather detailed
to send a report, written or vocal (command actions/ interaction). The out
request for fire support is not accepted (new causal condition) and that th
reacted upon in other ways than via the report ( consequences).

Initially, the axial coding left me with 10 new categories that f
tion for the core category. The story line (foundation for the co
summarized all actions described how commanders and staff w

event/state command organization; Can be the actual state, a 
event. 

Command intention, 
idea or goal

What the interviewees describe or we infer as th
mand action category or managerial activity, poss

Contextual factors Represents the set of properties around a pheno
sions, and is also the set of conditions around t
manage the phenomenon.

Communicative and 
command activities

May be independent or systematic routines, indi
activities, formal or informal

Result/Consequences The effect of the communicative action; intention
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manage physical, mental, formal, administrative, and a multitude of other con-
straints which came in many shapes, some of which were clearly coalition-related.
Because the situation was dynamic and changing, the same management strategy
was not automatically applicable from one time to another. In summary, the core
category was labelled constraint management. 

The overwhelming constraint in war is between the need to survive and the obli-
gation to manage continued operations and achieve the objectives and goals at any
cost (almost) if necessary. To this can be added to keep the distinction between who
are enemies and who are not, controlling emotions, obeying rules and laws. The sit-

 meant constraints
ops were in a war.

tors may negotiate,
nificance. The coa-
ccess to additional
ion, intelligence or
 national ones. BA
 vehicles, satellite

al coding are illus-
the core category:

ttempt to facilitate

bcategories.

les

ful
ning

l
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uation in Bosnia was not that difficult even if the UN framework
of another kind (economy, large administration, rules) when tro
In order to resolve goal constraints, an organization and its ac
define and redefine the mission, the derived goals and their sig
lition meant diminished constraints in other respects, such as a
sources of power and competence; resources for communicat
Close Air Support (CAS), and specialized forces other than the
01 could, for instance, rely upon its tank squadron, armoured
communications, wide economic frames, and helicopters.

The core category and the related subcategories from the axi
trated in Figure 4.4. Everything else can be grouped around 

every action or strategy, all subcategories, describes a certain a
work and reduce complexity in everyday C2 activities.

Figure 4.4: The Core Category and the surrounding su
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4.4.3 EXEMPLIFYING THE THEORY

A few extracts from the transcribed interviews demonstrate the accounts and the
analysis. The description made by Person J (interview data) is one of the most strik-
ing examples of constraint management. In Table 4.2 his account is referred to sen-
tence by sentence, with comments according to its content. Here we see the use of
in situ development when J explains how he used his PC software.

Table 4.2: Several approaches are combined during constraint management:

nstraint manage-
ent

utinization, and to 
ercome amount, 
redom? 
mmon format, 
ndards, templates

cords have pros 
d cons

 learn Excel, to do 
ithout intermedi-

es; Sorting and cat-
orizing

ple handling of 
ftware

erview and rele-
nt data, a quantita-
e control 
chanism.
pport technologies

pporting technolo-
s for communica-
n and quantitative 
rk
cial system, defini-
n of roles and divi-
n of labour
Accounts from interview (data) Constraint Co
m

“We had for example an enormous amount of 
routine work.

The amount of rou-
tine work

Ro
ov
bo

One wrote reports that were identical from 
day to day you see. I mean to have templates 
and such things saves lots of time and effort 
... [mm] ...

Reporting took time Co
sta

So to ... all this record keeping Many records to 
update, manage

Re
an

I sat down on my own and made for the logis-
ticians

Logistics means work

down there Excel commands which sorted 
containers and such things ... to get them in 
different classifications and how many there 
were and so on.

Individual work 
tedious, takes time, J 
a manager who might 
have other things to 
do: Few other were 
skilled

To
it w
ari
eg

One just could feed them in and then press a 
button

Constrained input Sim
so

and then one knew how many and which con-
tainers were in Split at that very moment ... 
[yes]...

Split is a remote har-
bour town

Ov
va
tiv
me

. [...] ... for me it is evident that these support 

... support systems are necessary
Su

but one must have a typewriter, one must have 
a calculator all the same for no human can 
do without.

To be left without 
technology

Su
gie
tio
wo

Except the commanders themselves who can 
do without because there are other persons 
around who do it for them.”

Commanders gener-
ate jobs

So
tio
sio
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Another example, also from the interview with Person J, is the following where
he describes the need for personal relationships and simple communication when
emergencies occur:

A thing which one can verify is important for the function of the information flow
between commander and subordinate commanders on every level and between HQs is
actually that the individuals have met. We tried to practise and practised to some extent
that our Dos (Duty Officer) for instance were out at a company for 24 hours and sat
together with their DO. Our DOs visited BHC HQ and met the DO there and then it
became very pleasant to talk for two weeks or a month with a person over the telephone

n it is no longer a
ls and talks not in
 know with whom
 one must know in
] ... It is very much
o exchange values
ardized format.

ocial world resists
al alternatives were
n the social world
istic matters where
aint management is
ted: 

 informal one that
dy have sought to
and, and indeed

st by a design that
mong people who
irely to the line of

 might be pointers
 I conclude that in
ructured problems,
ication as a way to
ent in situ demon-

ssional capacity, or
ues in order to ini-
tive actions, aimed
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and see him in front of you. It becomes so much easier next time whe
routine report but something special which has happened and one cal
terms of a written message, but talks officer to officer in some way. To
one is talking. Independently of how one automates the message flows
some way or another what kind of individual it is at the other end ... [...
such things that one definitely needs the human communication just t
and judgements. Factual information preferably can be sent in a stand

Formalized methods often become irrelevant because the s
organizing in that way, and instead mean new constraints. Sever
often exploited because new constraints and resistance withi
occasionally make the first choice irrelevant. Especially in log
bureaucracy was strong, this was common. The notion of constr
consistent with the conclusions that van Creveld (1985) formula

it is vital that the formal communication system be supplemented by an
acts, so to speak, as lubricating oil [...]. As several examples in this stu
demonstrate, the danger that formal communications reduce comm
thought itself, to trivia is a real one indeed. It must be guarded again
deliberately leaves room for face-to-face, unstructured interaction a
know each other well enough in order not to limit their exchanges ent
business. (van Creveld 1985, p. 273)

I had formulated a hypothesis about expected findings that
toward research problems and approaches for continued work.
the data, for instance, phenomena such as the existence of ill-st
the importance of social relations, the use of informal commun
overcome certain coalition conditions and systems developm
strated the search for solutions to command problems.

Military actors seemingly share a common social and profe
culture. It makes them inclined to use various pragmatic techniq
tiate and participate in a complex flow of social and communica
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at the establishment of new purposeful action patterns and procedures. This phe-
nomenon confirms Carrithers’ (1992) sociality theory describing the role of cul-
tures and social behaviour: “people do things with, to, and in respect of each other,
using means that we can describe, if we wish to, as cultural” (ibid. p. 34). Further-
more, it implies that in a coalition it is possible to establish a common standard or
style for ISs as well. The common socio-professional culture, once its values and
practices have evolved, penetrates also the formalized system. Supposedly this cul-
ture values the achievement of objectives irrespectably of the means as long as
prestige, life or goods are not threatened. Behaviours become opportunistic and

ard process model.
ecisive operational
ission. I illustrated
f a problem consti-

traints is initiated.
es the situation as
anagement of con-
plies that a certain
fined at any time.
roblem, leading to

 
lished
 solved
rarely possible to predefine.

4.4.4 OUTLINING AND VISUALIZING THE THEORY

First, I modelled the theory for command as a very straightforw
This process reduces constraints to the extent that they allow d
activities in order to solve the problem and to accomplish the m
this as a simple process model in Figure 4.5. The perceptions o

tute the input, whereupon a process for the management of cons
Figure 4.6 presents an action-oriented theory graph that fram

related to a problem, the mission, the problem solving and the m
straints. Social actors define problems and frame situations. It im
“situation” which calls for attention can evolve and then be de
Some kind of organized action must be executed to resolve the p

Figure 4.5:  The model of the theory.
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accomplishment of goals. Together with other actors, subordin
with the help of command actions, the situation is assessed, and
eliminated till the problem is solved and the goals are achieved. 
the communicative actions are often mediated via some kind of 
time or as a sequence over time. Obviously these mediating fac
be other kinds of constraints. A tentative definition of “Comm
based upon the qualitative analysis, and relevant also outside co

Command and control is the enduring management of inte
constraints by actors in an organization in order to achieve i
nal goals. Command and control is executed through the bal
of more or less control via agreed and complementary com
communicative activities.

(When I worked ahead, I replaced “Command and Control” wi
and will come back to this.)

4.4.5 CONSEQUENCES

The results indicated that the basic research hypothesis, quest
concerning coalition command could be partly confirmed. Estab
doctrines for command are not insufficient for these new con
dominant “rational” paradigm is less relevant and needs to
Bounded rationality, to work with simplified models of situatio
enough solutions with less than complete knowledge (Schoderb
frequent, but the question was what kind of rationality guided th

Figure 4.6: Core command activities. Actors assess 
initiate actions based upon their perceptions to achiev
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The data indicated that the complex and seemingly irrational interaction of for-
mal and informal actions, communication, and the reliance upon personal and
social relationships differed from the ideal orderly, highly structured and routinized
activities usually associated with military operations. The latter are certainly easier
to define, design and integrate in the command procedures, while the former might
be impossible to specify without far-reaching simplifications and generalizations
which make them irrelevant in the face of a real situation. Furthermore, actions or
rules aiming at machine-like precision (Machiavelli’s ideal) instead might be per-
ceived as constraints. Within logistics, this seemed to be common, because of the

he UN administra-

s to practical con-
t question how we
 upon. The results

r own professional

ould be conducted
nstraints are a con-
andard procedures
perceived as con-
but in reality hide

ious Work in 

at guided the first
 aspirations in my
c knowledge about
ly informed design
ISs. Even if army
 integrated Bosnia
ably is applicable

both the command
espectively tend to
new mission, supply chains and managerial control from within t
tion, and because of the long distance to Swedish authorities.

The (grounded) constraint theory can lead to relevant solution
trol problems. The results of the analysis indicate that we mus
describe our work practices and what kind of rationality to rely
should also affect how the military define themselves and thei
command activities, and how ISs are designed and used. 

A detailed problem analysis during systems development sh
with the insight that informal practices are necessary and that co
sequence of actions and cannot be mapped out in advance. St
may have a very limited value, and may sometimes even be 
straints. Problem solutions and outcomes may seem rational 
other kinds of actions, which should be described and analysed.

4.5 Research Rationales and Direction from Prev
the Next Phase

These circumstances mean that the basic research rationales th
phase of my research (Persson 1997) still exist. The (limited)
work therefore were and still are, first, a higher level of scientifi
and within the domain, and second, the need to find theoretical
principles for control technologies, primarily computer-based 
units and to some extent combined such (some accounts from
headquarters) have been the primary field sites, the result presum
in a wide range of similar command organizations.

To use Salner’s (1989) term again, the understanding of the 
and the research practices by the practitioners and researchers r
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be pretheoretical rather than theoretically founded. Especially when it comes to
applied ISR and the use of control technologies, the evident vagueness become
counterproductive, often contributing to misunderstandings (Davis and Blumen-
thal, 1991). The next phase therefore also includes a close conceptual analysis of
these common concepts, aimed at a theoretical level of this command discourse,
sufficiently underpinned possibly useful for researchers.

This overview presented what inspired the research and what the approach led to.
New knowledge claims must be perceived as relevant in order to be able to influ-
ence practice. Conflict over knowledge claims must be taken seriously, in the same

mmand work may
al knowledge ever

ot being reduced to
e process. The eth-
to describe what is
ales that are availa-

he perspectivalism
ework and to pose
 the challenge for

f the routine world
 effectiveness, and
ficiency, effective-
 (p. 178)
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se of the confused
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way as what is relevant knowledge when it comes to war and co
be very hard to define “scientifically”. However, if pretheoretic
should enter into a new stage of scientific knowledge, thereby n
just low status belief systems but taken serious, this is not a finit
nographic researcher’s tasks therefore is to interpret, not only 
going on (Nyce and Löwgren, 1995), but questioning the ration
ble (Anderson, 1994):

Rather, the point is to place at the center of design an orientation to t
that is explicitly set aside by the adoption of the problem-solution fram
the interweaving of such perspectives (and not their reconciliation) as
design. The artefacts we design should not subvert the practical logic o
in the name of the rational view from above. Rather, if it is efficiency,
productivity (among other things) we want, why can we not have an ef
ness, and productivity that enhances and takes advantage of that logic?

The outcome from the first phase now has guided the next on
and process, in the following way: basically, the (emerging) 
command and control is by no means validated (even if it prom
applicable). More work is necessary in order to make it more so
application of qualitative method is necessary. Further, becau
concepts within the practice—the terms command and control u
as an entity, defined by many but hard to analyse, often intersec
leadership—the theoretical understanding of what command is 
These concepts need to be analysed.
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4.6 Summary

The work demonstrates the value and strength of the qualitative method as a
research methodology. I mapped several problems that occurred in the coalition
and was able to generate a theory for support of command, probably not only in a
coalition. Constraint management was the central phenomenon, the core category,
which integrated all command efforts and conceptualized military command. The
management of constraints evolved from the meeting between a situation and
actors who had to initiate some kind of common actions in order to achieve their

e lack of resources
l factors (and were
s, or demands for

ntent was this:
rarily in a potentially

 down the situation.
me extent, but others
sted, but it was possi-
ation. On the whole,
cedures and other rit-
es actions had to be

 territory, and had few
 trouble and emotion,
 chief was extremely
et resources and sup-
 had some attractive
eir identity was posi-

 a valuable asset even
 the means to achieve

l interaction about
f personal relations
ant that actors did
e rules in order to
ints that could not
 communicated to
aided by external
 used action types
goals. Some constraints were material and physical, for instanc
such as fuel or money. Others emanated from social and politica
present as Rules of Engagement, ROE), formalism and statu
standards and uniformity. 

The last step in the analysis led up to a story line. Its main co
A tribe of warriors had been engaged in efforts to establish itself tempo
hostile territory in a mission where war had broken out, in order to calm
Some of the surrounding tribes in the mission area were civilized to so
seemed almost incommunicable and appeared dangerous. Few could be tru
ble to trade and gain advantages, and even socialize and exchange inform
cooperation was possible, but had to be conducted according to formal pro
uals which belonged to the common ancestors of the tribes. Sometim
imposed with use of force. 

Conflicts lured among the men who came from different parts of the own
chances to relax and find some leisure. In all, these conditions caused much
which constantly had to be monitored and checked. The regional mighty
fond of bureaucratic procedures and much work was required in order to g
plies, to organize transports and achieve freedom of action. ‘Our’ tribe
equipment that facilitated its efforts to settle and became recognized and th
tively reinforced after some successful actions. Such an outcome could be
in their home territory after the mission. As it turned out, the result justified
it. Eventually the tribe returned safely. 

The constraint management practices were basically socia
technical support, development of routines, and establishment o
for easier communication. The “non-rationality” of actions me
not hesitate to oppose certain orders and when suitable violat
overcome constraints and accomplish their mission. The constra
be overcome by the military themselves on location had to be
higher levels and possibly be managed by other means and 
resources. What the interviewees described was how the actors
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they previously had used, relied upon, and could handle over time. Even if break-
downs were frequent, they could regain their functionality. 

Concerning the idea of specific requirements in coalitions, most temporary
organizations, for instance in emergencies, share characteristics with coalitions,
even if they are domestic. They rely upon efficient cooperation, interservice forma-
tions and protocols for unpredicted actions. Keeping in mind that interoperability is
crucial, methodologies and tools for urgent in situ development and redesign of
already implemented support systems are other central issues in command support.

Support of constraint management then becomes the logical concept for a closer
e examples of this

uation, and investi-
er. All this requires
 to reduce the con-
m enduring process
ty for support tech-
namically evolving
e itself, unless it is

 the work. Theoret-
 of command, con-

ope. Also, a more
ait.
study of IS research and design but has to be made concrete. Som
kind of management are the identification of constraints in a sit
gation and analysis of constraints in order to assess their charact
communication with other actors in order to find bypasses, how
straints or to simply accept them. Similarly, support of a long-ter
rather than only few and formal decisions is an important capaci
nologies. The control structure have to support flexible and dy
work and social interaction, also re-arrangement of the structur
considered a constraint to be circumvented.

Some issues could not be treated in depth in the first phase of
ical and conceptual consistency as regards to the central concepts
trol and constraints was desirable but beyond the present sc
careful analysis of logistics was considered fruitful but had to w
132
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Chapter 5
Consolidation and

Bridging to the Next Phase
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ween the grounded
t the first phase of
ds with some con-
 reach a new cate-
ut not obvious in

 concepts of “com-
ocial actions were
igins of these con-
d of principles for

 operation. A short
 limited data about
 led to the concep-

, was by no means
 THE PURPOSE OF  this second retrospective chapter is cons
some of the gaps from the first research phase and to bridge bet
theory to the ethnography. The chapter presents a closer look a
the study and of the command work as visible in the data, and en
clusions concerning ISD. I advance the qualitative analysis and
gory level which covers more of the social actions implied b
“constraint management”.

Forestalling ISD it is desirable to break up the usually linked
mand and control” (C2) in order to better understand what s
undertaken beneath them. My search for the meaning and the or
cepts has turned into a search for the roots of control thinking an
social control, and attempts to refine the constraint theory.

5.1 What was left out?

First, most of the work was based on accounts from the Bosnia
trip to Macedonia early in 1994 only gave a brief impression and
environment and work. Moreover, the qualitative analysis, which
tualization of command and control as constraint management
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exhaustive. The components of the command work could only be assessed, even if
an account like this from an officer who served in Bosnia 1993 tells a lot about the
content of work:

To precisely plot the situation on the map, write out coordinates in the battalion order, to
record personal conversation, to go out and meet people in the field, to have structured
exchanges of duty officers (DO) where you follow a written protocol. Everything like
that…boring routines which we learn, it turned out that they make the crucial difference,
when something broke down in the staff work, it was almost always possible to trace it
back to something we should have done but did not follow…because you become
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lazy…typically those DO exchanges. If you do not bark at them they w
to each other when they change at lunch time and think that it will wor
one calls just during lunch time and there sits a DO who is sitting there
time and does not know anything. So much about the personal comm
times it was discovered: But that was reported over the telephone by so
son. Only that you had forgotten to tell the others and it was not docum

As regards ISs and command work, details behind accounts 
and systems development have to be more closely investigated,

Well, you got to have some kind of guide, a core, functions which y
both from the staff work in field units at home and in the peace time ad
course then there have to possibilities to build, and to store your own st
structure it because you never know in advance….these are the…this 
cannot predict all problems that will appear in such situations. And th
not have systems that are too rigid, tailored for an armoured battalion’s
they must be capable of managing these things too...and I think our sy
(Person J)

One account (Person H) concerned the archiving function, th
for storage of archives, and he definitely rejected this use:

Because such a machine has so many opportunities to break down wh
kind of environment we talk about independently if it is a field HQ or a
initely no office work space. Climatization and such, or…Instead you t
on paper, archive safe paper, and archive it in some way. That you hav
you have something stored here in the memory then you must have th
to be able to search and retrieve and because most systems have limitat
and other systems, you have to be extraordinarily structured if you wa
save information in this. So still you have to have access to the pape
addition the technology is so fast and changing so if you have saved i
then reality has soon disappeared. (Person H)

When talking about the use of computer use, a commanding 
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And there is a tendency, if you do not hunt the staff members that the computer becomes
a goal in itself. That is my experience. That people sit behind the damned computer and
write and write and write. You allocate too much time to formalities and when the com-
puter is very good for large volumes of information within logistics….absolutely, to send
orders rapidly and widely. The paperless office are we, have never been further away
from it than when the computers entered. And this I think, I see as my…an important task
to see that they do not get stuck behind computers. People have to get out from the HQ
too. (Person D)

On the whole, pragmatic and often traditional solutions that worked, guided by
the successively growing experience, dominated over theoretically informed engi-
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g to some kind of
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and missions, and
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e and must not be
. Even if a certain
le, time factors, or
n in military com-
 expressing social
neering efforts. In general, contradictions were numerous (espe
and seldom resolved neither in practice nor elaborated in the a
first stage of the research. In order to perform a complementary
investigation and reconceptualization of the origins of control
sary. An unresolved higher level issue from the first phase of
meaning and the relation between the two usually linked conce
and Control”. 

5.2 Constraints and Control, Theory versus Pract

5.2.1 RATIONALITY, CONSTRAINTS, AND CONSTRAINT MANAG

The dominating command work paradigm favours the rational an
tive on actions. This kind of rationality, for a long time underp
modern societies, implies that the course of action follows what h
a logic process (Goody, 1996). This logic also paves the way f
bureaucracy, and uniformity, hallmarks of the military and parts
egies. Through putting constraints in the foreground instead, 
work becomes interrelated activity and ISs, applied accordin
logic. Another rationality, added onto the first one, seemingly gu
includes improvisation, compromises, negotiations of goals 
occasionally even violations of existing rules and establishment 
tions and conflicts were frequent and crucial parts of practic
neglected because of a “rational” perspective on what work is
rationality and formalization have been necessary because of sca
spatial conditions, the spoken language still has a strong positio
mand, co-existing with formalized modes of symbolizing and
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action and relations. The question is whether there are two kinds of rationality, one
related to oral and the other (dominant) related to written communication, and if
they mutually support or oppose each other. 

Recognition of the role of constraints gives priority to another perspective on
decisions than the “best choice approach”. Miser and Quade (1997) cited Herbert
Simon, who expressed his view on decisions: 

It is doubtful whether decisions are generally directed towards a goal. It is easier and
clearer to view decisions as being concerned with courses of action that satisfy a whole
set of constraints. It is this set, and not any of its members, that is most accurately viewed
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as the goal of the action. (p. 181)

Morgan (1986) held a pragmatic view, and I will conclude w
chapter on organizations seen as political systems, he discusse
and control. Specifically, he mentioned the tendency to break ru
a power play, because they can either block or control activitie
lations are thus often created, invoked, and used in either a pro
tive fashion as part of a power play” (p. 165). He continue
purposeful and rational kind of constraint management related
sion processes: People hungry for power are “wheeling and d
agendas that are often hidden to create the decision outcomes t
166). These kinds of actions are thus purposeful and not rand
taken into account when analysing workplace activities aimed a

5.2.2 CREATING AND ANALYSING CONCEPTS FOR ORGANIZAT

CONTROL

It is not possible to understand, as well as desirable, the social
and the mechanisms the military usually group under “Comm
Consequently ISD, when relying on these concepts, only gets a
tion as the blueprint for systems engineering. During the first ph
I did not clarify the meanings of this combined concept, nor d
two parts of it, investigating whether more clarity was possible. I
to treat them as the military community usually do, together. L
the term “Command” and consequently “command work” I w
Creveld (1985) who recognized the problem with abbreviations 
that concealed people’s actions. He suggested to using only the
mand, as “Management” is used in business. When making thi
tions were hardly to enter into a systems development phase and
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be more detailed. My current use of “command work” highlights both formal and
informal communication and the interaction between people (Figure 3.8 and the
subsequent definition), together called work. Eventually, still more pregnancy is
required within ISD.

The military institution encourages and searches for reliable control mechanisms
because of its very character of an institution with special purposes and capacities.
Principles and mechanisms such as unity of command (each person shall have only
one superior), chain of command, responsibility, discipline, redundancy, traditions,
signs and symbols and various complementary control attributes are applied and
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 talk, point,

regations of
nterpret, cal-

ctions and
inate, win,
represent the core of classical management theory (Morgan, 198
or invented to label evolving practices. I interpret the evolution
concepts as the answer to the social need for words, for commu
achieve the desired organization and thereby control efficiency
(social) control have, over the ages, been the rationales to find 
concepts. Today the word “computer” is only part of the overt so
machine, but the term from the old days survives, born when 
important part of controllers’ work.

5.2.3 THE THREE-LEVEL CONCEPTUAL SYSTEM

The continued work has indicated that concepts both within c
research are used in several levels, from the very substantial ev
higher level abstractions. These levels are the result from his
sional evolution (Figure 5.1). Some are recognized and formali

tute a fluent mass, used in a flexible manner, constantly recreate
understand the actions in the social world and direct the devel

Figure 5.1: Analytic approach for the reconstruction of co

Level 1: Practice. Actions and events in the social world:
scream, count, control, look at.

Level 2: Aggregated level of practice. Abstractions and agg
actions and events in the social world: control, command, i
culate, negotiate, discuss, plan.

Level 3: Theoretical level based on practice. Further abstra
aggregations of actions and events in the social world: dom
conquer, rule, power.
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relations between the different conceptual levels seem worthwhile defining. The
ISs researcher, especially when it comes to systems development, has to discover
what the actual and original practices were, and consequently has to drill through at
least three historical and conceptual levels. 

Many concepts are related and hard to distinguish from each other. Perhaps they
express “rational” perspectives on social action but can hardly be used in research
because they are both vague and part of practice where they belong, carrying
implicit and “given” assumptions about the world of practice. To repeatedly define
them according to the circumstances seems to be part of the necessary evolution of
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command work in order to make them usable in varying situatio
control. If the systems designer stays at the intermediary level h
concepts that are ambiguous, too general, theoretically inconsis
ory. When turning attention to systems engineering, few ope
allowed: clarity and precision are sought after. 

There is probably a strong dependency on artefacts on the low
make these actions robust and efficient in large organizations. A
facts are needed at the second level, for support of complex ope
is here that ISs appear, especially when several persons are invo
be used on a very basic level, for support of individuals’ action, c
memory. Concepts have to be analysed in order to find the action
ever, when few details are known about the micro level operatio
but less precise concept level is applied, the completed “syste
obsolete if the built-in low-level actions, assumed to be suitable
text of implementation.

Researchers’ concepts have a similarly levelled structure, r
within research, which are different from those in the (military) 
and control build-up of knowledge, another control factor. Re
should develop or use another concept system in order to be able
they see and think, but without being dependent upon concep
elastic and constantly renegotiated. Seen from the perspective
probably not a sign of weakness, but rather strength in the con
domain, flexibility is what counts and concepts which are rigid
opposition. Langefors (1993) expressed a kind of concept cre
cussed the growth of ISs theory: “To make a new science one h
pre-theoretical concepts” (p. 57). Like Langefors I start from p
not to being dependent on its concepts.
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5.2.4 THE ROOTS OF CONTROL THINKING: CONCEPTS, VISIBILITY AND 
COMPARISONS

By describing this successive development of concepts and practices, it is possible
to better understand the current, somewhat confused, situation. The most obvious
social control practices are aimed at level 1 and possibly level 2 control (Figure
5.1), and are older than the nation state formations. Once “command” and “control”
both signified everyday visible actions and IT had many simple shapes. 

I have traced a few control-related concepts in order to demonstrate their social
origins and meanings (using the chronology from mainly Merriam-Websters

ork. Their parallel
s and metonyms,

der, command and
es from Old High
ay (especially by

ations, activity, or
rst in or among. A
 military force or

atively, to exercise
rategic position, to
 from the 15 - 16th

ntrerolle (French)
ed from Medieval

nce, to incorporate
called controllers.
er others.
ave similar mean-

. Manage means to
dministrative, and
s or affairs), and to
t of managing : the
 of those who man-
ffice or position of

conomic activities.
cts the need for a
Online Dictionary). Most are common in military command w
development in European languages has made some synonym
effects of the branching and evolution over centuries. Lead, lea
control were first used in the early Medieval Ages. Lead com
German and Old English and means to go, or to guide on a w
going in advance), to direct (on a course or in a direction, oper
performance), to have charge of, to go at the head of, to be fi
leader is a person who leads: as a guide or one who directs a
unit, a person who has commanding authority or influence. 

Command has about the same age, meaning to direct authorit
a dominating influence over, to overlook or dominate from a st
have military command of as senior officer. Control is younger,
centuries, meaning both artefact and activity. It comes from co
meaning a copy of an account, a double register, and is deriv
Latin contrarotulus. It means to check, test, or verify by evide
suitable controls in (something). Persons who controlled were 
They had power, exercising restraining or directing influence ov

Manage (1561) and management (1598) appeared later but h
ings, related to commerce and typical for the Early Middle Ages
handle or direct with a degree of skill; to exercise executive, a
supervisory direction of (a business, to direct or carry on busines
achieve one's purpose. Management consequently is the act or ar
conducting or supervising (of a business), or the collective body
age or direct an enterprise. Leadership dates 1821, meaning the o
a leader; capacity to lead; the act or an instance of leading. 

Management connotes a certain level of organizational and e
The surprising jump to leadership from its forerunners refle
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higher-level concept when business organizations and industry grew into larger
entities, left the family domain, and professions had to follow.

I assume that each concept, being the answer to a need to communicate, to con-
trol, to describing and organizing human activities, giving them a social sense, pre-
supposed a basic social organization and means of communicating intentions. But
we do not know exactly which actions or what work these concepts expressed or
summarized, how power relations were established, or what artefacts they were
related to, except for control. I present the findings here because there are well-
established experience to learn from.
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I traced control practices and artefacts used within accountin
practices seemed to have been remarkably robust and widely u
register (contrerolle) had its predecessors. I reached not only 
also simpler tools that shared its functional properties, for exam
dence, although not exclusively based on writing. One of these w
stick:

The tally was a piece of wood or a twig (tally is derived from a Latin
cutting and twig). Marks could be cut in it, as messages or records of c
data). In Medieval England tallies were used when taxes were delivered
London authorities (Chatfield, 1977). A narrow hazelwood stick, eigh
notched to indicate the amount received. After the amount of the sher
carved, a diagonal cross cut was made an inch or two from the thicke
the whole stick was split down the middle into two identically notc
length. The flat sides of both pieces were inscribed in Latin to show th
same debt, and as additional protection, the cross cuts were made at v
ferent tallies, so that the halves were unique and could not be united 
half. The sheriff departed with the stick as a receipt, and the foil was ke
the archives. At Michaelmas a Receipt Roll was centrally compil
returned. The calculator was positioned by the Exchequer table (anoth
the coins according to the tally stick were positioned. After the tally sto
fitted together in order to make sure the cuttings corresponded a new t
adjusted amount of money received/delivered. In England tallies had
600 years and were not abandoned until the early 19th century (Grande
various types of tallies, both single and double: reckoning tallies, messa
(used much like relay-race baton), and occult tallies (telling the future

Artefacts are, almost without exceptions, an expression of 
rationality resting upon the belief that control can be separated
vention, it is a basic idea and explains their strength. They sym
tion and rationalization of social control by other means, distinct
intervention. The whole artefact is a symbol (of authority, rat
(cut, written) representing additional meaning. Payrolls (the m
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written law, the ten commandments, spreadsheets, computer programs, are all
designed to be or can function as instrumentalized means for social control in its
abstract meaning. Each presupposed specific, often combined actions for social
control, including coding and decoding of meanings.

Turning to command and lead, humans were involved but text and signs were not
prerequisites (Chatfield, 1977; Massie, 1987; Antvik, 1999). Instead the human
was the symbol or even artefact, marked by uniform and insignia. 

5.2.5 CONTROL, FROM VISIBLE PRACTICE TO ABSTRACTION

easure against and
modern concept of
bstractions) origi-

vented and formal-
ho is in command,
es a certain visibil-
tractions or indica-
trol: commanders,
pts at making eve-
n various manage-
trol” is valid. The
or purpose is first
cation. In manage-
t performance and
5). Humans try to
 predictability and
edieval commerce,
d Zan, 1997), dou-
4 in his accounting
 not explicit in this
ions, hardly scien-
 control. Presuma-
ent correction, the
t even the simplest

t of systems theory
y loaded meaning
Control presupposes a goal, plans, intentions, something to m
compare, in order to guide and direct actions and decisions. The 
“control” (signifying both concrete actions and artefacts, and a
nates from the variety of social control methods humans have in
ized in order to achieve controllability external to the human w
the manager. Two aspects are crucial. One is that control connot
ity of the social control, overview, possibly with the help of abs
tors, involving various mechanisms in order to achieve social con
law, procedure. Engeström’s statement (1999, p. 63) that “Attem
ryday practices of work visible are driven by different motives. I
ment techniques, the overriding motive of visibilization is con
other is that what occurs is a comparison from which a goal 
derived, and then used as one part of the double register for verifi
ment theory, controlling is the “process that measures curren
guides it toward some predetermined goal” (Massie, 1987, p. 
implement technologies, foremost IT, to get the desired result:
controllability. Technologies became important in early and m
and allowed calculation of costs, profits and losses (Hoskin an
ble-entry bookkeeping described by Luca Pacioli already in 149
manual (Pacioli, 1494 (1994 ed.); Massie, 1987). Assumed but
definition are means and tools for comparing and correcting act
tific solutions but rather simple and pragmatic means for social
bly, the faster and more accurate the comparison and subsequ
better and more efficient the control. History demonstrates tha
artefact can promote stability and precision. 

Control has, more than command, along with the developmen
and cybernetics quite recently got a more abstract theoreticall
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(Persson et al., 1999). It has become more “scientific” while “command” has been
seen as art (TRADOC Battle Command Concept 1993) and is weak in theory. By
continued use but without trying to reveal the presupposed but subtle, often invisi-
ble acts, assumptions and work behind them, more confusion threatens, especially
when trying to design supporting technologies. 

From F.W. Taylor’s work and onwards we talk about scientific management
(Morgan, 1986). My review shows that Taylor hardly invented control methods and
artefacts, but instead conducted systematic studies of work and made work stand-
ards and repetitive tasks the norms. When studying command work similar

gmented complex-
odern IT, compli-

nce knowledge and
 new artefacts and
d as given.

ynthesis

tary, some remarks
 to relate the whole
have seen, a certain
ods, long distances
to be reliable. Just
ls, people invented

ons (constraints) of

 complex chains of
ld be tracked and
ions order has been
eld, 1985; Filiberti,
it is produced and
etween command-
tt, 1925). The first
, in a headquarters,
 Another order cat-
d in text format.
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approaches are necessary in order to get data for ISD, but the au
ity and its non-repetitive actions, and those actions implicit in m
cate scientific efforts. Both researchers and practitioners experie
control requirements that push for the pragmatic invention of
techniques, guided by theory but not controlled by norms treate

5.3 Military Control, Conceptual Analysis and S

5.3.1 MODERN “CONTROL”, THEORY AND TECHNOLOGY

Concerning the concept of control and how it is used in the mili
and an overview are necessary before the renewed analysis, just
work to ISR and Computer Science. Control exemplifies, as we 
kind of rationality. When activities evolved over long time peri
and with many people participating, the control practices had 
because of the need to make processes independent of individua
and applied methods and technologies to overcome the limitati
having individuals responsible. 

Control methods based upon writing led to the fact that more
reasoning (formal logic, mathematics) and transactions cou
recorded (Goody, 1996). The development of the written operat
systemized mainly during the last two hundred years (van Crev
1987). Its evolution reflects the organizational context where 
used. Earlier, written texts occurred, but were rather messages b
ers and subordinates, for instance letters of instruction (Corle
modern operations orders were written before the actual battle
intended to be received and processed by another headquarters.
egory is when successively given orders (orally) are summarize
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When a social organization can rationalize its control methods, there is less risk
that they become corrupt: the ideal bureaucracy exemplifies this kind of thinking.
Thus the tools involved in and designed for control show a remarkable continuity.
To apply a rationalistic perspective, we say that they aimed at neutralizing the
‘unreliable human factor’, the tendency for behaviour so often demonstrated by
humans and seen as erratic. Unfortunately, the imposing of logic and categories in
bureaucratic ordering and record keeping may determine what is discovered,
labelled and retained, and what is thrown away when change is initiated.

When in the mid-nineteenth century technological evolution seemed to threaten
lectrification were
he stratified pyra-

he general staff in
gement scientific,
in the field in war
 from Bosnia said,

oters on pages but
 do, damn it, oral
ld be a very inter-
on Moltke’s time,
 I wonder whether

can be automated?
g et al., 1989) and

owing the logic of
suggested another

 work. They stated
because computers

ore important and
ntive to the role of
o stress, as instru-
arlier work within

tainly can be auto-
 “something” first
an support action.
hierarchical authority, changes related to mechanization and e
harnessed to enhance the centralization of command authority. T
mid remained the basic model of authority in armed forces. T
Prussia was an attempt to make command and control/mana
maintaining the myth that the king still commanded the army 
(Beaumont, 1994). The tradition lives on. One of the informants
when commenting upon the modern basic work routines:

Of course there is a difference concerning the design of headers and fo
oral briefings for instance, all officers in every country in the world
briefings in exactly the same way. Yes, sometimes I wondered, it wou
esting study if all this originates in the German General Staff during v
when they started to construct everything about staff work. Sometimes
it would not be possible to trace all this back…(Person J)

Looking at modern control technology, for a long time what 
was the fundamental question underlying all computing (Dennin
humans being regarded mainly as operators of computers foll
calculation. More recently, Dahlbom and Mathiassen (1997) 
approach to the computing discipline, one that is closer to my
that the study of computers in use must be given higher priority 
now penetrate all aspects of organizational life, having become m
pervasive. For them, a computing professional needs to be atte
computer applications as instruments of control (I would like t
ments for social control, because this is what matters in work). E
computing disguised this. Comparisons, central in control, cer
mated, given that there is something to compare between. This
has to be defined by humans and once this is done, modern IT c
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Recalling the notions of constraints and constraint management, it is perhaps
more relevant to talk about how to achieve a goal by not following a certain (auto-
mated) procedure within social systems. Instead, to vary the procedures yet reach
the intended goal from time to another is what counts, equifinality, and construct
arguments and concepts that support such behaviour. A modification of the previ-
ous automation tendency when studying social systems is that the control certainly
must be a continuous process, but its methods must vary considerably between
implicit and very detailed explicit control actions.

nd Control” (often
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5.3.2 CURRENT CONCEPTUALIZING OF CONTROL 

When I consciously used the combined term of “Command a
abbreviated C2) as an entity, although it could be defined in a m
was influenced by the international command discourse and l
Sammes (1989) stated that Command and Control at the same
obvious of the terms available for command, but that all comm
unfortunately, have their own interpretation of its meaning. Ho
probable explanation to the appearance of this double concept:

When technical intermediaries had to be substituted for the eye and the
mander, it gradually became evident that two rather distinct functions w
mand….involves perceiving and deciding…Control, on the other h
communication of the commander’s decision to his subordinate eche
continuous monitoring, not only to ensure compliance and to coordin
diverse elements, but to sense the changes in the situation that may re
of the initial decision. (p. 268)

Holley’s metaphor is that command is the pilot while control i
ing within the settings defined by command. While he has made
he still has not reached anything usable for the ISR: the concept
constructs (Figure 5.1), being both intransparent and presuppos
(Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Their concepts’ multiple meanings have b
cated by the tendency to add more “C’s” (Computers, Communi
the combined term “Command and Control” is used, control ha
ical and old practical meanings. The theoretical ‘control’ now i
ways in social life. To command is itself an act of control, to “dir
by a socially and legally recognized person in an appropriate m

Behind the everyday level 1 and 2 concepts (Figure 5.1) are
Because some concepts are used by both researchers and practit
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than one level, confusion threatens. Even the subtlest term can lead to revolutionary
changes if only it is interpreted and accepted as a signal (to follow or to oppose).
Just as with many words, they are useful in everyday life but do not yield analytical
precision or support the development of a scientific foundation for one of the most
dynamic social institutions, namely war. Theoretical and rational control seldom
touches upon the human and social aspects of practice, which remain unobserved
and unnoticed. 

5.3.3 SEPARATING COMMAND AND CONTROL

theoretical relation
ts and tools, tend to
quently, it is diffi-
d of actions in the
ommon term. This
pplied in the social
unctions according
nd work. Systems

he development of
 is not “rational”.
ts. They saw that

ised and underre-
wept away by the
 obscured in con-
ting definitions of
tary or to industry

will for the attain-
rocess for the pur-
re than a simple
nd and with Con-
n of its own.

  Proceedings of the 
 June 1998. Proceed-
ilitary Experience”, 
If the concepts Command and Control are separated and their 
clarified, some will be gained. Command, diverse practical effor
be subsumed under control (McCann and Pigeau, 1999). Conse
cult for IS developers and users to get a clear idea of what kin
social world the concepts presuppose, when ‘control’ is the c
problem has contributed to the difficulties when modern IT is a
practice of command, but designed mainly for abstract control f
to what is perceived as the common rational practice in comma
science is closely linked with assumptions that have guided t
information (control) technology and easily leaves out what
Pigeau and McCann (1998)1 tried to redefine the control concep

…the human component of C2 has been chronically underemphas
searched (Pigeau & McCann 1995). It has been all too easy to get s
allure of technology (e.g. battlefield digitalisation) with C2 becoming
ceptualisation of structure and process. We have also argued that exis
Command and Control have provided little guidance either to the mili
for allocating scarce resources for supporting Command. (ibid., p. 2)

...Command is the authoritative and responsible expression of human 
ment of a mission, whereas Control is the application of structure and p
pose of bounding the mission’s problem space. C2 should be mo
restatement of these two concepts. It should be consistent with Comma
trol (as separate concepts) but it should also make a unique contributio

1. Pigeau, R, and McCann, C (1998). Re-defining Command and Control.
Human in Command Workshop (unpublished), Kingston, Canada, 8–12
ings later edited to “The Human in Command: Exploring the Modern M
Plenum Press 1999; Pigeau and McCann pp 135-160.
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Command and Control: The establishment of common intent and the transformation
common intent into co-ordinated action...(ibid., p. 3)

From their point of view, only humans command. In my terms, in the practice
humans “command”, but in theory (concept levels 2–3, Figure 5.1) humans control.
They do it, for instance, through commanding and through multiple other actions in
the world, some of which are mediated through abstract systems, while others are
physical and visible artefacts.

I assume that the vernacular “Command and Control” is the answer to a need
within the military practice for an all encompassing concept, satisfying practition-

t includes both the
mmand more relia-
 a strong position.
tly within research.

 that control as part
dialectic of control
ern uses of control-
nderstanding what
ct the debate over
discourse excludes
quisites for any IS
 can argue without
n of these concepts
 gets bogged down

ysis for a 

y (Persson, 1997),
nt were directed at
 constraints which
ion (Holley, 1988)

nd autonomy. Their
anization. When an
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ers and sufficiently scientific to be credible. This twin concep
actions by commanders and the work by staff, either making co
ble, or preserving traditions where the human factor has had
However, its meaning is seldom stable enough to be used direc
The concept is often used in doctrines and regulations. 

Lastly, the concepts only express half the practice, leaving out
of command work is a two-way process, a recognition of the 
(Nandan, 1997). By applying a one-way perspective, even mod
related concepts contribute to a lack of clarity when it comes to u
happens in command work. This debate over meanings refle
power in an organization without making this explicit. The 
many actions which constitute command work and are prere
development, and mainly stays at an abstract level where most
risking to touch on sensitive issues. I conclude that the separatio
of practice from research is a simple way to avoid that research
in the swamp of continued definition problems.

5.4 Autonomy - Continuing the Qualitative Anal
Grounded Theory 

What happened in Bosnia, according to the first part of the stud
was that the strategies and techniques for constraint manageme
the achievement of sufficient freedom of action, to relax the
evolved over time. The common military term freedom of act
describes the desired end state. 

Huguet et al. (1996) have led me to the notion of constraints a
discussion is based upon the notion of decision centres in an org
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analysis shows that constraints are threatening operational ability, that there is an
autonomy defect, and decisions on the constraints are necessary. But when the
autonomy defect is not obvious, decisions under constraints are what is operation-
alized. Thus the presence or absence of autonomy defects — either too much or too
little autonomy — determines the mode of operation (Figure 5.2). 

 choice of action.
e (no goal or mis-

 action, hence the
onstraint manage-

and Corbin, 1990),
sed core category,
y is well known
ithin management

 five important job
ortant to satisfy in
cause, evidently, it
 concern. The idea
y to obtain certain

s are prerequisites
onomy or the one
igatory for control
and competence in
ows. Earlier, when
r could easily be
umvent them, for

y defects.

Constraint Constraining Sufficient
omy

on
The operations at these centres constitute the organization’s
There can be a defect either the autonomy is objectively too wid
sion) or there are severe limitations in the available space of
search for autonomy, which I realized, was the idea driving the c
ment.

Recalling the Grounded Theory and selective coding (Strauss 
Autonomy Achievement thus might well be the new superimpo
superseding constraint management. The concept of autonom
within systems science, organization and management theory. W
theory, Davis and Olson (1984) mentioned autonomy as one of
dimensions which affect the motivation of workers, which imp
job design. Autonomy is worth close attention in my study be
opposes constraints. Perhaps autonomy even is a superimposed
of control (and command) is the achievement of enough autonom
goals. 

In organizations, nowadays more than previously, technologie
for obtaining autonomy, whether we look at operational aut
related to control of actions. When control technologies are obl
and their complexity presupposes a high level of specialization 
these technologies, the dependence upon competent experts gr
one control technology failed or became insufficient, anothe
applied. Now it has become difficult and hazardous to circ

Figure 5.2: The striving for autonomy in case of autonom

Management AutonAutonomy Defect?

under
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instance when neglecting security matters. In peacetime, viola
not cause fatal consequences, but may in case of war lead to risk
able. Figure 5.3 illustrates, following the grounded theory meth
position of this category and its role as regards to power, togeth
to unite a wider span of social actions. When Morgan (198
power, autonomy issues are close, in the military even instituti
heading of decentralization or directive command (Samuels, 19

In summary, I claim that behind many (most?) efforts to ov
there is a constant search for autonomy, supposedly a centra
interaction. We have begun to discover that the traditional strong
anisms in the military (rules, artefacts) are accompanied by r
efforts to preserve autonomy. Constraint management is a bala
Gus Pagonis (later in his career chief logistician during the G
described how in battle, during the Vietnam War, radio equipme
being broken to avoid interference from higher echelons (Pagon
1992). The conclusion is that if we look at the roles of autonom
constraints, we could get a better understanding of command an
taught and practised. Seen from this perspective, “leadership”
play, maybe even an autonomy game which (ideally) should en
come without losers.

Categories and their application

Figure 5.3: Stepwise generation of theory, the levels of ca
erated from “constraint management.”
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5.5 Reflections over the Previous Work 

5.5.1 QUALITATIVE METHOD

The modern international Command (and Control) research community has
attempted to establish a scientific foundation for military command. The concept of
a “Science of Command and Control” has been outlined as a framework in the U.S.
(Levis and Levis, 1994) since the late 1970s. So far, there has been a gap between
theory and social practices (Foster, 1988). My study supports the recommendation

h which

ce and social sci-
is will require the

n be derived only

my which reflects
an offering reliable
 use of qualitative
 the purpose of the
ive method, I suc-
d have been able to
ect fieldwork. The
irst attempt and the

nd turning to ISR,
ceptions for what
ualitative analysis
 of rationality that
actitioners of com-
 work. Kaplan and
omplements to the
numbers”, p. 259).
usiness and practi-
 both domains the

a primary concern.
munications. Both
ommitted to use it
 domains, qualita-
by Foster that it is necessary to find a multidisciplinary approac

must effectively integrate basic and applied research, as well as scien
ence, if it is to converge on the true essence of command and control. Th
rigor that attends quantification yet the human understanding that ca
from qualitative methods. (ibid., p. 224)

Likewise, it is time to reconcile the old art-–science dichoto
the social efforts to control practice and achieve power rather th
scientific explanations and tools for researchers. I consider the
method and qualitative analysis an efficient approach because of
study and the nature of the empirical field. By using a qualitat
ceeded in formulating a grounded theory for command work, an
say something about the IS design and development and to dir
theory presented after the first stage was sufficient as an initial f
whole study gave access for the continued work. 

Leaving the lack of scientific progress in military command a
Hirschheim (1985) stated a similar lack depending on the con
“science” is. These deficiencies might have similar causes. My q
(Chapter 3) indicates that it is necessary to question what kind
governs the practice and what kind of studies, either from the pr
mand work or researchers, which intend to illuminate command
Norton (1996) described how qualitative data were valuable c
quantitative reports in business (“telling the stories behind the 
The military command units share some characteristics with b
tioners have tried to apply the same management techniques. In
ability to strategic learning all over a networked organization is 
Both have to react with short delay and require outstanding com
consist of (linked) experts who have competence and must be c
for the best of the organization in cross-functional teams. In both
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tive method can provide valuable complementary insights about what work is and
about the world behind the numbers.

5.5.2 AUTONOMY AND POWER, CENTRAL IN A THEORY FOR COMMAND

The idea of a uniting command theory is fed by the belief that it is possible to dis-
cover such regularities that theories are possible to formulate, a seed for much
debate between supporters of a positivistic view on science (and such theories) and
those opposing it (advocating other theories). Very clearly, Foster (1988) argued for
such an enterprise. The move from the concept of constraints, via autonomy defects
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and then to the issue of autonomy (achievement) as being a 
(Strauss and Corbin, 1990) in command work, promises to be
and power being key issues. The historical experiences and attem
nineteenth century (Chapter 2) carry such evidence. Holley’s (1
freedom of action, specifically how to exploit the relations betw
command, is another part of this discourse. One of the Bosnia c
about the basic requirements to define the capacity for action:

I think it is seldom you need a briefing about the situation in the forc
tanks and this or that much fuel and other things. This will be inherent i
I experienced it that way in Bosnia too. I knew very well, I had fuel for
ammunition, we had so many APCs on tracks…(Person D)

The stronger the constraints, the more powerful the efforts an
come them. When the external conditions were unpredictable,
social action aimed at autonomy. Not all such kinds of interac
tionalized. The relations toward alcohol in military units, often g
analyses of command work. As reported from Macedonia2, alco
most disciplinary actions:

A majority of the disciplinary offences have been committed under in
Despite detailed regulations concerning purchase and consumption of
needs constant attention from officers on different levels. (Section 4.7.

When a phenomenon catches attention and requires efforts, i
it should be brought to the surface in order to be true to th

2. Welff, M (1994). Nordbat 1–Evaluation Report. UN Mission report Sep
ary 1994, 18 February. Col. Welff commanded the second Nordbat 1. T
me by his successor, Col. Kallio, in March 1994.
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approach, and made explicable within the theory even if it perhaps is less relevant
for ISD. Tentatively, I interpret this issue as a matter of autonomy. People some-
times use alcohol in order to feel autonomy, that is, be free of responsibilities, or
they have autonomy and use alcohol as a means or a symbol to this state. Acquisi-
tion of alcohol is the symbol of autonomy because rules usually restrict it. To be
allowed to use it and to drink, signifies a certain degree of autonomy. 

When it comes to ISs, basic design ideas should be opened for investigation, for
instance to what extent systems de facto control or what kind of transformations of
practice they imply or inflict. It seems as if the military command organization on

ontrol system, but
unt. The ways to

ns appeared in the
adictions between
 in certain matters,
alary, judicial sys-
anaged continued

opics such as eco-
 of resources were

my, they were fired
pport from the air,
lays usually meant
ic command levels
) talked about the

re formalized and
ontent and how he
en finding himself
nt to phenomenon
em from emotional

ubts about the mil-
d a large heteroge-
erations in Bosnia
the surface and publicly still apply the hierarchical top-down c
that in practice freedom of action and autonomy are what co
achieve these qualities resist many studies.

5.5.3 CONTRADICTIONS

Focusing on the ISs and the control issues, several contradictio
Bosnia operation. Within the UN contingent there were contr
national forces. National contingents obeyed national authorities
and interpreted mission and mandate differently. Issues such as s
tem and rotation periods, and also how the daily routines were m
to be hotspots. Between the forces and the UN bureaucracy t
nomic control, budgeting, the rules for purchase and acquisition
long-term problems. 

Furthermore, at the same time as the forces had no formal ene
at, but could not or were not allowed respond. If they wanted su
they had to be very certain about the target, while even short de
that hostile forces moved. To work through various bureaucrat
was tedious work. One Swedish commanding officer (interview
contradictions within the command system when events we
described in reports. He complained over the loss of emotional c
had problems in really describing what he had experienced wh
faced by the effects of atrocities. The transformation from eve
gave massacres a formal, instrumental character that emptied th
content but made them suitable for organized action.

My data tell also about suspicion towards the military and do
itary identity in an environment where NGOs and PVOs forme
neous organization. Other researchers who have studied the op
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have described similar contradictions. Some examples are that primary group
bonding which usually is considered beneficial proved to be counterproductive and
impeded actions according to superior level’s intention. Units became closed
enclaves where subcultures flourished (Winslow, 1999). Within command work
there is a need for trust, someone to talk with, not more of the rational formal struc-
tures. Vogelaar and Kramer (1999) articulated the need for trust, created through
training. They stated that unless superiors’ ideas were known in a unit, sufficient
autonomy could not be provided and exploited in the dynamic environment where
rapid action was necessary. The lack of mutual trust in Bosnia led to precise orders,
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ll, 1999).
pectations because
al than possible, as

ent focus on what
 rationalized repre-
he world), require-
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TIC 
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and failures. Several factors thus made the conditions in Bosnia
compared to Northern Ireland and even the Gulf War (Breakwe

Design of control systems tend to be based upon unrealistic ex
of reconstruction of historical experiences as being more ration
if complexity and chaos were obscured. When systems developm
is rational and its means for description (methods) only allow a
sentation of what goes on or is necessary (social actions in t
ments’ specifications may be insufficient and cover less relevant
to conclusions concerning ISD (final chapters).

5.5.4 RETHINKING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND PRAGMA

SYSTEMS DESIGN

Let us turn our attention to IT and the issue of pragmatic desig
was a need to rapidly define pragmatic command work solutio
cessively expand their use during a multi-year operation. The 
that the basic traditional work principles learnt in Sweden were 
solutions based upon available standard PC technology could be
ment was far from being an office environment. The forces risk
the war and the weather conditions. The narrow supply sector w
was occasionally threatened because of both fuel shortage and
printing out documents (Person H). In the staff work, only inter
be relied upon, when at the same time solutions had to be tran
battalion. As a means to solve urgent control requirements, spre
used for a simple application to provide an overview of the locat
containers in the distant harbour where supplies arrived (Person

The accounts from Bosnia consequently report about the ne
be able to build on location or adapt existing applications to the
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agerial constraints were the overwhelming paper work, and requests for reports to
superior command levels, which did not serve any immediate local needs, each bat-
talion being there for six months. There was a need for superior communication
resources but command work should be possible with very meagre resources.

A good understanding of work and control mechanisms and the mutual influ-
ences between them is a prerequisite of relevant design of the modern control tools.
Sage (1987), who studied distributed decisionmaking, complained that IT could
contribute to complexity and that decisionmaking often was impossible because of
lack of information and had to be substituted by problem-solving. Nardi and

 not erase invisible

 systems develop-
er, the abstract and
ne which includes

tter concept. What
ong artefacts and
lated rules accord-
bolize or portray

of doing business,
s: they are used for
s for autonomy or
 control initiatives.
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mulation of reality
vely observing the
t and talk about an
social world. 
Engeström (1999) underlined the importance to understand and
work for ignorance.

There are problems to find a theory suitable for ISR, ISD and
ment that includes leadership (personal relations, matters of pow
the concrete acts of control implied in leaders’ behaviour) and o
autonomy. One theoretical step of progress is related to the la
does the theoretical concept constraint management mean am
actions in the social “real world”? Obviously people used or vio
ing to their goals, possibly remembering that they “only” sym
social relations. Rules are not definite “scientific” principles 
thereby being above questioning. The same can be said about IS
social purposes and fall under the influence of humans, as mean
defence against autonomy demands originating in other persons’

Ågerfalk (1999) presented a new way of perceiving ISs that 
spond with the grounded theory (Chapter 4). He used the 
because the most important quality of an IS is to “perform acti
promote and facilitate users to perform their actions both throug
based on messages from the system, in some business context (p
enhancement is called pragmatization of information systems. R
I presented (Chapter 3), the informating, informing, and med
together will support actability. Ågerfalk’s view on ISs as vehicl
tion implies a combination of an action potential (a repertoir
vocabulary), a memory of earlier actions and prerequisites, a
formed interactively by the user and the system and/or automatic
This view is different from looking at systems as an image or si
(ibid., p. 146) which people look at instead of directly and acti
world, represented via a variety of data. People do not just look a
image of the world, they do things, act and communicate in the 
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5.6 Summary

The result from the first phase of the research opened a complementary way of
investigating management problems, not only military ones. It provided a new way
to conceptualize “Command and Control” (C2) which promises to stimulate devel-
opment of relevant and working solutions to command and control problems in the
work. In all, the actions by the NORDBAT battalions demonstrate how they tried to
get control over their environment and to achieve sufficient autonomy, as regards to
supply as well as in operational issues. They acted in their boundary zones, with all

epresentatives for
7) how they devel-
ods and techniques
ld of supplies: oral
 time, the accounts
e social world. Had
l, not much would
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their resources, and demonstrated a variety that helped them. R
the battalions testified (final reports, interviews; Persson, 199
oped and had to enforce people to use robust and rational meth
for reporting, staying in contact with authorities, and getting ho
communication does not promote robust methods. At the same
show how crucial personal relations and social actions are in th
not initiative spread downward or upward from key personne
have been achieved. Commanders achieved autonomy, and most
act within the mission-specific constraints; however, personal c
dictions also belonged to the command work.

Basics, and a context, the role of which cannot be neglected w
administrative routines and mechanisms for social reproductio
tribute formal authority. Social practices and technologies grew
communicate in spite of wide areas, long lines of communicatio
ent time zones. There are two aspects of the pragmatism: the 
very powerful techniques were applied, most of them based upo
tion, writing and calculation like in office work. These techn
value. The second is that when inadequate, technologies have be
social actors have redefined what is “best practice”, possibly fo
alization, or “scientification”. 

I have chosen to make a distinction between the theoretical
and its instantiation in the social world. This is only the beginnin
valid start of a complex project. Most importantly, perhaps, is t
ory may be within reach. The continued conceptual and historic
the relations between control actions in the world, artefacts, an
the everyday concepts (and what they connote). They are not
“scientific” rigour, but instead social relevance and efficien
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extremely elastic and flexible, reflecting the situated needs in an uncertain world
where humans contribute to its unpredictability. 

Research approaches such as the qualitative method are likely to produce results
that will better illuminate practice, produce new kinds of data and guide the design
of change, technologies and the actual practice. My contribution may be the bridge
between what is taken for granted in management theory and other kinds of social
control theory. Rationalization is a powerful technique, but it is necessary to realize
that behind what have become modern instruments for rational control, there are
social needs in the world. Social relations are important, even if rationalized and

ractices have been
ans to satisfy basic
ication.
jected. Acceptance
be clarified during
 countermeasures.
downs. Still, mod-
ts on are very old,
ost demonstrating
3; Norman, 1988;
hese qualities and
mmand work. Per-
er diversity in the
at rational control
inking ISD. Ralph
at is at stake in the

narrow and inade-
itary is merely the
. 167)
symbolized by concepts and artefacts. Tallies and accounting p
used much longer than management has been science, being me
social needs, allowing reliable control, and supporting commun

When modern IT leads to autonomy defects, it risks to be re
of ISs and transparency concerning functions and effects must 
acquisition processes. Hidden agendas may lead to conflicts and
Social needs, not satisfied, may later lead to disruption and break
ern IT promises to help people in their work. The models it res
some forerunners to the calculation systems (Avdic, 1999), m
means to achieve social value, and affordance (see Chapter 
Anderson and Sharrock, 1993). The challenge is to transfer t
design IT for both the structured and other control actions in co
haps what matters is to realize that control actions have a larg
world than the common control technology can handle and th
only is a minor part, and face the consequences of this when reth
Peters (1999a) captured much of what goes on and indicated wh
military in the late twentieth or early twentyfirst century:

We are about to enter a new century constrained by the last century’s 
quate definitions of warfare. Countries and cultures make war; the mil
bluntest of humanity’s broadening range of warmaking instruments. (p





PART  III
Method and Fieldwork

research methods.
 relations between

on what command
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ualitative research
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udies for design of
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rtheless important
ata. 

rch process during
to the final writing
ich have been pro-
THIS PART FIRST PRESENTS the high-level and concrete 
Methods are related to issues of ISD and command work and the
these activities. Theoretically and methodically, a perspective 
work is about and what design for command work might be guid
order to produce relevant data. The ethnography is one of the q
traditions, and I outline its possible contributions to the practica
to previous ethnographic research and the role of workplace st
ISs. 

I present a few fieldwork guidelines, born from the interplay 
opportunities and methods, and ISD. Briefly discussed but neve
are issues of validity concerning the research approach and the d

In the fieldwork chapter, I describe the context for the resea
1997 and 1998, and what data production techniques I used up 
process. I describe the military workplace, the kinds of data wh
duced and the main phases in the data analysis process. 
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Chapter 6
Method

ded a suitable per-
 and describe the
f ISs, ethnography
 Chapter 7). I pre-
in Chapter 1. Now

 made, and to per-
methods and tech-
 first” requirement
ered the fieldwork
, and the notion of
nization (the VSM
 theory, the condi-
nformed ISD, con-
AFTER HAVING PRESENTED  what design is about and provi
spective on ISs and command work (Chapter 3), I continue
method. This chapter brings together command work, design o
as a method, and the techniques to apply in the field (see also
sented some guidelines from the Human and Social Sciences 
they will be operationalized.

Once the choice to continue along the qualitative method was
form it as an ethnography, what mattered was to find suitable 
niques for the field work and the analysis. There is a “theory
(Creswell, 1998) linked to an ethnography. Consequently, I ent
guided by the grounded theory from the first phase of the study
command work as boundary management within a viable orga
model, Chapter 1) and I will comment upon that. Specifically,
tions for the fieldwork and the ambition to reach principles for i
stitute three lighthouses for navigation in the field. 
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6.1 Ethnography and Workplace Studies – Implications for 
Fieldwork 

6.1.1 OVERVIEW OF QUALITATIVE TRADITIONS

The reasons for entering into a qualitative study are to understand how work is per-
formed, to explore a certain activity in its natural setting and to get a detailed view
of what happens. My background as an officer has guided the strategy because of
my pre-understanding (which is a trap for bias as well and can lead to validity prob-

n the interpretation
ate these traditions
 traditions: biogra-
udy:

e needs for the sec-
elopment of which
omenon of integra-
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lems), first facilitating communication with people and later o
and data analysis. I present Creswell’s simple diagram to separ
in Figure 6.1. This diagram guided the choice between his five
phy, phenomenology, grounded theory, ethnography and case st

My intention to continue to work qualitatively sprung from th
ond part of the study. I already had a grounded theory, the dev
had led me to an interest in a closer look at for instance the phen
tion between logistics and operations but eventually designed t
nography. Miles and Huberman (1994) claimed that within
conclusion drawing and verification are concurrent activities (t
data reduction and data display), ongoing during the data collec

In this view, qualitative data analysis is a continuous, iterative enterpr
reduction, of display, and conclusion drawing/verification come into f
as analysis episodes follow each other. But the other two issues are 
ground. (ibid., p. 12)

A Theory
A Biography An Ethnography

A Concept or 

A Portrait

A Case

A Phenomenology
A Grounded Theory

Phenomenon

A CulturalIndividual
Group

A Ca

Figure 6.1: Differentiating Qualitative Traditions 
(After Creswell: Figure  3.1, p. 37).
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ure 6.2 illustrates.
the term “data pro-
ntionally produces
“out there” just by
f the activities that
onment in order to
e to be produced,
ings evolving from
rdiness, and “con-
ecking within data,
re observed or pro-
 a similar view on
shing higher-order
tween various ana-
ions till a sufficient

N WORKPLACE 

owledge about the
ric, design knowl-
ind generic objects
n command work,

s: (1) concurrently
ecifications, (3) as

Data display

Data reduction

Data collection

Conclusions: 
drawing/verifying

ive Model 
Conclusions are verified as the analysis goes on, which Fig
This approach is an interactive cyclical process, where I prefer 
duction” instead of “collection”: the researcher actually inte
data, even if the opportunities evolve over time. Data are not 
themselves. Like in any empirical research, it is the visible part o
can be recorded. The researcher too needs to informate his envir
learn about what is going on through interpretation. Data hav
which implies a basic terminology and categorization. The mean
the analysis successively are tested, validated: plausibility, stu
firmability” (ibid.). This validation is achieved through cross-ch
discussions with other researchers or perhaps with those who we
vided data in one way or another. Strauss and Corbin (1990) had
validation. They stated that during the coding intended at establi
categories (Chapters 4, 5), the analyst moves back and forth be
lytical and categorizing steps, modifying categories and conclus
match appear between data and conclusions.

6.1.2 RELATING RESEARCH PURPOSE, METHOD, AND OBJECT I
STUDIES

Fieldwork is the method (involving several techniques) to get kn
work, transformable into design input. Rather than being gene
edge has to be substantial and practical. It might be possible to f
or phenomena that are both common, concrete and important i
perhaps in any work. 

Bardram (1997) defined four ways of using workplace studie
in the design process, (2) as an evaluation or review of design sp

Figure 6.2: Components of Data Analysis: Interact
(after Miles and Huberman, p. 12).
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“quick and dirty” studies in order to solve specific design questions, (4) re-exami-
nations of earlier studies. Because my study is about principles for design, not
aimed at any specific design project, it spans (2) and (4) and only to some extent
(1). 

I will briefly discuss the relations between method, purpose and research object
with the help of Sayer’s (1993) method triangle (Figure 6.3). Each factor must be

s a framework, the
ecause of the need

r qualitative studies
d are interpretative.
riables.
ing short exercises
. In any workplace,
ence them through
ry and natural sci-

ecause many things
tinuously unwraps
s to get data when
 researchers aimed
rder to make them
 may be spoiled.
tic actions, rapidly
 go wrong, but can

al workplace, how-
ay be impossible to
management when
me outdated by the

Method

 p. 4).
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considered in relation to the other two. The high-level method a
qualitative approach from the first part of the study, continues b
to explore the workplace activities. Creswell’s (1998) criteria fo
are that they occur in natural settings, span multiple methods an
Moreover, qualitative researchers rely on few cases but many va

Applying substantial fieldwork methods and techniques dur
and among temporary teams raises challenges for the researcher
it is essential to monitor the source activities but not to influ
intrusive behaviour. Social scientists cannot, as in the laborato
ence research, during workplace studies isolate any one factor b
happen simultaneously and work is not done in advance, it con
itself. Researchers might feel the need for intrusive technologie
the normal business activities are less obvious. Any activity from
at enforcing overt behaviour by the people in the situation in o
more articulated also changes the situation. Thereby the validity

My object, command work, contains flexible and opportunis
adapted to changing circumstances. In the laboratory things can
be compensated for because of the controlled situation. In a re
ever, the researcher has minimal control. Plans for field work m
follow even if they can be made. The researchers’ constraint 
work shifts must thus be considerable. If the preparations beco

Object Purpose

Figure 6.3: Sayer’s method triangle (Sayer, 1993
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actual events, then perhaps there is nothing more to do at the time. Everything
might have to be “quick and dirty”. 

6.1.3 METHOD-RELATED QUESTIONS 

In order to launch the practical part of a study, it is necessary to consider the pur-
pose (to inform design of ISs for support of command work) and methods to
achieve a result that is relevant and applicable. How an operational or a design
problem is defined by practitioners and by researchers depends on values (originat-
ing from culture), history and social power (May, 1997). Relations between power

social order where
central social prac-
 to trace and define
or new knowledge.
edge is performed
ding of the empiri-
roach. In my study
dge (inferred from
and/control cycles

in themselves. It is
olistic portrait of a
8). We saw (Chap-
t of culture but for
ible. The practical
ing, and exploring
bout the behaviour
” (Creswell, 1998,
 description is fol-
hen guides design
ollowing questions
research, the field-

?

and knowledge in the command work originate from a specific 
the definition of knowledge, conducted by certain persons, is a 
tice. (I discussed this situation in Chapter 2.) It is thus important
this social order when aspiring to introduce and get acceptance f
Needless to say perhaps, but the development of design knowl
under the same conditions. The researcher needs a preunderstan
cal field. Just to “see what happens” is hardly a satisfactory app
part of this understanding is to avoid the structuring of knowle
observations, data) as to fit the ideal models behind most comm
and current systems development enterprises.

Ideally, new design knowledge claims have to be defensible 
the answer to these requests. An ethnography must lead to a h
cultural group, what its members say, do and use (Creswell, 199
ter 2) that Hofstede et al. (1990) included values in the concep
obvious reasons values have to be inferred from what is vis
research process opens with the researcher observing, interview
emerging themes. The study will deliver a detailed description a
of this group, a “recording of human behaviour in cultural terms
p. 39). Thereby stories, myths and artefacts can be found. This
lowed by an analysis and interpretation. The analytic result t
work in order to make it reliable, relevant and controllable. The f
have to be answered, some of them by the practical part of the 
work:

1. What is command work about?
2. What is ISD for work, especially command work?
3. How can qualitative method and ethnography inform design
4. How to do the study and the fieldwork?
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ork to find theory
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I have outlined my method in Figure 6.4. Before entering i
fieldwork (and certainly before it is analysed and presented)
“inform it” by putting together experiences from (command) w
about ISD for work, and to try to find guidance from previous r

6.1.4 INFORMATION SYSTEMS DESIGN AND ETHNOGRAPHY

There is a considerable analytical/practical step between analys
of what work is and what is important in this kind of work, to
practical guidelines for design. The difference between ethnogra
basically systems design is about intervention and change, while
inally should not affect or change what was studied (Bardram,
engage in a dialogue, said Bardram, between current work-pract
puter supported work-practice, between work and design. Hu
having studied ATC, concluded that the ethnographic approach
tive in  a detailed manner about ISD, instead it is an additiona
methods (another analytic and methodical design approach)
stressed where safety-critical performance is necessary, but
authors claimed, must be built on an understanding of the qual
the work itself: 

Many errors and ‘violations’ arise precisely out of the necessity to tin
some system to make it capable of serving its purposes at all. Hence th
a system do not exist in the abstract, as absolute features in their design
properties of systems in use. (p. 121)

Figure 6.4: Model of the research approach, planning for
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The ethnography can then discover the emergence of these properties. The crea-
tive aspect in ISD can neither be based upon only technological thinking or on
attempts to imitate existing work practices. As this study indicates, a third aspect
has had a strong influence in the military work, which is to imitate or advance
office-work into a new state-of-the-art mode, or, possibly, to find complementary or
alternative solutions to requirements for support of command work. Perhaps
researchers are persons who with Bardram’s own words best can “provide the deep
understanding of a work-setting needed for engaging into a design dialogue with
the people working there” (ibid., p. 3) and make it the input to cooperative design

 of creating a com-
se of the technolo-
 what looks like a

al sociology. More
ion frame of refer-
entified problems”
esent in a work set-
mptions embedded
derson stated that
s like redundancy,
ring, conducted in

xamples on design
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iderably, and how
 symbol of a rela-

utine world in the
tiveness, and pro-
ncy, effectiveness,
., p. 178)

ell known that eth-
atic, informed by

39). However, eth-
 just “counts and
sis of assumptions
instead of a static requirements list.
Anderson (1994) described the value of ethnography as a way

mon view of technology and the social, to achieve “the collap
gism and sociologism dichotomy” (ibid., p. 167) and to avoid
forced choice between them in design. 

Ethnography can contribute through a design-oriented practic
precisely, ethnography can “open up the overall problem-solut
ence in the context of some proposed solutions to specific id
(ibid., p. 170) by demonstrating that different rationalities are pr
ting, enabling designers to “question the taken-for-granted assu
in the conventional problem-solution framework” (ibid.). An
there is a pragmatic rationality of daily life and that what look
inefficiency or ineffectiveness may instead be precision enginee
the opposite direction as that of science. He provided a few e
related issues, when describing how permanent pieces of pape
preservation of texts when teams’ composition may vary cons
tangibility has its own quality: it exists in the world as a visible
tionship or decision. Anderson concluded that

The artefacts we design should not subvert the practical logic of the ro
name of the rational logic from nowhere. Rather, if it is efficiency, effec
ductivity (among other things) we want, why can we not have an efficie
and productivity that enhances and takes advantage of that logic? (ibid

There is a debate about the blessings of an ethnography. It is w
nography has described practice as “contingent, often problem
context and seldom rule bound” (Nyce and Löwgren, 1995, p. 
nography at the same time has been seen as a method that
describes” (ibid.). Instead, it can support a foundational analy
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and “common sense” (“command work is just another kind of office work”). More-
over, what is “work” is usually not clarified, for example the content of “command
work”. The roles of meetings, for instance, may vary and also what kind of support
mechanisms that can make meetings efficient, perhaps even reduce them to situa-
tions when people really have to meet. Likewise, the meaning of PD must be ques-
tioned, for instance, and not taken for given. To apply this approach as a label but
without significance may not lead to any useful artefact.

Hughes et al. (1992) stressed the role of the ethnographer as a bridge between the
domain and the system designer, one who supports a dialogue between the parties.
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system, cost-effec-
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The role of design is, for instance, to reach a requirements speci
ute to a consistent process thereby, for achieving the goals of a 
tiveness, or to distinguish what kinds of effectivity or efficien
certain domain. My study did not aim at immediate design par
this kind of bridge. It remains an open question to what extent an
ence future design, inside the army or in other contexts, or if its
vant than the method per se as an example of a design study.

6.2 What then is the Practice of Command Work

6.2.1 DESCRIBING AND ANALYSING COMMAND WORK

Studies and descriptions of command work are often oriented 
(e.g. Sage, 1987) and information processing, resting upon a stro
mon sense thinking, technology and techniques. The broad sum
al. (1989) of previous research about command and information
shortcomings and a meagre research output. The way these auth
mand work, illustrates central issues which indicate what work 

Rather than employ a structured, scheduled briefing, the staff consta
monitor, analyse, and plan, occasionally pushing extraordinary infor
staff officer and demanding information from peers that they need in
their tasks. (ibid., p. 27)

The authors correctly stated that it is necessary to understand 
that integrate collective intuition, training, and experience (bef
gave a few examples, for example theatrical decision briefings (
ically makes his decisions before the decision briefing take pla
function of that meeting is to provide a common context in wh
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can be understood”, p. vii). Van Creveld (1985) recognized the need for a formal
component in command, but stated that informal methods are necessary as lubri-
cants. One can ask what relations exist between formalized decision support tech-
nologies, command work, and what happens before and after public events, the
interaction between formal and informal work.

In spite of these accounts, there are more abstract top-down stories than ISR-rel-
evant bottom-up descriptions. Little is said about the social component, what work
is about, including thoughts about “invisible work” (Nardi and Engeström, 1999)
and its visible manifestations. In order to conduct fieldwork, for the same reasons

 such as constraint
 often disguised by
unicative and other
 informate, inform
ontributions to the
dle contradictions
, and what control
ay be engineering
tinctions), but art
th what is known;
volved (to system-
tter of re-interpre-
mand work when

 and technologies
ctured or ill-struc-
es can be found;

rm social and tech-

s) either electroni-
;
ork;

gies, procedures;
of clarification, it is necessary to move from abstract concepts
management or Boundary Management to something practical,
cognitive maps and ‘systems’. What counts are the social comm
actions in the world, and how technologies are used in order to
about, being tools, mediators or whatever technologies do as c
work. It is necessary to see what happens when people han
(Chapter 2), are involved in constraint management (Chapter 4)
and command mean in the world (Chapter 5). Portions of it m
(based upon mathematics, according to Ferguson’s, 1992, dis
(direct participation and immediacy of experience, to work wi
Salner, 1989) may be a more suitable label. Whether science is in
atically develop new knowledge), or if what happens is just a ma
tation is open for a debate. In summary, what signifies com
contradictions are handled and reconciled (hopefully) is: 

 • negotiation, of knowledge claims, actions, influence, etc.;
 • decision-making, either formal procedures and processes

involved in them or problem solving, of structured, semi-stru
tured problems where not one but multiple types of approach

 • coordination of distributed rapid and slow, short and long-te
nical processes,

 • transfer of work between individuals (teams, organization
cally or in direct formalized or informal personal interaction

 • repair work, when interruptions are followed by restarts in w
 • tool development and use;
 • control actions in the world: type, result, mediating technolo
 • interpreting and sensemaking procedures and 
 • transmission of power and authority.
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Basic in an ethnography on command work is the understanding and interpreta-
tion of a situation. Any situation that researchers meet only by already existing
labels and concepts, may be expressed not according to the requirements growing
from the situation but from what is possible within the existing concepts (from the
practice or from ISR). 

This overview leads to some issues for the fieldworker’s practice:

 • How to make the work visible and augment visibility? Permanent records?
 • What techniques are appropriate for the data production, respecting security,

urance once in the

ntary data produc-

at happened?

provide answers to
 can be done before
 or many persons,
 concerns small or
 the whole work or
make a model first,
ported prototyping
 and (linked) tools
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 I presented a new
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integrity, etc.?
 • What should be a sufficient variety and how to reach end

field?
 • What reserve options to prepare and how to act if compleme

tion has to be done?
 • How to save data about context in order to later interpret wh

6.2.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMAND WORK

Different requirements must be met in the design. Design must 
When, Where, By whom, What, and How to design ISs. Design
or during work, on design sites or in the workplace, by one
designers or workers or as joint efforts (PD). Further, either it
large systems, it can be directed at hardware or/and software, at
minor portions of it. Moreover, the design method can mean to 
then implement it, or to follow some iterative design tool sup
procedure. Depending upon the situation, a variety of methods
can be applied.

The needs for translocal information, to allow the informing t
(while making data available for many), to avoid misinterpreta
side the local group (Langefors, 1993), promote great care in des
the labour intensive command and control process can be assi
and that database systems and spreadsheets can replace the grea
cils (Sorenson, 1989). Commanders will most often need inform
a broad view of the situation (Sorenson, 1989), while others ne
individual unique issues. In order to avoid problems with usab
scribed evolutionary improvement and rapid fielding to const
types with extensive user involvement. Previously (Chapter 3)
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structure of a total IS that illustrates the need to study a chain from sensor to work
where sensors can be humans as well.

The strong belief in the concept Common Battlespace Picture (CBP) (Whitaker
and Kuperman, 1996) illustrates current thinking about computer artefacts but
involves a few difficulties to handle and to reconcile. The CBP is about capacity
and status of one's own and enemy forces. Focus for the cognitive engineering is the
usability of the CBP in the work independent from its physical/technical imple-
mentation. The CBP must satisfy criteria for accessibility by all relevant actors,
mutual interpretability, mutual meaningfulness (“the right information at the right

e possible for any-
ething that every-

 heard what, and to
and people rotate

ossible to discover
on. Fischhoff and

ogenous (special-
geneous organiza-
e are various other
tigate solutions to
optimal visual dis-
eneral design prin-
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eem to be relevant
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rmally work upon,

ocumentation. The
rger organizations.
ultaneously being

akes this study rel-
loped and used on
s, the developers/

rs – opportunistic
rnal structures” (p.
time”), and mutual manipulability (updating or correcting shall b
one given access to the system). The one who thinks there is som
one should know shall act.

In distributed organizations the difficulties grow to judge who
know who knows what, especially when work is continuous 
between positions. Even in the same workspace it can be imp
misunderstandings, especially in a heterogeneous organizati
Johnson (1990) suggested design of organizations which are hom
ized) but where individuals are generalists, or to design hetero
tions where generalists are the specialists linking the parts. Ther
approaches for design analysis and choice. They are to inves
highly specific problems, such as communications protocols or 
play for a particular heterogeneous system, or to develop only g
ciples, suggesting what to do instead of detailed specific studies

The idea inherent in calculation programs (Avdic, 1999) m
design in command work. According to Avdic, such programs s
when spontaneous, non-routine information needs arise, or whe
hard to formalize. In Langefors’ (1993) words, when used the
which are substitutes when algorithms are not (yet) possible to d
process, but input and required output may be what algorithms no
figures. Disadvantages may be their efficiency and lack of d
same lack of standardization may reduce compatibility across la

Avdic’s study pointed out the considerable social value of sim
in control of the development process and of the work. What m
evant for command work is that similar applications were deve
location in Bosnia (Persson, 1997). Given those circumstance
users were, in Hutchins’ (1994) words, “cognitive bricoleu
assemblers of functional systems composed of internal and exte
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172). The artefacts themselves were far from advanced graphics with “live world”
qualities. Avdic reported that people’s commitment grew when they saw the result
of their work with short delays. Functional and at least locally relevant representa-
tions of reality can be made based upon people’s professional knowledge, but must
be handled with care because the systems also get a manipulative capacity. Avdic’s
informants mentioned, for instance, the yield with high precision, which then leads
to persuasive power from the tools in use. The applied format is a mix of simple
graphics in diagrams, and figures. When necessary one spreadsheet can be parti-
tioned into several. Calculations can be made interactively in a document, algo-
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lterman, 1998). 
to serious difficul-
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rithms and models being developed also for odd but important s
Finally, in military design the use of models and simulations i

design is about change of operational command work activities,
ing something where previous experience or expertise is limited
plementary approach means studying work that is, and seeing w
can be defined, already the fieldwork must lead to design input.
command work is not available for study all the time, but ins
short periods, perhaps even is difficult to get access to, a research
designed accordingly.

The ethnographic researcher must try to capture how people u
technologies and make them useful instruments, when and why 
to the surface of work. During the design process, with the help 
niques, the use of an IT artefact (the product) can be tried out in
ined) work environment, and people’s values illustrated (Löwgr
1998). It might be useful to work actively, already in the fie
sketches and storyboard techniques when design is discussed,
events may pass fast. Consequently, in fieldwork and in desig
admit rapid action are essential. Such techniques make it possib
descriptions, that are considered essential in design (Ferguson, 

6.2.3 BRIDGING TO THE PRACTICE OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The idea of design theory is to free the designers from preconce
way”. Instead theory is based upon a pragmatic value rational
ented and context-dependent. The design process is characteriz
action and development of theory-in-practice (Löwgren and Sto

Recent research indicates that formalization may be related 
ties. Shipman III and Marshall (1999) tried to explain why users
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vented formalisms, and were unwilling or unable to make structure, procedure or
work content explicit. This behaviour is similar to what Fischhoff and Johnson
(1990) described: dismissal of information that threatened favoured beliefs, exag-
geration of personal immunity to threats, and oversimplification of other persons’
behaviour. People did not feel at ease with computational rules. If they made com-
putations, different rules were used, perhaps a variety of simple rules in order to
avoid hard choices. Sorenson’s (1989) description of self-help applications fits too,
in the same way as the observations by Sage (1987): ‘problem solving’ may be
what is left when decision-making is not possible. 

e reluctant to make
 overview. In addi-
gnitive load): both
stem, and then to
 emphasis on con-

pman III and Mar-
remature structure
roach means close
ate in training, and
rmal structures of

 it is an artefact for
degree so it can be
cribe that comput-
lso the users’ and

on may leave much
he concept “infor-
formation, or they

nologies. It is their
em or not. As long
) make sense, all is
oretically illustrate
1987) works with
It is understandable that when faced by uncertainty, people ar
choices. Any formalization also means a loss of autonomy and
tion, much design enforces a double formalization (meaning a co
as regards the work to get access at all to the informing subsy
manipulate its content. This tendency must not lead to still more
trol of design, method and formalization, but instead what Shi
shall (1999) suggested: a gradual process, not enforcing a p
(similar to a “colonization of mind”; Mignolo, 1995). This app
cooperation between designers and users, designers who particip
that design will start from a study of current practice and info
information, leading to an ethnographically informed design. 

By definition, it is not sufficient that an individual uses an IS,
an organization. The IS therefore must be formalized to some 
used in an organization or in command work, but it does not pres
ers must be applied. Not only inexperience to formalize, but a
designers’ perspective on information and IS and method directi
work invisible. Depending on the perspective and meaning of t
mation system”, systems either supply actors with the needed in
create it with the help of their ISs (abstract or visible) and tech
interpretation of data that decides whether there will be any syst
as the technology and the output (created by people in their work
well. An example of a technique that makes it possible to the
workflow is how Activity Theory (Kuutti, 1991; Engeström, 
schemas (Figure 6.5).
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Looking at the technical aspects of control (once the soci
sorted out), a few common requirements exist. Any control syste
parison between control variables, the output from the infor
They have to be the modern contrerolles or tallies (Chapter 5),
cation by evidence’. It is likely that the control artefacts have to
fit new needs. Moreover, they will give the opportunity to work
compared to retrieval of data from databases, some of which ma
persons or are outdated for other reasons (their relevance check
The artefacts must allow situation overview and also be usable f
They are socially constructed and used rather than being single
which is where the difficulties begin. They have to be accepted s
to the requirements in workgroups and organizations where 
alongside or in distributed groups. Here, security issues arise.

There are strategies for reducing the demands for formalizati
ficial for control purposes. I mentioned (Chapter 3) to work with
Avdic’s (1999) study on calculation systems. According to Av
system has a few other attributes, for instance it collects, stores, 
and distributes information sets. This view corresponds with my
3) containing informating, mediating, informing and interp
Informating subsystems may be linked to machinery (sensors) 
their result ending in the same informing system.

Because we talk about artefacts for the control of social 
remembering what Hirschheim et al. (1996) wrote. While natu
urements of empirical states provide a reliable base for technica
als’ behaviour defies natural laws. Instead voluntary norm com

Figure 6.5: Activity Theory inspired model of what 
artefacts are used for  based upon Ehn’s (1988) disc
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bjects, 
ent.
maximization of individual benefit are used as control stimuli
whether systems or cognitive engineering can promote these qu
if other strategies are more relevant.

6.3 What should the Fieldwork Investigate?

6.3.1 MODEL OF THE PRACTICAL RESEARCH WORK

The fieldwork had to profit from a series of CPXs, some long,
were scheduled between fixed times. From early on I realized th
sible to find people between and after the series of exercises and
that needed more investigation.

Building on the VSM (Beer, 1981; Espejo and Gill, 1998) 
ments (1969), I have modified the first model of boundary manag
into another one (Figure 6.6) where research work (fieldwork a
investigates what the boundary management is about. Events c
one side to the other across the boundary zone.

 The way they are described can show what the command wo
what tools and artefacts are used and how, the ways events are t
gulation through the use of complementary techniques augme
analyse an event. Considering the supposed dynamically s
researcher has to be able to follow what happens instead of hop
evolve according to his own position. Redundancy of data might
egy to respond to breakdowns in one's own technology.

Figure 6.6: Research work related to the research o
the organization, its  boundary zone and environm
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Key informants must be found and then relied on. Rapid recording and indexing
is necessary, because indexing might be impossible later when the work has termi-
nated. After a certain event or hour, databases might well be both distant and shut
down, and the operators may have left for other duties. In order to be sufficiently
close to critical events, socializing with technical staff can be the only way to mon-
itor activities that are hidden or elsewhere regarded as unimportant (invisible).
Another reason (and a solution to data requirements) is to get access to operational
ISs and possibly to have them adapted to the researcher’s needs. After all, at the
sources, much the same data sets are produced initially (the informated environ-
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ment) but later used differently by operators and researchers. T
ness processes to manage, while the latter must use what bec
another kind of analysis, if necessary via the production of seco
of meta-data about the context. 

6.3.2 METHODOLOGICAL GUIDELINES

Basically, an ethnography can take considerable time and requir
and practitioners contribution. Except from this, there are some
lines. Miser and Quade (1985), in their review of systems analys
land express his thoughts on the systems analyst’s task, as oppo
working in his laboratory: “His problems exist in the real world
investigates cannot be taken into a laboratory, and they are us
with many factors as to appear inseparably linked with them” (
systems analyst finds himself in a mess of real world probl
because of this mess, the analyst may well find that the outcome
somewhat from what he anticipated in his initial problem form
Quade continued their discussion and recalled ideas about an ep
tice that places technical problem solving within a broader co
inquiry. This epistemology shows how reflection-in-action ma
own right. It links the art of practice for the management of unce
ness to the scientist’s “art” of research. This quest is similar t
prescribes, when he proposes tools that provides a knowledge-a
ple of how to operationalize such tools are Avdic’s (1999) c
designed and used in work for the locally relevant knowledge
decision-making. They can function as tools for development o
Systems (DSS), “DSS generators” (ibid., p. 230). 
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Hutchins (1994), who looked into navigation has found that “deeper problems”
may be either made shallower by artefacts or not treated at all in the practice. Fur-
ther, individuals must be seen as persons involved in a cognitive division of labour
and not only division of labour. Lastly, he discusses the existence of confirmation
bias, when an organization narrows its span of interpretations and then may display
a constraint variety in its output. The military want to reach a common interpreta-
tion fast, which is achieved via rich communication. I conclude that it is necessary
to look for bias, the character and form of communication, and whether diversity in
interpretation is sometimes beneficial because of the need to maintain variety.

ip between formal
xist only in theory,
er, formal process
Langefors, 1993, p
th how the power
ce of formal proce-
 description of the
y provide an image

plain idea and pur-
and acceptance in
a formal procedure
constraints are that
o choose carefully
a single researcher
t not during a one

e and inflict distur-
ear and understand
 Neither is the truth
ishable by a single
ted partial view. In

 social process and
ning, naming, and

t design is a kind of
Symon et al. (1996) underlined the need to look at the relationsh
and informal practices, and to realise that formal process may e
the claimed existence has social and political functions. Furth
disguises power relations. This fact is not realized by designers (
69: “The theory of information systems is not concerned wi
should be distributed in the organization.”). The claimed existen
dures has a more symbolic function. It is to provide an agreed
work which is possible to refer to (“the rules say…”), and thereb
of the organization that it is in control of its activities.

There are some practical aspects too. It is necessary first to ex
pose of the study to the participants. Secondly, getting access 
order to find and use materials produced within the HQ required 
and later a clearance as regards the photographic data. Practical 
the researcher has to eat, rest, and get sleep, and therefore has t
what to engage in. Other constraints originate from the fact that 
is one person and cannot cover everything that happens, at leas
week CPX over a large area. Neither can he (or should) interven
bances in the subjects’ business. However, in order to see and h
them, it is not possible to stand outside the operational activities.
value of assessments and the relevance of what goes on establ
person because anyone watching detailed work has only a limi
all, what is demonstrated is a true bounded rationality.

6.3.3 BRING THE SOCIAL TO THE SURFACE

We saw (Chapter 3) that Bucciarelli (1988) defined design as a
identified three types of discourse in the design work, constrai
deciding, the last one being the formalization phase meaning tha
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boundary management. He stated that the perception of design depends upon the
interests and perspectives involved and that formal productions in design can never
capture the full social process. 

Also, the organization of design is part of the design, can not be separated from
the process. Because a social design process bridges across disciplines, different
object-worlds must be united in a design discourse where negotiations are part of
the effort. One of the components in the process is formulation of constraints on
contextual conditions, software, hardware, operator qualifications, etc. The devel-
opment of language and names defines the arena where design takes place. By

If symbols such as
deceive the reader.
erring from Bucci-
context where this
edge (technology).
erstand and to keep
ates social interac-
labour are instanti-
tious medical care.
eracted, designing.
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pplicable only in a
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naming, inventing or using concepts, the world is constructed. 
figures, mathematical abstractions, are used, they can easily 
They should be read together with the context they define. Inf
arelli, technology is instantiated knowledge, but the social 
knowledge is defined is important for understanding this knowl
Thus the design process as social interaction is important to und
traces of it if technology is to be understood. Figure 6.7 illustr
tion, use of technology (watch) and how roles and division of 
ated in design of care. The situation involved real and not ficti
Together (as Hermann and Just, 1995, discussed), the experts int

Increasingly, ethnographically-inspired fieldwork techniques
used) are integrated with traditional PD techniques employed t
unarticulated aspects of the work and to develop shared views on
and Blomberg (1998) specifically said that PD must not be a

Figure 6.7: Discussion about real medical care betwe
officer and doctor and medical orderly (May 19
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‘greenhouse environment’ but in the real conflict- and constraint dominated world.
They concluded that

Traditional approaches to systems design make it difficult for users to see the connections
between their work and abstract and technically-oriented descriptions of new sys-
tems.....these approaches '....provide little opportunity for designers to learn about the
everyday work practices of potential users' and we would like to add for workers to learn
about possible technology futures. (ibid., p. 175)

Because command work is basically about actions in the social world (and inter-
t design. The work
ign and re-design
atest. What occurs
cause it is impossi-
e, defining symbol
es is difficult. The

 process, to further
eans construction

 division of labour.
ssible to have tech-
rther separation of
ation breakdowns.
imed at the defini-
use it will be less

tages of the natural
upon. To interpret
effect relationships
ause

ciety in which we
preting the world to be acted upon), command work is also abou
artefacts must allow a fine-grained, dynamic and flexible des
process at the most basic symbol level where variety is at its gre
is naming and renaming, interpretation and re-interpretation. Be
ble to make a complete model of the work in the boundary zon
handling on an aggregate level or to design higher level process
task at hand is to find tools and methods to support this design
develop what emerges (Hughes et al., 1992). Traditional design m
of complex tools and components, and leads to a high degree of
The costs of this process probably will make it difficult or impo
nical specialists as full time participants, which then leads to a fu
design from its arena of application, and risks for new communic
If the design object is defined as a “product”, and a method is a
tion of unambiguous concepts, then it will inevitably fail beca
adaptive to the social reality.

6.4 Fieldwork Principles

6.4.1 APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCE

The social sciences deal with open systems but lack the advan
sciences of having relevant closed systems sciences to draw 
events and social actions is difficult: what looks like clear cause-
can be something else. However, the fieldwork is conducted bec

it is not enough to accept the taken-for-granted aspects of culture and so
collectively live and act. (Salner, 1989, p.66) 
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It is not sufficient to stay at what is taken for granted in research either. However,
some imperatives exist. Salner (ibid.) specifically argues that there is an ethical
dimension of human-science research because the result of research can be used for
social control. The ethical aspects are important to handle also when designing and
implementing ISs, because socio-political domination is a common issue related to
control technologies: who is allowed to control whom and for what purpose?

One of the main reasons for the openness of social systems is that people “can
interpret the same conditions and statements in different ways and hence learn new
ways of responding, so that effectively we become different kinds of people.”
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(Sayer, p. 123). Therefore it is imperative to try to get contextua
and try to trace phenomena in the way prescribed by Strauss and
Creswell (1998). Rich descriptions are required and techniques
Giddens (1991) stated that fateful moments, defined as “moment
ual must launch out into something new, knowing that a decisi
cific course of action followed, has an irreversible quality, or at
difficult hereafter to revert to old paths (p. 114)”are important to
downs in the work.

Evaluation of interpretative understanding is the most probl
hermeneutic problem being one of the complexities. In short
mediate between their own frame of meaning and that of the ac
explanations and descriptions, and when evaluating such constr
ing to disputes about their relevance or accuracy. The validati
together when we try to examine ISs. First, whether something
open for interpretation. A conclusion is that only because som
technical specifications defined against a hypothetical relevant
are what become verified) its role as an information system (in
verified.

Both what is seen and the interpretation of it are social constr
such factors. Therefore interpretation of conflicts and discrep
reported and explored. Without being openly conducting a cri
(Creswell, 1998), a researcher may find the result of a study crit
flicts and contradictions are revealed and discussed. In my case

1.  Creswell, 1989, p. 211: In a critical ethnography the emphasis is on th
challenge research, policy or other forms of human activity. “Critical e
speak ‘on behalf’ of their subjects as a means of empowering them, giv
critical ethnographer begins with the assumption that all cultural memb
essary repression to some extent.” 
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relevant entries for fieldwork and analysis, for instance the boundary between
logistics and operations, the divergent opinions on decision-making/problems-
solving, the dichotomy between central control interests and power in the work, or
whether an efficient ‘system of systems’ has priority before capacity toward an
opponent. 

I realize that because of the ‘power-density’ involved in command work and
ISD, and recent problems to develop the military practice, the work may be inter-
preted as a critical ethnography even if this is not my intention. Perhaps such an
interpretation is unintentional but unavoidable given the present state of affairs in

lanced by control

study can be good
dy that contributes
andards is likely to
d in a real opera-

st-hand records. In
 empirical field is
records. This leads
t: is the result valid

ithin training sup-
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idity and (to some
re general terms in

ontext. The people
 people’s survival,
rces. The organiza-
. Those who work
ost of them will be
sively formed dur-
bleness” of a given
the domain where strong quests for autonomy have to be ba
actions aimed at the organizational unity. 

6.4.2 ON VALIDITY AND VERIFICATION

Eventually, an analysis is judged by its outcome. Whether a 
ethnography, said Creswell (1998), is linked to the result. A stu
to our understanding of important questions and fulfils certain st
be good. My theory about constraint management was grounde
tion, although the data was primarily interview data and not fir
the second phase of the study which builds upon the first, the
domestic training, and data has been produced from first-hand 
to a question of validity of the approach and the outcome from i
and usable as a guide for analysis also during training? 

One indication is whether similar events and social actions w
port the accounts from Bosnia. Another is whether practitioners 
relevant. The external evaluation of this study so far is limited. 
ation is part of the effort to write it down and to demonstrate dat
This validation is the starting point for a discussion about val
extent) on verification (which complements what was said in mo
the first chapter).

Let us turn our attention to the research domain, the military c
who populate it solve problems related to their own and other
sustaining their capacity to control subordinated units and resou
tion rests upon trust between individuals and upon technology
together know that if their unit is deployed in a real mission, m
involved. Outsiders can hardly experience what has been succes
ing the CPXs. Researchers can hardly decide upon the “reasona
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act or action because they are not acting within the belief system of the actual
domain. 

Continuing to the idea of much training and command work, it is about the estab-
lishment of rules to apply when generating and decoding symbols (Rice and
Sammes, 1989). What is accepted will do. My position and military experience
allowed me to share some instances of this belief system but for obvious reasons
not all of it. Many of the participants and those engaged in the CPX management
have experiences from recent missions abroad and have an idea about what is real-
ism and relevant problems. Researchers’ interpretations therefore cannot be
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orts, this is an indi-
X rationality. It is
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focused upon the truth value of this social matrix (including rul
ple are satisfied with their technologies, work, and combined eff
cation of the experienced social value within the bounded CP
hardly possible to question such a situation. In addition, in front 
haps extra efforts are made to be competent.

To conclude, sufficient validity and relevance is what concern
and researchers within the military, either the latter work within
trying to develop knowledge from within it. In fact, there is a d
relevance problem. Each CPX that was studied was a real even
social environment and had to face upcoming situations, some o
ulated and others were not, as for instance real sleep deprivati
ings and illness occurred. The military tried to establish a founda
in “war” (or a certain span of type missions and contexts), at the 
must be defined. Either an “ideal traditional war” is defined, or
narios are created, the choice is between defining “war first –
“methods first – war later”. When possibilities for simulatio
reduced because of force reductions and economic factors, how
establish some basic capacity (in some possible mission type) 
kind of test platforms are needed for development of basic com

Another validity problem is whether it is at all possible to 
research in the absence of war and then derive conclusions that
vant in war. The approach to using qualitative methods has bo
disadvantages as compared to traditional approaches of a qua
First, to work anthropologically allows a closer study of how peo
by constraints, what strategies they develop when faced by unex
cable events. From this kind of study, rather than from an ideal
theories of war, useful results for the basic design and think
promise to come. The disadvantage (not a weakness) is that the c
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and analysis of the social reality make validation complex too (Kvale, 1989). Kvale
consequently warned against paying too much attention to validation because it can
lead to verification of what is known instead of new knowledge.

I conclude by realizing that my task is not to evaluate whatever occurred in terms
of being good or bad. The more modest aspiration is to describe what was done, and
to analyse what kind of contradictions were resolved, how this was achieved, and to
find explanations. To start with, the fieldwork will provide data for such as descrip-
tion.
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t only be accounts
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6.5 In Summary, Field Work Direction

The field work should proceed so as to lead to descriptions of wh
in the command organization, what command work is, and no
from participants. In this work, because the issue of autonomy 
autonomy defects of any kind indicates where command wo
planned process. Special attention must be paid to the design as
As Shipman III and Marshall (1999) explained, enforced forma
hand in common design work. It should not be countered by st
tion but instead respected and deeper explanations sought.

Kensing et al. (1998) summarized a PD project where a m
steps was used:

 • Fieldwork, 
 • Design workshops for outlining of future work practices,
 • Sorting out ideas and findings from the analysis,
 • Data modelling, and
 • Prototyping.

My study is only the first step. It is important to look for phenom
constraints and contradictions. The power relations between com
resent the political power and the organization that generates
dynamics—in the modern organization experts’ power—are 
Another way of conceptualizing this issue is the tension betw
commanders and the constraints in the organization, whether it 
or has another design features. In order to produce sufficient d
the fieldwork techniques and methods should include observati
conversation/interviews. An exploration of the potential gap bet
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operations, supply and demand, means to study how resources are defined and used
and how this affects the whole work, and might lead to insights where support
efforts are relevant. In the command work, then, it is necessary to trace and
describe: 

 • What is visible and possible to monitor, and what meanings of these actions are
there? 

 • How is transformation in the work conducted, and what kind of transforma-
tions have become new constraints? This question is also related to the design

d study?
r and less rational

social affects?
tchins’ (1994) the-
d for instance that
ion: it is a different
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 and operationally,
terests. Contradic-
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of ISs.
 • What actions become invisible, hard to describe, control, an
 • What mixture occurs between rational techniques and othe

methods in the command work? 
 • What artefacts are used as instruments for control actions?
 • Are there situations where rational control leads to negative 

This concern with what is actually taking place is close to Hu
ory of distributed cognition in his study of navigation. He sai
“pointing isn’t more information than a detailed verbal descript
kind of information that can be put to work in a different way” 
pointing (or other physical actions) should be analysed and inte
disregarded and rationalized away.

Finally, in spite of the proximity to action, the ethnographic
not “go native”, but instead maintain autonomy, conceptually
building trust to get access and openly declare purposes and in
tions have to be exploited, not pointed out and criticised. Instead
clarified and explanations formulated about the situation in the 
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Chapter 7
Context, Fieldwork and Data
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THIS CHAPTER DESCRIBES  how the ethnographic approach
in fieldwork during the exercises. It outlines the social and physi
military command work and exercises, the techniques that w
work, and the data. The purpose of the fieldwork was to prod
description of the command work, suitable for a closer qualitativ
mulation of principles for the design of computer artefacts and I
covery, visibilization and recording of work. The decision to wo
to certain observation positions and a search for indications of 
there and their result. The technology-dense organization, a part
ture during short and intense exercises, turned out to be a stimul
ing environment.

7.1 Context: Command Organizations and Exerc

7.1.1 THE MILITARY HEADQUARTERS AND ORGANIZATION 

A deployed army tactical HQ constitutes a mobile networked org
an infrastructure for continuous command and management of a
manoeuvres in cooperation with navy and air force units. Force
the tactical levels (from bottom) battalion, brigade, and division
sion HQ commands some army brigades and associated (suppor
Force units. It coordinates tactical ground operations in cooper
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ties and organizations in society as well (the concept of a total defence). HQ B
(together with its subordinated units) piloted the practical part of the army change
process from 1998. For me it was an available and sufficiently complex structure in
order to study command work from an ISR perspective, where new support and
communications systems were implemented and tried out. An army division HQ is
divided into three to four cooperating units that are distributed according to the
actual mission and operations (Figure 7.1) occasionally moving with the progress
of an operation.

that an active Com-
C) and Functional

nications, Artillery
FCP, close contact
onitored. Vehicles

s function as work-
 being autonomous

mand is executed
 and where the CO
dination of control
ated units requires
infrastructure. Hel-

obility and protection 

re.

ssive)
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In the HQ that was studied (B) the new organization implied 
mand Centre (CC) contains a Battle Management Centre (BM
(Combat) Support Cells (F1, F2), where for instance Commu
and Logistics sections are located. Within the highly mobile 
with subordinated units is maintained and operations are m
(trucks, APCs1 equipped and designed for work) and large tent
spaces. The HQ can be deployed outdoors or in large buildings,
and using its own generators for electric power. The battle com
from the FCP where representatives from each function work,
usually is. The COS directs the whole HQ structure. The coor
activities and work among the HQ subunits and the subordin
considerable efforts, with regards to the distributed and mobile 

1.  The FCP uses modified Armoured Personnel Carriers (APCs) to get m
for command teams and technical core functions. 

Figure 7.1: Deployed division HQ, main structu

Communication
via signal system

Forward Command
Post (FCP)

Command
Central

BMC

BMC

F1 F2

Subordinated

units

Command
Centre (Pa

Mobile; APCs
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ion within the HQ.
e, during the final
99). In each work
s and servers pro-
cture, and backup.

ttalion, which pro-
munication, trans-
emands for strict
table communica-

ding data manage-
nd the clock, with

nel status, the need

omponent in mili-
ften makes monu-
failure (within the
t, and most impor-
ises are (compara-
duals to practice in
 and commanding

 prospects for pro-
both forming their
 the next time, like

uary 1998).
icopters belong to the means for transportation and communicat
The distance between the parts of the HQ may be considerabl
CPX occasionally 50 km or more (Persson and Söderquist, 19
module and compartment communication facilities, local LAN
viding computer support, replication of data over the whole stru
Figure 7.2 shows two examples on workspaces.

HQs are supported by a larger organization, in this case a ba
vides the necessary infrastructure for internal and external com
portation, protection, supply and logistics. This means d
obedience of the procedures for maintaining safe, secure and s
tions and enduring support of staff and command work, inclu
ment and computer use. The whole structure is operational arou
some shifts of responsibilities depending upon the actual person
to visit external organizations, and to rest.

7.1.2 COMMAND POST EXERCISES

Training is prerequisite for any effect, being a very important c
tary peacetime activities. The military bureaucracy therefore o
mental efforts when exercises are planned and conducted. If 
scenario and the game) threatens, it must be tweaked to the bes
tant: real accidents or casualties must not occur. Because exerc
tively) rare occasions and offer precious opportunities for indivi
their supposed position within the wartime organization, leading
real persons, exercises are also occasions when assessments of
motion are part of the work. Most realize that what they do is 
career and a way to develop their professional competence where

Figure 7.2: Examples on workspaces, APC and tent (Jan
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in Bosnia, may be within a war context. Figure 7.3 illustrates the
of a two-level exercise involving one division and three briga
behind the communications’ architecture is to create a closed
walls’ against the environment. 

Each HQ conducts training regularly (wholly or partially) a
activities each year, larger events (like in May 1998) being mo
on the purpose, a CPX may appear as a realistic double-sided g
computer support for simulation of the scenario, the social an
either conducted within a limited space/area (type one), or as fu
large distances and areas (type two). Both types were represent
work. Teams acting as subordinate and surrounding units can 
near the training site together with the game and exercise contr
deployed as other CPs in the terrain (type two). Staff in the fieldw
with such units and had to use various tools in the work and 
depending on the type of exercise.The organizational context ca
participating units only represented by their command teams. It
have been given roles to enact them and to create drama which is
make people committed. The exercise controllers monitor and ju

Rules for time delays caused by the friction of physical movem
transports are hard to define and institutionalize. Negotiation
between interacting partners guide the evolving processes in th
Sometimes the whole game becomes speeded up. Researchers 

Figure 7.3: Communication and interaction lines within
command  organization; society/environment outside

(subordinates)
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l but products of a
their examples. 
ulations and secu-
uch room left for
nts for repeating a

might be an option
ected or repeated.

y change process
ediate results were
ortly after or even
s. 
simulated environ-
cipation of domain
alism in the simu-
of force. Exercises
hin the army as a
 the only occasions
er and for the envi-
ies when staffs can
 freedom from the

March 1998).
on issues as realism and validity of observations: actions are rea
scenario with embedded short-cuts. Researchers have to follow 

Restrictions may be imposed on research because of safety reg
rity. In the standard CP equipment and vehicles there is not m
researchers. Seldom does the CPX plan admit special arrangeme
certain phase or activity. Occasionally time-out is possible but 
only when something goes really wrong and must be corr
Because of the purpose of the exercises in the superimposed arm
during the fieldwork, and the focus of the research, some imm
desirable to communicate to the organization fast. I did this sh
during some exercises.Figure 7.4 shows a brigade CP with APC

In short, exercises are short intense periods of activities in a 
ment and a scenario that is arranged and executed with the parti
experts. Efforts are initiated for the highest possible level of re
lated interaction with the external world, except, of course, use 
are part of the total command work and learning process wit
knowledge-intensive organization. In one way they are real and
where the military professionals can demonstrate – for each oth
ronment – what they can do. Therefore exercises are opportunit
thrive in a territory which is their own, and experience a relative
ordinary bureaucracy.

Figure 7.4: Brigade Command Post under deployment (
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7.1.3 APPROACHING THE EMPIRICAL DOMAIN: RESEARCH PROCESS DURING 
1997 AND 1998

The study on Bosnia (where the military themselves discovered many demands on
the command work) paved the way to the second research phase and helped me to
get access to do the fieldwork. During the fiscal year 1997/98 a series of CPXs were
scheduled for the development of working practices, procedures and field tests of
new equipment. I could relate my study to this army change process which is the
context of the research (Chapter 8 gives a richer background to the analysis and
interpretation of data). I accepted some involvement in the superior army change

y sequence during
eklong exercise in
(labelled A and B)
nd the interaction

tegration was oper-
 series of exercises
g the fall of 1998,

ew of the exercises
ta analysis between
8 HQ B succeeded
 actions and initia-

iew

ata
udio, notes, docu-
ents, photos; Inter-
ew (short audio)

otes, documents,
otos
terview(audio)

otes,
cuments,
otos
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process in order to get access, on my way to the final exercises.
The actual fieldwork occurred in two phases, a preliminar

exercises from November 1997 to April 1998 and the final we
early May 1998. It was conducted in the HQs of two divisions 
and one brigade. I wanted to use the often-threatening gap a
between Logistics and Operations as my breach and see how in
ationalized, and what it meant for the rest of the work. After the
I made some complementary interviews with participants durin
1999, and the last one early in 2000. Table 7.1 gives an overvi
and the research except for details about preparations and the da
exercises. Only the first CPX involved HQ A. From January 199
HQ A as the army test and development site which meant that
tives were brought forward to HQ B from A.

Table 7.1: Events, methods and data, an overv

Fieldwork event Purpose D
CPX HQ A Novem-
ber 1997
3 days

Method development; 
Phase 1: Specific study on equipment and
workplace/space technology as preparations
for main exercise May 1998. 

A
m
vi

CPX /staff exercise
HQ B
January 1998
3 days

Familiarity with workplace;
Establish personal relations and inform about
research interest, method refinement.

N
ph
In

CPX March 1998 3
days (brigade)

Learn about command level subordinate to
division HQ. Continued work with workplace
factors and methods.

N
do
ph
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etween and during
d its accumulated
ns in the culture-

e (Creswell, 1998).
of the personnel in
being close, and to
 in the work, what

CPX April 1998, HQ
B
4 days

First attempt to study Logistics - Operations
interaction. Analysis of command principles
and control. Personal relations and workplace
conditions.

Notes, documents,
photos

CPX late April, HQ B
2 days

Short exercise as rehearsal before main event;
Personal relations; information about
research interest.
Logistics – Operations interaction.

Notes, documents,
photos

CPX May 1998 One
week, HQ B

Interplay, coordination Logistics – Opera-
tions. 

Audio, notes, docu-
ments, photos

e post-ex interview

o interviews

oup discussion, 
e interview (audio)

tes

erview 

cuments from 
y project ATLE; 

erview
7.2 Fieldwork

7.2.1 DESIGN OF THE FIELDWORK AND DATA PRODUCTION

The design of the fieldwork depended on short time to work b
exercises, the focus at human actors in a high-tech context an
complexity. The ethnographic researcher studies the interactio
sharing group, for instance its behaviours, customs, and languag
With the help of data from the field I wanted to make a portrait 
the division HQ B as a cultural group. The result depends upon 
be able to discover, interpret, and to make sense of what goes on
people do, say and use (Figure 7.5).

Phase 2 of workplace study. On

Data analysis June 
1998–January 1999

Reconstruct situated in situ IS development. Tw

February 1999 Verify chain of events; Complementary con-
versation with key informants.

Gr
on

April 1999 Group meeting and review at division HQ B
of a CPX report.

No

June 1999 Complementary data to fill in about CPX
events. 

Int

November  1999 –
February 2000

Complementary data about events during
1996 – 1998; the evolution of artefacts in
work.

Do
arm
int
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ry and changes are
nal core, normally
division or brigade
t. He and his COS
ommander. Some
g several years, or
 also reserve offic-
n be recruited as to
icine, psychology,

 different classes).
onths service) dur-
oned in the reserve
r training. Because
 functions such as
red in sections or
nel, Maintenance,
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ssible to combine
, and discover and
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Most HQ positions are centrally coordinated within the milita
formalized. Career officers and reservists form the operatio
belonging to the same HQ for a couple of years. The CO of a 
(brigadier, colonel) is appointed in his rank by the governmen
(LtCol, Colonel) are given their positions by the Supreme C
career officers pass through or climb within the same unit durin
alternate between similar units depending on vacancies. Some,
ers, may become “tradition carriers” in a HQ. Civilian experts ca
provide expertise within certain key areas, for example med
accounting and are often given officer’s rank.

Lower ranked groups are the staff sergeants and privates (a few
Most of them were doing their basic training (seven to twelve m
ing the fieldwork. After their first service period some are positi
cadre in the mobilization army and are called upon for refreshe
the formal and bureaucratic organization is divided into main
Operations and Logistics with combat support functions orde
branches (for example Artillery, Engineering, Signal, Person
Transport) projects or cross-functional teams are often formed
term organizational solutions. Potentially, no actor is too uni
informant, to study and talk with. Because of the complexity 
organization considerable time must be spent before it is po
impressions, ask the right questions, see where competence is

Figure 7.5: What people say, do and use...(March 
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erm or rapid proc-
ore have to analyse
g-term goals of the
ead end. Map use,

which motivates a

dwork and the pos-
rocess I wanted to

a new organization
ried to learn about
 where to look and
 and informants. 
ners alike) is what
mand work) meth-
ronment” (Zuboff,
 general sense: IT

er data about these
 to a new order of
r, 1986). A produc-
hart, but the work

ptures data. There
ta are intentionally
, of reduction and

t planning (left) 
uary 1998).
understand patterns in the work.Events may be parts of long-t
esses, or temporary phenomena. A researcher (team) may theref
data in a few different time scales, guided by immediate and lon
fieldwork. One exercise and a discovery could as well lead to a d
for example, evidently had a central role in command work, 
closer study of it (Figure 7.6). 

It was evident from the very beginning that the amount of fiel
sible outcome in the form of data could be overwhelming. The p
follow had no detailed script, it was a flow of complex events in 
where almost anything could happen. From the first exercise I t
the command work and management procedures, to finding out
what research techniques to use, and who were key gatekeepers

Basically, what counts for researchers (and command practitio
is visible, or can be made visible with the help of fieldwork (com
ods, tools and techniques. The concept “informating the envi
1988) suits the research in the same way as it is applicable in a
‘informates’ the environment. Devices that automate also regist
activities, generating new streams of information, contributing
reflexivity, possible to use to build a new ‘control layer’ (Benige
tion process becomes visible in a rationalized form in a flow c
often remains invisible in such records.

The researcher has to realize that he/she is not one who just ca
is no data ‘floating around’ waiting to be “captured”. Instead, da
produced (meant to be used as information), results of a choice

Figure 7.6: Map use varied a lot, between detailed transpor
and the CO’s tactical discussion (right) (March and Jan
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rationalization and must be interpreted when used. Data production is thus an active
effort, potentially also influencing a situation. This production is often not possible
without assistance from the technical staff and other actors. Simplicity in methods
and technology, and preparations for rapid analysis and re-design were prerequi-
sites because of the succession of exercises. As it happened, two other researchers
participated in the last and most demanding exercise. One of them was involved in
action research in an actual position among staff, the other studied the workplace
activities from an organizational learning perspective. Thereby opportunities for
continuous analysis appeared, and comparisons with other research approaches.

periences and pro-

ieldwork focus and
ch standards that
ription. During the

 events may mean

the infrastructure is

spected theoretical
ons (a critical per-

ice, and protecting
 ethical aspects of a

phy. Some of these
of techniques, sys-
 instruments, agen-
t themes emerge.
Creswell’s sugges-
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During and after the exercise we could discuss each other’s ex
vide complementary data (See Persson and Söderquist, 1999).

7.2.2 CONCLUSIONS ABOUT TECHNIQUES IN FIELDWORK

The previous chapter has led to some conclusions concerning f
principles. When combined with the guidelines for resear
Creswell (1998) presented, I have formed the following presc
fieldwork, the

(a) research questions drives the data production, but evolving
opportunities;

(b) research techniques should be simple. Autonomy as regards 
desirable; 

(c) researcher’s assumptions are made explicit; 

(d) the study has overall warrant, i.e. if it is robust, it uses re
explanations and discusses disconfirmed theoretical explanati
spective), and 

(e) the study has value both in informing and improving pract
confidentiality, privacy and truth telling. The last criteria are the
study.

Creswell also recalled some standards linked to an ethnogra
are: contextuality and prolongation in observations, a variety 
tematic knowledge elicitation form informants, hypotheses and
das, questionnaires, and generation of codes in situ, to le
Concerning verification, feedback from informants was one of 
tions. 
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The following issues and phenomena promise to provide insight in ISD require-
ments:

 • Use of techniques in command work that enhance the visibility of work, utili-
zation of the whole workspace,

 • Complaints about problems (what kind and why?); causes behind breakdowns
and conflicts,

 • Use of formal and informal operations and information, and the shift between,
 • Face-to-face contacts and why,

s next,

rt,
res and rituals.
participate. During
esearchers usually
 motivate his pres-
nd got a request to
 my own interests.
sy to use standard
ithstand field con-
 be created. Long
ss. Technical trivia
nd passwords) can
rt, I had to prepare

et output from the
r these techniques

mand and control
equipment and ISs
The units involved
 (partly manned in
one of the division
 all exercises, their
ing on the use of

nd follow evolving
rsations with indi-
 • The existence of not formalizable problems and what happen
 • In situ development of tools, use of new symbols and why,
 • Transfer of work between actors – how and with what suppo
 • Knowledge representation techniques; support from procedu

The key to any result was to get access and formal right to 
large exercises, instructors, CPX management personnel and r
swarm over the organization. Each additional participant has to
ence. I was helped by the first phase of the study (on Bosnia) a
look at certain aspects in the workspace equipment in addition to

The technologies and tools for data production should be ea
equipment allowing non-intrusive work, and robust enough to w
ditions (dust, bad weather). Permanent records would have to
shifts mean additional risks for sleep deprivation and forgetfulne
(such as synchronization of clocks, need for vehicles, batteries, a
overthrow the most carefully designed research enterprise. In sho
for a lot of writing, photography, audio recording, trying to g
ordinary IS in the HQ from printers and from people. Altogethe
would admit triangulation.

Because the series of CPXs was a test situation for new com
technologies, working procedures and environments some HQ 
were prototypes or preliminary versions of future technologies. 
consisted of a few of the war-time organizational command units
peace-time), primarily a handful or so of the army brigades and 
HQ were there. Although these should be the same units through
actual composition varied somewhat during the period depend
these exercises. 

When I worked as an observer, trying to be close to people a
events, I made short interviews but occasionally recorded conve
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viduals or during meetings. In every situation it was necessary to record context
and conditions in order to facilitate later interpretation. I did not spend the nights in
the HQ because of the need to maintain sufficient endurance during the whole
weeklong exercise. Therefore, when arriving to the HQ in the mornings I attended
to briefings, made short interviews in order to get fresh insights into upcoming
events, profiting on opportunities to catching up with the work in the same manner
as ordinary staff members.

7.2.3 SOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE RESEARCH PRACTICE 

cedure which may
ation, many were
or the qualitatively
 establish personal
st people involved.
 At the same time,
d my acquaintance
 necessary in order
. 

e the military insti-
a sub-world in the
zation (a secondary
 training, research-

ant that researchers
ers usually do not
, they may be per-
structure about the
cts and have to be
r hand, researchers
ted.
t I had to adapt too
ople were doing. I
ds before the exer-
se of my interest to
 Chief Logistician
efiner of the reality
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To get access to a HQ is both a formal and a practical social pro
take some time. Because the army is a fairly small organiz
acquaintances or had been former colleagues. It is necessary (f
working researcher) to try to get close to the practitioners and
relations with core informants and a general acceptance from mo
It was beneficial to wear a uniform and to fit into the context.
there was a risk to ‘go native’. I assume that my rank (LtCol) an
with many facilitated access and work. However, much care is
not to misuse trust and confidence, violating followers’ research

To use the terminology of Berger and Luckman (1966), whil
tution is one recognized by society and existing as or within 
nation-state ‘base-world’ and as such concerned with the sociali
socialization for a partial reality) of its members with the help of
ers belong to another sub-world. Berger and Luckman even me
basically may be marginalized by society. Because research
belong to the military institution and ideally resist going native
ceived as potential competitors when creating their knowledge 
research domain. This possibility may anytime lead to confli
managed, and also affect the results of research. If, on the othe
are seen as harmless, they may get access but their result neglec

The ongoing changes in HQ B (the main field site) meant tha
and be flexible, able to improvise if I wanted to track what pe
deliberately tried to explain and demonstrate the research metho
cises. Primary ‘gatekeepers’ in the HQ were the COS, and becau
study the interaction between Operations and Logistics, the
(ChLog), each one given authority and, theoretically, being the d
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 planning between

 appreciated when
acterized as recog-
situation and who
 capture when the
 the operators if a
s I produced feed-
 learning research-
 rapid feedback on
aff briefings and in

arrassing and pres-
w with the risk of

es on the actors.

ccurred in several
 subsections. They
and other routine
 communicated in

eam leader, 
in his institution (ibid.). Figure 7.7 illustrates a meeting during
operations, logistics and the force commander.

Empirically founded and socially recognized experiences are
development of work practices and ISs are at hand. What is char
nized and empirically founded knowledge depends on the 
defines it. Empirical evidence of distant events might be hard to
only witness is the researcher, but assistance might be given by
situation is handled carefully. As a means of sharing experience
back of various kinds, and reminded about the important mutual
ers – operators which occurred during the exercises. I also gave
certain issues, as a way to pay back, in some cases each day at st
other as memos or informal reports.

Finally, failures from both actors and researchers may be emb
tige can be at stake. I had constantly to balance the need to kno
intrusion and influence, because of time constraints and pressur

7.3 Data

The total work and communication were difficult to track and o
media. Personnel moved physically between subunits and HQ
organized and participated in meetings, some contingencies 
assemblies. Between the different parts of the HQ they normally

Figure 7.7: Discussion between CO, ChLog and BMC T
representing Operations (January 1998).
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parallel, on more than one channel. Shifts of media or method often occurred dur-
ing the same chain of interaction, possibly distributed over long periods, often
intersected by pauses and other tasks, depending on the persons involved. 

Databases in the HQ stored messages and outgoing orders. Barriers to access and
insight into them varied between pure technical to social constraints, from admit-
tance to participate and get passwords to the secure IS, distant back-up files, tempo
and physical distances. I have tried to get specific data about one of my cases after
the exercises but two factors have prevented progress. These are (1) the amount of
data automatically saved and stored during exercises, (2) that very few persons can

 been very busy in
was important.
t impossible to get

red for a future fol-
econdary data pro-
 conversation a few
produce data from
mment on a discus-
o had participated.

because the limited
rded. 

onversations, print-
ronic mail system,
-day CPX (HQ A,
ipment, situations,
mall tape-recorder,
l, after the series of
oughly 15 hours of
together with those
criptions of audio
short meeting (late
visible for me) and
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or are authorized to search and retrieve these data. They have
their normal occupation, not possible to convince that retrieval 

Clarification of observed actions sometimes was necessary, bu
immediately. Primary data from the source might have to be sto
low-up interview and combined with the result from a later, a s
duction. As it happened, once I could ask two persons to delay a
minutes till I had fetched the tape recorder, in order to let me 
their conversation. In another situation I could ask for a fresh co
sion that had just been finished and take photos of the people wh
The follow-up interviews and conversations have been possible 
number of participants and informants, and most have been reco

Technically, the data were field notes from observations and c
outs and copies of documents and of messages from the elect
together with audio recording and still photo. The first three
November 1997) left me with about 90 digital still photos of equ
and artefacts. Some three hours of audio were recorded with a s
preserving dialogues, general briefings and conversations. In al
exercises, follow-up interviews and acquisition of documents, r
audio, some 300 still photos, hundreds of documents (official 
produced on location), notebooks with field notes, and trans
recordings constitute my total database. Figure 7.8 illustrates a 
April 1998) which became a closed session (work becoming in
where additional data were provided shortly after it ended.
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ced and evolution-
central actors and
rking within quali-
inor portion along
 study. Best of all,
ribed in literature. 

ractions in 

g staff exercises, in
ation between and
 to demonstrate the
late people to pro-

etween Operations
ite easy to produce
em.
ually are complex,
ften is distributed

rge and distributed
Modern communi-
Ns, WANs, radio,

e, I followed 
).
Over the fieldwork period, certain types of events could be tra
ary work processes reconstructed. Certain individuals were 
informants throughout. For this thesis, as is necessary when wo
tative method, it has been possible to use and explore only a m
some tracks which are representative for the kind of work and
much has been able to relate to ongoing ISR research, being desc

7.4 The First Impressions from Routines and Inte
Work

One of the common ideas driving the evolving scenario durin
the actual cases a minor regular war, was to promote cooper
within units in HQs and between command levels. It is desirable
importance of cooperation between command functions, to stimu
duce integrated solutions to emerging problems, for instance b
and Personnel (within Logistics). Thanks to my tools, it was qu
data technically and formally, but harder to make sense out of th

Within the work and organization, the communication lines us
meaning that information about and originating from actions o
with delays. This was further promoted by the comparatively la
HQ where delays did not need to be simulated. Many were real. 
cation technology offers a multi-channel/-media structure (LA

Figure 7.8: A short meeting that virtually closed itself for m
up and got document data, printouts (April 1998
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cables) where individuals normally achieve a considerable freedom to communi-
cate (as compared to earlier technologies where manual switchboard operators reg-
ulated most communication) but legal decision authority nevertheless remains
centrally controlled and restricted. Even if the LANs were used for the intense
email communication, meetings, teleconferences, radio and telephone communica-
tion were common and ongoing around the clock.

According to common army principles, HQs usually have a certain freedom to
organize their internal work according to the personal preferences of COs or as
adaptations to missions and circumstances. Because the whole organization and the

 new methods and
us, improvisations
ures required close
r instance planning
ers. Different parts
 edited, distributed,
resented to the CO
sionmakers. 
uently, often infor-
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interaction and had
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hly relevant and I say
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sequence of exercises (table 7.1) was a series of trials to verify
technologies, the uncertainties and contingencies were numero
being frequent, often sequential, one after another. Some proced
interaction and coordination between the parts of the HQ, as fo
and of the subsequent manifestation of plans in operations’ ord
of a plan had to be consistent and synchronized, orders had to be
often followed by amendments. The whole product had to be p
or those who were given authority to confirm it, the formal deci

The COs (division and brigade commanders) cooperated freq
mally, for instance during recurring ‘commanders’ conferenc
and agreements of situations were important outputs from their 
to be continuously communicated to the rest of the HQ. In paral
function representatives acted on behalf of the COS or the CO, m
the SOP or were event-driven, making detailed decisions about w
from day to day. The vertical and horizontal interaction within e
interwoven but also informal. In spite of this, now and then 
insights was uneven and some persons knew while other w
upcoming situations. One informant/officer from the division H
ary 1998 conversation) remarked when complaining over the ne
vehicles in order to capture what was going on and to distribute
U said:

...less often in the Battle Management Centre with three different comp
between these compartments …I also noticed occasions when I went betw
and talked to people, suddenly such information popped up which was hig
directly ‘we must find out more immediately’ and they have had it the
hour…(Person U)
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Figure 7.9 shows work in traditional staff vehicle at a brig
minor breakdowns occurred, both real within the HQ and amo
units, some of which were simulated by just a few persons. Dur
of CPXs, a few factors augmented the risk for breakdowns. The n
ponents within the total command organization had not been de
dinated manner as a consistent system, but rather as loosely
systems. Some breakdowns had to be and were neutralized thank
actions, while others could grow unnoticed till they were “ri
threatened to lead to major disturbances. For instance, friction
new telecommunication systems or the central IS had to be m
upon immediately, they could not be lined up in a queue.

Normally actors in the HQ, usually the leadership (COS, mid
twice each day at regular morning and evening staff briefings
were arenas for cross-functional distribution of reports, directiv
about upcoming actual or possible events. It was common to 
project organizations with some persons participating in severa
actions and teams, some short (hours or less), other during 
detailed distribution and organization of work, sleeping hours an
left to individuals or managed within teams, where different m

Figure 7.9: Necessary to get close to see what was goi
access limited (March 1998).
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depending on the circumstances. The character of test exercises 
mism. Figure 7.10 illustrates a regular morning briefing.

7.5 Summary

Any researcher can be at just one location at a time and therefor
of vision. Choice of viewpoint must be made carefully. The r
needs help from both sensors and humans to informate the envi
visible through permanent data. Phases of data production mus
indexing, preliminary analysis of data, and rest. After a few
exhaustion threatened. Without the help of tools, the task wo
more complex. At the same time, to carry and be prepared to us
nical equipment might be a very distracting experience. In a
involvement in the work and technical apparatus can be interpre
then cause other difficulties; after all, the fieldwork had to go 
time. Openness for inspection as regards to research purpose an
hand concern throughout the study. 

Quantitative data can be analysed qualitatively, given that 
back to the moment when they first were produced, so that the 
within sight. One example is the central HQ diary, a logb
accounts and records of events and actions. It can be interpreted
contains traces of actions, but the actions themselves may had b

Figure 7.10: Morning briefing in HQ B (May 19
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cover at the very moment they occurred. However, a reconstruction may as well
lead to false causal relationships. 

Thanks to the use of different methods and techniques, and the prolonged work
during several exercises, it was often possible to triangulate, producing notes,
audio, documents and photo from the same occasion or situation. Several follow-up
conversations further widened the context and the data.

The analysis was tedious work and required considerable time, for example tran-
scriptions of audio recordings. Printouts from the central computerized logbook for
one and a half days can be a list of hundreds of messages and notations, many being

ts or actions which
ith difficulties after

 possible with the
ts from email-sys-
inor complication

 incorrectly tuned,
y mail might have
dexing might have

made it possible to
rst step toward an
d major actions in

’s (1998) standards
th during and after
 impression is that
ontinue their work
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tacts with inform-

renas. Some actors
ne who could be a

sary (Persson and
 attempts. One was
tations before and

onic (but very lim-
aluate a computer
 and the presenta-
related and necessary to analyse together. It is a record of even
can be interpreted to some extent during the exercise but only w
it.

 Precise indexing (time) and reconstruction of actions were
help of the digital photos, the tape-recordings and then printou
tems where message are stored and their paths can be traced. A m
was that the clock in the computer system in the HQ was often
from a few up to 10 minutes late on one occasion. Thus, ever
passed through more than one time zone and its automatic in
become ambiguous.

After all, the distributed research activities during the CPXs 
reconstruct and begin the modelling of work processes as a fi
informed design process. As the cases will show, both minor an
the work could be given meaning and used. Recalling Creswell
for an ethnography, I got some feedback from the informants, bo
the fieldwork, and could explain my actions when needed. My
my presence did not disturb but instead encouraged people to c
as normally as possible. My hypothesis to investigate the prob
Logistics and Operations was rewarding and led to valuable con
ants: there is a problematic space and interface between these a
seemed glad to help me, appreciating that they had found someo
speaking partner and a listener. 

Themes did emerge, in fact many and a choice was neces
Söderquist, 1999). The use of questionnaries was limited to two
a thorough survey and analysis during the first CPX, of expec
then about the outcome of the exercise; the other was an electr
ited) survey in the last hours of the last CPX when I tried to ev
application. Contextuality was maintained throughout the study
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tion, and prolongation was a cornerstone: I could follow evolving themes and
events from one CPX to another. I could successively inform myself by certain indi-
viduals who became used to my curiosity and were more than willing to provide
answers which for me were valuable qualitative data. Finally, for reasons of privacy
and ethics, I have made informants anonymous by using letters when using
accounts (Persons R – X), a letter-suite which is compatible with the one used in
the licentiate thesis (Persson, 1997). The photo illustrating the first case (the meet-
ing) have been manipulated when introduced in the thesis because the individuals
identity is not considered necessary for the analysis. The other, undistorted photos

lication by military
xercise (November
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from the HQ B exercises in have been wholly accepted for pub
authorities. Except from these some details from the HQ A e
1997) illustrate the early phases of the second case.
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PART IV CONTAINS THE RESULTS from the fieldwork, two
command work, and an analysis of them. The analysis sugge
might be found to the questions Why? How? and What? shou
command work support tools. I open with a description of the c
work, some of the social, cultural and historical elements arou
which form the background of the cases. The cases suppleme
illustrate complex work interactions, the roles and use of IT. Th

1. a short meeting between four people in order to satisfy an urgen
the command and force structure. The meeting was immedia
possible case. The continued analysis and an interview confirm

2. an evolutionary process over six months, of intertwined develo
work and ISs (computer application) distributed among staff. T
ess was discovered early and then caught my attention a few 
middle of the fieldwork period. Post-exercise interviews confirm

Both cases exemplify “repair work” when work breakdowns
occurred, by and large caused by built-in or emerging contradic
relied on and used organizational structure as a lever for co
action. The integrated work and application development illustra
a decentralized structure of computer artefacts aimed at support 
processes and cooperation. It was the response to the constraint
architecture in the HQ was rapidly designed and implemented. A
inspired and structured the first case analyses.
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Chapter 8
Introduction to the Data Analysis:

Cases Overview and
pproach

, 1998; Chapter 6 )
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ases, and continue
e previous chapters
Analytical A

FOLLOWING THE PRINCIPLES  for an ethnography (Creswell
as a description and interpretation of a cultural and social gr
intending to produce a result which is applicable within ISR, I c
output from fieldwork as a rich description. It contains details a
tion and the use of IT in command work. I decided that case stor
presentation relevant and concrete. Because I wanted to achie
detail and cover different aspects of command work, I had to l
cases. Eventually I defined two that were representative, related
ment each other. 

The idea inherent in qualitative studies is to include contextu
research in order to facilitate interpretation and understandin
Therefore I open with a description of the background to the c
with a closer look at my analytical framework, supplementing th
(6 and 7) about method and fieldwork.
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8.1 General Introduction of Context, Cases, and the Analysis 

8.1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE FIELDWORK AND CASE CONTEXT

In order to frame the sufficient context and history of the cases it is necessary to
sketch a fairly wide background. Choices and actions during military ISD and sys-
tems development efforts originate in the quests for robust control mechanisms
underpinning command work. To maintain autonomy and create ‘firewalls’ against
the environment reflect the justified needs to protect the organization and its capac-
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ity from hostile actions. Such tendencies are theorized by Gi
meant that modern organizations build ‘protective cocoons’ in
controllability and ontological security, implying trust. Clea
arise, because cocoons may also have disadvantages. The introd
in this chapter will treat some of these contradictions and what w
reconcile them.

The Gulf War (1990–91) had shown what was perceived as p
sary for control in modern war: to gain information superiority
being known of1), to survive electronic warfare (EW), and to 
work by day and night. Advanced IT, operationalized as robust
and telecommunications systems, is considered to be prerequis
ciency. 

The Swedish army change process aiming at a new infrastru
control and communication (organization, doctrine, technology
command work methods) was brought forward since 1994 as 
which included an IS-component, the ATLE IS. Various events
within this longer process influenced what happened during th
when I did the fieldwork. My summary is composed mostly f
specification document3, and some project documents from 199

1.  The term is widely used and has various interpretations. I provide a lay
2.  I present the data, combine and interpret them in order to reach comm

aware that the further army development since 1998 has led to a radica
have chosen to use the actual names: the ATLE project and the ATLE I
of an interim IS, the FENIX IS, the first version of which was develope
as a substitute for the ATLE IS during the fieldwork period. The reason
(accounts, documents) and the description specifically cover the situati
clusions can be easier evaluated. Because all was new 1998, I cannot c
in use, or rather, my interpretation of it, was what developers and users
However, a presentation and discussion in the HQ a year after the field
supported the ongoing analysis. 
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The army planned for an evolutionary development process, each step adding
functionality (RRV 1997:49; project documents). In principle, the ATLE develop-
ment responsibility was decentralized within the command structure given the
demands to form one army: centrally regulated allocation of authority, budgetary
rules and limits for financing, and standards as regards working methods. Deliver-
ies of three subsequent integrated system versions, successively tested and evalu-
ated during exercises, were scheduled between 1997 and 2002, stepwise covering
the whole organization. The new mobile army telecommunications system devel-
oped since the late 1980s was part of the command infrastructure and the backbone

eas.
lly busy within the
 units’ training and
N missions). Exer-
roofs of the army’s
uence of the non-
aterializes’ just for
derably because of
 was therefore inte-
lan which control-
 new technologies.
ediate needs, the

plans and brushing
process and what it
97 and 1998.

d in the modelling
rds, engaged more

or piloting systems
cated to those lin-

), and were accom-

gssystem [Prelimi-
er, 1996; 

996, LSC, RP-
for reliable, secure and automated communication over large ar
Between their exercises and training periods, staffs are usua

peacetime administration, planning and supervising subordinate
exercises, or preparing for or serving abroad (for example in U
cises are precious occasions for practice, also being the visible p
existence. Such occasions are all the more critical as a conseq
standing Swedish army organization, meaning that each HQ ‘m
training periods and exercises. The organization changes consi
vacancies and conflicting requirements. The army training cycle
grated with the ATLE work, regulated by a long-term detailed p
led which field units were to be trained and the introduction of
Before any CPX, participants work intensely with their imm
detailed design of organization and working methods, reviewing 
up competence through refresher training. Because of the ATLE 
implied, such preparations got a few extra ingredients during 19

8.1.2 INFORMATION SYSTEMS, PLANS AND REALITY

Personnel from various command levels and units were involve
and development effort which successively, from 1996 and onwa
people from the army tactical command units. Responsibilities f
development and test (verification) within the army were re-allo
ing up for the next version of the command system (here: HQ B

3. Försvarsmakten. Målsättning för Arméstridskrafternas Taktiska Lednin
nary Specification for the Army Tactical Command System], 6 Decemb
09833:73741.

4. Mainly ATLE Styrgruppsmöte [Project Board Meeting], 6 September, 1
96034, Enköping, Sweden.
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panied by a series of exercises, to be managed and as training occasions. In this
way, the ISs were continuously evolving with each new unit preparing for and then
conducting training. Some designers and practitioners followed the process, carry-
ing key competence from one HQ to another. This group consequently got a central
role and streamlined the development effort because of the close link to real exer-
cises when things just had to function.

The first full-scale test situation for the new integrated command infrastructure
was scheduled (already during 1996) for HQ B and its subordinated brigade HQs in
May 1998. The primary purpose was to test the new tactical communications sys-
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tem, not the new IS architecture. However, prerequisites to this t
nents (the projected first version of the ATLE IS) together
committed command work practitioners. 

In late 1996 it became evident (project meeting protocol) tha
not deliver any IS in time for this CPX. Therefore an interim IS s
diate context of the fieldwork and contributing to my second ca
together during the winter 1997–1998. A group of army office
company formed this system out of some existing application
products (being loyal to the 1995 military handbook IT, the HI
times this interim IS and its infrastructure were tested by a d
November 1997. The subsequent six-month long systems develo
very complex. Few reflections were possible once the initial cho
technology were made, and the series of CPXs had started, one 
for the next. This interim system is described in subsection 8.2.

These efforts demonstrate the institutional power and ability
to launch and coordinate a major development and implementa
some shortcomings. The output of the first process was a very am
large modelling effort conducted by experienced practitioners, a
of an ideal integrated systems solution (the ATLE IS). When it 
still very complex process was initiated and rapidly led to a resu
tem). Both my cases can be traced back to elements within these
esses, and how central ISD issues were resolved. 

There are several reasons, relevant to the ISR community, to 
1990s’ army systems and work development process. The earl
occupied many officers before 1998, directed the design also of 
In order to make the latter a satisfactory solution, command wor
been designed within the interrupted project were further ref
within the interim framework during the fieldwork—from the 
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development to what triggered the meeting—likewise can be linked to the design
history.

These events illustrate how contradictions intervened, and were pragmatically
‘attacked’, because the designed products had to function satisfactory before May
1998. ISR issues of interest are how people participated in the design processes and
how common sense notions of computer artefacts met reality when used in the
command work. Moreover, the thinking as regards all aspects of change and work
and how different control layers were consciously used in order to achieve control-
lability and rationality, form another group of research issues.

of the Conditional
tion of the context
 actions in its cen-
ts of and actions in
ave discovered nor
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he first step of the
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rinciples from the
t lends its structure
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8.1.3 ANALYTICAL PROCESS IN BRIEF

My choice to work systematically according to the structure 
Matrix (Strauss and Corbin, 1990), has led to this first descrip
(the outer layers of the matrix), and a search process towards the
tre. The ethnographic fieldwork produced a description of aspec
command work that the army’s previous work could neither h
incorporated in the ongoing design and development.

According to Bardram (1998), theoretically informed des
which is informed by theory: given character and form by it. T
analysis was a reading and categorizing phase, where field not
view and other data (audio, tapes, and photographs) were stu
coded. The structuring scheme was similar to the analytic p
grounded theory approach (ibid.), linking causes and effects, bu
from Activity Theory (Kuutti, 1991). The whole sequence of wo
is illustrated in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1: Overview of analytic approach within the whol
ery and  analysis of “invisible work”

Qualitative method

Grounded Theory:

Constraints...

Ethnographical
fieldwork
Discover  ”invisible work”:

Production of data

Analyses:

Activity Theory as

“springboard”;

then Higher Order

Analysis

Inf

su

(“c

Ethnography
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Activity Theory structurizes the first data analysis. I use this theory mainly as a
springboard (ibid.) to help in freeing up the thinking about the work. This structural
analysis serves as the entry point to a second qualitative and theory generating anal-
ysis and discussion (final chapters). Consequently, the design proposals become
informed by work along qualitative method, and within this Activity Theory, and
the outcome of a higher order qualitative analysis. In summary, the analytical steps
were:

1. Description and interpretation, locating the text (data) in its context;

ommand work cat-

EM

rmy of first version
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ities among central
the projects (RRV
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2. A structural analysis, inspired by Activity Theory;
3. A final analysis in order to relate data to central theoretical c

egories, leading to a discussion of informed ISD.

8.2 The Interim System

8.2.1 VISION SUCCEEDED BY AN INTERIM INFORMATION SYST

Up to mid-1996, when difficulties grew, the deliverance to the a
of the ATLE IS was scheduled to August 1997. Later, difficultie
to the overall project management, the allocation of responsibil
defence organizations, and the recruitment and staffing of 
1997:49). 

The army authorities decided, probably late in 1996, to dev
satisfy the May 1998 CPX demands. This substitute emulated k
ideal ATLE IS. It was called FENIX5 because it was built upon t
‘application-family’, remnants from recurrent efforts to implem
tactical command work during the preceding decade. This sub
ally fielded6 within an interim architecture called the ATLE 98, 
the new total command system7. The main parts of it compared
ATLE IS and the FENIX structures are illustrated in Figure 8.2 (
September 1997). The ATLE 98 included FENIX as a collectio

5.  After the mythical bird, PHOENIX.
6.  During 1999 and 2000, continued sharp reductions in the army comma

forces were announced, meaning a new command structure which will
of the whole process.

7. ATLE project: ATLE general description and command methods. In ed
Hallström, J, Karlsson, G, Norelius, C H, Persson, Å, Rydbecker, L and
cal description/memo, ATLE project, 2, 22, 27 April. Enköping, Swede
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total structure, the
 system, informing

SYSTEM 

 a bricolage8 proc-
ecifiers–users and
and work-oriented
sions by staff who
e it. One informant
ributions could be
 when he and some
task to create a sat-

s (2-4 in each staff
he mobile commu-

ever comes to hand, 
ent, action and 

.

eptember 
d specific 
ons).

ATLE (98)
System’s 
Service interface

Basic system

Office
Mail

GIS

IT-sec. Replicate

Functions’ kernel
ATLE IS

Arty Misc. CommIntel

ATLE IS

Specific applications

Common
applications

User Interface

System’s
Service Interface

FENIX
(approx)
cations (FENIX technical overview 1997-10-12). Within the 
FENIX was a minor part, but as such the interface of the whole
about its services.

8.2.2 DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INTERIM 

The rapid evolution of the FENIX meant that people entered into
ess (Levi-Strauss, 1966) where close interaction between sp
developers was organized to manage technical, organizational 
issues. The interim system in being was used from its first ver
tried to make the best out of it, successively inventing how to us
(Person V, audio recording) complained that few if any cont
achieved from the earlier modelling of the interrupted ATLE IS
other practitioners from HQ B were thrown into the new urgent 
isfactory product within less than a year.

A tactical HQ had a networked architecture where workstation
and command vehicle), were linked via a LAN integrated with t

8.  This term means construction or something constructed by using what
and was used by Levi-Strauss (1966). Bricolage, as work, frames argum
object and defines what they could or might be in relation to each other

Figure 8.2: The principal structures of the envisioned (S
1997) ATLE IS compared with the FENIX (the exemplifie

applications are artillery, intelligence, communicati

E-mail Misc

Telesyst RA RA

Interface

LAN

Network protocol

Messaging
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nications system. Some computers were main servers for data-b
cation purposes, while others were individuals’ workstations. F
the principle architecture. The software consisted of componen
Armed Forces Common Platform (as defined in the FM HIT) c
standard applications (MS Windows, MS Office) and a GIS. T
military applications (see figure) were modernized application
management of information (situation data) about own forces
function), intelligence, and map information.

Such data could be exported and imported between users wit
ferent units via the standard e-mail system. The applications also
tation of such data as overlay symbols on a digital map. Anoth
(see Figure 8.3) was a MS Word-based “order application” wh
duction of the operations order (usually a large document with 
for detailed coordinating of operations and resource manageme
an “Activity journal” (interface to a database, designed mainly a
was the site for storage of (ideally) all in- and outgoing message
and possibly editing electronic messages, and summarizing v
tion.) Special care was needed when files were given names an
constraints concerning how to name and store them in the catal
servers. Figure 8.4 illustrates the narrow APC workspace and 
naming.

Figure 8.3: The principal architecture of the FEN
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ed application (the
recasting possible

overviews. Finally
 practices and arte-
ork, an actualities’
ndbook these were
s in MS Word and

quired precise pro-
al especially when
nd simultaneously
iptions concerning
o subordinate units
 tentatively during
ause the organiza-
ce about where to
bout it. Some con-
thers had technical

ical HQ within the
here all command

forces. The rest of
 (BMC), providing

on.
Another system component was an advanced MS Excel-bas
BERRA System) for making detailed aggregated prognoses, fo
outcomes of operations and action, as quantitative resource 
there were simpler applications designed from traditional work
facts, for example templates for planning and managing staff w
table, and a long-term prognosis. In the March 1998 method ha
clumped together as “Office applications”, i.e. “macro-command
MS Excel” (and I will come back to these). 

Technical system and data management was complicated, re
cedures, and allowed few shortcuts. Data management was critic
an HQ (or its parts) moved from one area (location) to another a
had to rely on a new server which had been activated. The prescr
the direction of the data (information) flow within the HQ and t
and how it should be managed were very detailed and evolved
the suite of exercises. The regulations for storage were strict, bec
tional utility and functionality depended on the exact obedien
store, how to move data between servers, and how to inform a
straints evolved from security regulations (arriving late), while o
causes. 

Figure 8.5 illustrates the principles for the operations of a tact
new command organization. A Forward Command Post (FCP) w
functions are represented handles the immediate command of 
the staff works in rear units. One is a Battle Management Centre

Figure 8.4: Workplace (APC) and file naming instructi
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support and planning for future operations, coordinating the
within the total chain of command. A rudimentary passive HQ
over when the BMC moves, data are moved, the communication
a new shift starts working (see Rice and Sammes, 1989, for a m
generic description).

I was able to follow the stepwise iterative process of FENIX
ment from November 1997. In summary, staff in the brigade an
B) struggled to get something that worked. They succeeded in 
cost of much effort. All the time, during the exercises when the 
fielded, tested, and generated considerable additional work, th
ways to do their own job in an efficient manner. The exercises w

8.2.3 SUMMARY

The overriding idea driving both the ATLE and the FENIX dev
cient control, i.e. to achieve freedom of action versus the enem
field environment with the help of efficient methods and to
within the distributed command structure in spite of disruptions
(ATLE IS) was designed from assumptions of what informatio
motes efficient command work, probably based on a system of s
and beliefs in what constitutes efficient command work and pra
means. Contradictions between the ideas and their manifesta

Figure 8.5: Principles for moving the HQ. Some teams 
Command Centre after transport to next site

moves
F1 F2

Transfer  of
personnel
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were numerous, some leading to its interruption. The FENIX system carried por-
tions of the vision, emulating central functions. It was accompanied by additional
personnel during the exercises as a compensation for its reduced functionality as
compared to the ATLE IS (see Figure 8.2).

Let us look closer at some aspects of the modelling of work processes and the
thinking behind it. The focus on information (required for decisions) was central, as
was the modular thinking when designing the system, and foremost, the belief in
technology and standards to reach new levels of efficiency. The process models
perhaps, in a very detailed manner, visualized perfect working processes for analy-

ire control, just to
oners’ experience,
ions originating in
e actual command
esses at a time and
n had added to the
mand, control and
erminology, “com-
l” meant direction

esign idea was the
uld be replaced by
ders and the auto-
ore, the desire for

sue. The technical
ctical coordination
n and enemy situ-

ssibilities and con-
of “walk-stations”
k, but presupposed
r obvious reasons,
hand-held comput-
. 
utonomy and user
se of standards for
 lead to cheap and
e close integration

ble machinery with
sis, production and editing orders, for planning, for artillery f
mention some of them. Even if the models grew out of practiti
they were designed according to the requirements and expectat
the common IS development method, and seem to have left th
work far behind. In their work, most staff handled several proc
hardly could concentrate on one. The model language may eve
basic conceptual confusion when discussing and analysing com
work (see discussion in Chapter 5). According to the project’s t
mand” signified the superordinated control efforts, while “contro
during the execution of “commands”.

Speed and precision in the work were cornerstones. A central d
belief in graphical interfaces. Text-based information ideally sho
or have an efficient complementary graphical presentation (or
matically distributed common situation map overlays). Furtherm
integration of work and communications was another central is
systems’ integration was necessary in order to achieve timely ta
of fire and manoeuvre, and to provide a common view of their ow
ations, including status, weather information and the terrain po
straints. A farsighted idea in the original vision was the concept 
which would allow individuals autonomy in the command wor
advanced mobile technologies. The interim system did not, fo
include such technologies, but (civilian) mobile telephones and 
ers were numerous (however not being integrated in the system)

A few contradictory requirements had to be solved: yes to a
participation but at the same time considerable integration and u
hardware, software, procedures and concepts. Ideally this would
easy to use solutions, and ultimately efficient command work. Th
during development and operational ideally should end in a relia
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high security levels, but in reality the autonomy of its parts might be threatened.
What was described as an ideal VBS structure in reality had much in common with
a IRM structure because the whole structure was implicitly hierarchical and cen-
tralized. Finally, documents and images easily became heavy files which had to be
compressed so that they could be transmitted via the mobile communication system
with its limited capacity. 

Now let us listen to some accounts from the FENIX development, before the
cases are presented.

the FENIX 

Q B have described
 first six months of
ith staff during five
d the existing soft-
med “Own forces”
came to work with
ed). When the first
w how to apply it in
y), further require-
age process was a
n of new versions,
 parallel with the

, described (audio
tivities and techni-
im was that simple
ing by consultants.
mplicated technol-
 own problems but
hieved. Developers
ot realize the busi-
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8.3 Accounts from the Development and Use of 
Interim System

8.3.1 THE ACCOUNTS

Two informants in particular (Persons R, V) from the division H
the development process during the latter part of 1997 and the
1998, supplementing my own impressions and conversations w
CPXs. After the interim IS decision, a few practitioners studie
ware, and figured out how it could be used. The applications na
and ”Artillery Fire” were already there. An early principle be
overlays and a digital map (a dedicated ‘map application’ exist
version of the system existed in late November, staff did not kno
their work but once methods had been decided on (tentativel
ments on the system could be formulated. The whole bricol
“crash program”, everything moving simultaneously. Distributio
additional applications and hardware components occurred in
exercises.

Person R, being a reserve officer and software consultant
recording) how he became like glue between command work ac
cians, a glue that originally was missing. Another remark from h
everyday applications are not considered very attractive or excit
Some issues have a higher status than others. To exploit new co
ogies is “finer” than using simple ones. Users know about their
not where technology stands and consequently what can be ac
are often stuck in a certain genre, know the technology, but do n
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ness problems. It is hard to reconcile these views. However, the cooperation with
the consultants did not seem to have been too difficult:

No we never had any difficulties controlling them, when we have known what we wanted
and told them that they have done so as close as possible, but….the problem for them is
that the users are so damn vague, we do not exactly know what we want, can’t express it,
there are different opinions…and that is their problem. Therefore the decision situation
has been that the consultants have decided and done something and then demonstrated it:
‘Something like this?’ Then we say, ‘well, yes it is probably fine’. (Person V)

During the weekend before the late January 1998 CPX, a group of three officers
 V). A basic prob-

 what was interest-
ap, symbols easily
o read. Thus a sys-
 drawing tool) and
lem was identified
ap program which
gh. People did not
lication. The shift

ally unstable. Staff
S PowerPoint pic-

ence files had to be
 announced to the

 end of a training
ook and made one
k which became an
all up in the air, to
ew it back into the
ng with additional
For example, to be
pril.
8, after participat-
dled in the intelli-
d to get any result.
recalled (interview
from HQ B studied the first complete application cluster (Person
lem was how to select information for the overlays and present
ing, to select data. When changing the scale of the digital m
became either cluttered (zoom in) or just too small (zoom out) t
tem of alternative overlays and overlay sketches (drawn with a
special management techniques were developed. Another prob
when using the applications together within their “shell”, the m
was not from the MS Office “family”. Its drawing tool was rou
recognize the ‘Office style’ and had trouble using the map app
from draw-mode to presentation-mode made the image technic
had to accept distribution of intelligence reports with pasted M
tures instead of sending overlays as separate files. As a consequ
compressed (zipped). The transmission of large files had to be
central system manager. 

Person R gave his version of the early 1998 process. At the
week in January they realized that there was no users’ handb
(“our famous weekend session, sat and wrote a method handboo
immediate best seller”). The development was like throwing a b
the developers who caught it. A couple of months later they thr
work activities where it was tested before it was returned alo
requirements (“OK this is good but we must have this [too]”). 
able to export data as (situation) sketches was implemented in A

Another HQ B informant (Person U) described (February 199
ing in two CPXs, audio recording) how when a report was han
gence application, many operations and keystrokes were neede
The activity journal was similar. An artillery officer, Person S, 
June 1999): 
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The situation maps weren’t plotted it did not work, the data from the brigades never came,
it was tedious, when we got the situation from them, how we had to work when we
wanted to feed it into the computers you see, it was incredibly difficult…[comment]…as
I said it was so difficult it made no sense you had to intervene and do God knows how
many, eh –-.tasks in order to get it right on the map and then see that it was placed…all
right I can’t all about this it was very very difficult one had to delete everything old and
enter what was new and keep it in mind–-terrible you see–-it meant that finally you
stopped capturing the information from below maybe you opened the file and read ‘this is
their opinion about the situation’ and then you concluded that aha this was correct seven
hours ago…(Person S)

e. The vision in the
ithin the command
iew (system objec-
d manual work for

ay from the begin-
l what the symbol
‘activity overlay’,
lution but it is not
d. The problem is
ed in many places
e overlay does not
separate overlay, a
y too. (Person V)

ls are used on the
nally, simple static
rkers, usually com-
y information, con-
ols it is possible to
ties, mission types,
). Now when com-
, allowing dynamic
 map leading, other
mated updating as
d that the symbols
 it only represents
ral functions, espe-
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The capacity to automate the distribution of data was attractiv
original ATLE IS contained an idea of automated updating w
organization of the common (tactical) situation image or overv
tive as in the December 1996 specification). The FENIX require
similar central information operations (Person V):

Some weird things have evolved. The overlays again. We had one overl
ning. The situation map should inform about the work activities, tel
does or has done. The programmers came up with the idea of an 
although originating among staff, the overlay was the programmers’ so
necessary, it is there [ now] but is not used. The overlay never worke
that it is so difficult. When a unit symbol is moved, changes are requir
[i.e. within the distributed IS]. When a symbol is moved on the map, th
follow. The symbol is there but is not used. Instead people draw on a 
sketch is drawn instead. These possibilities have appeared successivel

Behind this account lie the preunderstanding of how symbo
map and the common sense about computer capacities. Traditio
symbols have been used on maps, drawn or as adhesive tape ma
pleted with notations: actuality, movements, whether preliminar
firmed or just planned activities. With the regular military symb
illustrate force types and sizes, enemy/own (red and blue), activi
individual objects (weapons, HQs, minefields, terrain artefacts
puters were introduced, more complex symbols were imagined
changes, and automatic updating for accuracy and actuality (one
following). What the informant said indicates a belief in auto
well (from informating the battlefield to informing actors) an
even are reality (“what the symbol does or has done”), when
actual (historical) events. Such added capacity presupposes seve
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cially in the distributed, mobile “office-in-the-woods” where communication may
be very constrained and disruptions are normal.

According to the FENIX user handbook (version March 26th, 1998) the objec-
tive was that all information in the HQ should be stored as digital data. The primary
communication media within the HQ and in the command organization was
intended to be electronic mail. A late comment from one HQ B staff member (Per-
son X, May 1998) about the message handling reveals the complications with a
common procedure, recurrent when messages were forwarded, visible as icon-
envelopes in the screen, and the (final) receiver got the message:

then double-click-
as got it up on the

e overriding devel-
ss this perspective
t the “heavy” sys-
ns system) which
ith formatted text

attached and trans-
d in manuals), oth-
 applications were
itional bottlenecks
1997 HQ A CPX
e automation was

rom its developers
ns in networks and
998. I will summa-

mplicated the ISD.
S means and what
these entities. The
d to use the system
 20–30 hours with-
ent of the HQ, and
nt of evolving “IS
…then there is clicking because there is one envelope in another, and 
ing and then it is zipped. There is a hell of a lot of clicking before one h
screen what there is written inside the envelope… (Person X) 

What the informants tell about are the consequences from th
opment perspective and situation and the rapid design proce
eventually promoted. One consequence of the approach was tha
tem components (the interim FENIX IS, the telecommunicatio
were not designed together now had to be combined. The files w
documents (from the MS Word-based order application) when 
mitted in the standard e-mail system had to be zipped (prescribe
erwise they easily choked the communication system. Standard
basically products for orderly office work, and to zip meant add
(“Zip” became a nasty word already during the November 
because of the difficulties to execute this operation; later on som
introduced). System changes required continuous assistance f
and technical expertise. Effects of logical and technical collisio
databases were reduced but not eliminated during the spring of 1
rize and comment on some of the most problematic issues.

8.3.2 COMMENTS ON COMMAND WORK AND TECHNOLOGY

There were three kinds of misconceptions that converged and co
First, what command work is, then a vague idea of what an I
impact it can have, and finally the unclear relations between 
study revealed additional details. During the CPXs operators ha
in spite of sleep deprivation (some occasionally worked between
out sleep and then had a few hours off immediate duty), movem
the technical inconsistencies. There was a considerable amou
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work”, probably caused by various factors: little experience, technical inconsisten-
cies, security reasons, efforts to obey tactical doctrine and principles for movement
(a way to avoid hostile actions and countermeasures, too), just to mention a few of
them. When using the IS, a normal user first had to learn how to technically handle
the tools together which meant a considerable workload. Then to learn the new
standard operating procedures (SOPs) in the new organization—which themselves
were tentatively designed—was complex and little time could be allocated to this.
‘Pockets of resistance’ appeared: use of own applications, outright disobedience,
small pocket notebooks, much communication was not transformed and fed into

lved in an IS oper-
 its logical position
ad to system break-
ent evolved which
orts in order to be
if someone did not
ot combine reports
f success caused a

n work. Because of
nd meetings were

 of IS structure was
nts and supporting
-station” was cre-
flexible individual

ts grew from actual
dependent between
e existing level of

teraction and infor-
 probably means to
onstraints. In spite

isfied by means of
equired that ‘fire-

ucture and tool set
M). The electronic
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databases, becoming digital data.
Impulsive shortcuts could be hazardous. A person, being invo

ation, must be conscious about where in the system this occurs,
and what path to follow out of it, and what might or might not le
downs. In terms of boundary management, an internal environm
had its own dynamic conditions and required considerable eff
manageable. The work processes in reality bridged the HQs: 
follow the official formats when reporting, the receivers could n
on aggregated levels using their systems. The consequent lack o
lot of frustration of the few who had to do the tedious aggregatio
this complexity, the internal communication became intense a
abundant. 

I conclude that the foresight in the ATLE vision of a new kind
not matched by insight into the relations between work compone
technologies. When, for instance, the visionary concept “walk
ated, it was probably a recognition of the needs for mobility, 
support and infrastructure. Several contradictions and constrain
system solutions. Internal work processes were logically inter
and within command levels. Few alternatives existed, given th
experience and competence, to a few, complicated means for in
mation management. Voice communication and meetings were
reach the right person directly, bypassing formal and technical c
of the general prohibition, urgent needs were occasionally sat
civilian telephone communication, even if security reasons r
walls’ had to be sustained. 

On the whole, the autonomy promised within the new IS str
was thus deceptive (the vision of a VBS-architecture became IR
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situation map had a deceptive actuality because the maps were not centrally
updated as desired. Instead they often had to be updated on demand.

In all, a new level of professionalism was required in order to reach the ideal con-
tinuous command work processes, the redundancy and potential efficiency in the
new infrastructure. The interim IS in many respects reduced the autonomy of the
actors, and they tried to find ways to reduce the constraints emanating from hard-
ware and software configurations, and security regulations. 

If we return to the basic command work model, where boundary management
occurs in a zone between organization and environment and can hardly be centrally

 actions in another
ment. This bound-
s-in-the-world and
”, and back. 
nd work. Through
ing from the new
Initiatives by indi-
with the help of its

e “given” but new,
how social actions
ort of communica-
d at the linking of
nity of effort. The
which grew from

d work and part of
ast and week-long
nd procedures did
 the chain of com-
e basic command

mplemented. 
controlled, the FENIX design and development was ongoing as
kind of boundary zone, the one between work and design environ
ary management was a transformation between the requirement
the ready potential solutions in the “computer and IS warehouse

In spite of all troubles, staff did manage to produce comma
practising, actors learned how to master many challenges aris
infrastructure and to find ways out of the everyday turbulence. 
viduals could exploit opportunities within the bureaucracy and 
resources, as the cases illustrate. 

8.4 Cases Overview

8.4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The cases show related instances of command work within th
dynamically evolving organizational structure. Both describe 
and artefacts were applied for coordination, control, and supp
tion. They illustrate integrating efforts and “repair work” aime
separate portions of the command work, in order to achieve u
cases, both being emergencies, describe responses to needs 
within the command work, though of different kinds. 

The first case, a meeting, was a minisequence of the comman
a succession of events during 24 hours toward the end of the l
CPX. It was initiated when the established working structure a
not lead to a satisfactory solution to an imminent breakdown in
mand. The meeting could, however, be arranged within the sam
structure, and the outcome was handed over to it in order to be i
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The larger context (subsections 8.2, 8.3) is present in the second case, which
exemplifies command work development and tool use with the help of standard
software (MS Excel). The events I documented and describe as a case occurred
over six months. 

Staff and consultants tried to build efficient working methods from the basic
functions provided by the mixture of standard applications and the legacy of exist-
ing military applications. The rapidly implemented FENIX structure caused con-
straints in the work when new versions or modifications were repeatedly
introduced. In parallel, a computer application was formed out of some existing

hat makes the sit-
development along
curred as a direct

ore, the result, an
on as the exercise
a couple of months
d been involved in
ting this other idea
elopment. 
eved, and the roles
ates the interaction
hardly an asset that
 be recognized and
how social power,
chnology but even-
h.

 capacity of one of
concern in turn was
 and quality in the
satisfactory knowl-
 had been a debate
ut how to work in

ed Operations and
mbers when quan-

 to motivation and
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artefacts, traditional paper-based forms, tables and templates. W
uation interesting and important is that this self-induced work 
(as it turned out) well-known principles and traditions, oc
response to the implementation of the FENIX system. Furtherm
appreciated and functioning tool, was almost forgotten as so
ended and the work terminated. When its role was rediscovered 
later, the accounts (interviews) say that the same people who ha
the design of the interim system encountered difficulties in get
accepted by higher army authorities during the continued IS dev

Both cases demonstrate how autonomy in the work was achi
of social power and individuals’ expertise: the meeting illustr
between formal and informal social power, and how expertise is 
exists randomly. Individuals and their social commitment must
articulated when work is designed. The second case shows 
autonomy and the roles of expertise were first reduced by one te
tually grew from within another. Let us take a closer look at bot

8.4.2 A CLOSER LOOK AT THE MEETING AS A CASE

For a few days during the final CPX (early May), the estimated
the brigades had been discussed during the daily briefings. This 
part of a recurrent topic, specifically how to integrate quantity
evaluation of units and continued planning, and then reach a 
edge level in the HQ about units’ capacity and endurance. There
among staffs (at least) since November 1997 and onwards abo
order to integrate the output from the organizationally divid
Logistics functions respectively. It is easy to apply figures and nu
titatively assessing units, but more difficult to affix a number
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spirit, and still more complex to establish a summative value which integrates qual-
ity and quantity. For me during the study, the degree of success thereby served as an
indicator of how efficient the command work actually was. It was important to see
if, how and with the help of what technologies and procedures integration was
achieved. 

The discovery of the meeting thus followed an ongoing investigation of what
technologies, methods and procedures were applied, supporting integrated work.
The full potential of the meeting as a case, however, was not discovered until after
the CPX. Meetings certainly are frequent but have different origins and purposes

tation and a wider
in an organization
 means of modern

r meetings face-to-
ethods to achieve

brief, the situation

, 1998. During the
 staff via messages

n the scenario (the
ttlefield was large).
eal illnesses in the
tious events: (sim-
 units. Only after a
 events and actions
y takes some time
e reports, depend-
cts are handled in

 to and received in

orary lack of close
ch led to an urgent
 stands out here, as
imize the risk that

t IS practice”), the
uted or co-located. 
and imply the use of various kinds of technologies. An interpre
characterization of the event was that the meeting occurred with
where the main work routines were developed and conducted by
IT. Design of work and technologies that will reduce the need fo
face in a very dangerous battlefield are generally attractive. M
results when people cannot meet are therefore searched for. In 
had evolved like this:

It was the sixth day of the exercise, on the morning of May 8
exercise, effects and events from the field were transmitted to the
and personal meetings between staff and external actors withi
contrast between the peaceful May morning and the fictitious ba
Among the topics that occupied staff that morning were both r
supporting battalion and real sleep deprivation, mixed with ficti
ulated) battle consequences and fatigue among the subordinated
few days do Personnel matters get weight and effects of earlier
appear. These matters normally receive attention but it usuall
before events become known on the division level through routin
ing upon outcomes from the (simulated) battles, that some effe
lower echelons, delays when reports are generated, transmitted
command centres. 

Looking at this morning’s meeting, it was caused by a temp
contacts among staff (Operations and Logistics/Personnel) whi
need for re-established cooperation and better integration. What
regards ISR, is how to design IS in a broad sense in order to min
such breakdowns occur. If they do (in spite of the applied “bes
issue is how to be able to handle them, whether people are distrib

Design questions for meeting support are: 
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 • What exactly is the work that deserves attention and support, its role? 
 • To what extent are standard solutions (group support systems, communication

technology) applicable? 
 • Who knows what about the current issue, motivating the meeting? 
 • Are there different kinds of meetings that require specific solutions when it

comes to support technologies? 
I have chosen to label the meeting a “Power Play” because power to influence

work and direct efforts seemed to have a crucial role among the people who met.
Some had formal power and a certain position in the hierarchy. Others were or

of acting, and the
eraction thus illus-
n (Giddens, 1991).

LE

elated to the design
97) and onwards, I
 by the central IS

s as resource over-
T were carried for-
 materialized and
tradition and work
kind of matrix for
and operations had
eared in a modern

and related HQs, 
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became power-holders because of their expertise, their way 
acquisition of additional power during the interaction. The int
trated the inner life among experts within a modern organizatio

8.4.3 THE CASE OF THE NEW AND THE OLD ACTUALITIES’ TAB

The second case is different but the issues it raises are directly r
and use of IT in work. From the first CPX (HQ A, November 19
could see how other support requirements than those satisfied
(FENIX) grew from within the work, for example large table
views in the workspace. Efforts to satisfy them with the help of I
ward by a few key persons. Stepwise requirements were
implemented as a concrete tool, building upon another older 
practices. Historically, an Actualities’ Table or spreadsheet, a 
presentation of essentials about the actual command situation 
belonged to the common tool set (Figure 8.69). Now it reapp
form. 

9. Translated and reproduced from a regulation for staff work in division 
StabsRA Fostab/Fördstab Öbil 1980.
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n MS Office appli-
 shape (the case),
istorically, as part

table (spreadsheet)
paper all available
tion. Also, how he
ts after transporta-
stored in a binder,
d easily communi-
oduced).
ccompanied by an
sign of work prac-
ystems that Avdic
 drawn.

e.

Actualities' Table (HQ)
Date Force partition - orientation Updated
Sun Rise

Set
Dawn/dusk
Darkness Subunits
Weather
W ind
Clouds Clear Clear

Mixed Mixed
Grey Grey

Height
Rain Reinforcem.

Sight
Temp.
Misc. Battle cap.

State of Alarm - rescue Misc.( i.e. codewords) Signals
alertness
Transport
This older table was one of the so-called “macro commands” i
cations (see Subsection 8.2.2). The name of the table in its new
was also “Actualities’ Table”, inherited from this predecessor. H
of the paper-based and textual tool set in staff work, this kind of 
has been a way to outline (not in great detail) on one sheet of 
units and resources with which a commander had freedom of ac
could reach and direct subordinates, the times for arrival of uni
tion, their status, and their state of alert. The table could be 
pinned onto a wall or on a desktop, redesigned if appropriate, an
cated via fax or as a printout (when these technologies were intr

The case tells about a process of work development that was a
evolving IS structure but following traditional principles for de
tices and tools. There are several parallels to the calculation s
(1999) has studied. Conclusions about design of artefacts can be

Figure 8.6: Original 1980 Actualities’ Tabl

Ops

Arty

AA
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8.5 Analytical Framework

8.5.1 CASES AND ANALYTICAL SCHEME WITHIN THE QUALITATIVE STUDY

Both cases represent instances of command work which was hardly visible. The
meeting was short, just a little more than 10 minutes. Meetings either happen or are
scheduled, and are abundant. Turning to visibility, the meeting passed as a routine
event. The spreadsheet development process was ongoing, driven by a few persons
who worked intermittently during the winter and spring and continued during the

gement are contin-
. The New Actual-
 character, so how
g “table manipula-
ate how traditional
based tools respec-

but valuable work.
to a deeper under-
 labour in modern
are of how work is

fferent motives. In
 is control. In crit-

inging recognition

rection that can be
öm (1999) empha-
 work is crucial to
ut valuable work is
ause no one under-

ucturing work, but
 do not capture all
 halt at descriptions
. Both cases exem-
dent, very difficult
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exercises in the same manner as resource monitoring and mana
uous and distributed routine activities, hard to isolate and define
ities’ Table was not even given a name that announced its true
could people realize what it meant? Besides, the thinking durin
tion work” is mostly a personal affair. Both cases also demonstr
command work practices (personal interaction and use of paper-
tively) survive in a new environment, however affected by it. 

Engeström (1999) discussed the need to discover invisible 
The invisible or hardly visible part of the work can give keys 
standing of what goes on. Because of the extreme division of
organizations, not even the practitioners themselves may be aw
conducted or what certain actions mean. Engeström stated that 

Attempts at making everyday practices of work visible are driven by di
various management techniques, the overriding motive of visibilization
ical ethnographics of work practices, the motive is emancipation, br
and appreciation of work that usually goes unnoticed. (ibid., p. 63)

Development of IS can, as the second case shows, take a di
quite unexpected or have surprising effects. Nardi and Engestr
sized that “understanding the nature and structure of invisible
designing and managing organizations” (p. 1). Often invisible b
eliminated during reorganization of work and organizations bec
stands its role and what it requires.

Actions that are visible get the most attention when restr
empirical evidence demonstrates that flow charts and metrics
work. The strength of ethnographic fieldwork is that it does not
made from a distance. Its purpose is to make more work visible
plify work that was omnipresent but situated, contextually depen
to capture in static diagrams and charts. 
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In order to give a closer view of the analytical schemes and motivate the choice
of Activity Theory, I present a comparison between this theory and the grounded
theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). 

8.5.2 COMPARING GROUNDED THEORY AND ACTIVITY THEORY 

In the centre of the conditional matrix (ibid.), strategic and routine action is situ-
ated: action processes combined with interactional processes, what people do, say,
and think, together or with respect to one another. The matrix is designed as to mark
the influences or links between what happens in the work, and is a system of anal-

ditions and conse-
and its levels of

s affect the action/
 have similar paths
ext, or intervening
tion, constraints.
mand system is a
signed for reliable
vail. Any analysis
e, seemingly indi-
ry work from this

Corbin, 1990)

ath
ysis that examines action/interaction in relationship to their con
quences (Figure 8.7). The relationship between an action 

conditions is called the conditional path, along which condition
interaction. Conversely, actions lead to consequences which may
outwards. Conditions on each level can either be causes, cont
conditions facilitating or perhaps standing between ideas and ac

As I discussed previously (Chapters 1–2), the military com
tightly interwoven system where a rich social control context, de
control influence actions, and historic control mechanisms pre
therefore must include context, and not stay at the perhaps uniqu
vidual phenomena. Both Grounded Theory and Activity Theo
position and can guide an analysis.

Figure 8.7: The (detailed) Conditional Matrix (Strauss and 
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re of Activity The-
ties between them.
al and historic con-
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ork, in my case the

s. This activity is a
tive being realized
n is goal-directed
ity. Actions consist
en recently (1998)
es in the approach.

d and the systems
ities. (p. 157)

of its youth) as an
e extent: its gener-
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Even if its structural schema looks different, the basic structu
ory is close to the conditional matrix. There are several similari
Activity Theory (Figure 8.8) prescribes that the role of contextu
ditions and factors and their roles in a current work situation sh

According to Activity Theory, an activity is the basic unit of w
command work in the actual HQ, partitioned into sub-activitie
historically developing collective phenomenon, its object/mo
through conscious and purposeful actions by subjects. Actio
behaviour that can only be understood in the context of an activ
of well-defined habitual routines, operations. Iivari and Lyytin
have discussed this theory, and saw both strengths and weakness

AT is adaptive in the sense that both the work practice to be supporte
development process can be conceived as distinct but interrelated activ

They meant that Activity Theory has a weakness (because 
approach for ISs development (ISD), but also a strength to som
ality. It opens the possibilities for a varied interpretation of case
attraction of the Activity Theory approach is that it relies upon e
of the work activity. Both approaches facilitate the definition of 
and recognize contradictions, constraints and conflicts; activity
more explicit. 

What is located in the centre of the conditional matrix (actio
Theory schema instead is depicted as a horizontal flow in the
schema of the activity system (Figure 8.8). The schema distingu
jects, objects and outcomes, and the instruments that are applied
Control technology can be applied as to meet the requirement

Figure 8.8: The mediating structure of an activ
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precision, speed, or flexibility. The activity system also reconstructs itself continu-
ously, whereby transformations take place between its components. 

If we look at the transformations in the boundary zone of the viable command
organization (Chapter 1), several mediations occur in its activity system: the sub-
ject – object relationship is mediated by instruments, tools. Instruments, mediating
artefacts are not only physical objects but also psychological and social artefacts:
procedures, experiences. Social mediators of activity are positioned in the lower
part of the system. Signs and language are those artefacts being able to mediate
activity toward other humans (Bardram, 1998). To exemplify, I used the Activity

g command work.
ly a clearer picture
, than abstract con-
e about the social

 analytic scheme”
 and also take into
ontrol mechanisms
e conditional paths
d.
n examples of the

y Theory explicitly
ogical step to actu-

and stimulated the
illustrates the rela-
and work and IS),
f labour influence
facts, were repeat-
esired. The closer
ill provide details
Theory scheme as an instrument when describing and analysin
Related to activity theory, the “outcome” (this thesis) is hopeful
of what the research object and the activity “command work” is
cepts such as ‘systems’, ‘control’ or ‘command’ that say littl
interaction and what work is.

When the scheme is applied instrumentally as a “springboard
(Kuutti, 1991) in an organization, it becomes possible to clarify
account (some of) the multiple influences from the diversity of c
present in the military command work. Command work and th
become more explicit than when the conditional matrix is applie

In the description of the cases and their context, we have see
contradictions that were described in Chapter 2. Because Activit
focuses on the role of contradictions in social situations, it is a l
ally use contradictions as entry points for an analysis. 

When recalling the contextual framework which surrounded 
events (described in this chapter) which I have used as cases, it 
tions between subjects (staff, actors), objects (instances of comm
and community (army environment), where rules and division o
actions. Instruments, in the form of technologies and social arte
edly invented, used, and redefined so as to provide what was d
descriptions and analyses of the cases (following chapters) w
from what builds command work.
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Chapter 9
The Meeting:

Power Play – Communication for
l Action

 are regular daily
atters or to seek

ions or when other
ed in the command
ies. The reason is

A meeting may be
s to modelling and
odel of command

dary management.
ned actions in the
 passed unnoticed.
Autonomy and Contro

MEETINGS ARE ABUNDANT  during command work. Some
events, others are common ways to solve interdisciplinary m
authority (vertical integration) for decisions in case of contradict
demands rise from the work. Ideally, meetings are well integrat
work but deserve attention when it comes to support technolog
that meetings draw upon resources and individuals’ capacities. 
virtually invisible and thus may leave few traces when it come
systems design. The case here, in accordance with my basic m
work, demonstrates the way people in the HQ engaged in boun
They transformed events into the organization and then desig
social world. In all, it was an emergency and could as well have
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9.1 The Events and the Data

9.1.1 THE ACTORS AND THEIR MEETING

One morning, shortly after the regular morning briefing (near 10 AM) I came to a
group of four persons who had assembled in the briefing area in a large industry
hall where the HQ was positioned. They had just entered into a discussion about an
anti-aircraft artillery (AA) battalion, specifically how the chain of command could
be repaired. The meeting was just the visible top of a large iceberg, built up during

es and practices of
e AA battalion had
as considered unfit
 possible fusion of
once again create a

ho coordinates the
 Chief Logistician
okesman and coor-
ing one of the two

AAv) operator who
 section), responsi-
as the person who

alion commander’s
was responsible for
 personal expertise
ular officers (Lieu-

 follow and record
t described the his-
 an interview with
eeting.

ay 8, and the data
he audio recording
ph taken toward the
he tape (the camera
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the preceding days under influence of the war and the procedur
the command work. After a few days of fighting the CO of on
shown signs of exhaustion (enacted within the scenario) and w
for his position. Another related topic at this occasion was the
AA units because some were near total exhaustion, in order to 
reliable force. 

The four persons who met were the Chief of Staff (COS) w
command work and has the formal power in the HQ. Then the
(ChLog), responsible for the supply of resources, the primary sp
dinator for all issues related to personnel and material and head
main sections in the HQ. Further, there was the Army Aviation (
functionally belonged to the Operations section (the other main
ble for the operational use of the fighting units. Finally, there w
brought up the event that needed further attention (the AA batt
situation), initiating the meeting. This person (here called Pers) 
certain Personnel matters. Pers, recruited to the HQ because of
was a reservist holding the rank of Captain. The others were reg
tenant Colonels). 

I arrived shortly after the beginning of the meeting and could
its course. After the meeting, I got copies of a few documents tha
tory leading to the meeting. Some months afterwards I made
Pers, which further revealed the circumstances preceding the m

9.1.2 DATA ABOUT AND FROM THE MEETING

There are two kinds of data, those produced on the morning of M
which have been produced later. The first group consists of t
which is a little longer than 10 minutes. Then there is a photogra
end of the meeting, anchored to a specific moment by sound on t
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“beep” is heard). In addition, there are two documents, copies of messages to and
from the superior HQ. These documents are background and contextual data, traces
of the events and the actions during the night before the meeting. Field notes, cov-
ering the days preceding the meeting, constitute the last portion of the primary data.

Data that have been produced later are the transcription of the conversation, and
a second audio recording of an interview with Pers six months after the exercise,
together with a (partial) transcription of it. This interview revealed some of the
background to the meeting, explained its course, and thus contributed to the context
for the close qualitative analysis. 

nversation, where
es, no, exactly, pre-
ed instead of a full
rt, encouragement,
ing”, perhaps even
 sentence by some
ed the sentence or
remarks and com-
rrying some mean-

its in the field. The
A battalion (repre-

 management) in
whether some kind
(an arranged meet-

ander (and possi-
 due to stress and
ibly no confidence

 do something was
 Shortly after mid-
rom Operations to
 level), suggesting
 units) and corre-
The discussion during the May meeting was a very tight co
many full sentences occur but also several short utterances (eh, y
cisely, mm), sometimes in the midst of a sentence, sometimes us
sentence. Such utterances mean confirmation or rejection, suppo
or probably just mean “yes, I understand, go on” or “I'm listen
“I'm thinking, and trying to listen”. When used in the midst of a
of the actors, it is difficult to decide whether this utterance chang
whether the speaker just continued as intended. I put my own 
ments within brackets [mm], shorter pauses “…” while those ca
ing are marked “[pauses]”.

9.2 The Events Preceding the Meeting

Representatives from Personnel regularly visited subordinate un
day before the meeting in the HQ (May 7), they visited an A
sented by its CO or deputy CO, officers belonging to the CPX
order to find out what was going on, its situation and status, and 
of support was necessary. There, according to my data, they met 
ing within the scenario with a person acting as) the deputy comm
bly the CO). Personnel discovered that the CO was exhausted
battle effects on him, and that his subordinates had little or poss
in him. 

After the discovery of the problems in the field, the need to
realized and decided upon in the HQ during the same evening.
night a message was sent (the e-mail system logged it 00:10) f
the Regional Military Commander (RMC, next higher command
certain specific organizational changes (the fusion of some AA
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a request for a for-
nges were given in
itional ammunition
onnel matters were

e meeting. The HQ
9 hours later. Evi-
 minimum level of
er in time, accord-

ssage was also sent
onnel or Logistics

sections (according
It is not possible to
 parallel with this
arked logistics (the
ard copy). 
ion of labour and
ystem for stand-by
han one work role.
onnel, for instance,
ording to one inter-

ork, the Logistics

 midnight 
d repeated 

May 7 May 8

Message -
request at
midnight 0900: No

answer?

0942:
Repeat!

Superior Command

Fax -
repetition

Meeting
1000 AM

Visit field unit :
Impressions,

considerations
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sponding changes in the chain of command. The message was 
mal confirmation. The rationales for these mainly structural cha
the message. The message also included formal requests of add
supply. Actually these constituted most of its text, while the Pers
less obvious. 

Figure 9.1 illustrates the timeline and the events leading to th
wanted an answer by 0900 the following morning, less than 
dently, the superior HQ had or was supposed to have a certain
staff during night time. Thus it should be able to deliver an answ
ing to the scenario and the rules of the command work. The me
to the field units involved, but does not indicate whether Pers
were actively involved in this art of the work. Neither did these 
to the address list on the message) get any copy within the HQ. 
judge whether any personal communication was conducted in
message. The printout of the message from the mail system is m
identity of the printing section is automatically written on the h

The normal principle of organizing the work meant divis
responsibilities and use of day and night shifts, completed by a s
duty officers (DOs) who handled upcoming events from more t
Some function could not have full capacity day and night. Pers
normally had full capacity only during the daytime, which (acc
viewee) caused some internal discussions at the next level of w
section. 

Figure 9.1: Timeline and actions preceding meeting when
message was lost, then requested from superior command an

via fax shortly before meeting.
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The format for regular reports up the chain of command did not allow rich
descriptions of, for instance, personnel, but preferably rationalized and quantitative
data, suitable for reporting numbers and percentage relations. In addition, the new
integrated IS and communication system which was implemented and tested
required tedious aggregation of reports up the chain of command. Reports were
faxed, e-mailed, or in a wrong format altogether. Thus reports were often delayed,
even before the complicated further distribution of aggregated reports within the
(normally) dispersed HQ. These conditions probably promoted visits in the field,
informating the command work and informing the individual actors supervising it.

nd felt responsible
. When no answer

uest to the RMC (it
ing: 

ate and long term
at. Signed: RMC/

er in order to make
 upon the issues of

s nightly delay and
ed as the problem
v officer, closest to

ithin the HQ, one
e from within his
for the Operations
most committed to
ortant for the out-
Returning to the actual case, Pers knew about the situation a
for the wellbeing of this damaged battalion and its unhappy CO
had arrived by 09:00, some actors became concerned. A new req
is not clarified who sent it) led to an answer (e-mail) 09:42, say

“Previously transmitted information and requests concerning immedi
actions with answer desired before 080900 AM can not be found. Repe
Logistics”

The next step for Pers was to bring more attention to the matt
the organization conscious about it and initiate organized action
repair of the command structure and the reorganization of units.

Immediately after the regular morning briefing, because of thi
some further confusion about who was responsible, Pers act
owner and gathered the key personnel: COS, ChLog and the AA
the AA unit because of his position within Operations. 

The quartet thus contained the highest formal power holder w
of his immediate subordinates, the ChLog, one representativ
department (the problem owner, Pers), and the representative 
section (the AAv Operator). Among them, the latter was the one 
the operational efficiency of this unfortunate AA battalion, imp
come of the whole defence operation.
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9.3 Overview of the Work Context, the Meeting and of the 
Power Play

9.3.1 COMMUNICATION PATTERNS AND ACTIONS LEADING TO THE MEETING

Commanders frequently met other commanders, reached agreements and decided
about future plans and actions, “sharing a picture” of the total situation. Their HQs
communicated on their own level, exchanged other kinds of messages and data, and
gained a deep and detailed insight in the situation among units in the field. There

y drifted apart, the
here details about
n was required in

n function experts
owed up with ques-

petition to get the
 are surrounded by
get access both for-
ctivities within the

munication at mid-
erior HQ was then
explanation of the

ot fully operational
r means costs. Pers
atisfactorily: it was
that were involved.
 thorough personal
. The internal work
h required sensitive

 and what had pre-
ting an opportunity
S and the ChLog): 
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were signs that these two communities of practice occasionall
COs living with ideas and plans, but staff with another reality w
social and physical resources dominated. Much communicatio
order to avoid this gap.

On the organizational level, informal communication betwee
was mixed with formal reports. Staff interpreted reports and foll
tions in case reports were ambiguous. There was a certain com
attention of the commanders. They may not only be distant, but
various people who are engaged in intense activities. In order to 
malized routines and informal methods are necessary. Many a
HQ may well pass unnoticed and surface only by chance.

Let us return to the case situation. Probably the e-mail com
night had not reached the intended receiver. Someone in the sup
alerted during the morning hours, but it is not clear how. An 
delay and lack of response is that the superior command was n
during night-time mainly because during an exercise, manpowe
was upset because a sensitive personal matter was not treated s
both handled over the e-mail and sent just as a copy to the units 
Here we have the origin of the emergency. Pers wanted a more
action in order to resolve the problem and avoid further delays
had not succeeded in resolving an external urgent demand whic
handling, not being any routine issue.

During the later interview, Pers said more about this meeting
ceded it. Pers finally succeeded in initiating action when exploi
to gather a group carrying the key to action (among them the CO
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Pers: Finally I gathered them and said Now! Yes as it happened, that once I had got them
together, those who all the time blamed each other I said that well I take over this, re-
assess the situation; I assessed it and then went to the CO and said ‘now I have made
these assessments’, talked to these persons and I suggested that ‘we have to replace the
battalion commander’, ‘OK’ he said ‘we'll do that….’.

The COS and the ChLog and Chief AAv, all… they had different… yes blamed each
other…they had different opinions on who had decided what and so, you see, and it
finally became necessary for me to assemble all three at one time so that none would be
able to….

Q: You were the one who gathered them?

 replace the battal-
f the situation as
rticipant who cer-

es. The audio data
erts during a 10.5

. Together with the

Log confirmed the
robably been con-
A battalion com-

 announced in an
he copy to this AA
 The Big Mistake.
to an urgent affair
ting was in itself a

ion of the HQ was
e day before when
m. In the next sec-
onstrated.

ERSATION

rial building where

ring of the flow of
e clarified. Some

 changed to accept-
Pers: Yes, if not, the whole thing may have disappeared into the sand…

The actual events behind this summary by Pers (...we have to
ion commander...) were far more complex. The perception o
related in this account reflects one interpretation, given by a pa
tainly had a central role but it does not clarify all circumstanc
offer further insights in the close interaction between these exp
minute period, each actor representing one work role in the HQ
other data, more of the context appears. 

A later follow-up conversation (September 1999) with the Ch
reasons behind the meeting. In the morning of May 8, Pers had p
tacted by, had met or otherwise received feedback from the A
mander who was upset because his near dismissal had been
electronic message in the middle of the night. The cause behind t
battalion in the middle of the night was unclear, but it became
According to the ChLog, this may have triggered the meeting in
with rather high priority in the morning hours. However, the mee
normal way of handling such matters when more than one sect
involved. His opinion was that it could as well have occurred th
they defined the situation among the forces as a serious proble
tion, the whole discussion is outlined and some extracts are dem

9.3.2 THE MAIN STRUCTURE OF THE MEETING AND THE CONV

The meeting took place indoors in a wide space in a huge indust
the HQ had been positioned for several hours. 

The overview was made based on a transcription, and a structu
communication, whereupon each person’s contributions becam
crucial moments are highlighted, for instance when resistance is
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ance (by the COS), when some actors state the continued actio
ments where reached.

Overview - explanation (Figure 9.2): During the first four min
from hesitation to acceptance of the idea that something must 
and ChLog represented the formal power and bureaucracy. Soo
(AAv and Pers) formed a coalition, proposed action and 
described the state in the external environment and translated it 
cepts which could be used within the organization. ChLog was f
described (5:20) how he had acted almost 10 hours earlier and ex
to some extent, failed. Then he waited, eventually supporting the
line, until he could continue according to the formal distribution
and the normal established procedures. After eight minutes, 
most active, together they outlined what would be the optimal o

Relaxation appeared, noticeable in some jokes and laughter
The first occurred after 7 minutes and the last one shortly befor
the meeting was about to end. I could not follow it further, but 
during the after action interview with Pers (see above) indicat
outcome was achieved.

Figure 9.2: Visualization of the interaction during the m
play ”; COS  given much and Pers little formal power; coal

and innovation leading to agreements.

Agreement -
relaxation
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9.3.3 EXTRACTS OF THE DISCUSSION

In order to exemplify the turn taking and the power play, I will present some
extracts from the conversation together with comments. Figure 9.3shows a simpli-
fied structure and how these sequences are allocated over time during the meeting.
The photo was taken shortly after 7 minutes, logged 10:02:40. I have chosen eight
sequences to illuminate certain decisive moments during the meeting. 

red into a dialogue
ne:

nder can never be

 never be charged

commander so he
?

and accountability
 procedure, how to
r. When Pers used
nization and coun-
ss.
 COS alone contin-
ne at all. The dura-

ated in time.

Pers argues
for action,
against COS

Arguments; Coalition 
AAv-Pers

Recall
conditions

s

COS instructs Pers
who accepts

9,5

Photo
Opening the Discussion; Negotiation over Action

In the opening sequence of the recording, the COS and Pers ente
about the necessity of doing something and how it should be do

COS: ...right now there is a commanding officer, and the deputy comma
charged with the responsibility…

Pers: No

COS:...which means eh...if they have made a deal there, the deputy can
with responsibility because then it is still the battalion commander...

Pers: Mm, and this means that this must be presented to the division 
can take the...take the decision if he needs the legal part of this cleared

Comment: COS restated the actual situation. Responsibility 
seemed to be central in his argumentation. Pers knew the formal
legalize the change in the chain of command and made this clea
this argument, Pers also exploited the formal power in the orga
tered COS who was the power holder but wanted another proce

The next sequence, after about two minutes, is when Pers and
ued their dialogue - negotiating whether something should be do
tion of this passage is about 60 seconds:

Figure 9.3: The eight analysed meeting sequences, alloc

Negotiation
COS-Pers

Turning point;
COS accepts

COS sketche
solution

Transformation

2 3 3,5 4 5 7Minutes:
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COS:….but to take the step to, at a certain time, change the battalion commander…

Pers. Mm

COS:…then you shall have to replace the deputy commander as well…

Pers: Precisely

COS: …that is a decision by the Regional Military Commander

Pers: Yes I understand but doesn’t this mean that we, as a further step, must bring it to the
CO so he..

COS: Yes conscious yes…

ormal location for

…

n account directly

about the status of
.

force], in principle

oblems, but had to
hat had been done,
. The references to
d the position held
240

Pers:…informed about this. I have talked to eh eh the...

COS: Yes…

Pers: …logistics officer at the command post [Comment: the FCP, the n
the division CO]

COS: Yes yes

Pers: …and he was not informed about it and has asked me to proceed

COS: No, I see, yes good

Pers:… find out what…

COS: mm

Pers: …it is about…

COS: mm

Pers: …and that is as information for the..

COS: yes

Pers: …division CO

Here, AAv entered the conversation, asked Pers and wanted a
from the field: 

AAv: You were there yesterday, what impression did you actually get 
this unit? They report more or less themselves that they are eliminated

Pers: Yes they have one company left [comment: about one third of the 
that is what they have, the rest is eliminated...it...they...yes.

Comment: The COS tried to be formal and continued to see pr
agree when Pers clearly demonstrated what had to be done and w
for instance the communication with the FCP where the CO was
the FCP and the CO (the central powerholder) possibly affecte
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by the COS, who realized that some kind of action might be necessary. It seems as
if the internal HQ communication at this stage had not included the FCP. Result:
Pers got more power, and autonomy. 

To the question of AAv, Pers restated the situation as experienced, interpreted,
added to the formal report and transformed a very chaotic situation into something
that was communicable and manageable within the organization by making a refer-
ence to the actual state in the unit, describing it informally.

Formation of a Coalition - Persuasion

 a new round after
spectful affair, liv-
ot using electronic

iscussion together

hey influenced the

 idea into a formal
ation in the field in
ality” was recalled
The next example was when Pers, AAv, and COS engaged in
three minutes. Pers was eager to make it a more personal and re
ing up to certain ethical standards in a very sensitive matter, n
messages as had been done during the night:

Pers: And then…if you do so…then it is important that we have that d
with this battalion commander then…

AAv: Agree

COS: Mm

Pers:…so he does not get it over email…

COS: Nono

Comment: again, Pers got more support from AAv. Together, t
COS.

The fourth passage illustrates the transformation of event and
action after almost 3.5 minutes. Pers described the event and situ
everyday language. Once the event had a formal label, “ration
(underlined) first by Pers and then by AAv:

AAv: There is motivation and…psychological illness there…

Pers: Yes precisely

AAv: .. where they don’t even dare to use the radar…

COS: Mm

AAv: It is…

Pers: No and it’s a Personnel matter indeed

COS: Yes
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Comment: Those present realized how grave the situation was when not even the
radar was usable because of the risk of retaliation (hostile countermeasures such as
EW can disable equipment, technically blindfolding the AA units, opening the way
for missile attacks and rapid destruction). Pers then defined “Personnel matter”
and showed the path to a formal way out of this chaotic situation. 

The fifth sequence, some thirty seconds later, contains continued attempts by
Pers to define a formal action, more support from AAv, whereupon the COS finally
admitted action and support (the turning point highlighted in bold):

here): ...finally the
ow’...

rious...?

.

ean a threat to the
ilemma, one which
 the individual bat-

he previous formal
after midnight. The
242

Pers (continued to relate about the visit at the AA unit and the meeting t
deputy concluded that ‘no I do not think I trust my commander right n

COS: no..

Pers: ...and that...if one does not trust a person, then it is something se

COS: Mm, mm, mm

AAv: And certainly it is not only he who feels that way either...

Pers: No...

COS: No there...

Pers:...certainly not.

COS: ..are more persons in the unit...

AAv: There is a lack of AA competence in here [the HQ]...

COS: Yes yes

AAv: ..I mean it is totally lo…gical to motivate that we lift him in here

COS: Yes

Pers: Yes…

AAv: But I think, as a complete …

COS: It is a good solution.

Comment: These arguments, recalling the issue of trust, do not m
established hierarchical order, but instead a solution out of a d
demonstrated formal rationality and at the same time protected
talion CO.

Formal Matters - the Failing Decision

When five minutes had passed, the conversation touched upon t
request to the Regional Military Commander, originally shortly 
COS seemingly was aware about its content:
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COS: We are waiting for that answer.

AAv: Well, the last part of the proposed solution is not put forward....to combine the two
AA battalions into...

ChLog: Yes...it is done.

AAv: Great, one AA battalion!

ChLog: It would...I realize this, I should have sent a copy to the Chief Air Defence...but he
sat eh...next to me when we wrote it, Chief Air...Air Operations

AAv: We have passed each other tonight he and I...

e meeting started,
ying that the origi-
 the version from

s utterance reflects
bilities. Individual
t. In addition, after

COS
was the request sent to

C...0010 last night?
bly reading from the
e print-out where this
 marked in the header)

sent now (?)

sent now!

 is, then....[...]
s…
Fifteen seconds later:

Comment: The nightly message was repeated via fax, before th
after 09:42  when it was requested from the RMC via e-mail (sa
nal message could not be found). It is not possible to confirm
ChLog (working together with the Chief Air Operations) but hi
the situation in the HQ, how the normal division of responsi
work may pass unnoticed, especially in the middle of the nigh
five days, people might well have been tired.

Pers AAv ChLog
When 
the RM
(proba
messag
time is

It ...was sent now.
It was 

It was sent now.
It was 

But here it says...
Then it

From my point of view
independently of what
answer we get here,
we must do some-
thing... 

...it says nothing about
the 35. here 
[no. of AA battalion]

No, we did not have
any information last
night...

Yes, ye

It...it is the same situa-
tion ...so that...this...
perhaps it requires a
restart in order to make
...a smart solution

Mm
...in one step instead of
make a two-step…
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According to the after action interview with Pers, there was
during the CPX whether Personnel should or should not work
The outcome was that they did not. This in turn led up to the si
sibly, Personnel was not involved in the work during the night, b
situation early the next morning. By then the problem identifi
dently had not been acted upon according to their ideas of wha
action. 

Let us return to the meeting. After 7 minutes, the COS foun
loudly explained (thinking aloud?) his view of the situation (F
rizing it in this manner:

COS: …an order with this meaning, presented to the CO...for a dec
know the motive but…all the same…you have briefed those at th
or…and then we have handled the situation till the decision by the regi
mander arrives tomorrow then we have to talk about how this solutio
later.

Comment: the COS recalled what had happened and tried to co
to the solution, demonstrating the rationality which is involved
this action was a form of constraint management because no fo
act was given from above, because of the delayed communic
bureaucracy has precise rules for this kind of events, but for ob
could not be obeyed. Clearly something had to be done and he 
this, more power from the other persons. An emergency calls for
choice could have been to delay action till the formal decision ca

Figure 9.4: The COS summarized and outlined a procedure 
a satisfactory solution after 7 minutes, 10:02:40
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From Talk to Work

Lastly, when the procedure had been outlined by the COS, the agreements and the
decisions led to action. During the last minute of the meeting the final directives
were given about how an order was to be transmitted to the battalion commander
not via email but during a visit to the unit, satisfying both formal and human
aspects of the work:

COS: ...clarifying for the person that ‘now you have got a new task’

AAv: Exactly.

e....the social part

f the work remains

he makes clear...if
utline a new solu-

concerned that the
 the division CO as
e HQ was less for-
 how subordinates

procedure, but also
ng the night, when
rdination. Neither

d not been pleased
d for another solu-
ght to the surface.
 also had won the
eting (Figure 9.2)
COS:...and then you have the other part, that is the caring...part, you se
if you say so [pauses 6-7 seconds] because you have to do it tactfully.

Then the technical communication and the formal sequence o
to be done:

COS: No you write an order

Pers: Yes.

COS: ...present it to the CO, that we suggest a solution like this

Pers: And when he says ‘yes’ so...

COS: Yes when he says ‘yes’ you do...

Pers: OK

COS: ...and you can take it via e-mail or telephone and it suffices that 
he says ‘yes’ you see...we do it this way, if he says ‘no’ we have to o
tion...but he really has no reason to do...

Comment: The data reveal that the COS and the others were 
order fulfilled formal requirements, was written and presented to
the basis for a formal decision, even if the procedure within th
mal. The suggested procedure built upon trust and demonstrated
and staff can push for a certain solution, not only the technical 
how the agenda can be influenced. An irony is that earlier duri
the formal requirements were satisfied, there was a lack of coo
solution nor procedure was sufficiently designed. Pers, who ha
with how this matter had been handled, had energetically pushe
tion, and consequently mistakes or negligence had been brou
Even if Pers now was the one who had to do the work, Pers
“power play”. The relaxation close to 10 minutes into the me
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makes it plausible that no hard feelings remained. There was no loser. On the other
hand, if all had disappeared into the sand (the fear Pers expressed afterwards), who
would have cared? The next morning, the CPX was about to end.

It is possible to read something else into this dialogue, too. On the surface, the
staff had successfully solved a difficult case and the meeting was within the normal
procedures. During the meeting there was a balance both between the formal view
of the situation and primarily its solution, and considerations of the emotional,
social and individual aspects as entries for the invention of a solution. Eventually it
was possible to transform the social issue into a satisfactory formal action so that

. In sum, the meet-

or the meeting and
tors and forces sur-
e actions.

fficient in order to
e HQ, manageable
. The transcription
ring the meeting,
One is the external
adership of an AA
 for the efforts. A

.

me
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the bureaucracy could act within the ‘Personnel matters’ toolset
ing reconciled several contradictions.

9.4 Structural Analysis of the Meeting

Following Activity Theory, I will use its structure (Figure 9.5) f
the ‘power play’. The purpose is to achieve a picture of the fac
rounding the meeting, and to see the causal chains leading to th

Object(s)

The command work, the boundary management, had to be e
make several objects, events and situations manageable within th
by the existing organization in order to reach a desired outcome
and the analysis illustrate that several objects appear du
approached in combination, both in parallel and in a sequence. 
chain of command in the division in the form of the battalion le
battalion, and then the AA force structure, the ultimate goal

Figure 9.5: Basic Activity Theory Structure

Instrument

Subject
Outco

Object

Division of LabourCommunityRules
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closely related object is the situation interpreted as a crisis within one AA battalion
when its commander was no longer reliable, the event which had to be defined and
communicated in order to be resolved. Then the personal situation for the unhappy
battalion CO, labelled “Personnel” aspects, had to be resolved with respect to his
integrity before any command chain repair work could be possible. Also, the supe-
rior command had to be influenced so as to allow this move and the changes. How-
ever, this latter object was addressed through formal routine methods. From the
initiator’s perspective (Pers), the primary and related “objects” to affect might have
been the persons who were brought together in the meeting, representing first the

n abstract object.
-keeper to the ulti-
 CP). Evidently the
nt means for “con-
ituation. We must
 the internal paths
rmal action is nec-
h a legal solution.
 and of how to get
attered was to neu-
een a formal solu-

artial solution that
talion commander.
ted the individual.
 temporary partial
ithout gaining full

 that led to a long-

attalion, the break-
mand work which

 better cooperation
 of events had been
n the scenario, or if
s. As such it might
intertwined bureaucracy and the internal power structure, a
Among them the COS acted as the preserver of order, the gate
mate formal power, allocated in the CO (who was in the forward
CO was no problem. The normal working methods were efficie
trolling” him, setting the agenda, being adaptable as to the s
remember that much can be done without asking anyone (along
of a bureaucracy), to bypass regulations or create delays, but fo
essary when re-allocation of power is needed in order to reac
Thus the creativity of Pers and AAv is both directed at bypasses
the formal support which gives extra impetus to an idea. What m
tralize the contradiction between stability and change, and betw
tion and what was socially necessary.

Outcome

The desired outcome was a functioning chain of command, a p
was logical (rational), acceptable and ethical as regards to the bat
The initiator (Pers) wanted action which was tactful and respec
The data reveal that other criteria were a sufficiently good and
solution serving as a means to satisfy formal requirements, but w
functionality: decision rationality but not necessarily of a kind
term solution.

It is not possible to judge whether the events within the AA b
down first in the chain of command, and then in the internal com
initiated the meeting, could have been avoided with the help of
within the HQ during the preceding days. Nor whether the chain
carefully designed in detail by game control far in advance withi
it started as a conscious effort by the game and CPX control unit
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have been a response to other actions or events or lack of commitment, and then
turned into a contingency, driven by its own logic or lack of logic. Game control
normally either “punishes” or “rewards” actions by those who are actors, depend-
ing upon what the first response. Neither is it possible (because it was the last day
of a week-long peace-time exercise) to judge whether lack of (or further delayed)
action had led to any serious consequences. After all, it was a game, but the situa-
tion was serious enough to initiate “repair work” of both the internal command
work and of the chain of command. 

upon which of the
he initial  ‘driver’.
 official roles, tres-
organized environ-
ey used, changing
ing the meeting all
bers) which influ-
who was the gate-
active earlier. Then
ntervention could a

technologies were
g the meeting, the
facts, were social

es, accounts of pre-
ach other, carrying
ith the help of lan-

orderly, in accord-
ed.
was organized. It

 where the morning
ps, lamps, etc. had
IS and communica-
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Subject

More than one subject acted during the meeting, depending 
objects was acted upon.  Pers who initiated the meeting was t
Both AAv and Pers were stepping out of it and back into their
passing the boundary zone between the organization and the dis
ment during the meeting. This was marked by the words th
between vernacular and more formal labels on events. Then dur
four constituted one subject (a team with heterogeneous mem
enced the outcome. Other individual subjects were the COS 
keeper against “illegal” solutions and the ChLog who had been 
Pers mentioned the CO, as a reminder, because only after his i
legal and satisfactory solution be launched.

Instrument

Preceding the meeting was how communication and control 
used, according to the standard procedures and practices. Durin
most frequent and important instruments, the mediating arte
rather than physical: language, procedures, supplemented by rul
vious experiences. The four persons were standing close to e
only personal notebooks and the print-out copies of messages. W
guage the chaotic world was transformed and made logic and 
ance with the theories which Berger and Luckman (1966) outlin

There were few contextual constraints once the meeting 
occurred indoors, in a corner of the temporary conference space
briefing had been held and where computers and network, ma
been installed. The meeting ended where the (imminent) use of 
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tion technologies through which other procedures and actions were about to be ini-
tiated.

The Mistake (according to the Chief Logistician) with the address on the elec-
tronic message which released the inherent turbulence illustrates a few of the char-
acteristics of the present communication technologies. The way they were used
easily separated the social action from the instrumental one. The speed-of-light
communication can easily reduce any social action into a technical operation.
Using modern control technology, anyone can hit single or multiple receivers with
the same speed, precision (intentional or unintentional) and tactlessness. Earlier,

 tedious procedure
ered and corrected

n document) rules
be neglected. Exer-
 successively been
rt of the organiza-
owed this kind of
ow and then inter-
nstance, are proba-
Moreover, in order
and get a personal
o normal routines.
lies that those who
sfied several goals
and without harm-

ely and shall not be
erequisite for com-
ut complementary
firmed or perhaps
eems to have been
. This set of rules
ibility and elastic-
when more was handled consciously, often in a very slow and
where various technologies were used, mistakes could be discov
in time. 

Rules

First, the explicit (even if they are not made explicit in a writte
during such exercises are that what happens is real and must not 
cises normally are prepared over a long period and people have
immersed in the scenario. All participants are evaluated as pa
tion’s reproduction. Then, the formal organizational rules all
urgent meeting and were consciously used by the participants, n
preted and used as tools. The rules for calling to a meeting, for i
bly implicit rather than explicit. Who can reject a direct appeal? 
to rapidly overcome the division of labour and responsibility 
commitment in the bureaucracy, this kind of meeting belongs t
ChLog stated that this had been given a high priority, which imp
gathered realized that they had to reach an outcome which sati
(the AA battalion commander, logic, healed the chain of comm
ing the individual, formal requirements). 

A “mechanical” solution might have affected the trust negativ
read as the first-hand military priority. After all, motivation is pr
mitment and risk-taking. The basic rules were not changed, b
rules appeared, for instance that an action now could be con
changed later by superior command. The most important thing s
a continued process rather than a finite and permanent solution
originating in the bureaucratic power structure demonstrated flex
ity.
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During the meeting, another set of rules was referred to: logic. Arguments based
upon logic become powerful. Such arguments were sought after when it was neces-
sary to invent and find a way out of the dilemma to repair the chain of command but
not to humiliate an exhausted commander. The solution had to be designed accord-
ing to the specific situation and at the same time legal, other similar events may
happen. What happened here was that a rationally objective and rapid instrumental
process (first sketched in the midnight message), later was handled with utmost
care and respect to social conditions. This case has a parallel during the Bosnia mis-
sion (Persson, 1997). There, a company commander was badly exhausted and was

 and get relief from
told about how the
n. Later on, the lat-
rned is that there is
 and built upon an

 within an exercise
 ‘exercise commu-

 in the field.
munity and power
mand and the for-

udied, the Division
ality but occurred
utual respect was

personal-emotional
 between the direct
ace. The COS and
ntered into another
ecisive shifts in the
aping from the for-
ree of them (COS,
e the matter while
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ordered to spend a few days in the battalion HQ in order to rest
a period of severe strain. The battalion commander (interview) 
company commander first refused but then realized his situatio
ter returned to his unit and fulfilled the mission. The lesson lea
no given rationality, but instead what is “rational” was designed
individual’s situation and a pragmatic solution.

Community

An aspect of “community” is that the whole event was situated
and that influences from this context initiated the meeting. The
nity’ materialized itself in a drama as a “battalion commander”

The small group reflected and represented the larger HQ com
structure. In its outskirts we can see (hear about) superior com
mally most powerful individual in the organization that was st
CO. The turntaking during the meeting showed few signs of form
within the authority structure, actors being true to their roles. M
tactfully demonstrated. Pers and AAv shifted between a more 
position and their formal one, trying to make the border explicit
personal experience and action space and the organizational sp
the ChLog remained more formal. Twice the team members e
and less formal community, when they relaxed and joked after d
conversation. Then they became colleagues sharing a relief, esc
mal structure. The last time, near the end of the meeting, the th
ChLog and AAv) evidently were relieved that they could leav
Pers had to complete the procedure and do the paperwork.
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Division of labour

The HQ consists of several small units, each one having its own agenda within the
total command work. We see a strict division of labour as regards to the standard
tasks in the HQ, and a similar power division among them. The labour division to
some extent caused the breakdown because several subunits were involved but did
not participate in the final phase during the night. Independently of the labour divi-
sion almost anyone, however, could call attention to events. The division of labour
then is what lends power to individual experts, providing them with autonomy. It

owest rank but for-
ministrative work.

 management and
ormal power struc-
d work model as a
erson) was pulled
one direction) in a
ver, this was not a
s had to be recon-

ated (Pers) and an
a legal process be
s temporary, they
d than finite ones.

rsation reveals that
ifted very flexibly
 the next phase of

ral parallel activity
 the group.
was not questioned during the meeting and consequently Pers (l
mally responsible) remained the one who had to complete the ad

9.5 Conclusions

9.5.1 MEETINGS AS DYNAMIC WORK

The meeting was a flexible and partly formal platform for the
negotiation among competing and similar interests, within the f
ture, without threatening it. When recalling the basic comman
two-way transformation, we saw that an event (an exhausted p
into and formally defined (as a troubled battalion commander, 
way that allowed organized action (the other direction). Howe
straightforward taken for granted process . Several contradiction
ciled because only when sufficient autonomy had been negoti
exchange of power had been reached (with the COS), could 
designed (mainly by the COS). When solutions are defined a
require less formalization and are perhaps more socially accepte

When illuminated with the help of activity theory, the conve
during the meeting, the roles of subject – object – community sh
depending on the outcome of the process, and that this nurtured
the process. Figure 9.6 illustrates these shifts. There were seve
systems, reflecting the shift of situated communication power in
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e to new turns. The
 necessary cooper-

sections in the HQ,
hical levels. As an
le of social power

aint to be managed
nal influence from

isible and the com-
e overcome. There

itiate change in the
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edia which hardly
vercome caused by
al communication,
 and desired.

e. By following its
d work is. Another
l schema has limi-

y may lead the ana-
ts”, “community”,

ppear, that they are
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 in the social world.
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This adaptation was flexible and allowed immediate respons
meeting was a social tool for integration because it promoted the
ation when a breakdown had occurred. It bridged the two main 
and the gap between the COS and subordinates on three hierarc
arena for constraint management, the meeting illustrates the ro
and how formal power, authority, might be the foremost constr
and utilized skilfully. Which authority can resist direct perso
someone close nearby, at least in the short run?

When analysing the meeting, several contradictions become v
munication process during the meeting illustrated how they wer
was a certain struggle to overcome the desired stability and in
bureaucracy. Finally, there were contradictions between the ne
events which had a strong emotional load using technical m
allowed rich descriptions. Also, there was a contradiction to o
the delay (and the breakdown) in the communication. Person
both during the meeting and to the FCP, evidently was efficient

9.5.2 ACTIVITY THEORY: LIMITATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES

When it comes to the Activity Theory itself, some insights evolv
structure, insights have been achieved concerning what comman
and a meta-level insight is that Activity Theory and its structura
tations. If obeyed to the letter and/or taken as “given”, the theor
lyst to think that “objects” (together with “subjects”, “instrumen
“rules” and “division of labour”) are something that naturally a
“out there” like data, just to pick up and use. There is a contrad
simple two-dimensional analysis structure, and the complexities

Figure 9.6: Shift of roles between subject, object 
community illustrated with the Activity Theory struc
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However, the close reading of the meeting revealed how the conversation shifted
focus between various objects and that different subjects act, each having an out-
come in mind: rapid action, formalization, minimal change, a temporary solution.
But this is not enough. What happened was that events or phenomena in the social
world first had to be consciously defined as some kind of objects (transformed into
a suitable problem) before they could be brought into the universe of discourse,
allowing orderly action (idea transformed into action). It took for instance some
minutes before the COS realized that earlier actions had failed and that the situation
really required renewed decisive action. The previous work became visible in the

ay transformation
n, what is “object”
n be accepted and
object transforma-
 worth attention”.
 the meeting, Pers
y fast if something
t is “instrument” is
chine) may have to
nteraction become
lp of Activity The-

pleted with a few
he Activity Theory
meeting is consist-

ictions within and
rbance- and inno-

ring the communi-
 the transformation
his object (Person-
meeting and through the printouts
Referring to the basic command work model and as a two-w

across the boundary zone between environment and organizatio
is consciously defined or socially constructed stepwise till it ca
made manageable within the organization. Part of this event-to-
tion might be negotiation till it becomes accepted as “something
We have the same situation when it comes to “subjects”. During
was immediately accepted as a subject, but this might change ver
goes wrong or if a conflict opens up. Also we can infer that wha
socially constructed. An obvious instrument (telephone, fax ma
be redefined as not suitable, while a meeting or direct personal i
a better approach. This discovery could be outlined with the he
ory which illustrates its opportunities.

The attractive simple triangular scheme then should be com
other schemes, or used in a stepwise manner. Compared to how t
is described in source materials, the course of actions during the 
ent with, but also reveals more than Engeström (1991) stated:

The activity system is constantly working through tensions and contrad
between its elements. In this sense, an activity system is a virtual distu
vation-producing machine. (p. 128)

In Figure 9.7 a-b the movement from one to another phase du
cation is visualized with the help of two schemes, the left being
of event into an acceptable “object”, the right being the work at t
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e and instrumental,
pplied.
le, because it may
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e a social setting in
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 seen only as tech-

y system, there are
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nd the implementa-
 categories or data
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Instruments

Subject
Object

Event

Division of LabourCommunityRules

a)

Figure 9.7: a) The social construction of “object”, succeeded by b) 
achievement  of  “outcome” as (at least) a two-step transformation. 

Instruments

Subject Accepted 
outcome

Object

Division of LabourCommunityRules

b)
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nel matter) in order to achieve a decisive result. What is objectiv
in reality must be transformed into an artefact before it can be a

It is questionable whether this “machine” metaphor is suitab
direct attention from the social to the technical aspects of this
However, Engeström also stated that humans collectively cons
systems, and that artefacts are under constant reconstruction d
that arise when they are applied. As regards contradictions, o
between the perception of the activity system (organization) as
claim to apply the structure to a social setting (or rather, to defin
a way that suits the basic structure of the theory). A similar co
social artefacts are treated as objects, when for instance ISs are
nical components. 

Engeström stated that between the components of the activit
continuous transformations (“The activity system, incessantly r
Engeström, 1999, p. 66). When it comes to computer systems a
tion of databases, the consequence is that anything stored as
types may have to be restructured. The statement about what m
studying social action from the outside lends a machine-like cap
system. A more adequate way to describe what is going on is to
lectively transform their activity system into a new temporary
action again is inspired; this time by the same subject for the
towards the defined object, or by another subject within another
a different object. Similarly, other instruments can be applied.

When describing and later analysing this kind of “activity cl
see that rationality here has another meaning than the one p
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claimed as “best practice”. Part of the innovative work is directed at lending this
kind of quality to the work at hand, even if the process is far from “rational”. 

When AAv said “It is motivation and…psychological illness there…(Pers: Yes
precisely) 

and continues “ ...where they don’t even dare to use the radar…” 
the human and social/psychological phenomena were given names, “objec-

tified”, in a way that suited the organization.
A little further AAv stated another object: “There is a lack of AA competence in

here [the HQ]...” which got approval from COS who then was prepared to listen to
that we lift him in
ers: Yes…) and the

hus has showed the
f command work,
o shown that all is
sy to forget once a
bel its rationality,

d. 

 and involve many
pport technologies
al but nevertheless
 other. Depending

meeting unites dis-
ks, group decision
saging, telephones

of meetings, their
w the ideas of Stre-
 meet, they should
le workspace then
red, allowing indi-
e meeting we have
 large industry hall
art of the HQ with
AAv’s next move “...I mean it is totally lo…gical to motivate 
here”, which then added momentum to the process  (COS: Yes; P
COS concluded: “It is a good solution.”

The analysis of the meeting with the help of Activity Theory t
utility of the theory, illustrating the inner details of a kind o
details which have a very important role. The analysis has als
socially constructed, something which Engeström said but is ea
model is drawn. It is certainly not a machine. It remains to la
whether it is an instrument or social activity that is reconstructe

9.5.3 MEETING SUPPORT TECHNOLOGIES

Because meetings, organized for various reasons, are frequent
persons, special attention should be given the requirements of su
for these occasions. Some are very short and urgent, even inform
vital parts of the work. They have to be distinguished from each
upon the type (again a matter of social construction), and if the 
tributed persons, the support solutions may have to be video lin
support systems (GDSS), conference systems, electronic mes
and so on.

Design can be directed as to minimize either the number 
length, or both. Or, the design of support systems may well follo
itz et al. (1999) who claimed that wherever people happen to
have some supporting facilities at hand: roomware. The who
becomes an “interface to information” which can be reconfigu
vidual and team work and linked to the larger organization. Th
studied occurred within a temporary but tailored workspace in a
(a former saw mill), furnitured and equipped as to be an integral p
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telephones, notebook PCs and LAN nodes. Also the surrounding technologies have
to be designed so as to reduce the risks for lack of coordination between a meeting
and the rest. Functionally, design has to include every link in the ISs conglomerate:
the informating, mediating, and the informing subsystems. Figure 9.8 illustrates
two kinds of meetings, one within the ordinary workspace, the other outdoors.

at drives the devel-
 often created, less
mmand work, once
 new requirements
e more static struc-
sed “out of office”,
, against the rules,
gaps. Thereby they
dibility as persons
ble but these tools

cial and organiza-
the course of action

in creating a world
hysical and social
d out…” (p. 556)

n cars.
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The requirements Streitz et al. (ibid.) articulated may be wh
opment within the military HQs where larger open spaces are
physically and socially constraining than the older vehicles. Co
ordinary office work has acquired a different character, reflects
in the work. Unfortunately, what is office technology tends to b
tures as opposed to mobile technologies (“wearables”) that are u
being attractive in crucial moments. Occasionally actors used
their mobile telephones in order to overcome communication 
risked becoming de-institutionalized and losing power and cre
violating rules, but if rules were commonly considered unsuita
useful, (bad) habits spread. 

Bödker (1991) correctly claimed that technical as well as so
tional aspects must be considered in ISD and clearly confirmed 
we have seen:

“Activity Theory can explain to us why we are never really successful 
that is like what we predicted, because it is the actual situation, the p
conditions of the activity that determines how the operations are carrie

Figure 9.8: Meetings, in the FCP tent and betwee
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This is perhaps the reason why few IS become what they were aimed at. Sur-
prises seem to be what awaits any designer – implementer in the same way as the
additional receivers in the email address header was what turned the meeting into
an urgent prioritized affair. When it comes to “object”, Engeström (1999) was
clear: the “object is understood as a project under construction, moving from ‘raw
material’ to a meaningful shape and to a result or an outcome. In this sense, the
object determines the horizon of possible goals and actions” (p. 65). 

What he said is that the variety of possible goals and actions may differ consid-
erably depending upon how the object is defined. Probably any organization wants

 kind of command
ly predefined alter-
e when the span of

 ongoing conversa-
out future actions,
 saw here was the
ng which could be
tion, between data
have to be radical
t be reached, or if
ctory work, blood
ock, 1993) knowl-
 the instrumental

e relevant methods
 spaces when peo-

l short of the needs
 face-to-face meet-
rding to technolo-
 must be (made)
 have studied tech-
 put together, and

tcome must be able
n institutionalized
as wide a span for action as possible, which implies that this
work can hardly be designed as to follow a given course with on
natives. Instead, it is this kind of meeting that plays a crucial rol
future action is created. 

Winograd and Flores (1993) described the organization as an
tion where managers are involved in an ongoing dialogue ab
reinterpreting history in order to create new options. What we
reshaping of history from something static and passé to somethi
managed. It is crucial to shorten the way between event and ac
and (re-) interpretation. Ultimately, such reinterpretation may 
and allow new solutions. If proper definitions-solutions canno
power is masked and not outspoken but instead prevents satisfa
may be shed. If the organization “affords” (Anderson and Sharr
edge and responsibilities, thus making both the social and
resources visible, efficient work can be conducted.

However, as we have seen, it may be possible to discover th
and  requirements on instruments (artefacts) only in the real work
ple get together. Any ideal solution designed in advance may fal
and just become another system to bypass, for instance through
ings even if they mean personal risks and long transports. Acco
gies (instruments), individual actors bring components that
compatible in some sense (see for instance Davis et al. 1999 who
nologies for lightweight note sharing within groups). They are
when the group splits and other forms of work (re-) starts, the ou
to carry away and connect to other parts of the environment, eve
within the wider organizational context in order to be legal.
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Chapter 10
Case 2 - The Actualities’ Table

ng the sequence of
nts, interview data

eldwork site. Later
andbooks and data
ith staff members

ENIX IS) develop-

s

 a tale of the way
y while striving to
, 1988, p. 268)

 balance objectives
t ongoing in inte-
ed into and treated

ons are analysed in
rt of the boundary
as materialize into
ed, interpreted and
THE DATA ABOUT  the Actualities’ Table were produced duri
CPXs from November 1997 to May 1998, and consist of docume
and photographs mainly from the division HQ B, the primary fi
on, printed documents such as source material, some official h
files have been used. After the CPXs I made four interviews w
who had participated in the exercises and the interim system (F
ment.

10.1 Resource Management, Control and Artefact

10.1.1 STANDARD APPROACHES, TOOLS AND OPTIONS

In short, the story of command and control in relation to technology is
military leaders at all echelons have made use of advances in technolog
maintain their freedom of action and their command authority. (Holley

Resource management is at the centre of command work, to
and resources, demand and supply. Mainly within Logistics bu
grated cross-functional command teams, quantities are transform
as capacities: in battle, transportation, and endurance; and situati
order to assess the need for resources. This transformation is pa
management when the environment is made controllable and ide
plans. Resources, situations, and goals are continuously monitor
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negotiated whereupon decisions are taken and control actions initiated. When oper-
ations (and exercises) start, the resources and capacity of each unit are usually well-
defined and known among staff (fed into registers and databases), each command
(sub-) function according to its responsibilities. 

The regulating command work and its control actions balance supply and
demand through the use of stand-by missions, and preparations for alternative situ-
ations. Ideally, the close interaction between the main sections in the HQ should be
maintained through the SOPs (for example daily briefings) and supported by com-
mon documents and artefacts, for example prognostication tools for assessing pos-

cs section, through
ervise resources in
tions of traditional
ption, they and the
erialized in writing
puter programs. 
 formats and inven-
orts from the field

rt and communica-
m supply bases or
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sible (usually statistical) outcomes of operations. The Logisti
traditional book-keeping techniques and tools, monitor and sup
greater detail. To look at, these tools and artefacts are applica
techniques, whether they are spreadsheets or lists. Without exce
management techniques are based upon a rationality that is mat
techniques and calculations, successively transformed into com

Report systems have been modernized and rely upon standard
tory lists, and function through regular and special reports. Rep
along the chain of command, or rather, within the logistic repo
tion network indicate new demands. Resources are ordered fro
contractors who are continuously updated about the situation. 

The system and rules for reporting are basically focused on
ures (personnel, ammunition, fuel). “Soft data” (qualities) are ha
communicate but vital to get a full picture. In the standard report
“Battle capacity” was given one position allowing an aggregate
1 –5) while each kind of resource (vehicles, ammunition, perso
titative value in the report template. During the CPXs and the
better “informating” actions and units with the help of IT, I ofte
tion with this single rough figure which did not say very much 
to subjective opinion. In order to provide more details to better r
tuses, still making it ‘processable’, several efforts were direct
parameters and gaining precision.

Computer technology has promised to lead to more reliable
ment and better cooperation, allowing better communication, 
registers and the use of databases. The whole reporting system w
a computerized system  (ideally) using only digital report forma
attempt to exploit the capacities in modern IT. These changes 
during 1997 and 1998 in the command organization and caus
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The most shifting standards and procedures were practised when actors did not or
could not obey depending on the successive inventions and new technologies, or
when communication links failed. Much effort was spent with the reports, but the
output was late and unreliable. There was a widening gap between the formal
requirements on work coming from these closely integrated routines/systems and
what could be achieved. Whether the CPX conditions (peacetime, accelerated bat-
tle tempo, new technology, temporary organization) just admitted “quick and
dirty” reserve routines (but less relevant had it been a real operation), or enforced
innovation of something that would be an efficient new reporting system is hard to

d new options and

re large, caused by
utterance during a
o receive and com-
esses a dilemma:  

orces, we have no
e only alternative

he roots really are

the army command
ystem the strategy
logy as a means of
nd work (Thorell,
ttractive because it
ible to use in vehi-
 processing, use of
ithin communica-
ations for resource
Some were centred
s for detailed data

gy did not lead to
 Bosnia 1993, for
ed its own, relying
e technologies for
say. Independently of which, the new IT infrastructure provide
innovations were initiated. 

At the end of the week-long final CPX the problems still we
lack of routines, IS-skills, or technical failures. The following 
late evaluation discussion from an officer whose task had been t
bine all regular tactical reports within the Logistics section expr

now we spend half day hunting for functioning documents from the f
time to read it, analyse it, especially not act upon them…so probably th
is to pull it [the report system] out with roots and all, and see that all t
there…(Person X)

10.1.2 THE PC-BASED DEVELOPMENT

The 1980s and 1990s saw ongoing attempts to use computers in 
work. When waiting for a decisive army command support s
originally launched in the late 1980s was to exploit PC-techno
gaining experience from (any) computer use within comma
1987). The portable PC had a very limited capacity, but was a
was transportable in ordinary briefcases, initially fragile but poss
cles and provisory workspaces. The primary early use were word
registers, spreadsheet and calculation programs, for example w
tions. Around 1990 the development started of a family of applic
management and organization overview (equipment, activities). 
around electronic maps and symbol presentation as access area
and further integrating the report systems in the work.

Computer use grew but the attempts to use standard technolo
any common integrated IS for support of command work. In
instance, the first battalion used some applications and develop
on standard spreadsheet-tools (Persson, 1997). By then, mobil
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communication and email had been introduced. When in 1997 the latest develop-
ment phase started, of the FENIX IS and the Actualities’ Table, regular officers in
the command units had been involved in or knew about the modelling within the
larger army project framework (ATLE and the ATLE IS) during the preceding years
(Chapter 8). Most were familiar with ordinary PC technology and its application in
their ordinary workplaces.

There were exceptions to the standard applications. One was BERRA, an
advanced and authorized military application, based on standard spreadsheet tech-
nology and MSExcel, for making prognostications. A preliminary version was

cation of problems
ew years, based on
ns and simulations.
ts for medical care,
ailability over time
, used as printouts
sheets, and tables,
e meaning of other
esign from time to
 Actualities’ Table
olved in the work.
 at the principles in
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plan. During many
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, Chapter 9, is an
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nd Logistics (with
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rch 1998, FMV:AUH
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tested during the CPXs. The tool was intended for the identifi
and to inform decision-making. It had been developed over a f
very detailed bottom-up combat data and modelling, calculatio
It worked with a statistical model for calculation of requiremen
logistics (transportation, repairs, resources) and aggregated av
(weeks) of personnel and material in army units1. Its output
together with other similar artefacts, were diagrams, spread
where colour codes (red/yellow/green) were used to enhance th
data. The ChLog who was one of its designers modified its d
time. This advanced tool shared some characteristics with the
which, I considered, was a more interesting case because it ev
Both were used in parallel. Before turning to the case, let us look
the resource management and when artefacts are developed.

10.1.3 INTEGRATION OF DATA FOR AGGREGATED ESTIMATION

The tactical planning usually is integrated via a common effort 
is involved and provides input, influencing the design of the 
peacetime exercises, feedback from the simulated battlefie
detailed except when specific events occur. The meeting-case
example of such an event. Effects are to some extent buffered in 
only after some time (days) do they enter the higher levels’ com
in detail, requiring well-integrated work between Operations a
Personnel), often including contacts with the mass media. 

The planning is documented in, for instance, a continuously
forecast (prognostication) that is used for control and coordinat

1.  The Defence Material Administration (FMV), BERRA manual 19 Ma
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for detailed Logis-
 these overviews. 

f them is the Actu-
(and perhaps repli-
rements (the 1980
 main features are:

o is on the address
ional comments in

e missions, signal

. Its format allows
aces or distributed

ated qualities and
cates unfit for any
 main functions of
 reports and obser-
 written comments

Actualities' Table (HQ)
Date Force partition - orientation Updated
Sun Rise

Set
Dawn/dusk
Darkness Subunits
Weather
Wind
Clouds Clear Clear

Mixed Mixed
Grey Grey

Height
Rain Reinforcem.

Sight
Temp.
Misc. Battle cap.

State of Alarm - rescue Misc.( i.e. codewords) Signals
alertness
Transport

 reach them

Total force; Subunits; Chain of Command
degree of freedom of action over time. The forecast is also used 
tics planning among supply units where demands are derived from

Other tools are various templates for resource overview. One o
alities’ Table, usually handled within Operations but related to 
cated) in command support functions according to their requi
official standard version reproduced in Figures 8.5 and 10.1). Its

 • Weather conditions upper left corner;
 • Alertness for certain units lower left;
 • Main field – upper half: force composition and partition; wh

list and assessed Battle Capacity (marked in figure, see addit
text); Also notification of time when updated; 

 • Main field – lower half: Detachments for alarm and rescu
addresses.

Such a table can easily be modified according to other needs
printouts that can be pinned or taped on walls in the worksp
physically and electronically. 

”Battle capacity” (fighting capacity) expresses the aggreg
capacities of subunits, using a number between 1 - 5 (“1” indi
action, “3” considerable limitations but still some capacity in the
a unit, “5” fully operational). The figure/number is derived from
vations. Usually the plain number is supplemented in a report by

Figure 10.1: Original 1980 Actualities’ Table.

Ops

Arty

AA

Available resources for emergencies and how to
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from the CO (Commanders comments) expressing contextual data and what is not
easily quantifiable. 

In a draft document2 concerning the meaning and future handling of “Battle
capacity” the Army stated that it is necessary to visually and more precisely repre-
sent fighting capacity on the situation map. Alarm signals should be created when
capacities drop (The aspirations in the FENIX IS environment were that the unit
symbols on the electronic map representing the tactical situation (image) had links
to additional unit data3). In order to achieve this new control capacity, computer
artefacts have important roles.

th these traditional
tic representations
o the letter, or used
 comparisons, heu-
 They can be inter-
 them, and can be

troduction was the
Actualities’ Table,
nted in a new tech-
n in the command
in the operational

PROCESS 

e period November
ccounts (presented
ersions. One of the
 was the first HQ A
ber of tables (tem-

 (sub-) section and
eering, Logistics)
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Seen against this background it is important to stress that bo
tools and the advanced BERRA were or included diagramma
(Larkin and Simon, 1987). They can be read either according t
as tools for thinking when they can provide an overview, admit
ristics and inferences even when containing alphanumeric data.
preted in several ways, carry (much of) their own context with
used flexibly and communicated in different formats. This in
context to a closer presentation of the evolution of the New 
which carried a tradition of work further when it was impleme
nological environment. The table admitted freedom of actio
work, and presumably helped achieve it in the operations 
domain.

10.2 The New Actualities’ Table

10.2.1 OVERVIEW OF THE TABLE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 

The development of the new Actualities’ Table took place in th
1997 – May 1998, but its roots are considerably older. Some a
below) describe ongoing work in the mid 1990s with computer v
starting points for the new phase of development and evaluation
CPX in November 1997. By then, besides the FENIX IS, a num
plates, spreadsheets) belonged to the common toolbox4. Each
function (Artillery, Intelligence, AntiAircraft-Artillery, Engin

2.  Army TActical Centre (ATAC) 1998-01-22 19100:
3.  4. div HQ, SOP, 31 October 1997
4.  ibid.
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e” belonged to this
as both stimulated

(see Chapter 8). In
er, printed out, and

attle Management
ered the need for a
ber 1997 exercise.
intended to coordi-
and some staff ser-
cer drew by hand a
 features and data

Figure 10.2: Timeline for the development and life of the modified 

Nov 1997 May 1998

Long before 1980

Table revised

Constraints and urgent work
development during exercises

Dissolved
1 2 3 4 5

Individual
tables

Linked tables

ater a growing 
ity (Nov 1997).
had its own tables according to their needs. An “Actualities’ Tabl
set. Its further development during the fieldwork (Figure 10.2) w
by and a response to the other army top-down change process 
the new IS environment it could easily be stored in any comput
distributed. 

In the course of his work in the new Operations Centre or B
Centre (BMC) an Operations officer in HQ A (Person U) discov
better overview of subordinate units’ status during the Novem
The BMC concept was part of the new command organization, 
nate work all over the HQ, manned by various function experts 
geants. Resource overview was essential for all present. This offi
large table and taped it onto a wall next to himself, adding new
when needed. 

Actualities Table.

Figure 10.3: November 1997, the first sketch (left), l
Actualities’ Table: units, actuality, activity, battle capac
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Another probable stimulus was that the BMC had the role of Information Man-
agement Centre as well, responsible for the updating of the whole HQ of the situa-
tion and making information available, if possible via the LAN. Daily briefings
were conducted there. Quite soon projectors were used for projecting overviews
and images from computers as complements to the hand-drawn tables.

During the second CPX (January 1998) Person U was assigned to HQ B. There,
another influence to find new ways to inform about the situation seems to have
come from the then new division CO. He wanted to get a better overview of his
resources, given the brand new IS structure and functions which was implemented

ned to be present in
, having imagined

preadsheet applica-
g colleague, Person
 similar MSExcel-
sson, 1997). 

ets, and text docu-
mmon interface, an
essor), but control-

pdated in the BMC
formation about it,
 commands would

ells (Figure 10.4).

n complement as a
 the function (artil-

cel 

able (FT),
 Artillery
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immediately before and even during the exercise. Later, I happe
HQ B during the third CPX in early April 1998 when Person U
that the design requirements could be satisfied by off-the-shelf s
tions, began to discuss possible design alternatives with a visitin
J. His idea got support. This colleague (J) himself had developed
based tools when serving in Bosnia in 1993 (See Chapter 5; Per

10.2.2 DESIGN AND USE OF THE TABLE

The intention became to integrate and arrange charts, spreadshe
ments, among them command functions’ own tables, under a co
upper level “gate table”, called Actualities’ Table (like its predec
led and distributed from the BMC. This gate table should be u
and contain an overview of the total force and some common in
links to the actual operations order, weather forecast etc. Macro
then make the different linked tables accessible by clicking in c

Then each command function was supposed to develop its ow
command function table (FT) with details relevant only within

Figure 10.4:  Envisioned structure of new MSEx
Hypertext Actualities’ Table.

 Function T
for example“Gate AT”
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of hypertext struc-
e larger MIS (the

 tables, and opera-
arts of the HQ. 

built and then con-
atisfy a particular,
 loosely connected
chanisms (mainly
ments). Nor was it
ands only became
rly May), the first
llocated to develop
 character was effi-
sed during the last
valuation section).
down/PD evolving
the work-oriented
 grew in the work.
re 10.5) but were

multi-view version
ch any workstation
 be completed dur-
er” table interface,

the FENIX 

HQ
FENIX - MIS and LAN

FT
AT

“Gate AT”

FT
AT FT

AT
FT

AT

FT
AT

FT
AT

Command function team (FT)/section with local
tailored Actualities’ Table (AT)

FT
AT
lery, engineering), but linked to the upper level, forming a kind 
ture. Within the total HQ this structure was intersected into th
FENIX IS) where work stations and other PCs could house the
tors send them via the LAN among themselves in the different p

The new bottom-up application was sketched out, designed, 
tinued to evolve during the first half of 1998 but not as to s
explicit set of design requirements. Instead it was designed as a
cluster of work tools, visualization aids, and coordination me
documents such as operations orders, plans, directives and assess
ever “complete” or “finished”. For instance, the macro-comm
partially functional. Once the last and longest CPX started (ea
version of the new table being operational, little time could be a
details (interview, Person R, audio). In spite of this, its hypertext
cient and allowed a flexible use over the dispersed HQ. When u
two CPXs it became an appreciated toolset (see the subsequent e
In practice, two separate IS structures evolved. One was the top-
MIS structure called the FENIX IS. The other consisted of 
MSExcel applications which built upon the older practices and
These were not yet integrated in the FENIX structure (Figu
dependent on the same LAN and communication services.

The development process essentially led to a more flexible, 
of the old 1980 table with different linked documents – one whi
in the new IS infrastructure could support. The linkage could not
ing the last exercise to the extent the initiators wished. The “upp

Figure 10.5: Overview of the two IS architectures in HQ, 
covering all.
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similar to the old version (Figure 10.1), was an MSExcel spreadsheet that listed the
subordinate units, their current status and situation over time, further augmented by
the use of a colour scheme (numbers, staples in red/alarm to green/OK) for certain
capacities. By clicking in various cells, a user could access other linked documents
(or tables), such as detailed figures on technical and operational capabilities or a
long term prognostication sheet that visualized the current operations plan and dis-
played activities across time (days). An exploited MSExcel design option was that
a red marked corner in a cell meant that additional information was available
through clicking in it.

hitecture, to some
ata were even input
one separately. On
 necessary in them,

 demands, the MIS
at spanned several
oted and allowed

nd distributed new
ng the HQ subsec-
nd partly or wholly
ously as print-outs.
with local ones. 
(the PC, MSExcel,
pacities in the new

ls (buttons) provid-
d representation of
n overview instead
 had to be opened
are for data access
y-passed, but more
ork methods were
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The application was implemented in the client-server arc
extent “mirroring” the central interim IS (MIS) as well. Some d
data in both structures although these operations had to be d
some occasions, people complained that separate updating was
when one should be enough, possibly automated, they thought. 

While the hypertext application served mainly internal local
structure, its functions and output were a distributed resource th
command units within the division. The architecture both prom
development of amendments in the form of easily designed a
spreadsheets or documents according to the situated needs amo
tions. Written orders, notations and reports could be produced a
shared by the other (local) hypertext structure or used autonom
In Langefors’ (1993) words, there were translocal ISs together 

The combination of traditional tools with new technologies 
LAN and the communication system) provided valuable new ca
environment. The table structure relied on spreadsheets and cel
ing an alternative view of critical data, one that was a compresse
the object-world. One (or just a few) pages were enough to get a
of an interface consisting of abstract catalogues or files which
before they could be read. The same MSOffice standard softw
was used in both structures. Basically, the central IS could be b
importantly, traditional information resources, devices and w
refined into new ones with enhanced capacity.
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10.2.3 ACCOUNTS FROM THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ACTUALITIES’ TABLE

The data from the development come from a few complementary sources, because
there were more than one process that later converged. One informant (Person V)
explained his experiences from earlier work: During exercises in 1994 there was a
paper-based table in the HQ. The thought of making an augmented Actualities’
Table was there from early on, but: 

In the fall of 97 we talked about an Actualities’ Table with templates, but could not make
it explicit. Then in week 49 [Comment: early December 1997] it began to be concrete -
there was soon to be a CPX. During this week we had an exercise, how to design the table

 have to do some-
r a colleague] was
e made that Excel
k other files to it,
athematically you

-----

s in the computer,
e and save files in
e said it is in the
tion, it is there we
r saving informa-

in Intelligence, we

, about the need to
 this is matched by

 Command Centre
times in the period
 saw this as 6 or 7
 showing an aspect
instance the Long-
nd the mailing list.
Q work schedule. 
ed more about the
il 1998, outside the
bed as and thought
terest. He made it
n in the HQ, at the
application? But then after another CPX [late January] we said ‘now we
thing’. Actually it was during a later exercise in...when TS [initials fo
there, we started to play .[....] when we were the CPX control unit [...] w
spreadsheet [...] we saw we could link notes to it, we saw we could lin
we could put templates in a template register so we could retrieve it m
see, then it grew out like a flash of lightning. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We had a discussion about whether to store information in the catalogue
or, there has been a lot of discussion...basically it is a stupid way to stor
directories because you want to have them easily accessible. Then w
Actualities‘ Table, it is [emphasis added] there we should save informa
want to search for information, we will develop it into an instrument fo
tion. So instead of linking the files to these fields we had, for instance, 
will save the information at Intelligence.(Person V)

This raises some issues that will be treated later in the thesis
flexibly design work processes from an open structure, and how
common sense solutions in standard computer artefacts.

Later (a May 1998 conversation) the team leader in the HQ B
described how he and his colleagues took a sheet of paper (some
late January – April) and started to sketch out on a design. They
subordinate (function) tables all linked to the top level, each one
of the command information and situation. They included for 
Term Forecast, (battle) capacity, current and distributed orders a
Other pages included weather forecasts, daily agendas and an H

A January 1999 interview with Person R, a reservist, reveal
development process. Prior to the first demonstration in late Apr
design and development group, the new application was descri
to be just another table or template and did not attract much in
clear how surprised he was when he who worked in the IS sectio
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first demonstration, realized what exactly the new Actualities Table was and how
far it had evolved:

Then there was a call to a meeting concerning “templates”. April, mid April at…[a train-
ing field]. I did not understand what it was, neither did my boss.  We though it had some-
thing to do with paper, a kind of templates on paper, report forms and such things so no-
one was very eager to go to these meetings.  And he who last attended it did not come
back and report anything worth attention. This went on for a week, the first week we were
at P 2, when we had a week of preparations.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I assume the first call to the meeting came on the Tuesday. Then came Friday and the con-

mplates”. Then to
 spreadsheets with
plate” is and just

ht it was sad that I
 to represent some
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mber of problems
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 problems with it I
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ch should at least
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cluding briefing after this week, when they were to demonstrate the “te
my horror they threw up MSExcel, and a whole bunch of linked Excel
lots of buttons here and there and then suddenly I realized what “tem
then I remember very clearly what I felt when I sat there. First I thoug
had not understood what was about to happen because I was supposed
kind of IS -competence, I had the formal title of IS officer and I had no
all, I had...had no idea what had been ongoing and then I realized wh
looked at what it was, it did not take many seconds until I realized a nu
which would appear then with this solution, with my background as a
cian. (Person R)

Had he knew about the direction this work had taken (during
the COS used the term “template”), he said he probably would
contribute to a more robust design, himself seeing how to avoi
Other key actors in this work were a number of soldiers and s
skilled in computing. One of them implemented the macro
MSExcel spreadsheets during the fourth CPX. 

The first LAN tests of the new Actualities’ Table in late Apri
partly because it had initially been designed as any single user M
although consisting of several documents and spreadsheets. Few
had realized the complexities arising when they implemented
environment. Person R described how he helped with some nec
mands in late April before the fourth CPX: 

And...eh…then there was a weekend holiday and then we came out
there some of the problems manifested themselves. My next contribu
difficul…maybe I had a wrong and negative attitude to this Actualiti
start. Partly I had not been involved at all in it and then I realized th
smartest way to do things; shall we really occupy ourselves with su
blazing exercise but because I realized then that there would be many
offered to take it home and fix it a little. So when we left the woods t
took the whole table with me and wrote a few macros in Excel whi
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reduce the worst problems and then I was not that involved. Then among many other
things I noticed that the Actualities’ Table was used during the CPX and did not look
much more at it. (Person R)

Data quality control and the problems of how to allocate write/read responsibil-
ities in the actual environment were, however, never entirely resolved. A partial
solution was to make a “read only” copy available over the network and to allow
only those who were authorized at the BMC to update the Master (Gate) Table.
This end-state followed the intentions in the November 1997 SOP in the HQ A.

RTILLERY 

ut technology and
ontinue to listen to
d how he recalled

 support function
d it off after four
 principle. Then I

----

 you really had no
should have. I can
t you know future

ch things you see.
 retrieve the infor-
ught it was infe-

hich resembled the
CP, his workspace
s very limited and

ttached onto a soft
the original (1980)
 example ammuni-
g our conversation,
10.6). He had car-

being able to know
the evolving situa-
10.2.4 ACCOUNTS FROM PARALLEL WORK WITH TABLES FOR A
CONTROL

The account by Person S (Artillery) illustrates the reasoning abo
integrated development of command work and artefacts. Let us c
his accounts when in 1998 he took up his position in the HQ an
previous IT experiences:

In 1994 we had an embryo [to IS support] where we had the artillery
intelligence function...when I used it during a training session I turne
hours. Then when I saw what the FENIX was, it was the same thing, in
started to protest and said we must do something to make it better. ----

I thought there were too many positions to write things, you see, which
use of. In principle it was...there were some things missing which one 
give you an example, well, to keep the deployment areas ‘rolling’ so tha
positions, where are units now and what will they do after that and su
This I wanted included so I could just write it into a database and then
mation, the fire permission management or support control. I tho
rior...(Person S)

Then S told how he had worked with another kind of tool w
present table when he was positioned in an armoured brigade 
being an armoured vehicle (APC). The APC working space wa
tools had to be designed accordingly. His original table was a
wood-fibre board where needles could easily be pinned. Like 
standard Actualities’ Table, resources could be tracked there, for
tion (lower right field), and action (the rest of lower half). Durin
he made a drawing of the old pinboard from his memory (Figure
ried his board with him, using it together with the ordinary map, 
exactly what was said and done, and could keep a record over 
tion. 
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On the pinboard the positions of needles (shifted around) ma
tical disposition of artillery units (upper half), how to reach them
far right field), and their physical positions (bottom). It was als
on the pinboard surface. It was especially important to keep tr
command over the units, for how long and when the order for th

Early in 1998 (the fieldwork period) he realized that somethin
order to be able to do his job in the FCP, maintaining overview
and coordinating the artillery units in close cooperation with th
supporting the division. The regiment executed the orders from
and handled logistics for the artillery units. He described how h
tions:

This one [the table], we said, in this way, we must do something abou
it between the BMC and the FCP so we can keep in mind what we did. 
oped a little you see...it was done during the exercise...

Q:1998?

Yes there is a template that we artillery officers used which was built s
I think we took that away (points at the drawing) because we could get

Q: When you say ‘template’ it was in the computer...?

In the computer and we sent it via the email system between Comman

Q: Excel spreadsheets?

Figure 10.6: Transcription of hand-drawn Pinboard durin
sized as to be  usable in armoured vehicle; simplified

B. Btn A 23
(code)

Needles/Pins positioned in cells to mark actual comm
and communication channels/media
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Yes and behind them there was... then you could click in here you see and then you could
retrieve something else...and this was done...the one we send between us...

Q: Part of this which was called the Actualities’ Table… 

The BMC managed it, updated it you see then they sent it forward to me, then they had
information, I had information, the information I felt was incorrect I sent back to them.

Q: It was part of the Actualities’ Table?

Maybe it was...suppose it was

--------------
Then we had...behind this there were others which were linked into the first one where we

illery] sat towards
 quite good even-
eality we left the
?? [not possible to
at we had control,

the same informa-
erson S)

ign and Use

ge of the situation
sired qualities. The
te that the need to
e requirements for
 the HQ, inspired
urce soon was by-
 which was imple-

ces) stimulated the
what was available
 different strategy

he control require-
. The mail system
ry control over the
ame to the work –

 own table replaced
uirements growing
could ?[not possible to hear]. AC [Comment: initials; the Chief of Art
the end [of the CPX] and redesigned it, during the last days, it became
tually…but then we had to write in the values all the time...and in r
FENIX...even if we worked within the FENIX too in order to manage ?
hear] we did two things with this one, what we sent with this one was th
exact control, between the BMC and the Command Post that we had 
tion, that was what we did, but the foundation was the old template. (P

10.3 Interpreting and Concluding about Table Des

10.3.1 INTERPRETATION

In the new command system, the attractive single common ima
and the capacity to make all information available were long de
data and the first accounts (from late 1997, early 1998) indica
gain advantages through the new IS infrastructure, to better solv
information management, central control and coordination in
innovation. In the process of finding work methods, the MIS reso
passed by the Actualities’ Table. The threshold to the FENIX IS
mented in parallel (dependant on external expertise and resour
innovation which was dependent on simple and cheap artefacts, 
on location. The solution satisfied the need, but according to a
than the established (SOP) design and method principles.

The account by Person S tells how the work practices and t
ments guided the development of the spreadsheet application
replaced the IS-infrastructure with databases, allowing satisfacto
data, and its distribution. The informant realized that – when it c
they used the two IS tools/systems as complements but that their
the interim system which was not designed according to the req
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from the work practices. The interface of the oldest control artefact (the pinboard)
gave an operator an overview of his situation. He could physically manipulate the
surface, the representation of the tactical operations, with very simple means: num-
bers, letters, needle positions. The operators had to write in themselves what they
knew and wanted. The tool did not impose an ideal sequential work process but
instead allowed work with parallel issues. More important was that the redesign in
1998 was made as a cooperative effort between this officer and the Chief of Artil-
lery, working close to each other mainly in the FCP.

The augmented quality of the computerized version as compared to the original
rk allowed the dis-
ble before. Earlier,
 written messages,
, the actors had full
 developed in their
hronously develop-
ontent, by voice or

y over these capac-
specially upon the

ially when troubles
casions for persua-
nts about the situa-
ls which triggered
Log also remarked
han a report.
g system was com-
 still lacked actual-
 and actors further
s of the world for

logy perhaps is dif-
 unproblematic and
ike the genie in the
 comfortable auto-
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version was that the existence of the data communication netwo
tribution of the medium in a way that was practically impossi
commands had to be communicated by other means (voice or
perhaps enciphered, often slow). With their own enhanced tool
control over storage and transmission of data. The tools they
work was part of it, existing within the social environment, sync
ing with it. They could easily enter into a dialogue over the c
over the email.

The informants emphasized how they communicated each da
ity figures, and how unit commanders had to give their view e
most severe limitations. Commanders had close contact, espec
appeared and units had difficulties. These conversations were oc
sion and negotiations, and seem usually to have led to agreeme
tion. Low battle capacity (3 and below) were alarm signa
personal contacts, a finer-grained model was desirable. The Ch
that to listen to a voice was essential, because it revealed more t

In summary, as judged from the accounts, the normal reportin
plex, required much aggregation work before any output, which
ity and accuracy. The Table was used distributed over the HQ
developed it in their work, creating satisfactory representation
themselves.

10.3.2 CONCLUSIONS FROM DESIGN AND USE OF THE TABLE

All in all, the common sense perception of the computer techno
ferent from what is seen in the accounts: storing and retrieval is
something which is taken care of by the technology, which is l
lamp: just rub it and wish. Writing was not very popular when
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matic operations can be designed. Just push a button and there it is, the desired
information, ready to use. Let us listen to Person S some more, when he gives his
opinion on some minor fixes:

What I mean is this, if I would like to retrieve information instead of writing in every-
thing, then I want to pick it up in the database and it should be possible just to push a but-
ton [??] the consultants said it was no problem doing that, but there was no time for it but
they saw there was some time. I said all information is at the bottom of the FENIX if you
only fix the FENIX add a few things and so on, then I do not write in the FENIX then it is
ready. (Person S)

Log revealed more
ts: 

 is that we have a
e screen can see.

pective on IT: just
ion purposes in the
uter screen, having
l control, to rely on
nother example of
t:

 write into a data-
Chief of Artillery

 technology to pro-
ncerning (1) what
g back from a data-
watching) data and
en command work
espite its visibility

ing procedure con-
nalysis of require-

ntioned enactment,
ated with thought.

ight lead to a loss
o changes as com-
rk involved in the
An after action conversation with the CO, the COS and the Ch
about the rationales behind the table and design of the IS artefac

One of the reasons for the table with a field in it named Battle Capacity
document to stick to when we… which all, when they switch on th
(ChLog)

What the Chief Logistician said fits into the common pers
switch on the screen and there it is, serving control and coordinat
HQ. There is first a structural control, to have to turn to the comp
to be in the right compartment/vehicle; and then an informationa
one single source which supports the social reality in the HQ. A
the perception of the capacity of the technology is this statemen

I want to get rid of the writing here and writing there, I could use...we
base, you see and then I retrieve it wherever the division CO and the 
are... (Person S)

The accounts indicate an overestimation of the capacity of the
duce command work. Perhaps there is an underestimation co
efforts are required in terms of updating in order to get somethin
base, and (2) the value of actively working with (as opposed to 
information, being representations of the tactical situation. Oft
like this merely disappears (into an IS), and the older procedure d
passes unnoticed or is rationalized away. It is likely that the writ
stitutes a very important part of active command work. In his a
ments for successful understanding, Sage (1987) especially me
meaning that action should be introduced early and be integr
Automated updating might be comfortable but, hypothetically, m
of involvement in the actual operations, and a lack of insight int
pared to the insights arising from the mental and physical wo
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active writing. In addition, the table carries and presents an overview, however
rationalized, of its own context.

The same kind of rationality (write, link resource to action) which promoted the
older tools, also leads to both IS and computer applications. The social character of
requirements in the computerized IS, later made explicit in the work with and use
of the artefacts, becomes squeezed into a form where division of labour is a first-
hand priority instead of cooperation by those trying to master dynamic event flows.
The new technology even implies new expert competence and a new division of
labour in order to handle the complexity; the organization becomes what Giddens

imple technologies
e as a surprise. The

, or? FENIX prob-
ething simple that

h the requirements
, it allowed people

more sophisticated
and store” was bet-
e realized that easy
e” must be a simple
 the work, like the
m “command work
ble to stay in work

hen people in the
res and try to make
es and methods for
terest because they
 easy to use, store,
ractions, symboliz-
 of heurithm: When
ut and output (pos-
operative model of
 in-/outputs. Their
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(1991) called a modern organization. 
The aggregated complexity when several individually very s

were combined and used in a dynamic social environment cam
reservist Person R expressed it this way:

And then one can [...] the Actualities’ Table as a kind of defence in this
ably is good but we don’t understand all, you see, now let us do som
solves our problems. (Person R)

What we hear is that the simple tool can be combined wit
growing from the command work. Being a self-help application
to do something on their own, not being dependent on a far 
product. When one informant (Person V) explained how “save 
ter in the tables than in the ordinary file and directory structure h
access to IS resources from the work mode is essential. “Retriev
procedure. What he said was this: The artefact that is part of
table, is preferable because the operators do not have to shift fro
mode” to an “IS-work mode” where they easily get lost. To be a
mode all the time is what promotes efficiency.

There is another aspect of the use of tables and numbers. W
chain of command search for and create easily recognizable figu
them still more informative, they act according to old principl
accounting. It is easily explainable that figures still attract in
have considerable power (well known within accounting), are
and communicate. Figures are “rational” but are basically abst
ing social relationships. Langefors (1993) describes the concept
a process cannot be described in an algorithm but there is an inp
sibly in the form of figures), a system is an open system. A co
operations arises, involving people who can make sense of the
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meaning is clear as long as they can be accompanied by personal interaction, can be
updated continuously; as long as they are used within a closed group of people, the
creators and the users of them, who can interpret these numbers (symbols). 

At the same time, however, these figures fulfil the requirements for automated
processing and simple transmission. They can, unfortunately, easily be separated
from and used outside the social context where they were created. Then, interpreta-
tion may become complicated, possibly distorted. It can be done at great distances
and by others, but because an aggregated and rationalized value hardly suffices to
capture the precise details in a multifaceted social reality, some aspects then may be

s precise, credible,
o keep on trying to
and organizing the
e fight along well

wisdom and ability
s which risk over-

d control, to get an
xactly inaccurate)
needing to be con-
ing which requires

 Table, part of their
al world they lived
carefully designed
ut be hard to inter-
like an unproblem-
aphor that requires
operative effort. A
hapter 1) says that
telligence, and the
lost. The figures also get another meaning: as something that i
has precision, yet may lack content and richness. People tend t
make them still more precise, yet at the same time rationalizing 
social world and actions in still more details. So we see that th
tested rational paths to use the capacity of the technology, to get 
to better predict what will happen, will have some consequence
throwing the result. It becomes easy to automate monitoring an
overview on the map. It will lead to many but less accurate (e
consequences, perhaps outdated and having a low social value, 
trolled again and again. Precise figures need continuous updat
much work.

When we hear how people designed and used the Actualities’
own command work, they could probably recognize the social re
in behind the numbers even if they were meagre. An IS with 
images or symbols, updated at a distance, may express much b
pret, perhaps lack contextual awareness all the time. What looks 
atic corresponding image instead becomes another kind of met
careful interpretation, not by individuals in isolation but as a co
comparison with the VSM and its five subsystems (Beer, 1981; C
the Table helped integrate these systems, especially the Policy, In
Control subsystems.
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10.4 Evaluations of the Actualities’ Table

10.4.1 EXTRACTS FROM THE ON-SITE EVALUATION

I made an attempt to evaluate the table during the last evening of the final CPX as
an electronically distributed questionnaire. The reason was to capture, on location,
something from the seemingly fruitful development and use of this table. The
attempt to use the LAN was a way to save time and to test this kind of survey now
that the technical means existed. Very few answers were returned after the initial

 and then transfor-
tributing to the low
ny other competing
d. This effort dem-
nd (2) that, even if

 and appreciated.

ins from the early
e current situation.
uence because the

MC it was used to
ding the situations
ere taken over and
 operations orders.
en shifts rotated.
 outwards was not
 the right direction.
erview of the order

ourable ratio work/
ogistics reply was
ary: good. A third
ut it was advanta-

e by themselves.
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difficulties to distribute it had been overcome (network overload
mation of the attached questions to plain text in a message). Con
answer frequency was that this was the last evening and that ma
activities occurred. Several persons were not in the HQ but reste
onstrated (1) the difficulties to use the network for such tasks, a
the answers to my questions were few, the Table had been used

From the BMC (where one of its designers answered):

The idea to electronically “update” the Actualities’ Table orig
April CPX, the table then being accessible for all to look at th
Then to link subordinated sections’ tables was a natural conseq
network would facilitate an easy search process. Within the B
continuously and was a simple way of monitoring and recor
within subordinated units, what units there were, when units w
left according to superior command. The data were taken from
The table had been used very often, for instance as a support wh

Even if the idea with links and updating from the BMC and
fully implemented what was done was considered to be a step in
Some functionality could not be completed, for instance the ov
production and editing process.

Logistics said that the table was used very often, with a very fav
output, especially that everything was on one sheet. Another L
that they had used their three table sheets continuously. In summ
answer was that not everyone in the HQ updated their tables b
geous that anyone can make updates, that sections can add mor
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Army Aviation had used it at the rotation of shifts, sometimes more often after
updating. The table gave a good overview, especially valuable that updating could
be performed from separate documents because otherwise the accessibility would
have been too constrained. 

Fire support (artillery and related systems) had used it for updating between differ-
ent locations within the total HQ (as told by Person S), the table was used in the
same manner as before the computerization, a positive and easily applied principle.
As compared to the FENIX IS, the table meant considerably less work for the

nge of information
mation in the table

BLE

dures, the central
cation and support.
at was distributed
centrally provided
ntended to provide
ntral army project. 
ualities’ Table was
ntioned in varying
endix. This phrase

 overview of how
), when they were
n become a valua-
t should, however,
.[emphasis added]

ummary, three sen-
e, just mentioned
fly once, neutrally
pedition used and
updating, was more easily accessible and efficient for the excha
within the HQ. An aspiration was that in future versions the infor
should be created automatically.

10.4.2 AFTER ACTION EVALUATIONS OF THE ACTUALITIES’ TA

A few weeks after the last CPX, staff evaluated work proce
(interim) IS, the organization and its infrastructure for communi
This evaluation took the form of a structured questionnaire th
from the central army authorities, designed as to “cover” the 
technical systems and the methodology how to use it. It was i
input for the next phase of design and development within the ce

In their evaluation report5, primarily its appendices, the Act
positively mentioned and supported by some. The table is me
degrees in 7 of 10 appendices including once in the summary app
from the Operations’ appendix was repeated in the summary:

During the exercise an Actualities’ Table was developed which gave an
units could be reached with orders (Sw. “orderläge”, ‘order situation’
subordinated to the division, current operations order, etc. The table ca
ble instrument which gives a rapid overview  of the ‘order situation’. I
be integrated into the FENIX system and not remain an own document
(Evaluation report App. 1, p. 18, no special heading)

An overview of other appendices: 

Anti Air Defence most positive, but this was not evident in the s
tences; Operations twice. Positive, two sentences; Intelligenc
twice; C2 systems - once, positive; Logistics – mentioned brie
advocating but not enthusiastic; Central expedition once: the ex

5.  Evaluation document 13. division, June 16, 1998, 19 630: 30 285
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updated the table about the progress of order editing and distribution. The table
should be developed, possible to update continuously and automatically, able to be
used by several users in parallel.

 The little attention is surprising given that the table had emerged and evolved
over at least three CPXs, and that end users had found that it not only comple-
mented but extended the central IS resources. The reasons why the table was appre-
ciated might be (from the evaluation document):

Present command support (especially ISs) has unsatisfactory capacity. The raw data in
today’s IS located in too many places, updating and reporting/orienting/informing rou-

periences and ref-
recision, does not
ity Report and the

and difficult to get
t searching for the
pp. 3, p. 5)

ce by Central. The
ntinuous updating
ibuted until all had
p., App. 10, p. 2)

eloped in order to
riendly with more
)

S which led people
n) and use of plas-
rface which would

 They assumed that

e updated Actuali-
mation was to send
ission and search:

interim IS stated by
 zones and helicop-
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tines too time-consuming. (ibid., App. 1, p. 2)

…the development has just started, we make progress and have got ex
erences. Present FENIX too time-consuming, slow, lack sufficient p
provide overview. Other larger method constraints are the Battle Capac
Export/Import function. (ibid., App. 1, p. 15)

The problem with the current IS is that the information is fragmented 
presented in an adapted and processed form. Now much time is spen
‘right’ information, both within and outside the HQ. (ibid., Artillery, A

As regards the monitoring of the order situation it was done for instan
outcome was made available for other persons in the BMC through co
of the Actualities’ Table (especially when an operations order was distr
received and confirmed that the order was received). (ibid., Central ex

Further, under heading Actualities’ Table: 

The version which was used during the final CPX should be further dev
reach readability, updating, etc. faster and that it becomes more user f
people simultaneously with continuous automatic updating. (ibid., p. 4

Operations has a similar opinion concerning the slow interim I
to use traditional methods such as telephone (chat on the situatio
tic template on maps. They recommended some kind of web-inte
admit rapid access and direct links to stored information (data).
a first step could be the developed table. 

Air Operations is direct: The only functioning database was th
ties’ Tables. The most frequent method for transmission of infor
it via email to receiver. Intelligence had a similar view on transm
to call the person who had produced the information and ask. 

Among the three most important further developments of the 
Air Defence, the first a dedicated application for air defence fire
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ter flight corridors; to develop the table for a multi-user environment ranked sec-
ond; the third was an undo-button (!).

In the same evaluation the interim command support IS was considered to have
too limited a capacity: basic data in too many places, introduction of new data and
the report procedures were too time-consuming. In order to reach an optimal coor-
dination between different parts of the HQ, these parts must be updated concerning
the CO’s intent, actual situation, and successive decisions (better integrated VSM
subsystems). The given HQ structure presupposed a much more powerful IS (not
specified). Updating often had to be done via a telephone call because different

ase in the HQ.

Person V who had
 that the staff had
autumn 1998) dis-
 project, they met

g the exercise, but
 interest from any
as used the most

ard work to get it
 [initials] tried to

 understanding of
ause of the aspect
nd manage infor-
his is a need you
. (Person V)

he people from the
e consultants who

e realized that the
’ Table and it was
hange and similar
Table and then we
ived and accepted
ard of it and then
databases existed in the HQ segments: regrettably not one datab

10.4.3 CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT

Two follow-up interviews helped explain what had happened. 
been working with the central IS design and management, said
first simply forgotten the application. When they finally (early 
covered its potential and tried to get it back into the larger IS
resistance.

What was strange with the Actualities’ Table was that we had it durin
the day after, the table died. It was a good aid you see but there was no
direction to grab it and continue to develop it…and still it was what w
during the CPX.

Q: Why did it die?

…many who did not understand its importance…it really has been h
back into the project, it has been No from the beginning, we tried…AM
push it back in again but the answer was No. He [a third officer] has no
it, its importance. Now it has re-entered…now it has been included bec
to save information, to use as an interface in order to be able to save a
mation. It is from those aspects we have got it back in the process--T
can’t see concretely until you are faced by the task and have to solve it

During the autumn of 1998 a meeting was arranged between t
HQ, the Defence Material Administration representatives and th
had done the FENIX design and development:

...we sat and talked there about various kinds of problems and then w
problem should be a non-problem if we had a functioning Actualities
related to issues such a data transport and rights and information exc
topics. So, instead of sending over email it could as well be stored in a 
started to realize too that this Actualities’ Table had not at all been rece
by the FENIX or the ATLE project. Not one of the consultants had he
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was launched…we had a few more meetings where our beliefs were strengthened con-
cerning the qualities of the Actualities’ Table and that it was important and then we
started lobbying in order to have it accepted and taken care of. (Person R)

A tactic when the idea of the table was again launched, confirmed by another
informant, was to give the application a new definition – one more “interesting”
than the “simple”, descriptive one it had inherited: it was to be (part of) the new
“intranet web-interface”. Such a project had been thought of centrally, but not yet
worked with during the 1997–1998 development cycle. Now, something could be
used as a starter.

 entered the hub of
id access of infor-
ly accessible only
ding tools and file

ay even no longer

t and easy access to
standard MS Win-
ring the 1998 exer-
ddition, after a few
 standard interface
cedures within the
li’s (1988) theories
hysical constraint)
traint, and then the

g about what com-
t a computer appli-
s, less work to do.
re colours the way
ed. Also, the com-
is illustrated when

th in the advanced
ion was when, after
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According to the two interviewees, under this name, the table
the continued project, now designed to support convenient, rap
mation stored on the HQ servers. Information was previous
through the central (substitute) IS with its standard set of fin
directories. With this new interface and an intranet, these tools m
be necessary to access the central IS resources. 

Together, the new interface and an intranet would allow direc
servers and databases, allowing users to bypass the central IS 
dows interface. This interface had been an obstacle for many du
cises, because it presupposed use of pre-defined procedures. In a
days the amount of data made information management via the
(Windows Explorer) a heavy task and slowed down certain pro
command work. This last step during 1998 illustrates Bucciarel
(see Chapter 3). After the constraint (resistance, not primarily a p
had been framed, the next step was re-naming, reducing the cons
design could continue (deciding).

10.4.4 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE EVALUATIONS

The accounts give several examples of common-sense thinkin
mand work is, what requirements for support there are, and wha
cation is and how it should be designed: automation, database
The notion of the networked MIS as the dominant IS architectu
“problems” are defined and how later “ “solutions” are design
mon-sense division of labour (and thinking) within the army 
continued development was discussed. 

On other occasions the simple spreadsheet tools appeared bo
BERRA and elsewhere. They were easy to re-design. One situat
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a morning staff briefing (the managers, section leaders) some of the participants
gathered outdoors to discuss the design of a BERRA Long-Term Forecast spread-
sheet. The specific topic was the Battle Capacity. Situated choice and interpretation
of influences from contextual factors were necessary in order to better interpret the
values in the spreadsheet, for instance enemy air situation which had a decisive
influence on own movements. The request was to have it added on the spreadsheet,
which was done within half an hour by the ChLog who appeared with a new design
(and handed me a copy).

Finally but not the least important, the actors used concepts as tools in order to
e rational superor-
e words of Berger
nd how it became
eveloped within an

able and its 

 artefacts are more
alysis of the meet-
.7) to structure the
d forces surround-
 

eived by individual
bour. However, the
ting capacity and
define their issues in a way that paved way to acceptance from th
dinated social system. This last phase also demonstrates, with th
and Luckman (1966), the socialization of the local initiative a
legitimate part of the larger universe of practice, having been d
autonomous sub-universe.

10.5 Structural Analysis of the New Actualities’ T
Evolution

The contradictions between the command work and its standard
obvious in this case than the first one. In the same way as the an
ing, I will use Activity Theory (basic scheme shown in Figure 10
first analysis.The purpose is to achieve a picture of the factors an
ing the table, and to see the causal chains leading to the actions.

Object

I conclude that the primary object is the command work, as perc
actors and teams, organized according to an idea of division of la
purpose of the work is to sustain the subordinated units’ figh

Figure 10.7:  Basic Activity Theory Structure.

Instrument

Subject
Outcome

Object

Division of LabourCommunityRules
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direct them in order to achieve goals. Work has constantly to be directed and coor-
dinated into a stable mechanism. This is done with the help of another object, tech-
nologies, which in a similar manner are applied, reshaped, and used in a multitude
of ways. There are several such objects involved in the case: the FENIX IS, the
Actualities’ Table, standard software, the communication system and other parts of
the infrastructure. Instead of being static (an object-perspective) “command work”
evolves dynamically, in order to be efficient. Within Artillery, late in April, accord-
ing to conversations during the next to last CPX, most efforts were still aimed at
finding efficient working methods. 
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stem was an inter-
es. These had to be
ation bottlenecks),
 drawn because of
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etwork. 
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The FENIX IS was an intervening object which presumabl
something separate from the work. Also the communication sy
vening object because via it, staff easily could send standard fil
compressed but sometimes were not (which caused communic
or could not easily be compressed (MS PowerPoint slides were
the threshold to use the rough drawing tool in the FENIX IS, me
1998 evaluation report ). Some continued to use MS PowerPoi
familiar to them, in spite of the risk of effectively choking the n

The IS structure remained an obstacle for many. Some worked
to make it usable. Before the late April CPX, software in ev
changed to a new version which took five days of work for th
detached for it (source: conversations with staff), but later fix
After such changes, hard work was required to re-establish wor

Many were used to the traditional Actualities’ Table. It promis
able into a new shape with new qualities. Because of the cho
coordination was required once the responsibility for the “gate 
Many could refine the standard design by using previous experie
develop MSExcel into a new multi-user application, with some,
that did not prevent the use of it during the work, and that it bec

Outcome
The accounts tell about how people felt out of control of thei

when confronted by and trying to learn how to use the interim I
come was an efficient way to do the tasks within command wor
tool which allowed satisfactory control over their own work, a t
ily updated, distributed, transparent, and contributed to an upd
of the tactical situation. It is likely that the total outcome, both th
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new technologies, and the invention of the new table, were considerable contribu-
tions to the army’s ability to solve difficult missions.

A central command work goal, what kind of IS capacity and functionality should
be developed, was difficult if not impossible to define in advance. A statement by
one informant (”This is a need you can’t see concretely until you are faced by the
task and have to solve it”, Person V) expresses the inability to imagine what com-
mand work is in a new environment, even by an experienced officer. Instead, a par-
ticular set of common-sense beliefs governed the FENIX design and use. This
belief set meant that “work” was seen as an object rather than a social and dynamic

ne granularity. The
he work as office-
s overkill. Certain
liefs, as expressed
 and by this infra-
as that a new kind
ed at the manage-

rk required a lot of

ge span of compe-
echnicians to some
l objects involved,

 reservists/consult-
 the complications
gourously in order
 There are mainly
ly previous experi-
ement encouraged
to creativity. How-
 design could have
 different.

nts. It either facili-
uch as distances or
ganized temporary
activity system, and that it is possible to define in advance to a fi
MSOffice software in particular supported the perception of t
work, and led to an infrastructure where much could be seen a
components became constraints that had to be overcome. The be
by the informants, were that some work was merely produced in
structure, almost automatically. The most obvious consequence w
of command work evolved, which was a demanding IS work aim
ment to satisfy the requirements from the system: data. This wo
effort before command work could be done.

Subject

Many individual experts/operators contributed. There was a lar
tence between the persons who were involved, from computer t
without specific computer experience. Because there are severa
more than one subject acted. The accounts tell about soldiers,
ants, and officers who saw new possibilities but did not realize
that accompanied the obvious simple solutions. Others acted vi
to find methods that provided satisfactory freedom of action.
three reasons why so many could contribute: people could app
ence and tools, the software was well known, and the manag
autonomous and problem-solving innovations, which then led 
ever, as we have seen, had the table got another name, either its
been done properly by more actors, or it might have been totally

Instrument

It is necessary to include the whole workspace among instrume
tated work, or provoked actions so as to overcome limitations s
narrow vehicles (bad visibility), whereupon staff creatively or
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open indoor workspaces. The constraints originating from th
workspaces (See Figure 10.8) were criticized in the after-actio
1998 answers to validation questions). At the same time it is rem
vehicles, within their limitations, could be redesigned accordin
gies over some decades. The accounts and my photos tell abo
artefacts were used for narrow vehicles, allowing some but lit
they were installed. The large container test workspace (in HQ A
meant new needs for control of attention and work in it. In addi
was dependent on an instrument which could solve the requir
control and coordination of the information resources in order to
tion role within the whole HQ.  

Preceding the development of the Actualities’ Table (and 
behind it) were technologies for communication and rational co
ing to the standard procedures and practices. The contradic
rational reporting system and the efforts to actually use it and 
probably stimulated the development of the table which became
fact but one that was appreciated in the work. The accounts and
about the links between actors that it offered and promoted, simi
flight progress paper strip (Hughes et al. 1992). 

The most frequently used and important instruments, the m
were social rather than physical: language, procedures, supple
sheets, rules, accounts of previous experiences. Printouts of doc
mon, as Figure 10.9 illustrates. 

Figure 10.8: BMC team leader, late April 1998
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ation, the actors in
for negotiation and
ts, taped them onto
on the ground, put
, the army vision’s
st among staff car-
elephones, mixing

atic foundation. It
efined the content
o “deliver” a prod-
the dominant com-
 aimed at a stable
sons, for instance,
 first defined aside
istribution of order

itional centralized
n of command, but
thing and thus was

up (autumn 1998),

 April 1998.
Because of the resulting constraints and the sectioned organiz
the HQ met in- and outside their ‘cubicles’. They created tools 
sensemaking, or used tools in various ways: redesigned printou
walls for augmented visibility, faxed them. They drew models 
maps on the floor and so on. In order to keep up with demands
“walkstations” certainly had been motivated. As substitutes, mo
ried and guarded their own notebooks and some had mobile t
high- and low-tech.

Rules

Most rules that were applied rested upon the military bureaucr
stated that the central army authorities had the money and d
within the IS project framework. The failure of the bureaucracy t
uct was then turned into an “interim system”, where, following 
mon sense logic, command work was designed as office work
control process. Once the chain of exercises started, security rea
generated many rules to obey and interpret to the best. They were
from work. Modern IT multiplies the risks and promotes rapid d
as well as chaos. 

The contracting of consultants was done according to the trad
control with a certain division of power and roles along the chai
did not prevent the table initiative. This initiative did not cost any
not discovered by the central authorities until it was brought 

Figure 10.9: Printouts were taped onto walls in vehicles,
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whereupon it was instinctively turned down (interviews). Another set of rules was
present in the army, too. In short, anything that led to results was allowed. To design
this set, much communication was needed. It is likely that what did not become vis-
ible (The Actualities’ Table), did not bother those who were guardians of rules.

Community

Many belonged to more than one community, moved between them. Some had con-
flicing roles. Either they were precious experts in the command teams and had to do
their job there, or had positions within the contextual bureaucratic structure. The

 at the total and not
ts were to make the
acy provided, con-
 technology.
ibly facilitated the
activities. One was
ts of which we can
t individual in the
consisted of repre-
all systems devel-
ird were staff with
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f the need for rapid
f the products con-
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tors. This does not
 commitment was
al HQs, and to find

 organization. The
verned the internal
mplete the FENIX
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bureaucracy worked for continued stability and order. It looked
the sub-optimized local efforts. The army and the HQ B interes
final exercise a success. Actors had to use what the bureaucr
stantly trying to achieve sufficient autonomy: money, authority,

The various groups thus had a shared interest, which poss
work. There were at least four groups of people involved in the 
the army authorities and the command hierarchy, on the outskir
see superior command and at the lower end the most importan
organization that was studied, the division CO. Another group 
sentatives from the computer and consulting industry, and the sm
opment group (FENIX) reflecting the larger IS community. A th
subgroups for IS and Actualities’ Table development. A possible
those who used the artefacts. Possibly the incentive to make pro
the IS industry, but little of this was seen in the data.

These groups were each involved in parallel work because o
solutions and the very constrained time schedule for delivery o
tributing to the distributed work was the impossibility of contro
the division of labour (see below) which was a “natural” conse
spective on work and IS, had to rest upon trust between key ac
mean that conflicts were masked or neglected, only that the
strong enough to promote flexible cooperation within the tactic
prestige-free solutions to emergent difficulties.

Division of labour

Division of labour is necessary in the complex and specialized
principles emanating from the superordinated bureaucracy go
structure in the HQ. Consultants were contracted in order to co
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system in accordance with the tradition within the army where few have systems
engineering competence. Security regulations produced within another defence
agency led to yet another turn in the spiral of division of labour and specialization.

The division of labour between staff and the supporting battalion caused some
frustration. Workspaces were designed and equipped by the latter, including the IS
and communication systems infrastructure, rather than by those who had to work
there. The reason was that work was the last “component” to be added in the HQ. 

We saw an initial strict internal division of labour as regards to the standard tasks
in the HQ and the systems development. This was supplemented by another divi-

dvance and admit-
ples on a flexible
rning were project
functional teams.
s aimed at efficient

e confusion about
uments) which led
s and a design with
d confirmed by the
 “normal way” of
ominated required

ommon Sense

s part of the work
999) studied. The
d Sharrock, 1993)
 report and action,
 of contradictions
med, reified in the

upport mechanism
er supporting inte-
table was used by
 development proc-
S which required a
sion which grew from below, could only partially be defined in a
ted flexibility, and led to some redundancy. The overt exam
division of labour that produced redundancy and involved lea
organization in temporary tasks and conscious creation of cross

The Actualities’ Table was just one out of several innovation
work, some exploiting new technologies. Initially, there was som
what was really under way (“macro-commands, templates”, doc
to a less than desirable involvement in the new AT design proces
flaws. Once the idea of the Table had been spread and rooted, an
COS the division of labour was temporarily abandoned. The
doing the job and the pressure to get ready before the last CPX d
much work and provided HQ B considerable autonomy. 

10.6 Conclusions: Communities of Practice and C

The Actualities’ Table grew from within the command work a
itself, in a similar way as the calculation systems that Avdic (1
table was a tool for informing, where affordance (Anderson an
seems to have been achieved. It shortened the distance between
which the central IS did not. It was thus promoted by the system
between situated work requirements and what was officially assu
interim IS and in the workspaces. As an artefact and control s
evolving within the work, it became practically invisible, howev
gration within the Viable Systems, and requisite variety. The 
individuals from its early first stages in a distributed and parallel
ess, which was to a large extent a reaction against the FENIX I
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lot of work in order to be usable. Some efforts, though not fully r
at making the table a common resource and a team support asse
idea could not foresee the complications growing from the netw

Again, Activity Theory can visualize the processes of system
opment (Figure 10.10). During development of work and inf
three or more activity systems interact. One is the system where 
opment is conducted, the meeting place between practitioners, s
engineers, and possibly researchers. Another is the past activit
which are about to be replaced by another tool set and constella
new organization and its working processes.

Most important, a fourth IS Industry Activity System (upper s
ence what is done in the Development Activity System where re
practice (command workers) and consultants’ firms (IS designe
by the army authorities. Behind this approach is a traditional top
control process, a recognized source of contradictions (Langef
quently, as we saw, several contradictions evolved and some w
happened was that the on-location development of the new tab
the lower systems, with little involvement if even insight from t

Three sets of ‘common sense’ were present. One was the per
expressed by those who designed the table. Traditional artefacts
continue in a complex environment. The other, what modern I

Figure 10.10: Information Systems Development and Cha
Activity  Systems.

Change
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be—for example a database—was expressed by informants: just push a button and
everything will be fine. The outcome is that what had been control-in-the-work
might have become control-from-outside-the-work, from system-based rules,
meaning less autonomy. The third is the FENIX structure, requiring much “IS
work” in order to be operational before its output was satisfactory. The artillery
officers in particular were troubled by the threshold to learn to use the new IS and to
discover their own methods and routines.

The transformation and canalization of what was command work into the IS
structure led to a kind of alienation from the traditional work (lower part of figure)

aluation indicated,
 in the interim sys-
et the requirements
ation been perma-

work probably had
ame a smooth way
l-known practices.
 by a competing IS

, it might be “nor-
ort systems ideally
, or be well known,
hat offices seldom
 the environment is

 system in reality
es than the interim

mpeting 
where design and use of tables occurred. As my on-location ev
much work was required in order to get output from the IS work
tem. The predefined and structured working methods did not me
from people who tried hard to work efficiently. Had the organiz
nent and/or the exercise continued for weeks or longer, the IS 
been reduced and easier to form. Now, the Actualities’ Table bec
to control the social world, where, in addition it admitted wel
Figure 10.11  illustrates what became the actual work supported

structure, built from other kinds of artefacts. On the other hand
mal” that organizations must be formed at short notice. The supp
should be very easy to learn (as the original ATLE vision stated)
as those used in ordinary peace-time work (where we know t
move each day and have to be operational around the clock, and
relatively stable).

The Actualities’ Table combined with the communications
became a new (and appreciated) IS, based upon other principl

Figure 10.11: The two complementary and co
command work-related IS  structures.

Output?

Control

Complex,
demanding

Command Work

”IS Work”
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system. Its main components were the electronic messaging (email ) system and the
spreadsheets. A cluster of related “spreadsheet cousins” (including the BERRA
system) grew together, now and then modified. 

Probably the existence of the tables meant that actors did not have to learn about
the whole potential in the FENIX IS and discover its capacity. Part of the necessary
two-way transformation within the boundary management, where events are made
intelligible and can be handled in an organized manner and ideas transformed into
actions, could be done by other means. Possibly each technology and procedure
that was invented was not technically efficient (fastest), but had greater social

s and methods. The
s: less than optimal
s. To use a phrase
eström, 1999) was
he work instead of

ctors got together,
st be, how it should
e, institutionalized
ing their own arte-
to 5 scale), capable
sily supported this
ld be modified and
e tables in a similar
ght progress paper

d a careful analysis
 far from machine-
ions, Activity The-
ting analysis where
ever, it has to be
trument” is present
 is socially defined.
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value: to be able to do something, and to combine various mean
total work system shows similar problems as calculation system
solutions, unforeseen complexities, but shares their advantage
from Activity Theory, the zone of proximal development (Eng
where work satisfaction grew and meant moderate changes in t
revolutionary ones.

There is a relation between the two cases. In the meeting a
interpreted and invented (designed) what a real world object mu
be labelled or redefined in order to be part of an orderly univers
and manageable. Then actors engaged in coordinated action us
facts, for example setting the Fighting or Battle Capacity (the 1 
of knowing its meaning in the continued work. The tables ea
transition from initiative to organized action, because they cou
re-interpreted as work went on. The work was done on and in th
manner as Hughes et al. (1992) saw within ATC when the fli
strips were used.

Concerning Activity Theory, it provided a schema that allowe
but required iterations. Repeatedly social factors intervened in a
like manner. While helping to explore the new set of contradict
ory had not the same shortcomings as when applied to the mee
a highly complex interpersonal action pattern evolved. How
emphasized that the social creation of what is “object” and “ins
in this case, too, and what is “contradiction” (or “opportunity”)
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Reflections

ich description of
eople use and with
 a continued quali-
iples for informed
together the analy-

ew command con-
rs’ ongoing efforts
ntensive command

on, a meeting, and
agement that made
some issues for a
nd present propos-
puter artefacts) for
THE AIM OF THE FIELDWORK  was to produce data for a r
what command work means and consists of, what technologies p
what result: a portrait of a cultural group. The data should allow
tative analysis, theory refinement and then formulation of princ
design of matching support technologies. This final part brings 
sis and ends in conclusions from the whole study. 

The division HQ studied was piloting the development of the n
cept during the study period, the implementation of several yea
to modernize the army. I have made portions of the knowledge-i
work visible and open for further investigation. 

We looked at two cases: command work in a specific situati
the Actualities’ Table, an artefact for resource overview and man
data-insight-action converge. From both cases I have defined 
higher-level analysis. In the final chapter I conclude the study a
als for continued research and the design of ISs (or rather com
support of command work.
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Chapter 11
Closing the Field Work

and the First Analysis

 and successively
h learning process
ntinuous through-

 levels, when staff
anifest in various
. During the exer-
infrastructure, and
eemed to be enthu-
emonstrate profes-

ral group, what its
d in culture (Hofst-
 chapter concludes
enomena and con-
d 10).
THE NEW HQ ORGANIZATION  left its temporary character
formed its working routines during the spring of 1998, a thoroug
about the workspace, people, and technologies. Learning was co
out the exercises and included interaction between command
managed the training of subordinate units. New knowledge, m
actions and documents, was the foundation for continued work
cises staff tried to overcome the frictions related to the new IS 
created solutions to the new control requirements. Most actors s
siastic and especially during the last CPX enjoy this chance to d
sionalism when watched by many. 

The ethnography should lead to a holistic portrait of a cultu
members say, do and use (Creswell, 1998). If values are include
ede et al., 1990), some inferences about them can be made. This
the portrait and gives an analysis of central command work ph
cepts derived from what was said, done and used (Chapters 9 an
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11.1 The Cultural Group and a Story Line – A Portrait of the 
Division HQ

Because of the way the Swedish army is traditionally organized (a mobilization
army and not a standing force), convergence as regards its relations to society as a
whole (Caforio, 1998) has been the politically viable position, facilitating the inte-
gration of civilian experts (some being reservists) in its command structure. The
compulsory service means that young people (both men and women) can be trained
for positions where they use previous education and skills. This incorporated com-
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petence was beneficial for the whole group in the intense work 
exercises. In all, people knew each other well, were committed
also showed a generous attitude and openness toward my stud
the new CO, the general atmosphere was relaxed. I conclude tha
structure was well known and accepted.

A detailed total plan and schedule regulated the whole, from 
tions to principles for the movement of the HQ, and coordinatio
nication infrastructure. The flexibility to adapt to new control d
versions, and try out new ways to do the job, was generally ve
involved experimentation with new ways to use IT and to find
efficient working procedures and the organization. In some case
conflicts or arguments over specific tasks, new routines and how
uation in the field. Actors were more flexible than the techn
which confirmed the earlier study by Kahan et al. (1989), and 
loyalties to the given technologies and regulations, and an inter
Fighting capacity, survival, and protection guided the command 
technology, as was sustained autonomy and control capacity. 

I conclude, based upon the demonstrated cooperative efforts 
plex IS-related issues that the motivation was high and that th
stimulated by the autonomy the whole organization got when it w
mation of the new command organization. The dominant cultu
and autonomy, where control is a means, not an end. This culture
accompanied by an objectively rational control culture, where
rather than means.

Åselius (1999) discussed military culture and thinking whe
changing conditions for the Swedish military during the Col
modern state-bureaucratic management culture, inspired fro
period in the U.S., was introduced in Sweden 1970, driving the 
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new dominant control mechanisms and technologies. Officers then had to become
domesticated administrators in a new kind of management bureaucracy, a process
similar to the one when the nation-state evolved during the seventeenth century.

The surviving traditional warrior successively became archaic in this modern
society. I could see how several traditions, part of the warriors’ culture and inher-
ited through the ages, converged during the exercises. Memories from the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries when Sweden was a regional superpower were
present in the HQ’s old Holy Communion vessels, because the HQ carried the tra-
ditions of an old army regiment. Cavalry traditions were probably (ibid.) together

ny years being the
oviding protection
e modernization of
husiasm was great.
n, 1990) about the
ut the second tribe:

d tribe in the army
ly and the Supreme
pect in the interna-

and design work in
e evident that their
ng of several tribes
esign and develop-
sen by the Elderly,
tribe had to engage
y enjoyed freedom
r to overcome diffi-
 cultures but could
. These traditional
ering culture inher-
iated a partly invis-
terruption because
 some problems in
ressed their needs,
ventually the tribe
struggle for auton-
with the Swedish armour tradition embodied in HQ B, for ma
only division HQ equipped with armoured command vehicles pr
and mobility. Therefore, when this HQ got the chance to lead th
the army command organization, it is understandable that the ent
Earlier (Chapter 4) I presented a story line (Strauss and Corbi
warrior “tribe” in the Bosnia operation. Here is the story line abo

The tribe found itself in a cumbersome situation when appointed lea
change process that had continued for a few years. The Army Elder
Council wanted to demonstrate professionalism and gain trust and res
tional warriors’ community and first promoted intense engineering 
order to produce state of the art command technologies. Soon it becam
efforts could not lead to any decisive result in time for a large gatheri
for a contest. Our tribe then had to engage in an urgent process of d
ment of new control artefacts. They found that the technologies cho
even if they were accepted as “best practice”, were no remedies. The 
in a period of intense learning during practical exercises when the
from the ordinary work, and could call upon its own experts in orde
culties. The warriors experienced the conflicts between old and new
successfully exploit very old rational forms for working procedures
pragmatic techniques were merely integrated with the modern engine
ent in the new control technologies. Faced by the complexity some init
ible evolutionary development process that later was threatened by in
it was not in line with the intentions of the Elderly. They experienced
trying to get the attention they wanted from the Elderly when they exp
and sometimes felt as if they were positioned in a remote location. E
succeeded in overcoming resistance and was allowed to continue its 
omy within its domain, having demonstrated competence. 
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11.2 In Retrospect, What is Command Work?

11.2.1 WORK – DESIGN OF SYMBOLS

We are now focusing on the centre of the conditional matrix (Strauss and Corbin,
1990), where interactions and action occur. In the modern knowledge-intensive
organizations much work is invisible, difficult to observe and understand. Its com-
plexity and character makes direct control difficult. This fluent work has to be
detected and made visible by “informating techniques”. The ethnography infor-
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mated the work and showed some of what happened, allowing
pretations.

A strong commander-centred perspective dominates modellin
of command work and easily masks other perspectives on what 
a widened perspective on command work is introduced, much w
cable and surprising, and local expertise will easily be counted
autonomy. Little autonomy means that few spontaneous respons
but too much may throw the organization into pieces.

The two cases demonstrated different aspects of design as 
invention of mechanisms for bridging of the contradictions betw
quantitative aspects of the social world of details and of match
which provide variety. Both cases showed also how people cou
what they wanted and how the common interests to do a good jo
innovations. Consequently, neither case (or deign) was the frui
trol. Rather they demonstrated the dialectic of control, the doubl
tionship within which “subordinates can and do exercise
interactions to influence the activities of their superiors” (Nand
stated that the dialectical nature of power relations in organizati
element to study within management control. Unfortunately “the
‘critical’ theme to a large extent remains unexplored in rational-
of organisation and control” (printout, p. 6).

Knowledge-intensive work presupposes high levels of auton
agement. The components (‘capital’) in the work are symbolic 
relational, and artefactual) which means that they are highly mo
constantly reproduced (Deetz, 1998). The belief in and attemp
from its capacity to produce symbols that signify substanc
Because the command work studied occurred in peacetime, its 
was still stronger but its output nevertheless had to be substantia
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nd credible for all
ools for production
g force behind the
n acting and inter-
sible and credible.
 a crisis the mem-

e efforts in order to
ld, actually this is
more troubles with
ible, the more per-
tages with the sys-

re provide control
ude that it is neces-
cted upon and the

ominated by a top-
equate models for

rpose, is pragmati-
d checked by them.
y symbolic. It pro-
s well. To be credi-

ledge, 
ap.
mostly symbols, expressing knowledge, and had to be visible a
involved. Figure 11.1 shows symbols on a computer screen and t
of symbols for the traditional map. I conclude that one drivin
intense personal interaction in command work is that only whe
acting are people acknowledged, only then can the work be vi
Berger and Luckman (1966) gave another explanation. When in
bers of a social group must intensify sozialization and integrativ
create an orderly sub-reality, using language to name the wor
what boundary management is about. It is easy to see that the 
supporting technologies and difficulties for humans to stay vis
sonal interaction will occur, further reducing the possible advan
tem, a vicious circle. 

In knowledge-intensive work, shared values and strong cultu
and coordination rather than strict control (Deetz, 1998). I concl
sary to recognize the variety of the social world that has to be a
dialectics of control, not to let an IS development process be d
down control interest, method-driven and growing from less ad
organization and work. 

I conclude that command work, through its character and pu
cally evolving design work both stimulated by contradictions an
Moreover, it is knowledge-intensive, partly invisible and highl
duces symbols and reproduces itself as a symbol for the army a
ble, it has to be real and needs powerful tools.

Figure 11.1: Symbols signifying substance and know
in computer artefact and on traditional situation m
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11.2.2 INTERRELATED SOCIAL FACTORS AT WORK

The large system of contradictions (Chapter 2) affected what happened in the work.
The common dichotomy between a system as required or desired by a client and
what the designer and the industry envision and want to make available in the mar-
ket (Langefors, 1993) was replaced by another dichotomy. This was the one
between what central authorities required as regards their control efficiency (the
use of resources and of actions at lower levels) and what symbolizes their control
capacity, and what staff involved in the command work desire. The trade off is hard
to strike between “powerful” technologies, and what can be used on a very basic
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level where people want to stay in control over their own work. T
of autonomy encourages initiatives in order to gain control over
environment.

The outcome of the CPX suite was beneficial in various way
gies, for instance the communication systems, have to be tested 
only in practice can their limitations be discovered. People ne
professionalism and build trust that facilitates further independ
cient trust, all involved could profit by it and engage in efficie
some being subtle and perhaps even invisible outside the domin

Clearly, issues of autonomy and power are central in comma
with the help of technology. We have seen, too, that technolog
but at the same time were dire resources for battle capacity, c
survival, given knowledge about how to use them. Figure 11.2 
tionships between categories at play in the social world, bot

forming the culture, what people do, say and use, while implyin
The “core” of artefacts, organization and technology, unde

edge, supports control capacity which is the product of inter

Figure 11.2: Interrelationships between social world
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autonomy, power and control artefacts. Once recognized, power also defines organ-
ization and knowledge, directs technology, and influences culture. The model says
that technology is a prerequisite for control and organization and is socially inter-
preted. In addition, technology may be the mould for culture: what is it possible to
say and do within the total IS architecture (see Chapters 3 and 8, theory and actual
context). Because knowledge has to be externalized when used socially, it is
dependent on available technology for representations.

Design is possible given certain resources and works with the central compo-
nents in order to achieve the desired “external” control capacity, power, and auton-
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omy belonging to the design goals. Social interaction, the us
naming were present: severe human-related constraints and diso
sonnel problem”. A necessary bricolage became the “interim sy
be designed and delivered. It became possible to test it and to
closer to the command work. Once this system existed, ano
evolved in order to avoid the separation of the social context by 
interim system) designed as to represent it and to regain autono

11.3 The Cases, from Autonomy Defects to Actio

One of my points of departure for the study was how Huguet et a
the need for autonomy, and how autonomy defects in an organiz
decisions on constraints (too severe constraints) or decisions
(acceptable defects). Because we are now turning to autonomy
action, it is inevitable to consider also the issue of power, relate

Holmström (1995) and Juustila (1995) have both discussed p
process. For Holmström, design means translation of rationalitie
upon power to proceed. Juustila pointed out the need to analys
between organizational culture, power and IT, often mutually co

The events that I have used for the cases were related to issue
power. Any evaluation of command work “live” without realizin
tional framework brings (resources and rewards, sanctions and r
pret or neglect the strong tendency of actors to be innovat
rationalities when things go awry. Both cases originated in an au
were means to overcome it by re-allocating power. They exempl
when breakdowns threatened or had occurred in the work. I pre
simplified mode in Figure 11.3.
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 the Table.

Autonomy defect

MeetingCOS - Power Pers - Expertise

Learning Empowerment

Action in the world

Autonomy defect

Rational
instrument

Social -
subjective
needs

Design
process

Tool for action in the world

Artefact for knowledge representation
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The meeting used the organization’s power structure as a l
social action. The four actors interchangeably used the objectiv
bureaucracy and the social and the subjective rationalities. The o
they were integrated in a new reality. Following the perception
as design work, we realize that the meeting was a design process
of the meeting, the actors (in theoretical terms) designed a soluti
able and could be labelled and justified with the help of terms 
“legal” rationality.

The design-in-work of a distributed structure of computer arte
port of work processes and actions. It was the response to the e
from the interim IS architecture. Judged through social and su
this MIS (FENIX) was partly a foreign technology which, giv
sonal skill, required much work for its own sake when instead 
called for attention. In terms of knowledge-intensive and sym
1998): too much work was required to produce the desired sym
according to the needs.

The Actualities’ Table allowed work with overtly rational s
was designed by subgroups and could be used in smaller comm
the needs that came from social and subjective rationalities a
more autonomy and admitted better control in the work. The T
tunities to design an IS where knowledge was represented acco
situation. The events indicate that the objective rational view of 
equating it with information as resource, was unsatisfactory. B
the statement by Ehn (1995) that in design work and in operat

Figure 11.3: Overview of both cases, the meeting, and
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rationality—objective, social and subjective—have to be united if a design will be
successful and lead to any usable product. 

In cybernetic terms, during the events preceding the meeting, augmented variety
was first met by a richer informating and mediating mechanisms when staff visited
field units (acting as transducers). Administrative routines and technologies then
filtered part of the variety during the night. The control crisis, the external and the
internal “cybernetic breakdowns”, were resolved in the meeting. Variety was
restored and a suitable formal solution designed.

The case of the Actualities Table is similar. The interim system did not keep up
as bypassed. The

ities were initiated.
gy) diminished the
The Table did not
 viability and vari-

ed to the statement
beliefs” (Giddens,
s” (Beniger, 1986)
e between contra-
nologies. Giddens
orm the world:

od as transforma-
of intervening, or
ence their course.

ut control and the
 in the technology,
 basic belief in the
ulated complexity
nts that were less
im IS was consid-
98). 
with the requirements for speed and adaptivity (variety) and w
communication channels attenuated variety and additional activ
The use of email and the Actualities Table (spreadsheet technolo
need to coordinate the systems centrally, admitting autonomy. 
intervene between subsystems: the outcome was a maximum of
ety with a minimum of technology.

11.4 “Common Sense”, Control, and Technology

Being an ethnographer and working sociologically, I have listen
that the “object of sociology is to check up on common-sense 
1979, p. 249). Both cases demonstrated how new “control layer
were constantly invented in order to reach a satisfactory balanc
dictions and solutions to them, mostly in the form of new tech
(ibid.) also stated that power is central, its utility being to transf

For the notion of human action logically implies that of power, understo
tive capacity: ‘action’ only exists when an agent has the capability 
refraining from intervening, in a series of events so as to be able to influ
(p. 256)

There was much common sense involved in the thinking abo
conception of technology. The notion of work, as presupposed
first was less adequate. The accounts and evaluations confirm the
technologies, at the same time as it was evident that the accum
was difficult to master. Still, in spite of the standard compone
compatible with the new telecommunications system, the inter
ered a considerable step forward (evaluation documents June 19
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Having said this, the interim system still presupposed users’ skill and compe-
tence above many practitioners’ immediate capacity. The system was probably
seen as an object in its own right rather than part of the work. Moreover work was
hardly recognized by designers as knowledge-intensive symbolic design work that
required a certain set of artefacts. Rather its components were substantial proce-
dures based upon composite predefined standard products and a few tailored appli-
cations for certain tasks, for example production and editing of orders and a central
repository for all messages and the decisions (actions) that they initiated. The
added complexity from the actual symbolic command work simply meant that fur-

omfortable. At the
ed for the computer

n spite of the use of
 functions and dis-
unication systems
munication itself

HQ moved and the
ls to be restarted in

nd common sense
lopers/users realize
hat had been rapid
gly questioned the
used in the central
se could be done in
ved in the design of
h it, use, save, and
on to the informing
se operations, aug-

 and artefacts are
s “information sys-
roviding resources
r confuse nor con-
bols in messages.

ystems (Chapter 3)
eing easily control-
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ther simplifications were necessary to a level where more felt c
same time they had to work still more with the procedures defin
artefacts and then directing work. 

The communication could be organized in totally new ways i
compressed (zipped) files and the less user-friendly addressing
tribution lists in the email system. Seen separately, the comm
promoted knowledge-intensive command work, but the com
became extremely complex to administer especially when the 
infrastructure with servers and all recurrently was put on whee
new locations. 

The design of the interim system was an emergency state a
dominated, headed by the standard IT options. Late did the deve
the value of the Actualities’ Table or see other solutions to w
responses to urgent requirements. For example, Person V stron
common sense about how information was stored, saved and 
interim system (catalogues, files) when instead store, save and u
a spreadsheet. He had himself been one of the key persons invol
the interim system but praised the Actualities’ Table. Throug
store became united in the work, as opposed to the given soluti
system in the interim system which separated and distributed the
menting the need for communication links. 

When viewing command work as design work, technology
made meaningful through the social context, in the same way a
tems”, “information”, and “data”, and shall support design, p
and solutions to control requirements. Technology must neithe
ceal the knowledge that is represented in and mediated as sym
Moreover the informating, the mediating and the informing subs
have to be designed according to their social roles and use, all b
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t not be additional
When technically
posed to it. What
rpreted, combined,
ted at short notice. 
8) anytime because
ient information is
age, 1987). It may

e how to act under
e and technology
on sense, what is
g more than just an
85). 
 supply of electric
 11.4 shows two of
tricity (CPX early
nical problems in
parate parts of the
n they had to make
is small notebook
1 according to the

nd autonomy. 
led by those who rely on them. In command work, there mus
requirements for tedious retrieval or sensemaking work. 
informed, additional knowledge must be obvious for those ex
count are building blocks expressing knowledge that can be inte
and recombined into symbols that can be created and communica

An IS have to provide information “ready-at-hand” (Ehn, 198
in real-world problem solving (the operational domain) suffic
not a finite entity, nor is there any finite time to reach solutions (S
be necessary to initiate action with no delay. Plans only indicat
ideal conditions. The mutual dependence between knowledg
(mediating, for representations) is obvious. Instead of comm
required is a well-grounded “epistemology of practice”, includin
ideal and insufficient technical rationality (Miser and Quade, 19

Recurrently during the exercises (without enemy actions) the
power was threatened, usually with minor consequences. Figure
the larger mobile generators. In one situation shortfall of elec
April) caused degradation of the FCP network. Due to tech
another situation during this exercise, two staff members in se
HQ could only communicate with the help of the telephone, whe
the logistics plan. During the conversation one of them used h
making simplified overviews (Figure 11.5) of the tactical plan

1. I asked for and got the sketch during the next exercise, early May.

Figure 11.4: Generators provided supply of electricity a
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sender’s intentions, which illustrates that simple solutions ca
could make sense of the communication thanks to his good know
terrain (the two curves are two lakes). 

 Some contradictions appear. Command work requires simple
tions, where recovery from breakdowns is a most basic capac
sense” about control technology for command purposes no dou
to develop large scale and advanced solutions (as in the ATLE v
considerable rhetorical power and symbolic value but can lead
tions, downplaying traditional knowledge and forgetting social
ised autonomy in reality becomes highly conditioned.

11.5 The Need for Bridges and Links, Social Boun

In the distributed command work and organization, gaps ea
because of the division of labour (for example between Operati

Figure 11.5: Sketch over tactical plan made during telepho
when other links did not function, approximately 2/
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When they threaten work, they have to be bridged. A boundary object is an object
which is “both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and constraints of several par-
ties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across
sites” (Star, 1989, p. 46). The meeting was a boundary object, although social, inte-
grating people, authority, and knowledge. Commanders and liaison officers belong
to another category of boundary objects, being able to move freely across bounda-
ries between organizations. Grinter (1999) stated about designers/architects:

They have evolved and standardized a set of practices that ensure that they get informa-
 technologies that
n addition to this,
ionalizing the role

 commanders. The
elds, were brought
s and experts (Fig-
perts. The meeting
d by structure and
e technical control
sthetic-expressive)

ut control of atten-
curred also during
 at the National
rt-circuited things

on of rationalities
atic because indi-

isions and actions
ity and variety can

m and as a control
essary to use it and
terpreters). Its data
ts but the table was
namically updated
blems to correctly

egate reports, it is
tion and feedback essential for the design process. They have adopted
allow them to share their work with all the interested parties readily. I
the organization has supported their collaborative activities by institut
of architect. (p. 17) 

Grinter’s analysis is also applicable when it comes to military
meeting-case demonstrated how key persons, experts in their fi
together and how a resolution was created between powerholder
ure 11.3). Not any persons had to meet, but certain individual ex
united three forms of rationality that hitherto had been separate
technology and offered a chance to combine three interests: th
interest, the social (and practical) interest, and the subjective (ae
interest, prerequisites in design for usability (Ehn, 1995). 

Meetings belong to standard procedures but can be more abo
tion than the definition of something new. Such effects have oc
experiments with new command/control-room technologies
Defence College (Persson, 1998). When hierarchy becomes sho
are opened up, power can be challenged and a transformati
enforced. Meetings then can become “fateful moments”, problem
viduals must launch themselves into something new, and dec
have irreversible qualities (Giddens, 1991). The desired creativ
end in enforced groupthinking.

The Actualities’ Table served both as a communication mediu
artefact uniting different tasks in the work. Little effort was nec
it never had to travel outside its “community of practice” (or in
entered the rest of the HQ as well with regular and special repor
an abstract, meagre representation of the world that could be dy
directly in the work and then communicated. Considering the pro
use the standard report template and the tedious work to aggr
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understandable that the table was appreciated, being a boundary object within and
between functions. 

Figures (i.e. numbers) are widely applicable symbols and easy to move around.
Actors discussed, perhaps even wanted the table to be automatically updated via the
central IS. However, as long as it remained in the small team where it was continu-
ously created and used, it was likely that interpretation was simple, as compared to
figures created or interpreted outside such a group, and then received in it. Also the
advanced BERRA system had these properties. Related simpler tables (the Long-
Term Forecast) among the self-designed tools contained both “fuzzy” figures and

mple, battle capac-
 data, expressed in
te them or let algo-
n if more decimals
em that is relevant.
 is what serves the

d know what they
ut of context.
 get the boundary
in the total work.
even become inter-
 is that the Actual-
ved as a computer
ationality. If it had

ved between work-
ny individuals were
sy access and func-
ign and use of arte-
 between different
’ Table (compared
ut for obvious rea-

o interpret it.
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figures expressing qualitative and aggregated values on, for exa
ity. It is, however, inadequate to try to work with qualitative
numeric symbols and well understood locally, and then distribu
rithms “work with” them as if they were quantitative data. Eve
may add credibility it is how people in the local team interpret th
So, what seems to be blunt and lack precision and value, instead
local work because people communicate over the figures an
mean, avoiding abuse of them which is closer if they are used o

Lastly, if local groups create self-help systems in order to
objects they need, these may become invisible mechanisms 
Because they are out of the control of external agents, they may 
preted as anarchy, to be countered by legal actions. The paradox
ities’ Table did not attract attention because it was not percei
artefact. It stayed out of sight from the dominating reality and r
been discovered, it might well have become something else.

11.6 Information Systems Design Issues

11.6.1 COMMUNICATION AND AUTONOMY

Staff were distributed over the command organization and mo
spaces with the help of different technologies and attributes. Ma
experts, had to communicate widely, and were dependent on ea
tionality of their communication systems. One aspect of the des
facts thus is that it must be possible to carry forward work
persons and locations. The “enhanced” spreadsheet Actualities
to its predecessor) admitted autonomy and variety when used, b
sons required that its users were well informed and knew how t
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ted to the military
 a central concern.

ward rules and for-
ive work, whether
ion and meetings,
 remain viable.
red in a digital for-
tion systems were
 meant additional
 (email, fax, emu-
hone communica-

nse. The access to
ork (Figure 11.6).

oubles. During an
 complained about
ow the small pres-

r example too few
 and this difficulty
 a temporary force

iddle of 
The design of communication technologies is strongly rela
belief in uniformity and large integrated solutions, security being
From this situation distrust easily grows among social groups to
mal authority. The uncertainty in dynamic knowledge-intens
beliefs and knowledge are valid, promotes more communicat
which take time and may eventually also undercut the ability to

The army vision prescribed that all information should be sto
mat but in the partly temporary platform various communica
used, often in combination. Transformation to digital format
work. The PC as the common interface united several channels
lated other computer artefacts or media) but to type down telep
tion for central storage was difficult when the traffic was inte
telephone books and email address lists were crucial for the w
The formats of standard email address lists caused some tr
evening meeting near the end of the last CPX a group of officers
the difficulty to influence the distant designers of these lists and h
entation windows on monitors constrained what was seen, fo
addressees. Certainly mail groups can be formed before actions
can be compensated for, but the possibilities to collate them in
may be small. 

Figure 11.6: Early April, telephone list hanging in the m
the workspace in a staff vehicle.
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Accepting the importance of communication as a means for sustaining an organ-
ization (Winograd and Flores, 1992) and for sensemaking (Weick, 1995), the defi-
nition of the computer as an instrument for communication makes more sense than
using it primarily for control purposes. A focus on control (access, security, stream-
lining work) instead can constrain communication, limit creativity and commit-
ment. By promoting communication and autonomy, instead creativity can thrive,
and control is likely to be simpler (= not met by resistance) because of commitment
and motivation, but of course complex enough. What rests is to handle the unavoid-
able process of divergence and convergence, which characterizes design (Löwgren

the battlefield may
ent visible while at
tly of which, what

ating and inform-
bjects; names pro-
unication about it

e simple. Meetings
hey easily become
dictions present in
ntrol them risking

 to social events.
 in addition perma-
um for control and
 external represen-
 be used independ-
al persons possible
to a large organiza-

ce. Computer arte-
mpanies the distri-
tions among team

oration, which may
People in the HQ
r may cause break-
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and Stolterman, 1998). 

11.6.2 VISIBILITY IN ARTEFACTS AND WORKSPACES

Visibility has various aspects. In the military, high visibility in 
mean certain death. Many efforts are aimed at making an oppon
the same time protective camouflage is precious. Independen
becomes visible can be acted upon with short delay. Both inform
ing are about visibility. Visibility augments the chance to name o
vide visibility. What is visible can be controlled because comm
becomes easier and comparisons, preceding control actions, ar
make work and people visible and allow mutual influence. T
“power markets”, for better or for worse. There are thus contra
what some see as a blessing: being together with people to co
confrontation or to find common acceptable and legal solutions

The Actualities’ Table promoted overview and visibility, and
nence through the use of written text. It could serve as a medi
comparisons. Permanence and visibility have another aspect. An
tation, recorded on some medium, becomes an artefact that can
ently from its creator, thereby gaining autonomy from individu
to and can be used both for control and communication deep in
tion, but it is possible to violate as well. 

The issue of visibility can be expanded to the whole workspa
facts may reduce the face-to-face communication that often acco
bution of paper, and decrease the mutual awareness of the ac
members. In turn this may reduce helping behaviour and collab
compromise their function for reminding and coordination. 
expressed similar opinions. Isolation, sleep-deprivation and fea
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downs that may pass unnoticed. Berger and Luckman (1966) underlined the impor-
tance of intensified socialization processes in order to create “reality-resistance” (p.
168) when faced by marginal situations. Whittaker and Schwartz (1999) analysed
the use of electronic planning media and traditional wall planning boards. Their
explanation to why CSCW applications failed was that many applications imposed
additional work on individual users or required changes in work practice without
benefits for the users. Similar phenomena appeared in the command work when
people tried to be loyal to the report application and other central resources. A cat-
egory “IS-worker” evolved, distanced from the command work but occupied with

ditional board was
deal physical loca-
ctivities were both
mation. It was also

ts were taped onto
 large maps and

upWare tools have
 of the wallboard.
d conversation, be
e use of the tools.
n supporting ready

 where the 
nt of IS.
the function of the central IS resources. They estimated that a tra
a valuable personal and group resource because it provided an i
tion for both arranged and opportunistic interactions. These a
social and situated in the context of relevant materials and infor
beneficial to be seen working on the board. 

Similar wallboards were created in the HQ when paper printou
vehicles (Figure 11.7), and workspaces were equipped with
enlarged spreadsheets, usually projected from computers.

Whittaker and Schwartz concluded that future electronic Gro
to incorporate the benefits afforded by the material properties
GroupWare tools need to be public, promote commitment an
material when affording commitment and promoting reflectiv
They need to replicate the dimensions of size and visibility whe
access to complex information. 

Figure 11.7: Printouts attached on the side of the truck
IS section worked, having access to traffic and conte
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11.6.3 DESIGN, POWER AND RATIONALITY

An example of the rationality at play in command work is how Whitaker and
Kuperman (1996) described two central but conflicting command foci, both being
related to IT. One is the internal efficiency, order and controllability, the other is to
obtain decisive advantages over an adversary. They stated that the confusion grow-
ing from these conflicting foci has been “exacerbated by their all being lumped
together under the rubric of information warfare (IW)” (p. 3). Their view links to
Richardson’s (1991) ideas about the dichotomy between the servomechanics
thread (focus at internal control, isolation from the environment), and the cybernet-

e variety and main-

tandable confusion
t to) manageable.
t is likely that each
 to achieve control-
and autonomy is to
gineering perspec-
e same logic, even
neering, the more
an factor. 
SD process that is
ational engineering
e the kind of prod-
d for design of IT,
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ther accept a given
D explicitly seems
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ics thread (supporting regulatory structures designed to promot
tain control, homeostasis and adaptability). 

If IW becomes the “rational” label that makes the unders
intelligible, then language is what creates something (nex
Depending on the priorities (to isolate or to manage variety), i
focus requires its proper control technologies. A “rational” way
lability of work in this confusion and thereby the desired power 
look primarily at its technical aspects and to form it from an en
tive and then live with the social consequences. According to th
leadership can become engineering. The more systems engi
“leadership engineering” is needed in order to manage the hum

To return to ISs, it is likely that few want to engage in an I
uncertain. One way to avoid uncertainty is to describe ISD as a r
process supported by a method. If unreliable, a method cannot b
uct that is designed so as to be commercially usable. A metho
which declares objective rationality, becomes a strong design a
ment and to use it demonstrates rationality. The one who contro
of technology, is consequently empowered. 

Holmström (1995) convincingly analysed and discussed the
designers’ work from a theoretical perspective. Both the designe
want a reliable design process that leads to the specified produ
the designer is a translator of rationalities, often relying on th
(the customer) knowledge and power. There is a mutual interes
achieve a satisfactory result. The designer has two choices: ei
strategy or find another that admits objective progress. When IS
efficient, but people continue to invent self-help solutions, the 
gration of rationalities may have been unsatisfactory.
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There is thus a contradiction between method and design object when the control
object is a social process (like command work) but the design method is created for
a technical control object, a machine or industrial process, where natural laws and
empirical measurements provide a basis for control action. Moreover designers
might work from a rationality that favours advanced technical artefacts instead of
helping people to reduce the complexity of small things in work. We heard (Chap-
ter 10) what Person R felt when he discovered what the “template” was. He
assumed that its simple components were not attractive for ISD-professionals. Each
kind of solution may have a profound impact for users of artefacts. It is not suffi-

 concerns, when at
h can get far reach-

mplications for the
erations are about
rom down-to-earth
, while logistics is
tomy is operation-

d Logistics. Proce-
n. 
t IT is matter with-
 as representations
s with few built-in
rts are usually ini-

impact it deserves.
d power. The sym-
 war, “matter” (i.e.

ust be dealt with. 
petitive advantage
 can agree on rapid
 designed detached
if the matter (even
 mind still tries to
ity. The point that
n IT is more of an
cient to claim that the human is positioned at the centre of design
the same time what is “human” is given a technical profile, whic
ing consequences.

11.6.4 MIND, MATTER, AND DESIGN

In the command work there was a high level contradiction with i
design of IS and work. Being knowledge-intensive work, op
abstractions—ideas, signs and symbols—while logistics grows f
facts and figures. Operations are ideal and correspond to mind
rather about concrete resources, matter. The mind – matter dicho
alized in the interaction pattern between Operations (tactics) an
dure and artefacts are applied in order to negotiate reconciliatio

In the same way as Löwgren and Stolterman (1998) stated tha
out properties or limits, the symbols and signs that are produced
in the knowledge-intensive work during exercises are abstraction
limitations. In peacetime training this does not matter. Many effo
tiated to make exercises realistic but logistics seldom gets the 
Instead the mind easily gets an attractive ultimate autonomy an
bolic logistics-as-symbol has fewer limits than real logistics. In
resources, the organization, operations) generates frictions that m

The implication of this dichotomy is that the mind has a com
during short exercises when much must be done and participants
symbolic processes. Unfortunately tools and procedures can be
from work, only for symbolic work. They may be less suitable 
people) is real, slowing down processes considerably, while the
work with symbols without limits but with considerable elastic
Löwgren and Stolterman made was that the absence of limits i
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advantage than a problem. However, if the IT design stay at abstractions in the
informing subsystem without considering their relations to the physical world
which they represent and shall help to be controlled, the outcome may be fascinat-
ing but irrelevant symbols, representations of the world. Thus the challenge for IS
designers is to try to acquire a relevant picture of what work means, how to main-
tain a clear link to the informated real world, and what kind of technologies that
have social value (and what this means). Designers have to find ways how the inter-
related subsystems can be kept together in ISD, checking the mind’s tendencies to
forget about matter when autonomy is threatened. Two crucial issues in the mobile

lutions to the need
ecious matter (Fig-

d a weak position
-warriors could not
tional thinking and
 from its body, the

ard he tried to unite
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nuation countered.

s a channel (trans-
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office workspace illustrate the importance of matter: to design so
for reliable supply of electricity and how to do without this pr
ures 11.4 and 11.5).

Turning to the context of the whole study, Logistics has ha
within the Swedish army (Åselius, 1999). I assume that officers
or did not realize the need to include Logistics in their opera
planning: the mind could remain comfortably autonomous, free
weak logistic base. Person S told how when designing his pinbo
mind and matter in the design, to represent plans and constrain
face in order to keep both aspects together. Perhaps the modern
tion BERRA became a tool that augmented the possibility to m
in command work where the mind easily dominates. It pro
rational, and almost scientific output. I conclude that common s
further add to the dichotomy, or integrate mind and matter, if des
field of vision to include both mind and matter.

11.7 Representations and Knowledge

It is time to summarize ideas concerning representations of th
knowledge. In command work, a great variety of representation
been used, both formalized and informal. The Actualities’ Tabl
kinds, both satisfying demands for visibility, externalization, s
(for instance as boundary objects). Recalling cybernetics, exter
crossroads, junctions where variety can be augmented and atte
The 3x5 cards (Pagonis and Cruikshank, 1992) functioned a
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ducer) which did not attenuate the information/content, were synchronous with
humans’ lives, and probably transmitted trust. They allowed the necessary capacity
to provide the variety that was needed.

Rice and Sammes (1989) pointed out the crucial importance of rules for genera-
tion and interpretation of them, rather than the representations (symbols) per se,
which have to be simple, univocal, and indicate how they will be used (interpreted).
It follows that users of knowledge must be involved both in the development of such
rules and the symbols for knowledge representations (produced by technologies,
the informing systems). The relevance of representations eventually comes from

hat diagrams, even
by people who can
on must consist of
 inferences (ibid.).
ithms (Langefors,
, where people can
 if input and output
re used like this, a
omputer artefacts. 
om computer arte-
 different, comple-
ation of the social
orld had to be cat-

ented on the auto-
g assumption was
, the same knowl-
ll this the principle
ok like reality, car-

ing the attention,
cal aspects of the
 what is knowledge
he belief in graphi-
scientific evidence,
that spatial/iconic/
s. Instead persons
within the work. Larkin and Simon (1987) claimed for example t
if widely used and objectively simple, have to be accompanied 
read them and know how to give them meaning. A representati
both data structures and “programs” operating on them to make
“Programs” evidently are not only algorithms but also heur
1993), rules of thumb. A heurithm is an open subsystem structure
realize the subsystems. It cannot be defined as an algorithm even
can be formatted as if it were an algorithm. When heurithms a
cooperative mode of operations emerges involving people and c

The two informing systems for the command work built fr
facts, the FENIX IS and the Actualities’ Table demonstrated two
mentary and even contradictory approaches for the represent
world and action. One was the definition in advance where the w
egorized according to symbols and templates, later to be pres
mated digital map across the whole organization. The underlyin
that this image should distribute, on command or automatically
edge about the situation all over the command organization. I ca
of correspondence. It is an attempt to make the representation lo
rying the assumed knowledge without distortion. 

This principle can have a strong rhetorical capacity, catch
because of its reality-look. It highlights primarily the techni
informing components of the total IS (see Chapter 3) and makes
unproblematic. Scaife and Rogers (1996), however, stated that t
cal representations is more of common sense than supported by 
leading to what they called the “resemblance fallacy” (p. 201): 
figural qualities or animations facilitate cognitive operation
have to learn how to read representations, even diagrams.
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Recalling IS theory (Chapter 3) we saw that another perspective is that interpre-
tation and sensemaking are social actions (Langefors, 1993; Smircich, 1982; Weick
and Meader, 1993), transforming information and (assumed) knowledge. Both the
Actualities’ Table and Avdic’s (1999) calculation systems were designed and given
meaning by people using simple basic symbols (figures and letters) when making
artefacts in their work. The design or layout of such artefacts, whether they are
made for narrow spaces in vehicles (the pinboard) or intended to be used publicly
(whiteboard), grows from the work. I call this applying a principle of economical
abstraction. The design is open and allows for various kinds of use; besides it is

t it should not be
pany the economic

 important aspects
 can easily be inter-
lows precise calcu-
uch as when battle

mic rationality, but
ta indicated that the
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simple to make. This principle is applied in accounting, bu
assumed that the rationality inherent in accounting must accom
abstraction. It can work with heuristics.

Ideally, the economical abstraction should contain the agreed
of the world, represent them in a recognized set of symbols that
preted. A figure (number) can be an exact measurement that al
lations, or be a metaphor, a symbol or a very rough estimation, s
capacity is decided. By no means do figures enforce an econo
they allow comparisons and provide overview. The fieldwork da
Actualities’ Table made the distance short between data, infor
edge, reducing the need for intermediaries between actors
designed the Table in their work, it probably afforded (Norma
and Sharrock, 1993) meaning and knowledge. The structure of t
lar representations was also a kind of “diagrammatic represen
them a “computational efficiency” (Larkin and Simon, 1987)
ences. Not only a specific symbol but its relations to other symb
have a meaning in a context. Spatial relations, supporting 
enhanced in an external representation, such as how a certain 
perhaps also in a correspondence representation. A similar
around the ATC flight progress paper strips (Hughes et al., 199
positioned in their rack altogether, operators could see, at a gl
situation, and then go deeper and monitor each strip when detail
whole workspace has to be considered in design matters.

There is, however, a fundamental contradiction involved in th
may confuse how they are used. They are powerful, signify an o
and can have a strong rhetoric capacity. They are convenient, 
tables and to use, but require interpretation. What is problema
are formed, the valuing, which can be based upon detailed mea
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(at best), perhaps inferred from knowledge. We can trace some of the contradic-
tions between Logistics and Operations to this phenomenon. Logistics (relying on
figures and accounting) easily promotes the use of figures as exact measurements
which do not even need to have their meanings questioned and interpreted, because
they already are rational and treated as true. Commanders try to overcome the lit-
eral meaning of figures, link them to social actions, and estimate the freedom of
action. The Table was the logic successor of the old contrerolle, not because it
worked with numbers and was a table but because it allowed comparisons, just as
the tally-stick, between units, mind and matter, or successive versions of a repre-

trics accompanied
mbers. It is under-
mals to qualitative

toric of the corre-
ons we have heard
pears an authentic,
 only one and looks
 its representation,
epresentations can
about details. Eco-
ore be very hard to
. Both types can be
 them. In the cases
s were used and in
nomously, or has a
, important social

K

), both cases origi-
, and the informat-

stract) IS (image,
m the social world,
ediated in the pre-
sentation. Other tables and matrices built from exact numbers/me
it, for instance lists of personnel or spare parts with unique nu
standable that people want to augment precision by adding deci
estimations, but futile.

To conclude: there are a few kinds of rhetoric, either the rhe
spondence or the rational economic involved in the representati
about. An image, if it corresponds to the object in the world, ap
legitimate and convincing representation. If, in addition, it is the
as if it was updated and “running”, short-circuiting the world and
it may suppress different interpretations, reducing variety. Such r
be strong allies to the mind and easily conquer matter which is 
nomic abstractions connote rationality and logic, and may theref
overturn; in addition they may be used for reliable social control
used in conjunction with social interaction, language completing
we saw how a social rationality could be applied when the table
the meeting. Once a representation is assumed to function auto
capacity to do so and therefore easily is uncritically accepted
aspects may be forgotten or neglected. 

11.8 Information as Resource or Knowledge?

11.8.1 INFORMATION SYSTEMS, THE ORGANIZATION AND WOR

When recalling the theoretical model of the total IS (Chapter 3
nated from the failure to integrate the informating, the mediating
ing subsystems which led to a less than satisfactory (ab
knowledge). “Informating” had meant mainly formal reports fro
complemented with occasional personal communication, then m
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scribed standard formats. “Informing” had been about what the technology
allowed. The (abstract) IS easily became an outdated and irrelevant composition.
Information about the crisis in the chain of command and an exhausted battalion
commander had been achieved via a personal meeting. Aggregation of reports was
ongoing and accompanied by frustration: much work, meagre outdated output,
reduced variety.

Actors formed informating and informing systems that were based upon the vari-
ety in the operational social domain, inventing new ways to mediate data. Both the
meeting and the Table satisfied the needs for the continuous reproduction and the

olic work (Deetz,
lf-help system that
llows emphasis on
orenson’s perspec-
ccording to general
hat “they generally
 arise at other than

 subordinate to the
ve little relevance.
. Not even the self-
d achieve given the
ive capacity led to
sic self-help level.
e was worth some-
rning the design of
the technology, the

cal control, a func-
sable ISs. It will be
nfluenced the com-
 Actualities’ Table.
igure 11.8.
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production of symbols within the knowledge-intensive symb
1998). The Actualities’ Table was an example of the kind of se
Sorenson (1989) condemned (lacks focus, duplicates efforts, a
details of a solution while broader issues are not considered). S
tive was the blessing of the command and control system built a
laws induced from practice. His critique of local designs was t
do not address, adequately, interface and integration issues that
local levels” (p. 13). 

His perspective expressed that what actors do in their work is
organization’s interests, and that local solutions in the work ha
The fieldwork and the data, on the other hand, said other things
help system FENIX could provide what people needed or coul
circumstances. Faced by it, people’s needs and their innovat
(almost) immediate results directly in the work on a most ba
Most important, probably, is that they felt that their knowledg
thing, not only seen as counterproductive to ‘general laws’ gove
the organization. The greater the difficulties in making sense of 
more innovations. 

It is time to conceive the contradiction between central and lo
tion of power and autonomy, affecting many efforts to design u
illustrated by a brief comparison of the three IS structures that i
mand work, the original ATLE vision, the FENIX MIS, and the
They exemplify different design strategies. I illustrate them in F
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dinated. Reference
 was dominated by
 being unproblem-
s defined centrally
 The ATLE frame-
to the specification
l army recommen-
line were centrally
 influence because
ving greater auton-
s components. The
straining as the one
ork.
s an activity in the
n the table that was
rk was considera-
n. The Table sup-

in the bureaucracy,
ly it was what the
ft behind, instead

 of ISD 
trol.

ATLE IS FENIX The Actualities’
Table

- Information is insights,
  is knowledge

- Social and subjective
  rationality

- Power  is related  to
  knowledge

- Information as items 
- Knowledge  in  
  information and
  unproblematic .

- Objective rationality

- Power  as given

Participation

Central control

Reference
groups

Orientation /Perspective
Organization Work
The ATLE work (left side) was centrally controlled and coor
groups were formed as to incorporate users in the process which
a perspective on information as resource, power and knowledge
atic according to the dominant objective rationality. “Work” wa
by directives about technology and the use of a certain method.
work exemplified the IRM-strategy, which explicitly, according 
demands, was not to be applied. The VBS-strategy was a centra
dation but in reality method and technology, resources and time
controlled. In the FENIX development (centre), work had more
the system was designed partly in it, the developers/designers ha
omy, but adhered to the same rationality about work carried by it
unintentional but perhaps inevitable IRM-solution can be as con
that is intentional, and force the organization to initiate repair w

Lastly, when the Actualities’ Table was formed (right), it wa
work. Only what was considered relevant became incorporated i
a continuously redesigned application. The autonomy in the wo
ble. The design was the work and command work means desig
ported the knowledge-intensive work. It remained invisible with
but relied upon its resources and legal power structure. Possib
mind needed, and could minimize the risk that matter was le
strengthening the relations between these entities.

Figure 11.8: Comparison of the three examples
as related to work, power,  knowledge, and con
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11.8.2 UNDERSTANDING WORK, KNOWLEDGE AND POWER

What we can learn is that even what looks like a VBS strategy may for the people in
the work imply a pure IRM-strategy. The conclusion is that we have to go to each
and any group and look for what people do and then decide what kind of support
strategy and solution that the group requires. The modern organization is an
abstraction produced by the symbolic work. It is not a physical entity of its own but
its effects are concrete. Command work continuously builds the organization, pro-
duces symbols representing the organization with its attributes, and symbols
expressing knowledge (for example on the maps) that control or constitute the con-

 symbols fall apart.
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 command work is
he symbolic peace-
gned for an organi-

y and control them
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tent in communication. If the command work is interrupted, the
Therefore symbols expressing knowledge lose their meaning w
the work. The ethnography and the close analysis revealed that
not what it was believed to be. The control mechanisms within t
time military organization get a life of their own, not being desi
zation which has to be viable. 

The strange thing is that we tend to live our lives by heuristics, and to tr
by algorithms. (Beer, 1981, p 53)

A better “command world” can hardly be designed withou
new consistent theoretical framework for work and ISD. Howev
and techniques in work, being deceptively simple, also carry w
used for redesign of work and implementation of modern comp

The relations between knowledge and power (both defined
included) have to be kept in mind. If power and knowledge are s
entities, both being unproblematic and “given”, and the nature o
unresolved issue (knowledge or resource?), an organization c
without disturbances. Likewise, if a symbol is taken out of its wo
is constantly reproduced and reinterpreted (because that is wha
loses its meaning. Any attempt to create an IS with these centra
fail. Ultimately the people who create this set of symbols throug
selves being part of it, have to believe in it. Relevant knowledge
work is and requires, reduces the risk that it will be defined, inte
ard, from a distance. A proper balance can then be struck betw
and what is better to decide locally. Another way to express this
the limits and the focus for the engineering part of command w
laws?) should be, and then to find out how to provide support fo
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Chapter 12
Design of Information Systems

and Command Work —
clusions

or command work
organizational per-
ferent perspectives
e. The subsequent
ntradictions in the

ons, between mind
intensive and sym-
ese and other con-

 the analysis in the
 work that helps to
Finally, I conclude

mand work, how it
D. I present ingre-

 command work as
Discussion and Con

THIS CHAPTER SUMMARIZES THE STUDY  and what ISD f
is about. The study demonstrates the contradictions between an 
spective and the work perspective on design, related first to dif
on work, and then on information, as resource or as knowledg
dominant IS development strategies and methods meant more co
work, between common sense and work oriented design soluti
and matter. The cases illustrate what characterizes knowledge-
bolic work and how social interaction and artefacts reconciled th
tradictions. I open the chapter with a discussion of issues from
previous chapter and present, for example, a model of command
explain why many efforts to implement IT lead to difficulties. 
about design and related topics from the whole study.

12.1 Discussion

In this section I discuss issues that define and characterize com
can be described theoretically, and how this theory can inform IS
dients to a theory for command work based upon the notion of
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design work. Central concepts such as power, rationality and autonomy are brought
together. I outline some of the relations between the symbolic components of work
and the representations that the work deals with. Lastly, I present some design
research topics.

12.1.1 CONFLICTING PERSPECTIVES ON WORK AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Several techniques, methods, and tools aim at the reconciliation of different per-
spectives and conflicts during IS design. Brooks (1995) stated that new methods,
technologies or programming languages and the like are applied as “silver bullets”

arious researchers
stems. Kensing and
tive participation in
es make it difficult
ical descriptions of
ich suggests that

 of the application
sion of the artefact
er program should
p (p. 1099). 

. Instead there is a
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within engineering and design, although with limited success. V
discuss problems related to the design and use of cooperative sy
Blomberg (1998) confirmed Langefors’ view on the value of ac
the design process, and claimed that traditional design approach
for users to see the links between their work and abstract techn
new systems. Clement and Halonen (1998) described a case wh

when work groups develop an application on their own, they will think
primarily as a tool for facilitating their own work activities and this ver
can differ markedly from the IS professional’s view of what a comput
be, because the artefact is not that kind of an artefact for the work grou

These sources indicate that a new method does not suffice
more fundamental cause behind troubles including a faulty i
mand) work is, in addition weak in theory. My study suggests th
IT based upon “common sense” and taken-for-granted princi
ment science (even if they are widely applicable) do not fit the r
ing from command work. Without a relevant perspective on wh
failure is imminent. What matters is to start from the knowle
work and design from that position. The challenge is to be true 
ciples and to keep in mind why and for whom computer arte
work are designed. Moreover, design has to frame the whole co
systems (the informating, mediating, informing and abstract I
place if it is to lead to functional products (see for example Re
1999, about augmented surfaces in the work space; Streitz et 
‘interactive landscape’).

Unless design efforts include workspace technology, work, a
factor can neutralize the others. If a workspace does not admit
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and work together, the best competence can stay dispersed. Division of labour can
negate workspaces intentionally designed (communication facilities) for groups. 

During the series of CPXs I observed, and discussed workspace design with an
informant (Person U). I concluded that managers appreciate open workspaces
where people are visible and easy to control. The workspace and its technology
were the managers’ tools rather than the operators’ who had slightly different pref-
erences, to be aware of events and to cooperate. The same neutralizing occurs if IT
and workstations are designed for individuals working normal office-hours when in
reality several actors continuously rotate on the same workstation. The preferences

e to be shared, and

’ interests (satisfy
) has nuances. Ide-
eap artefacts with
ing investments is
 intermittently and
ware usually has to
d mechanisms for
mes cumbersome.

ut technical capac-
ology with unique
nd help when sur-
spect. 
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ween research and
 IT will sort things
tion management,

ers who have diffi-
ncepts from indus-
f in a process view
re is a desire to get
n at the right time

f what information
ther than grounded
 is most consistent
e relevant perspec-
eories should start
of one person may not be the same as the others, passwords hav
a set of rules for sharing may be necessary.

Langefors’ (1993) idea of a dichotomy between customers
needs) and industry’s (create a market, develop and sell products
ally, today even commercial products mean comparatively ch
high technical capacity. To keeping ISs upgraded and allocat
problematic for an organization like the army that is vitalized
piecemeal. Moreover if new software versions are acquired hard
follow and becomes outdated rapidly. Eventually the suppose
social control become expensive and administration of them beco
In the military there is less of a customer – industry conflict abo
ity, rather there is a common interest to develop advanced techn
capacities, because only the most reliable technology will do a
vival on the battlefield presupposes being competitive in every a

Both Sorenson (1989) and van Trees (1989) complained ove
getting the products the military needs and about the gap bet
command practice. Nevertheless there is still a strong belief that
out because many problems are perceived as related to informa
IT being the ‘silver bullet’. The troubles start when the custom
culties in specifying what they want, try to evaluate technical co
try. “Command work” is difficult to describe, but there is a belie
and that it is possible to design easy-to-control procedures. The
help to manage information overload, to get the right informatio
(Whitaker and Kuperman, 1996; see Chapter 3) but the idea o
and work are and what is needed is built on ideal assumptions ra
in practice (Section 8.3). The office perspective on work, which
with what the technology promotes, leads to difficulties. A mor
tive seems to be that anomalies are the normal state, and that th
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from them. Sage (1987), staying true to his decisionmaking paradigm in spite of
evidence of the turbulence in the social world of command work, could as well
have accepted problemsolving, far less formalizable but possibly a more relevant
framework.

The effort to design and develop ISs often becomes overwhelming and new con-
tradictions grow. People experience a loss of power and autonomy, and distrust
grows. I interpret these as effects of perspectives on technology, on themselves, and
work, that lead in the wrong direction. The appreciation of internal control is the
dominating interest, but common sense about technology as an unproblematic

ts appear, and both
ditioned autonomy.
systems) is seen as
, even knowledge,
 add-on artefacts is
 an object view on
o just have to “use”
 be informed” was
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al power could be
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means that more control becomes a trap. New controlling agen
controllers and those who are controlled often experience a con

Second, technology (especially information technology and 
comprising stand-alone artefacts that somehow produce work
given the right instruction. This detached view on technology as
supported by the technology itself and the industry, leading to
information and knowledge. Humans then become operators wh
the systems in order to be informed. Sage (ibid.) stated that “to
connoted with rationality and had a value of its own, equated wi
mation”. What is missed are that humans actively interpret an
(often through technologies), what information and a suitabl
knowledge mean, even what technology can “do” for them a
technology is. Part of the self-perspective supported by the m
probably that humans are capable of following an objective rati
cal. That is, the symbols that are produced in work must be r
rational. It is, however, necessary to realize that internal ration
lived outside any organization, that reality is socially constru
symbolic universe (Berger and Luckman, 1966).

12.1.2 A THEORY OF PRACTICE: LINKING POWER, AUTONOMY

RATIONALITY

When faced by new situations in their heterogeneous organizati
(and most groups are heterogeneous), staff organized work as in
ative efforts in order to achieve either more autonomy to build 
existing power in turn promoting better control. Additional form
achieved, for instance, through the bureaucracy (a control tech
resources of any kind. 
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Learning
Figure 12.1 illustrates the “theory of practice”, driven by th
social value. Technologies have several roles in command wor
social actions are designed. People have different goals and fo
rationales in order to achieve sufficient variety. Change of strateg
tation of previous actions belong to the work, for example to m
order to satisfy the mind (or to make mind accept matter). Actor
to redefine knowledge, and to reinterpret symbols and repre
invent legal ways out of dilemmas, reducing the risk that their ac
preted as evasion or lack of expertise. Ongoing evaluation then
action through learning. 

It is necessary to state that practitioners usually do not “choo
alities”. Rather they assess a situation and then act (like Pers sai
ing the meeting, opening of Chapter 9). In theoretical terms
substantive rational or a formal rational point of view (Momm
grate objective, social, and subjective rationality (Ehn, 1995). Th
created, pragmatic and uniting rationality of practice should sup
outcome, be a successful design. These theoretical rationalities
tinct knowledge interests, together driving the process (ibid.). 

In the meeting, both objective, social and subjective ration
more or less consciously and integrated successfully. The for
present in the design of the control mechanism, the Actualities’ T
the technical control interest while the substantive rational aspe
fied by the local amendments. Objective rationality dominated t
development efforts, while social and subjective rationality gre
default strategy in emergencies when pure technical control wa
conditioned autonomy was managed in various ways. Bureaucra

Figure 12.1: The “theory of practice”: the pragmatic com
principles.
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sciously and opportunistically used, or circumvented in order to reach the desired
result, a legal and acceptable solution. 

12.1.3 COMMAND WORK, A MODEL

With a relevant view on what command work is, it is likely that some design traps
can be avoided. Nardi and Engeström (1999) defined four kinds of invisible work:
work done in invisible places, routines or manual work, work done by invisible
people, and crucial informal work processes. Lastly, conventions about what “real
work” is may lead to negligence toward important but less glorious parts of it. Even
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onclude, work can
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the role of the whole workspace can be neglected, because ergo
conditions form what work becomes and where it is done. To c
occur everywhere and not only in the narrow mobile “cubicle
demonstrated, decisive action may have to be initiated anywher
It might even be beneficial if work is sometimes invisible outsid

The ethnographic approach that made work visible resulted 
mand work, consisting of four related fields (Figure 12.2). Wo

these and moves back and forth, promoting transformations be
order to be the boundary object that unites all activities and ope
ment is what (theoretically) integrates various kinds of rationalit
of practice”, in the work.

The visible upper sector is especially important when we 
social control, because (1) what is not possible to see or detect,
trolled, and (2), control efforts (command work) must be made 

Figure 12.2: Model of Command Work, arrows indicate 
which have to be countered by work activities/opera

Visible
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Notrationalized;
informal
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decisionmaking,
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softw
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rout
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Personal interaction;
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Integrating
rationalities: A
rationality of
the practice
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about) in order to have any social effect. For instance, mental work by one person is
hardly evident for the team, until substantial proof is produced: a plan, visible
actions, a solution to a problem, a new concept or interpretation, preferably as
external representations (Larkin and Simon, 1987). There is an ongoing quest for
procedure and predictability, prerequisites for “rational” reliable control. Visibility
is taken for granted and not questioned. Rather it is assumed that any visibility will
do and will produce the desired effect. Common techniques are taken for granted,
for instance what commercial hard- and software produces when informing is
required. As regards visibility, power and knowledge are visible on uniforms.

ty, rank and exper-
als with identities.
ious types of com-
tting.
ive symbolic work
 for visibilization

without considera-
aution is therefore

e example is how,
he Battle Manage-
ia workstations did
rks via loudspeak-
o orient personnel
t had been thrown

team managers had
 mainly invisible
rated part of work.

he last exercise.

F PRACTICE

tween the different
 and merit the title
rinter (1999), they

ir tools with them.
 want it to be seen,
 effort. Rationality
ufficient to be able
Badges and signs show (but do not guarantee) name, unit identi
tise, being attributes facilitating control and providing individu
In the same way as Hermann and Just (1995) stated, experts’ var
petence have to be possible to exploit and demonstrate in any se

Independently of technology, actions in the knowledge-intens
tend to become invisible, if certain precautions are not taken
(printers, monitors). Office technology or automation applied 
tions of the social context easily promotes invisible procedures. C
necessary when “common sense” IS solutions are applied. On
during the first CPX (HQ A) when a large container served as t
ment Centre workspace. The mainly electronic communication v
not announce to the group what happened, in the way radio netwo
ers previously had. New routines had to be initiated in order t
about evolving events. One informant said it was as if a blanke
over the room. He had to move around, go to the mapboard, and 
to organize briefings. The new Actualities’ Table remained
because of confusing names on it and because it became an integ
The consciousness about its role came almost six months after t

12.1.4 TOOLS FOR SYMBOLIC WORK AND THE RATIONALITY O

Those who can “cruise” in the command work and can move be
fields (Figure 12.2) belong to another type of boundary objects,
of rationality brokers. Like the designers/architects studied by G
have to penetrate cross-organizational boundaries, carrying the
With the help of the tools they can define the real world as they
and communicate in order to get commitment to achieve unity of
brokers often have sufficient power and autonomy themselves, s
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to achieve changes and enforce solutions, or know how to get them. We can look at
commanders and then see what kind of tools they have, how well the office technol-
ogy fits their needs, and what suits them in their extremely mobile tasks. My obser-
vations and discussions during and after the fieldwork clearly demonstrated two
things. Commanders want to and can move freely, and much is said between com-
manders that remain properties of individuals, partly invisible for the organization.

The theory of practice with its matching rationality of practice (work) was based
upon the command work, and acknowledged the roles of social and subjective (and
not only objectively rational) factors when designing technology. The accounts

scribed that its use
ts physical format.
s, on one board (or
re an overview of
munition, action).

r. Another example
 (1990–91) contin-
x5 inch index cards
 organization (Pag-
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about one forerunner to the Actualities’ Table (the pinboard) de
by artillery operators in a narrow armoured vehicle defined i
Most important perhaps was that its design allowed the operator
on the later one-sheet paper version) to represent and to captu
plan, tactical activities, and the physical constraints (terrain, am
The pinboard/table as a boundary object united mind and matte
is how general Pagonis, Chief Logistician during the Gulf War
ued to rely on (as he had done in his whole career) the simple 3
as a manual IS and mediating system within the whole logistics
onis and Cruikshank, 1992). About one thousand circulating 
simple, highly flexible IS that combined informating, mediat
qualities. They promoted high visibility of the persons involved
tion, their power and their positions. They could be physically di
ways, or faxed, and added to the variety in the communication 
in spite of their format, their capacity was “amazing”:

... all the information needed by a decision maker can be placed on a 3x
five cards have reached me in hours or less when a paper had taken da

In the Swedish HQ, most if not all officers had a small person
pocket but few papers were smaller than the standard format (A
size), part of the office technology. Any printout, even if it wa
required an A 4-sheet. There was no paper artefact that easily 
the whole organization like these cards could, and function as the
ible and efficient boundary object.

Technologies and information artefacts must be suitable wi
groups (for instance low-tech/high-tech, in coalitions), and be 
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pretation with little effort, have computational efficiency (Larkin and Simon, 1997),
affording the meaning (Norman, 1988). Examples of design questions are:

 • If a group has to move between different parts of the organization and the envi-
ronment, what kinds of technologies help them to be boundary objects?

 • What are the implications if both technology and design methodology have an
inherent rationality, which is meaningful only in certain contexts?

 • How to design tools that are usable not only in the peacetime environment
where mind can easily dominate over matter, while in war matter gets another
weighting and must be dealt with? And what if the tools themselves become

ng else?
owledge ready-at-
inate?
d in the core of the

being perceived as
 groups are neces-

ects, which means

 work with, repre-
tion, the economi-
phasis either on

tations, or images
e traditional situa-
an be either corre-

with overlays and
ucts, whether they
ssible to external-
nd most important
a. Accuracy can be
s required, but per-
ness for use in var-
dered relevant and
I will start the dis-
matter that is circumvented because the mind needs somethi
 • What kind of knowledge representation, symbols, make kn

hand for different groups and reduce the risk that biases dom
 • What kind of tools can be used both in the boundary zone an

organization, supporting work that moves?

Technologies in the work have to make sense in a group, not 
“foreign”. Moreover, techniques for the transfer of work between
sary, with or without people as work carriers and boundary obj
that external representations are needed. 

12.1.5 PRINCIPLES FOR REPRESENTATIONS

When looking specifically at what “rationality brokers” often
sentations, I defined (Chapter 11) two principles for externaliza
cal abstraction and the correspondence, leading to an em
diagrammatic and for instance tabular (spreadsheet) represen
which look like or are similar to (conventions about) reality. Th
tion map (overlays providing additional military information), c
sponding (without overlays) or economical, diagrammatic (
symbols). Several sources use the idea of abstract mental constr
are called images, knowledge, or information which must be po
ize, visibilize, and communicate. “Representativity” is the first a
criterion, achievable in various ways with the help of actual dat
a desired quality, which is demonstrated when detailed control i
haps irrelevant in other situations. Other characteristics are open
ious work processes and overview. If the aspects that are consi
representative build a “representation”, then its form can vary. 
cussion from Larkin’s and Simon’s (1987) and similar ideas.
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When coupling the representation to the demand for control, to make it a control
artefact, one thing especially stands out. The old principle embodied both in the
contrerolle and the tally-stick is that two versions (of a register, a record) are nec-
essary for a comparison, for efficient sensemaking and then control action. The
practical implication is that it is difficult to compare two symbols, documents or
images unless both are fully visible and have formats that allow a comparison, pos-
sible “at a glance”. There must be a chance to compare two states (at least) of what
is to be controlled (or indicators about this control object), the goal and one other. 

Schmidt and Simone (1996) underlined that the format of an artefact is important
ned and reduce the
efact can stipulate
ecting attention to
step further, Larkin
atic (as opposed to
, which highlights
ient computational
formation in a dia-
he sentential infor-

 designed so as to
n a standard repre-
 order to afford the

r indexed data seg-
ns depends also on
Scaife and Rogers,
92) illustrates what
and presentation of
tations should also
 interpretations.
ns, the infological
the theory applied
lems then reappear
 is it satisfactory to
nless theory recog-
er used. This study
tions from this.
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for its use. Through writing, lists, table and matrices can be desig
cognitive load in tasks. The spatio-graphic format of an art
behaviour by reminding an actor of items to perform and dir
missing items (“the table abhors a vacuum”, p. 179). To go one 
and Simon (1987) described the advantages in using a diagramm
a sentential) mode of externalized representation of a problem
relations between objects (data segments), supports a more effic
process, rapid perception and recognition of aspects in data. In
grammatic representation is indexed in two dimensions while t
mation is a single sequence. 

To put it differently, if a representation of knowledge can be
articulate the operational problem at hand, then this is better tha
sentation where problems may be implicit rather than explicit. In
problem, a representation must use not more but instead bette
ments (information). The usability of an external representatio
its relations to the internal (mental) ones people infer from it (
1996). Also the case of the ATC paper strips (Hughes et al., 19
principles that have social value. From the previous discussion 
IS theory and the value of local solutions, it follows that represen
be local, because the meaning of any representation grows from

Returning to theory, the negligence as regards representatio
design problem (Langefors, 1974) is easy understandable if 
makes the problem disappear and become engineering. The prob
in the practice and the “system” may even remain unused. Nor
pretend that the design problem is a purely theoretical one. U
nizes the practice than the effect is similar as if no theory was ev
has led to a theory based on practice, and derived design sugges
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Table 12.1 compares these two principles and their applicability in command
work. The middle column describes the economic abstraction (including diagram-
matic mode), the right is the correspondence principle of representation.

Table 12.1: Comparison between principles for representation of knowledge 

Criteria - 
property

Economic abstraction Correspondence

Precision - Yes, but can be deceptive. Nuances and many 
t steps
ng symbols.

explicit relations, 

y limit field of view.

 variety through 

t 

?

over, computational 

e versions must be 
e time and place and 

need bandwidth.

al

 
quire advanced tech-

ire complex technol-

e.
accuracy Diagrammatic representation can 
originate in and simplify an image, 
enhance it.

stepwise refinemen
necessary when usi

Overview- 
relations

If layout conscious, yes, 
following principles for 
diagrams.

Overview, but few 
requires 
additional work.
Detailed image ma

Attention 
management

Controllable - flexible. Confusing – reduce
dominance?

Affordance Incorporates context, 
“production program” for infer-
ences (Larkin and Simon, 1987).

Explicit but relevan
inferences may be 
difficult, ambiguity

Interpretation Few but distinct attributes. Explicit 
relations.

Pattern hard to disc
efficiency?

Compare 
“at a glance”

Possible to compare if layout care-
ful (Larkin and Simon, 1987; 
Avdic, 1999; Anderson and Shar-
rock, 1993).

Changes or separat
available at the sam
be distinguishable.

Communicable Variety of media, narrow channels. Transmission and 
explanation might 

Platform/media 
dependency

No (little). Possibly only speci
technologies.

Use in 
workgroup

No restrictions, preferably large 
(public format).

Have to be large or
distributed, may re
nologies.

Calculations in 
representation

Possible to embed; 
Spreadsheet technology.

Possible, may requ
ogy.

Externalizable Simple technology usable. May be complex.

Interactivity Possible. Possible.

Format One sheet. May have to be larg
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12.1.6 DESIGN OF REPRESENTATION LAYERS IN THE SYMBOLIC WORK

Through command work, people design and use organization, technology and sym-
bols used for communication and representation of knowledge. The representations
in command work express knowledge about the world and about how to change it,
control actions. Military symbols for maps and representations are used according
to agreements and must admit sufficient requisite variety. 

The ideal common representation of the tactical situation, even if corresponding
and identical in every HQ corner, is given meaning locally. This can deviate from
the intended one unless a program (rules) for interpretation accompanies it.

munication before
ture which has the

my (army-as-sym-
trollable, external-
an IS that contains
rt of a control arte-
tween the two rep-
serving as the real
rollable army sym-

 simplified internal
 order, completion
ied, to some extent
ge, ideally possible
x is that the IS rep-

e

Represented
by

Expressed
in
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Depending on the situation, these rules can require much com
acceptance. Altogether, representations exist as a layered struc
following structure (Figure 12.3):

Work and technology together form a representation of the ar
bol) that by definition has to be interpreted as efficient and con
ized and visible, consisting of real objects. It is controlled via 
another representation of the army-as-symbol, designed to be pa
fact: the army as symbols. There has to be a correspondence be
resentations (army-as-symbol, army-as-symbols), the former 
army. Because of the need to serve as a credible and highly-cont
bol it is consciously designed to appear objectively rational. 

The complexity of the external (real) army-as-symbol makes
representations both necessary and attractive, such that express
and overview. One type is the situation map that gives a simplif
corresponding view from above. Then there is the common ima
to distribute automatically and carrying knowledge. The parado

Swedish Army

Army-as-symbol: visible CPX units

Tactical situation map and common distributed imag

Commander’s Distributed abstract
 information system dynamic image

IS in
HQs

Built by work, interpretations

Figure 12.3: Layers of representation.

Interaction

Army as symbols
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ain, the army, is a
here people have

ad both formalized
rk (Figure 12.4), it
mand teams when
ften the map was a

 representation that
o way captures all:
 Because of its cor-
tation (within the

not only represents
-as-symbol (during
presentation of the
 either with a click

actice, created and
 from the enacted
y constraining and
ineered) IS for the
ited for the kind of
essary for the sym-
. An inner environ-

n industry hall: 
ork.
resenting and expressing knowledge about the operational dom
social, distributed, abstract, multiformat system over the HQ w
active roles, a distributed repository of historical data, which h
and informal components. Now and then, in the command wo
was brought together in the workspace, in briefings and in com
people met, exchanged interpretations, informing each other. O
central artefact functioning as boundary object.

This system is often refined into or contains a correspondence
primarily serves as an “attention grabber” and reminder but in n
the army on the map or a representation with other technologies.
respondence (the tactical landscape) this externalized represen
HQ) gets a superficial quality (especially during exercises) and 
but actually substitutes for the real army or for the external army
the fieldwork usually built from real objects). This internal re
highly virtual social world during exercises is easily controllable
on the mouse or as wipe and redraw of an overlay on the map. 

The CPX the actors, according to the (social) rationality of pr
populated the army-as-symbol. The complexity and dynamics
army-as-symbol made it more real, even if its matter was not ver
allowed the minds to move freely. The rationally designed (eng
desired army-as-symbol (finite, ready, controllable) was less su
design work (of symbols, more work, organization) that was nec
bolic work in order to manage the boundaries of the organization

Figure 12.4: Joint planning session for review of a plan in a
the socially distributed IS was made visible in the w
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ment evolved that required much work and self-help solutions in order to be
manageable, drawing from the resources defined for the boundary management and
the external environment. The matter in this environment did not allow the minds of
the actors the same autonomy (“we are in the hands of technology”).

To add a further twist to the previous discussion, the symbolic and knowledge-
intensive command work produces the overriding symbol, the Swedish Army: a
symbol for the nation, its autonomy, freedom and democratic values. How then can
it be “expressed” in the products of the command work, withstanding the scrutiny
of the mass media, being credible among those who created it? The army-as-sym-

retations. The sym-
t really matters is
mportant question,
e the scope of the
ces from command

L MATRIX

 study, cybernetics
ework, the condi-

 ISD, I have the fol-
ial actions, leading
n (1993) outlined,
-computer interac-

ical framework, the
er 3), and what the
 better connection
een user and com-

mediated), and the
) to be supported
ceptual level hous-
vel has to be under-
rld and the system

ain within the total
the work processes
 (conceptual level),
. Figure 12.5 illus-
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bol has to be highly visible, not inviting to any ambiguous interp
bol has to be real and visible which is easy enough, but wha
whether it is interpreted as a real or a virtual army. The most i
whether this army would have been capable in a war is outsid
study, but it was certainly possible to train and produce experien
work and control technology, as credible symbols.

12.1.7 INFORMATION SYSTEMS DESIGN AND THE CONDITIONA

In the first chapter I outlined the theoretical foundation for the
and the VSM (Beer, 1981), and the methodical and analytic fram
tional matrix (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). In this summary about
lowing conclusion. Design practices easily instrumentalize soc
to breakdowns and needs for repair work. Kuutti and Banno
inspired by Activity Theory, a possible uniting theory for human
tion (HCI). Their discussion links to my methodical and theoret
suggested new conceptualization of information system (Chapt
cases have told. One of their concerns was how to establish a
between the technical level of ISD (how the communication betw
puter is arranged and, I claim, how users’ communication is 
organizational level, where the organizational practice (work
occurs. Between these two levels there is what they called a con
ing models of the object domain and of the system itself. This le
stood by users, experiencing and trying to make sense of the wo
with the help of the technical level. Each level is a design dom
system, each containing an interface aspect. These aspects are 
(organizational level), the system and the object world models
and the actual HCI, how humans communicate (technical level)
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trates the design principles in a model derived from the conditional matrix (and
thus translatable into the three-levelled Activity Theory structure). The boundary

 is conducted via
age in design work
he informing tech-
 clear the different
design work). The
e understanding of
ting the organiza-
e followed in ISD,

onnection between
equirements would
chnical level mak-

RCH DIRECTIONS

e maps and matri-
 most common vis-
s, and tables. They
king through sym-
how it can be con-
e artefacts that can
c work. The actual
ce and paper-based

Interaction, 
interface

Action

The conceptual level, 

Conditional design 
path

The organizational 
level, informated 

world, work

 between levels 

Mediating and 
technical level
management in order to make the organization a viable system
(supported by) an IS that shall help actors achieve variety, to eng
(including the IS), create representations, and to communicate. T
nical level shall admit also the control of the IS itself and make
aspects of control involved in work (boundary management, 
conceptual total IS model presented in Chapter 3 will facilitate th
both the object domain, the system, and their relations, connec
tional and the technical levels. If conditional design paths can b
where the conditions on each level are considered, then the c
levels should be better. Instrumental solutions to social control r
be less frequent, transducers not reducing the variety, and the te
ing the world visible, contributing to informating it.

12.1.8 SUMMARY AND FUTURE INFORMATION SYSTEMS RESEA

The ethnography has informed the analysis and suggestions. Th
ces/spreadsheets as mainly diagrammatic representations are the
ible artefacts in command work, often taped onto walls, board
merit study from the perspective of work as producing and wor
bols that represent and express knowledge about the world and 
trolled. Ideally, computers should be valuable, because they ar
manipulate symbols (Ehn, 1988) and hence can support symboli
design work means to create an interface that integrates workspa

the total IS and model 
of the object domain

object-

Figure 12.5: Conditional matrix, conditional design paths
have to be considered.
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tools, whiteboards and computer artefacts, social and instrumental control interests,
and contextual conditions with the actions in the work, augmenting the visibility of
the work. However, it is necessary to systematize studies in greater detail in order to
reach concrete solutions and to identify fruitful potential future research directions.
The analysis has led to several research questions for command work ISs and com-
puter artefacts, covering topics of knowledge representation, knowledge distribu-
tion, IS architecture, and design work, some of which are:

(1) Knowledge representations

ledge in the work,
tion with standard

 using representa-
tic and the corre-
re) computational

isible) and internal
presentations)?

 (telephone, email,
nd their own tech-

edge, “who knows
k knowledge-bear-
chnologies, weara-

pport communica-

chnology (such as
work and represen-

 different rationali-

rated informating,
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 • What principles are used for making representations of know
for example design of non-standard symbols and combina
symbol sets?

 • Are there any and if so, what differences in producing and
tions of knowledge according to the economic/diagramma
spondence principle respectively? How to evaluate (measu
efficiency and affordance ?

 • How do actors iteratively use different kinds of external (v
(invisible) representations (the interactivity between these re

(2) Knowledge communication and distribution

 • How should we design interfaces for communication media
fax) that afford both social context and function (usability) a
nical function (access)?

 • How can we keep track of the social distribution of knowl
what and where” in a distributed workspace, and how to lin
ers and power-holders into networks with the help of new te
bles (“walkstations”) ?

 • How can the traditional map get augmented capacity to su
tion, calculations, and better computational efficiency?

(3) IS architecture

 • How should we integrate computer artefacts and simple te
the 3x5 card, maps) in order to externalize and make visible 
tations of knowledge?

 • How should we design artefacts that fulfil criteria for use in
ties, the rationality of practice that move with the work?

 • What does ISD mean if the architecture is defined as integ
mediating and informing subsystems? 
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 • How can we integrate the IRM and the VBS approaches in a way that optimizes
the utility in work?

 • How can we enhance the usability of the traditional command workspace by
integrating, for instance, the ordinary map and computer artefacts, to turn the
map into a computer of its own? 

(4) Design Work

 • What are the preconditions, both as regards design tools and social factors, for
the active participation of people (workers) in ISD, in order to avoid detached

esign approaches
minimize potential

om the war in Bos-
work during com-
ytically informed
e it intelligible to

n just searching for
uld improve effi-

discover (validate)
is fits in the quali-
dividual cases and

 From this kind of

e Table, and I will
ring what we can
ition.
 the superimposed
e IT are often such
tween power and
es will grow when
his answer is con-
ces. The gap leads

concerns. The con-
design of stand-alone artefacts? 
 • How to balance between engineering efforts and other d

(“art”) in ISD in order to secure social acceptance of IS and 
resistance toward formalization?

12.2 Conclusions

This thesis is the outcome of a study that started with accounts fr
nia (Persson, 1997). The study continued as ethnographic field
mand post exercises in Sweden. By producing an anal
ethnography, I have described command work, trying to mak
researchers and those who are actively involved in it. Rather tha
immediate technological and organizational solutions that wo
ciency, I chose to study command work from within in order to 
theory, to find out how to inform ISD for the military. This thes
tative tradition of case studies. In this tradition, the analysis of in
the relationships between them yield strong empirical results.
case analysis, I have formulated my conclusions.

The final conclusions start from the cases, the Meeting and th
examine them first from the ethnographer’s perspective, captu
learn from them, and then shift position to the IS designer’s pos

The study of the cases has resulted in a tentative answer to
research question (Chapter 1), why attempts to implement and us
uncertain enterprises. As long as there are contradictions be
knowledge, when different realities are not integrated, difficulti
command work is reformed, implying efforts to implement IT. T
cise and free from details, but there are many intricate consequen
directly to conflicting perspectives on the organization’s central 
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tradictions spill over to the actual work, and result in difficulties when designing
the organization and its practices. What becomes central is how the need for inter-
nal order and controllability (coherent with the symbol signifying the Army) can be
conjoined with its ability to face uncertainties in an unpredictable environment (a
desired capacity in war).

Both cases originated in contradictions between design requirements from prac-
tice and from the systems-engineering community that had produced the infrastruc-
ture in the HQ. The “common sense ISD” had introduced a foreign element in the
work and self-help initiatives evolved. The military action culture, the rationality of

nd – matter dichot-
and became matter
vation that eventu-

at enable us to talk
rstanding of social
novations, making
hat because of the
nalities, real-world
s) was achieved in

2). The visible and
s, and quarrels.
power, and what is
tifically rational or
e actors become or
rol actions and can
e-negotiated when
onsidered more or

roducing symbols.
s is close to design.
 to create symbols

 or reduced electric
s). Computer arte-

ate tools for contin-
. Originating in the
y management, the
t an ordinary, repet-
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practice, is colonized by a strong control culture. Using the mi
omy, the FENIX system did not admit autonomy to the mind 
that prevented rapid action. In turn this situation promoted inno
ally resulted in satisfactory autonomy for the mind. 

We must realize that terms like “rationality” are constructs th
about a phenomenon in the world. It is central to the unde
actions, how the social value of concepts shifts and leads to in
durable definitions hard to strike at. The study demonstrates t
skills of the staff to balance between and integrate different ratio
problems can be solved. Integration of rationalities (and realitie
the meeting and in the Actualities’ Table (Figures 12.1 and 12.
social actions in work are labelled talk, discussions, negotiation

Two fundamental insights are to recognize the role of social 
socially relevant and rational may deviate from what is scien
logical elsewhere. Given authority or a certain social power, som
are expected to act as rationality brokers during design of cont
reconcile contradictions. Representations of knowledge are r
necessary and computer artefacts (including their output) are c
less relevant over time. 

Command work is a kind of design work, working with and p
“Work” means to produce something useful, with effect, and thu
It presupposes direction and commitment. It should be possible
out of any technology (during the series of CPXs sudden loss of
power from the mobile generators recurrently caused problem
facts should be designed so as to support communication, to cre
ued design, of meaningful symbols (“information”) and of work
idea of the Viable System Model and conducted during boundar
conception of command work as design work means that it is no
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itive and routine based activity. Even if some basic routines are used, they are com-
bined and recombined in ways that give people the requisite variety they need, also
when it comes to concepts. The cybernetic principles of variety and viability have
to be supported all through the IS architecture and the work and support the organ-
izational integration of the VSM subsystems intelligence and control, in the HQ of
operations and logistics.

What does command work viewed as design work mean when it comes to ISD?
Practice was reconstructed repeatedly if necessary. The temporary character of the
organization augmented this tendency. Probably a VBS strategy is more relevant

ht as compared to
office in the woods
for complex inter-
follow them in the

trol is achieved via
 these efforts give

 between require-
idged by boundary
estion, therefore, is
organization, com-
 work as a rational
esign arenas. 
n of interests, and
sign of ISs should
about abstractions
then they can be
al use, in the own
s, 1993). All that is
esign, for instance
sign of high-level
these abstractions,
s to create an infra-
uding informating,
the common sense

ur subsystems and
 whole study. ISD
than an IRM approach because the control aspect has less weig
communication, sensemaking and argumentation. In the mobile 
people have to get in touch with each other. They have no use 
faces to communication media or an infrastructure that cannot 
workspace. They must have tools for their work. 

The accounts and the cases demonstrated that much social con
systems engineering and organizational design. The products from
people little support for sensemaking or argumentation. A gap
ments and resources for work easily opens and it has to be br
objects such as social interaction or self-help systems. The sugg
to make a better distinction between what are engineering tasks (
munication links) and what has to be reached through command
social design enterprise. Now there is a melange between these d

ISD is primarily about contextuality, autonomy, the integratio
finding the “zone of proximal development” (Kuutti, 1991). De
be design in work, not design detached from work. If ISD is 
(images, knowledge), less connoted to computer artefacts, 
designed by virtually anyone, provided they are aimed for loc
group, following the logic of the infological equation (Langefor
possible to do in advance is to facilitate such design and red
through resources for communication, instead of detailed de
working procedures. Then it must be possible to externalize 
make them visible and permanent. A different perspective mean
structure of technical subsystems that will produce data, incl
mediating and informing (technical) subsystems, according to 
notion of information as resource.

I have presented a view of a socially complete IS that has fo
corresponds to cybernetic base model (Beer, 1981) framing the
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must not stay only at the informing subsystem but include the whole context where
work occurs and artefacts are used, to be conducted in analogy with the conditional
matrix (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). The design output must not be abstract because
work does not only consist of invisible cognitive activities. Instead the whole
sequence is about visibility, presupposing a conscious view on the meanings and
relations between central concepts: information, knowledge, and representation.

Some key design concepts are starting positions for continued research on design
for work (Section 12.1.7). First, affordance of knowledge is central, knowledge that
is “ready-to-hand” (Ehn, 1988) even as a symbol (computational efficiency if a rep-

ent social distribu-
gn in the work is a

mand work has to
Miser and Quade,
inciples are impor-
iency). The crucial
t to be considered.
which shows that
titioners, is worth
l value because of
ng to the command
 processes that can
, and help people

 a set of open proc-
 as for example the
ere present in both

o be useful for the
s, not only within

he complexity pro-
perts’ competence.
rganized command
experts) and power
mbol and as a full-
experts in the mod-
r to create efficient
ossible to give pri-
or survival.
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resentation is used), and about artefacts for support of an effici
tion of knowledge (Anderson and Sharrock, 1993). Then, desi
leading principle. What is part of the well proven tool set in com
be recognized and refined into an epistemology of practice (
1985). As regards the artefacts, the analysis has showed what pr
tant for control (visibility, comparisons and computational effic
aspects of communication and preservation of visibility are nex
The concrete work on “calculation systems” (Avdic, 1999) 
actual, high precision, and flexible tools can be built by prac
closer study. In addition these tools seem to have a high socia
their explanatory and persuasive power. Such tools already belo
work tradition. “Flexibility” also means to support work in open
be formed according to the situation, and in designing of them
maintain focus on orientation: to keep track of where they are in
esses. Externalization comes next, adapted to where people are,
3x5 cards and the flight progress strips. Some of these criteria w
the Meeting and in the Actualities’ Table.

I have presented a model of command work that promises t
design of computer artefacts for cooperation, cooperative system
the military. The modern command organization is one where t
motes a far-reaching division of labour and dependence on ex
The title of the thesis states that within this framework of o
work, where control is implicit, it is vital to bring knowledge (
(formal authority) together if an army is to emerge, both as a sy
scale construct. This convergence implies either to empower the 
ern command organization, that those who have power learn, o
means for communication between actors. Thereby it becomes p
ority to justified needs for autonomy, commitment and thereby f
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Many contradictions can be hidden inside the organizations,
belong to those which are most difficult to reconcile. If it can
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managed, there is a risk for loss of autonomy and with it, power. Few technologies
will help restore such a situation. 

Researchers’ difficulties in getting access have been discussed by Caforio
(1998). I interpret this partly as a lack of trust in the research community, perhaps
originating in individual researchers’ efforts to study the military. Through contin-
ued priority toward technical aspects or rational views on humans, the military will
be less capable of building viable systems and instead fortify very specialized com-
mand units within protective cocoons. Traditional military culture within the
nation-state has in many nation-states become a reservation for warriors. After all,
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machine-warfare, the modern Western Way of War, conducted by
is juxtaposed by situations where traditions and technologies b
totally different environment where even war has merely bec
faces what has been built according to seventeenth century blue

In this study I have not intended to work from an economic pe
to look at what people do when sparse resources are handled
study work strategies, methods, and to see how control technolog
study has indicated the very long tradition in creating powerful t
trol over simple practices which involve counting, writing, and c
come of this beginning are the modern management tec
accounting, where detailed calculation and comparison of numb
art control. It is common practice that numbers are adjusted 
imperfections of the social world. Nevertheless these techniques
ards for control thinking. Thus, with the computer and moder
tems, still more precise control mechanisms are sought for. The
by a strong belief that information and knowledge can be obj
ready to use somewhere, to be retrieved by the push of a button,
There is just one item which is a prerequisite to making sense o
knowledge, human expertise. Unfortunately information techn
attention to more than command work. During the very first exe
pioneered the change process and tried to make sense of the in
conversation:
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artefacts). On the one hand close monitoring is positive and necessary. Modern
forces must be monitored in greater detail because they consist of individual actors
whose competence is not easily replaceable, and when lost, affects the whole
organization. There is also technology which has to be closely monitored and main-
tained. “Competence” is, of course, the organization’s concept for human expertise.
In reality, any casualty also means sorrow and personal tragedies. This fact was
understood from early on. During the crusades, the Assassins found out that a
bureaucracy was a terrible enemy. They avoided, said Bartlett (1993), killing ene-
mies who belonged to a crusading order because unlike “family member enemies”,

le warrior. Thus, at
for its own inhabit-
 which, unlike the
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n the situation. The
aucracy, following
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one killed was soon followed by another identical competent ma
the same time as the bureaucracy can be a terrible enemy (also 
ants), it has a vast potential to draw upon. Our warrior tribe
Assassins (ibid.), had grown up within the bureaucracy could c
strategies, either the social or the formal rational, depending upo
modern warriors could choose to work socially within the bure
its rules and exploiting them, or to find ways to circumvent bure
side or inside it, even using it as a pivot. 
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cises, the organization was even consciously filled to the brim in
sate for the less than optimal and ideal information system in the
solution. This led to more demanding control requirements. I
more men meant greater logistic demands and led to problems
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Perhaps the study shows that research, too, must work within
ties and what is labelled as “science” depends on the situation. I
ciate the training within the military, the best school possible to
“rationality broker”. Researchers doing ethnography also need 
be empowered and use technology. One difference between a re
itary ‘command worker’ is that the researcher has a different kin
exploit when searching for resources, one where the allocation o
ible. This has advantages and disadvantages. Once inside the re
it is easier to work autonomously, but one never knows exactly w
ken or what rules to break or obey (in order to get funds). In the 
may be very hard to achieve at least in subordinate positions, 
rules and where power is. It is easy to profit from this, perhaps
renaming contraints, then circumventing or exploiting rules to o
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